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T
he forehand has become the weapon of choice for most tennis players today. 
How well a player hits this shot forecasts the style of play. The forehand is often 
central to the game plan for both sides of a match; a player can build a game 
plan around using it or combating it. A good forehand has power, consistency, 

accuracy, and variety. It enables a player to overpower an opponent, go from defense 
to offense with a single shot, or put an opponent on the defensive in order to transition 
to the net. Players with a strong forehand include Andy Roddick, Roger Federer, Rafael 
Nadal, Venus Williams, and Serena Williams.

The forehand plays a large part in the process of a balanced groundstroke attack. 
Depending on individual strengths and weaknesses, a player can use it offensively to 
stay in a point until the right opportunity comes around or even to play a strong defense. 
An effective forehand is not only about power, it is also about the way the player uses it, 
such as to set up net play or a killer backhand down the line.

Over the last 40 years the forehand has evolved from the classic Continental grip into 
more choices such as the Eastern, semi-Western, and full Western grips. Players have 
used classic forehand styles within an attack style strategy—flat balls or balls hit on the 
rise—but they focused on placement and finesse. Today the way players strike the ball is 
considerably different. Racket technology and advances in proper technique have made 
hitting the forehand more of a full-body workout designed to deliver a striking blow. This 
is apparent in the professionals and young juniors of today. The modern-day forehand 
strategy is more aggressive and designed to hit a winner from the backcourt or take time 
away from an opponent in an effort to control play.

Today’s forehand also depends on a big serve. Modern tennis could be called the 
serve-and-forehand era. When technology and sport science advanced greatly from the 
mid- 1980s through the 1990s, the conventional ways of winning points, such as the 
serve-and-volley, or the Swedish way, of outlasting an opponent on the court, became 
less effective. The return came back faster and the ball was struck with greater velocity. 
Thus, the forehand became a weapon. Instead of a chess match, tennis became a power 
game and, consequently, the emphasis changed toward the first strike.

This chapter covers offensive and defensive styles as they relate to the forehand, the 
various forehand shots, the technique for those shots, and the characteristics of a good 
forehand. Chapter 3 provides drills needed for developing a great forehand weapon.

Choosing a Forehand
Today’s game is ruled by the forehand first. Even if a player’s most powerful weapon is the 
backhand, the forehand must be strong. The player needs to develop the forehand well in 
order to counter the opponent’s forehand long enough to use the backhand effectively.

The quality of the forehand shot determines the player’s offensive and defensive 
nature and provides the player with the basis for the resulting game style and plan. So, 
when learning or reviewing technique, it is vital that the player stay current. The goal is 
to have great technique for every shot, so the player should constantly try to improve. 
All players must be able to execute a variety of both offensive and defensive forehands.

Technique is important in a player’s development, and it dictates what the player’s 
better shots will be. A player should choose a grip, stance, and stroke (swing path) that 
correspond to the goals for the forehand and can help the player develop to the highest 
levels.

There are five types of forehands: the Eastern forehand, the semi-Western forehand, 
the Western forehand, Continental forehand, and the slice forehand. Each shot is charac-
terized by its grip and has a different technique for its use. The player should first choose 
the most comfortable grip, which in turn dictates the type of forehand and the technique 
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for hitting it. Still, it is important to master multiple grips in order to shift between fore-
hands, such as the defensive slice versus an offensive winner or a forehand rally shot.

The Eastern and semi-Western forehand grips are the most versatile. The Continental 
and Western forehand grips are used less often because they have limitations in hitting 
certain shots, such as high and low balls. The Western grip can be used aggressively on 
higher bouncing surfaces such as clay or hard court. A person using the Western grip has 
to be proficient at quickly changing to other grips for certain shots, such as from a West-
ern forehand to an Eastern backhand grip on a one-handed backhand (see Forehands 
and Grips, p. 5).

Footwork and Body Position
No matter what forehand technique a player chooses, the player needs to use proper 
footwork and body position to get set to hit the ball. Knowing how to move quickly and 
efficiently results in greater choices for controlling the ball.

Movement
Movement to the forehand side is vital to the success of the shot. The player should keep 
the feet moving at all times when the ball is in play and split step when the opponent hits 
the ball. A split step is jumping an inch or two (2.5 to 5 cm) off the ground and landing 
on the balls of the feet, ready to move (see figure 1.1). For balls hit to the right side, the 
player should step out with the right foot (see figure 1.2) and try to line up the right foot 
behind the incoming ball. For balls hit to the left side, the player should step out with the 
left foot and line it up behind the incoming ball. Once lined up on the ball, enough weight 
should be loaded on the leg and foot to establish balance as the player begins to push off 
and transfer weight into the shot. In other words, the first step gets the player to the ball 
quickly and efficiently, making the execution of the whole shot easier.

Figure 1.1 Split step. Figure 1.2 Step to the right after split step.
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Stances
Three types of stances are used in tennis: open, semi-
open, and closed. A player’s stance is dictated by the shot 
being hit and by personal preference. The player should 
use a stance that creates the best platform for the player’s 
legs to push off and hit a powerful shot. As long as a player 
knows the proper technique for the different stances, all 
three can be effective.

Open Stance
In an open stance (figure 1.3), the player uses the back leg 
to load and set the feet in a manner that keeps the body 
relaxed, balanced, and open to the shot. A player should 
experiment with the open stance to see what feels the most 
comfortable for control and power. The grips and strings 
used today are based on topspin and allowing the arm the 
maximum ability to swing freely. The degree to which a 
player uses an open stance depends on shots hit by oppo-
nents. Strong, high-bouncing shots hit out of the player’s 
strike zone may require more of an open stance because of 
the lack of time to prepare and to line up the feet on the ball. 
Windy conditions, playing left-handed servers who swing 
wide, or playing great right-handed kick serves on the ad 
side of the court can require an open stance as well.

Players can use the open stance on all of the forehand 
shots. It can be used on shots hit directly to the player or 
on tougher balls that require stretching. The open stance 
gives the player the advantage of getting to more balls and 
hitting them aggressively. It gives the arm ample space 
to strike the ball and swing freely, especially on those 
tougher, higher balls. Drawbacks of hitting with an open 
stance relate to the amount of power a player achieves 
through the hitting zone. A shot hit from an open stance 
relies on angular momentum (created by rotation only), 
which produces less power compared with a square 
stance that combines linear and angular momentum.

Semi-Open Stance
The semi-open (also known as semi-closed) stance, 
shown in figure 1.4, is a form of the open stance and is used 
regularly when players move around their backhand to hit 
a forehand. Some players like to hit with an open stance 
regardless of the oncoming ball but others prefer to use 
a semi-open stance for a shot that is hit directly to them, 
giving them the option to hit through the shot more by 
using linear and angular momentum. This stance is espe-
cially useful on shots where the player is pulled away from 
the center of the court and needs balance through con-
tact. The back leg loads as it does with the open stance, 
but the front leg comes a little more in front and to the 
side. A player can use this stance on all forehand shots.

Figure 1.3 Open stance.

Figure 1.4 Semi-open stance.
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Closed Stance
When using the closed stance (figure 1.5), a player sets 
the back leg in the loaded position but brings the front leg 
directly in front of the back leg to effectively close the hips 
and shoulders to the net. It is also known as the square 
stance. The use of this stance depends on a player’s prefer-
ence and how quickly the player moves to the ball. If a player 
can get to the ball in plenty of time and prefers to set both 
legs (one in front of the other), the closed stance is more 
powerful. A closed stance is best used on shots that are hit 
directly to the player. It becomes increasingly difficult to hit 
a closed stance when stretching out for wide shots.

Forehands and Grips
Figure 1.6 shows a view of the bottom octagon of a racket 
and, for the purposes of grip discussion, numbers each of 
the bevels of the racket handle. All of the grips are based 
on how a player positions the bottom knuckle of the index 
finger, or the index knuckle (see figure 1.7), on the bevels. 
Figures 1.8a and b on page 6 show the placement for the 
index knuckle for a right-handed and a left-handed player 
for all of the forehand grips.

Figure 1.5 Closed stance.
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Figure 1.6 The eight bevels of the racket. Figure 1.7 The index knuckle.
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All current grips can be traced back to the Conti-
nental grip shown in fi gure 1.9. Tennis pioneers used 
the Continental grip because the game was originally 
played on grass, where the ball bounced low. This 
grip is now primarily used for slice forehands, back-
hands, the serve, forehand and backhand volleys, and 
the overhead. The Continental grip is a great grip for 
low balls and balls hit at hip level. To fi nd this grip, the 
player puts the dominant hand fl at on the strings and 
moves the hand down to the grip. The top part of the 
grip is in the V between the thumb and forefi nger, and 
the index knuckle is on bevel 2 of the racket handle for 
right-handed players and bevel 8 for left-handed play-
ers (refer to fi gures 1.6 and 1.8).

One limitation of hitting with this grip is that it can 
be diffi cult to combat the heavy topspin that most 
players use. Rather than having to switch grips to cope 
with various ball heights and spins, most players tran-
sition to using the Eastern or semi-Western forehand 
grips, which can be used to play any forehand. Using 
a hybrid grip (somewhere between the Eastern and 
semi-Western grips) is an option that allows players to 
tailor their grip to match their swing.

Figure 1.8 The location of the index knuckle on the racket for (a) right-handed players and (b) left-
handed players using the forehand grips.

 — Continental

 — Eastern

 — Semi-Western

|
Western

Continental —  

Eastern — 

Semi-Western — 

|
Western

Figure 1.9 Continental grip.

A B
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Eastern Forehand and Grip
The Eastern forehand (see figure 1.10) is one of the most 
versatile grips in modern-day tennis. For the Eastern fore-
hand grip, the index knuckle is on bevel 3 of the racket 
handle for right-handed players and bevel 7 for left-handed 
players (refer to figures 1.6 and 1.8). As shown in figure 
1.10, the racket begins to close if the player holds the arm 
in front of the body.

The use of this grip depends on the player’s swing and 
how much topspin the player wants to put on the ball. The 
Eastern grip does not automatically create as much top-
spin as the semi-Western grip. A player needs to develop 
strong wrists and a higher loop (to sweep under the ball 
more) to achieve the same topspin with the Eastern grip 
that is already built into the semi-Western grip. The East-
ern forehand grip is popular with players who like to drive 
their forehands (flat) as well as use topspin.

The main disadvantage of the Eastern grip is the reduced 
ability to counter (defend) against a ball that bounces high. 
The Eastern grip has a slightly more closed face on the 
takeback, so to use this grip for countering high-bouncing 
balls, a player needs accurate timing and strong wrists to 
be able to impart topspin back to the opponent.

Semi-Western Forehand and Grip
The semi-Western forehand (see figure 1.11) is the most 
popular forehand technique in today’s game. Top profes-
sionals, such as Rafael Nadal and Venus Williams, as well 
as juniors use the semi-Western forehand grip. For right-
handed players, the index knuckle is placed on bevel 4 and 
bevel 6 for left-handers (refer to figures 1.6 and 1.8). The 
racket face if you were to hold the racket in front of you 
would be slightly more closed than the Eastern forehand.

The semi-Western grip is designed for players who are 
trying to produce a lot of topspin on their shots. Because 
the racket face is slightly more closed than in the Eastern 
forehand, it allows the player more flexibility to counter an 
opponent’s high-bouncing shot. The main disadvantage of 
this grip occurs when countering a low or slice shot. If a 
player is not properly loaded and low enough to accept the 
oncoming shot, then it is a struggle to get under the shot in 
an appropriate fashion.

Figure 1.11 Semi-Western grip.

Figure 1.10 Eastern grip.
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Western Forehand and Grip
The Western forehand technique uses a grip that is 
more extreme than the Continental, Eastern, and 
semi-Western forehands as shown in figure 1.12. For 
this grip, both right-handed and left-handed play-
ers place the index knuckle on bevel 5 of the racket 
handle (refer to figures 1.6 on page 5 and 1.8 on page 
6). This grip puts the palm of the hand completely 
under the racket handle.

The main advantage of the Western forehand grip 
is the amount of topspin it can generate. This grip is 
the choice for a player who wants to hit the ball with a 
lot more topspin (especially on higher balls) than the 
other two more modern grips. Players who play on 
clay courts or slow, hard courts may gravitate toward 
this forehand grip. Usually the player who uses it is 
used to slower-paced or higher-bouncing shots. If the 
player exclusively uses slower surfaces against the 
same types of opponents, then perfecting the West-
ern forehand could be an advantage.

Unfortunately, the disadvantages of this grip can be 
numerous, especially for players who play on various surfaces. A player using this grip is 
susceptible to lower shots and slices from an opponent, which, if played on a faster surface, 
can present a challenge. On a faster surface the ball doesn’t bounce as high, so a player has 
to make different swing adjustments. It is more prudent to develop a stroke that can adapt 
to all surfaces. Also, because of the many grip changes that can occur during a point, the 
extreme nature of the grip makes it harder to switch to other grips.

In addition, the technique required to hit a Western forehand can be too extreme. The 
grip causes the wrist to lay back more than with the semi-Western or Eastern forehand. This 
makes it difficult to extend the wrist through the point of contact. Because the grip is so far 
under the racket handle, the elbow bends more and becomes almost in line with the bottom 
of the butt cap of the racket. This sometimes causes swing problems for a player, such as 
dragging the racket head, and hampers the player’s ability to smooth out the swing.

Forehand and Styles of Play
Tennis has five styles of play: aggressive baseline play, all-court play, serve-and-volley 
play, rallying baseline play, and defensive play. Aggressive baseline play and all-court 
play are considered offensive and are built around the forehand. Serve-and-volley play-
ers build their games around their serve and attacking style, but they can still use the 
forehand as a weapon. Rallying baseline play and defensive baseline play use the fore-
hand as a rally ball or in a defensive manner.

A player’s style is based on what forehands are the player’s favorites, the technique 
for those shots, overall on-court personality, and the player’s aggressive or defensive 
nature. A player can change or improve playing style by adding shots to the repertoire 
and improving technique. A player should try to establish one particular forehand shot 
as a weapon, then add and develop other shots to complement the particular style. One 
of the main goals of choosing a grip is to use one that corresponds with the player’s style 
of play. Table 1.1 shows the type of forehand technique that players can use in each style 
of play based on grip choices.

Figure 1.12 With the Western grip, when the racket 
is turned over to playing position, the palm will be 
completely under the racket.
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Points of Contact and Strike Zones
Players should know the correct contact point and strike zone for the shots they want 
to execute. Their court position, movement, and racket preparation should match that 
contact point. Three points of contact are possible: attack, rally, and defensive. They fall 
in a horizontal plane (see figure 1.13). Although players must address each individual 
ball in a groundstroke, the style of play sets the tone for the types of shots they want 

Table 1.1   Techniques for Styles of Play

Type of  
technique Style of play

Aggressive 
baseline All-court Serve-and-

volley
Rallying 
baseline

Defensive 
baseline

Eastern  
forehand grip

X X X X X

Semi-Western 
forehand grip

X X X X X

Western 
forehand grip

X With good use of 
different grips

X X

Continental 
forehand grip

X X

Figure 1.13 The points of contact include the (a) attack, (b) rally, and (c) defensive.

A B C
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to execute. For example, aggressive baseline players predominantly want their contact 
points in front to maintain the attacking style of play. The strength of the opponent’s shot 
also dictates a player’s contact points. A player needs to use shot selection and contact 
points together to keep a rally going and to help establish control of a point.

The attack point of contact is in front of the body or in front of the front foot. The 
attack point of contact is usually a crosscourt shot or any shot that is played from a 
position of strength in the court. This position is usually inside the baseline. For example, 
a down-the-line forehand may be contacted a little late, but it is attacking if the court 
position is inside the baseline. However, a player can possess a weapon that is hit with an 
early contact point but from deeper in the court; as long as the success rate stays high, 
it is attacking.

The rally point of contact is between the hips and is offensive if a player hits with 
heavy topspin. The later contact point allows for maximum load to be drawn from the 
legs in the execution of the shot. A rally point of contact is used to neutralize a player and 
increase the chance to get a better opportunity later in the rally. Rally shots are usually 
played crosscourt or as a high, heavy down-the-line shot, and they are usually executed 
from the baseline or just behind it.

The defensive point of contact is in line with or behind the back hip and is usually 
played as a high, heavy shot to get back into the point or a ball hit with a higher trajectory. 
This contact point suggests a good shot from an opponent or possibly poor movement 
to a shot. Players usually use a defensive contact point when they are behind the base-
line and playing defensively.

The three strike zones—lower-level, midlevel, and upper-level—fall in a vertical plane 
(see figure 1.14). Great players can hit winners from all three strike zones. The mid- and 
lower-level strike zones are especially preferred for hitting topspin. Most players should 
attempt to meet the ball in the ideal, midlevel strike zone.

Figure 1.14 The strike zones include the (a) lower-level, (b) midlevel, and (c) upper-level.

A B C
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The upper-level strike zone is at shoulder level or higher. Usually a ball hit from this 
strike zone is hit with heavy topspin or a higher trajectory. In today’s game, a common 
offensive strategy is to step back from a high-bouncing shot to let it come down farther 
into the preferred strike zone so the player can answer with an effective shot. Players 
from earlier generations may have scoffed at this idea; they would have taken this ball 
earlier to prevent giving up court position. Ultimately, though, a player’s goal when hitting 
in the upper-level strike zone is to execute a quality shot that gives a better opportunity 
on the next shot.

The mid-level strike zone is between the shoulder and the knee (as is the strike zone 
in baseball), and it is used for shots with a rallying type trajectory that gives the player 
depth on the shot. Because most shots can be executed well in this strike zone, players 
need to be able to move and play in a court position that allows them to hit as many shots 
as possible in it. An aggressive player who moves well can do this. An opponent who hits 
high-bouncing and penetrating shots to a player near the baseline can make hitting balls 
in the midlevel strike zone difficult because they can force a player backward in the court.

The lower-level strike zone is below the knee and down to the ground. This strike zone 
is usually used for a low ball from the opponent or a ball that a player is late getting in 
position for. It can still be aggressive if the player attacks the ball with power from the 
legs and takes it early. A player who perpetually hits balls in this zone is usually relegated 
to playing defensively. A player who tries to be aggressive from a defensive position is 
playing low-percentage tennis.

The strike zone depends on where a player feels most comfortable executing a shot, 
the depth of an opponent’s shot, and the potential bounce of an opponent’s shot. Players 
who do not like to hit high-level shots around shoulder level must learn to take the ball 
earlier in their preferred strike zone. The styles of play also influence strike zones. Play-
ers using aggressive baseline and all-court styles need to be able to attack from all three 
strike zones. Because of the nature of the transitioning style, players using the serve-and-
volley style must be able to aggressively hit balls low in the strike zone because many of 
their shots are taken on the rise. Rallying baseline players are more comfortable hitting 
balls in a midlevel strike zone, and defensive players hit shots from a mid- to lower-level 
strike zone because of their defensive nature or poor movement to the ball.

Stroke Technique
After choosing a grip to suit individual game style and goals, the player is ready to take 
a closer look at the technique needed throughout the stroke pattern. The following text 
breaks down the different actions that make up the phases of the forehand stroke: prep-
aration and backswing, forward swing and contact, and follow-through. The breakdown 
presents the technique and chain of events for executing a successful Eastern forehand.

Two of the other forehands, semi-Western and Western, require some slight modifi-
cations to accommodate their grips but otherwise follow the same pattern. The stroke-
specific modifications are noted. The fourth type of forehand, the slice forehand, can 
actually be executed with two different grips (Continental and Eastern, though most 
commonly Continental) and requires a bit more modification. The counterattacking slice 
approach is addressed in Playing the Forehand on page 27.
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Preparation and Backswing
In the ready position (between shots), the arm is comfortably to the side with the elbow 
bent and placed midway between the waist and shoulders. The racket head is up and 
pointing slightly backward with the wrist taut. The core of the player is low and comfort-
able and getting ready to rotate for loading. As the ball approaches, the shoulders and 
trunk begin the unit turn and loading process. The player makes a half turn of the shoul-
ders backward (see figure 1.15) for a rally ball or a quarter turn (45 degrees) for a ball hit 
deep or if the player is in a hurry (that is, in open stance).

As the shoulders and trunk rotate, the wrist and racket face also begin to pull back-
ward and loop in a high-to-low fashion. The player must comfortably bend the elbow 
behind the body to allow a fluid full swing that loops under the ball to create the desired 
low-to-high movement (see figure 1.16). The racket head is up and the face of the racket 
is outward. The racket should set in the same direction of the back leg that is loading for 
the shot.

As the shoulders and racket pull back, the front arm goes forward to provide balance 
and to track the oncoming ball. How far in front to pull the arm depends on the player’s 
comfort and balance. The arm can be held out straight in front or a little farther back, but 
no farther than the potential contact point. At the same time, the player’s weight starts 
to shift easily backward; the back leg bends. The player should keep the body weight 
toward the back foot and with the knees bent until the loop begins.

Players should experiment with the grip to find the proper amount of loading for the 
legs. They should find a comfortable core position that provides the desired power and 
topspin. It is helpful to think of the load in terms of how much power and topspin the 
player is trying to generate. Too much loading of the legs followed by an upward unload-
ing of the legs creates topspin and not as much power. Loading lightly on the legs to push 
upward and outward to the target area produces a more powerful shot.

Figure 1.15 Unit turn. Figure 1.16 Preparation and backswing.
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Semi-Western Forehand Modifi cations
• This grip usually functions better with an open stance. The open stance allows the 

arm to swing more freely through the shot.

• As the racket is taken back, the racket head should tilt backward slightly more than 
with the Eastern grip. Because of the laid-back position of the racket, the wrist lays 
back slightly more than with the Eastern grip.

• The player needs good trunk rotation and loading of the legs (weight is back, the 
feet are set, and ready to move forward), but because this grip turns the racket face 
farther down, a little more load of the legs is needed to come under and hit the ball 
squarely.

Western Forehand Modifi cations
• Because the wrist lies back far in this grip, the elbow comes in line with the wrist. 

The elbow can hamper a fully extended swing, thus reducing power.

• The Western grip reduces power, so the trunk rotation and loading of the legs needs 
to be more pronounced than even the semi-Western grip.

• The stance for this shot is more open than the open stance used with the semi-
Western grip. With this grip, the player needs more room to properly swing through 
the ball.

Forward Swing and Contact
As the trunk rotates forward, the arm starts to extend in a low-to-high fashion out toward 
the oncoming ball. The size of the loop the player can take while swinging depends on the 
oncoming ball. A deep ball requires a quicker takeback, a smaller loop, and perhaps ini-
tially a lower preparation of the arm. A slow-paced ball allows for a full or longer takeback 
with a bigger loop and possibly a higher-set position. On a slower-paced shot, the player 
has the opportunity to time the loop to gain maximum acceleration.

Coaching Points
The following problems are common in the forehand preparation and 
backswing, and players should work to avoid them:

• Overrotation. Overrotation issues occur when a player com-
petes against an opponent who hits hard or high-bouncing deep 
shots. Overrotation can cause mistimed or late contact shots. A 
lack of timing or a late contact reduces the power a player can generate 
and may cause the player to shank the ball. Players should be careful not to over-
rotate the hips and shoulders or have the racket set behind the back.

• Poor front arm position. A front arm positioned too far back causes a player to 
contact the ball late and be improperly balanced backward. Another problem, which 
coaches call dead arm, happens when a player prematurely drops the arm before contact 
or does not use the arm at all, leaving it to dangle next to the body.

• Two-part backswing. In this situation, a player sets the racket in a quarter turn 
initially until the ball bounces and then brings it all the way back to a half turn while 
preparing to swing. When players make the early preparation and then make another 
preparation farther back, they hit the shot with a late contact point.
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As the racket is prepared on the backswing, the player starts to transfer the body 
weight from the back leg to the front leg, using the back leg to push forward and transfer 
evenly and fluidly to the front leg and eventually the front toe. Performing the loading 
drills in chapter 3 can help keep the weight back and provide a stronger base to more 
effectively push off the back foot onto the front foot.

The path of the swing is dictated by the position of the elbow, so it is important to 
keep it bent comfortably at the beginning of the loop (elbow a few inches lower than 90 
degrees) and straighten as the swing progresses toward contact (see figure 1.17). If the 
elbow is positioned properly, the path of the racket head starts to lead the elbow and the 
racket face starts to square up to the oncoming ball.

The front arm has been comfortably taut in the location of the preparation phase 
throughout the backswing, but as the player rotates the body forward, the front arm 
starts to pull away naturally with a little tension in the arm. The front arm pull-away is 
smooth, not abrupt or jerky, and should be at or near waist level of the player.

The manner in which the racket arm is extended upward and toward the shot depends 
on the particular grip, stance, and loop of the player and the type of shot the player is 
trying to hit. A flat ball has a straighter trajectory, and a heavier-topspin or loopier ball 
has a higher trajectory. The swing should be natural and fluid.

Just before contact, the wrist and racket head begin to accelerate upward and out-
ward to square up to the ball. An attacking contact point should be slightly in front of 
the front foot at the level of the oncoming ball, slightly behind (or farther back) for a 
rallying shot, and even farther back for a defensive shot or shot hit in a more open 
stance. The player’s head remains still and focused on the ball through contact as 
shown in figure 1.18.

Figure 1.17 Forward swing. Figure 1.18 Contact point.

Players should 
focus the eyes 

slightly before the 
contact point and 

use it as a guide 
for when to swing 

the racket head 
powerfully.

Critical Cue: 
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Semi-Western Forehand Modifi cations
• The forward swing is slightly more upward to catch the shot squarely on the racket 

head.

• Because the grip turns the racket head farther down, the wrist must generate more 
acceleration in order to get brush on the ball. The contact point is slightly behind 
the front foot of the player, allowing for the racket head to stay through the contact 
a little longer, which will impart topspin on the ball.

• The legs come from a more loaded position and explode upward, holding the weight 
as long as possible.

Western Forehand Modifi cations
• An open stance is used, and the legs uncoil from a more pronounced loaded posi-

tion than with the semi-Western forehand.

• Because of the severity of the grip, the racket head must come from a lower position 
and sweep under to hit the ball squarely. The arm extends out farther and sweeps 
from an even lower to higher path to generate power. 
The elbow is closer to the body because of the laid-
back wrist, so the pathway of the swing fl ows closer 
to the body than with the semi-Western and Eastern 
grips. Because of the extra topspin imparted on the 
ball, this modifi cation uses the rally point of contact 
and the mid- and upper-level strike zones.

• The elbow eventually extends, but it is in line with the 
wrist as the loop begins its forward swing and extends 
outward after contact.

Follow-Through
After contact, the arm and racket head keep extending 
out toward the intended target until the racket head starts 
to go toward the opposite shoulder (see fi gure 1.19). The 
height of the ball dictates the follow-through. Hitting a 
higher oncoming ball means the player is likely to follow 
through with the racket head lower on or near the opposite 
shoulder. A fl atter oncoming ball brings the racket head 
higher up.

Figure 1.19 Follow-through.

Coaching Points
Rafael Nadal has perfected a new follow-through that goes straight 
up and   nishes on the same side as the defensive point of contact. 
This follow-through is known as the reverse forehand. This is a very 
advanced follow-through for imparting extra spin on the ball, and 
it is particular to Nadal’s swing. Beginners should use the follow-
through that ends up over the opposite shoulder and then experiment 
with lower follow-throughs as they advance.
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The wrist is in line with the elbow, allowing the racket face to extend upward and out-
ward. The proper extension and flow of the arm determines the depth and power of the 
shot.

The trunk rotation continues throughout the shot. It is what drives the racket head 
and it concludes when the follow-through is complete. The player should hold the follow-
through for a split second to complete the swing.

Semi-Western Forehand Modifications
• The player should try to keep wrist cocked a little longer on the follow-through and 

then flip or snap it with the focus on the thumb turning over.

• The weight transfer is not from backward to forward as with the closed stance. The 
open stance used with the semi-Western grip requires a weight transfer to a front 
foot that is turned open (or facing the opponent). The weight should transfer with 
the hips turning toward the target in a balanced fashion. Transferring too fast or too 
much toward the open leg causes flaws in the mechanics of the stroke.

• The finish is out in front and should settle toward the opposite shoulder but slightly 
lower than with the Eastern grip.

Western Forehand Modifications
• The main points of the Western forehand are discussed in the semi-Western 

section.

• Because the grip is so turned over, the player can’t help but feel the elbow becoming 
involved with the swing on this grip. The elbow does jut out, but the player should 
still try to lead with the racket head. This can cause some issues for the elbow, so 
players should monitor their swing closely.

• The follow-through usually ends across or slightly above the waist of the opposite 
side of the body. Because of the lower preparation, the follow-through is extended 
higher, and the arm is extended to just above waist level or slightly higher.

Spins and location
Forehands can use topspin ranging from no spin to extreme topspin (high and heavy), 
and they can place the ball short, deep, angled, and down the line. Using the different 
spins and placements can develop the forehand into an all-around weapon. As already 
mentioned, the different grips correspond to differing degrees of difficulty in executing 
the various forehand techniques. The following text presents the techniques required 
for maximizing the player’s range and effectiveness across the various spins and court 
placements of the ball.

Flat or No Spin
To hit a flat ball, the player must find the proper wrist position that squares up the racket 
head. This differs among players’ swings and how they use their legs, but the goal is to 
have the arm and wrist in position behind the ball to extend the wrist out straight for-
ward at contact. Good use of pushing off from the legs provides the depth on the shot. 
Because of the position of the semi-Western and Western grips, the wrist would have to 
lie back accordingly to get the correct racket head placement. The player should feel as 
if he or she is throwing the wrist out toward the shot. It should feel as if that wrist is going 
through the ball.

To produce the 
optimal swing 

path, players 
should imagine 
hitting through 

three balls instead 
of just hitting one.

Critical Cue: 
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Topspin
To hit topspin on a shot, the player brings the racket head underneath the ball (visualize 
the top of the racket head when the racket head is at the side of the body) and brush up 
on the ball with acceleration; the racket head extends and the wrist turns at the same 
time. The player uses the legs to come under the ball and aid in the brushing up of the 
ball. How the racket face strikes the ball determines how much power and topspin will be 
on the shot. A slight closing of the racket face produces some additional topspin but it is 
not a major contributor to topspin, although it is commonly mistaken as one. It helps for 
the player to envision the ball hitting the top of the racket head with the thumb turning 
over rapidly during the hit. The swing path of the racket contributes to topspin by going 
upward to brush the back of the ball for topspin and going outward for power. The mod-
ern-day forehand has a slightly closed racket face and is swung outward and upward.

High and Heavy Topspin
This shot is similar to the topspin shot but it creates a higher trajectory, or arc, that com-
bines power and topspin. Greater emphasis is on leg strength going upward for this shot. 
The player wants to sweep under the ball and extend the arm and wrist outward and 
upward. To create arc, the player must stay balanced a little longer, strike the ball upward, 
and brush the ball with the racquet face.

Backspin, Sidespin, and Underspin
Players can add variety to their game by adding backspin, sidespin, and underspin to 
their shots. The trajectory for the backspin shot is usually higher because it is meant 
to barely go over the net and bounce back toward the net. A player creates backspin by 
using a severe slice—a very strong high-to-low movement of the arm. The player has bal-
anced forward momentum up to contact and then the arm cuts down on the shot with 
the racket face open and staying open past contact. The body stays balanced to provide 
stability for the swing.

Sidespin is used when a player tries to get a ball to go or slide away from the oppo-
nent. Sidespin should be hit with a lower trajectory. A player creates sidespin by using 
the same movement as on a blocked approach shot (see page 134), but instead of using 
only slightly higher-to-lower arm movement, the player uses the wrists to open the 
racket face and push the racket head out in an inside-out fashion. The player keeps the 
momentum forward after contact.

An underspin shot is a slice. This ball is meant to cut but, depending on the strength 
of the shot, it stays low and makes the opponent hit up. The racket head is slightly open 
and should be directly behind or slightly above the pathway of the ball. The player moves 
through the shot with balance and contacts the ball with the racket head coming down 
on the shot and slowing or stopping immediately after contact. The player should keep 
the momentum forward after contact.

Crosscourt
The contact point for a crosscourt shot is in front of the front foot (the attack point of 
contact). The player should square up the racket head to encourage the feeling of hit-
ting straight through the ball. It may help to imagine slightly contacting the outside of 
the ball. The wrists snap across the outside of the ball. The player should focus on the 
thumb creating an arc through the ball with proper extension. This ball is hit flat or with 
topspin and is meant to land in two main areas of the court: deep—2 to 3 feet (0.6 to 0.9 
m) from the baseline and alley, or midway between the baseline and service line on the 
outside third of the court. The hips also rotate toward the target area, not too quickly, but 
smoothly and with acceleration.

Critical Cue:
Because this shot 
is hit with such 
force upward, the 
players should 
imagine their 
bodies and feet 
leaving their 
shoes.
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Down the Line
The player aims to contact the ball later in the rally contact point. The body positions itself 
with the shoulders slightly squared to the net. They are slightly less squared for a ball hit 
from a crosscourt shot and more squared from a ball hit from a down-the-line shot. The 
player extends the arm out toward the target with the body fl owing in the same direction. 
The front toe of the player should turn toward the down-the-line target. This shot should be 
hit with the feeling of coming around the outside of the ball (or the contact point).

Deep
To hit an area deep in the court—2 to 3 feet (0.6 to 0.9 m) from the baseline, the player 
extends the arm out to the intended target. The swing depends on the coordination of 
the arm, wrist acceleration, and follow-through. The emphasis is on extension and keep-
ing the arm extending outward until it fi nishes the swing. The body and swing weight of 
the racket is used to help extend the arm, which is the reason movement and weight 
loading is so emphasized.

Short
When a player hits the ball short—on or near the service line, the player should focus on 
an extension to the target but might use a more accelerated wrist snap to hit topspin 
that will bring the shot in before the alley. The player uses a shorter backswing and then 
extends out and across the body on the fi nish. The wrist snaps down on higher balls in 
upper-level and high midlevel strike zones.

Coaching Points
If players have trouble hitting to any of the following speci  c locations, 
a number of troubleshooting tips can help.

• Hitting crosscourt. A crosscourt shot that goes wide may 
mean the player came around too fast, turned the hips too 
soon, or caught the ball too far in front and on the outside. A ball hit 
toward the middle signi  es a late contact point, hitting on the inside of the 
ball, or improper body position.

• Hitting down the line. If the ball is consistently being hit wide, the player should adjust 
the feet or the contact point. The player may be late getting prepared and with the contact. 
When a ball is hit out or past the baseline, it usually signi  es that the ball was not hit with 
the proper amount of topspin or arc. It could also mean the stroke was not completed.

• Hitting deep. Balls hit too deep (past the baseline) usually indicate too much power 
and not enough spin, improper body position, or a miscalculation of arc and trajectory. 
Other possible problems include having the racket face too open on contact or loose 
strings on the racket. When balls consistently land too deep, players should   rst check 
their footwork and then add more topspin to their shots.

• Hitting short. Balls that land short indicate a few possible problems: The body was 
not in proper position to execute the shot, the player lifted the head during contact to 
cause a weaker shot, the player mistimed the shot, or the player miscalculated the arc or 
trajectory needed for the shot. 
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Playing the Forehand
All players want to be able to hit great forehands in any situation. To approach that level, 
they need to be aware of their own performance and work to improve it. It is important 
for players to understand the strengths and weaknesses in their forehand to help decide 
what types of shots and strategies to use. A good forehand is a weapon, a rally ball, a shot 
that is hit aggressively to help set up other shots, and a defensive tool.

As previously mentioned, a player’s style of play combined with the player’s favorite 
shots dictates the shots that are best to master first. Table 1.2 shows which shots can be 
hit with each of the forehand techniques. Practicing and perfecting the technique with 
these shots helps the player hit deeper and more penetrating shots, gain control of the 
point, and reach higher levels. Regardless of which shots are a player’s favorites, it is 
important to know how to hit every forehand shot because there will be a time in every 
match when the player must use every shot in this book.

The phase of play during a game affects how a player plays the forehand. Anywhere 
in the court from the baseline to the net, a player may need to be in an offensive, tran-
sitional, rallying, counterattacking, or defensive mode. Combining these phases of play 
with a combination of locations, spins, and tactics gives a player many options to con-
struct and win the point. A player has five shot options for playing the forehand: a put-
away, an attack, a rally, a counterattack, and a defensive shot. In the putaway phase, 
the player is hitting a winner. With an attack shot, the player is setting up to finish the 
point or put it away. A rally is for neutral shots. With a counterattack a player is in a 
defensive situation but manages to go on the offensive. The defensive shot is for get-
ting out of trouble.

Table 1.2   Technique for Forehand Shots

Forehand shots Type of technique

Eastern Semi-Western Western Continental*

Forehand crosscourt 
drive

X X X

High, heavy crosscourt 
and down-the-line shot

X X X

Down-the-line forehand 
drive

X X X

Short-angled forehand 
crosscourt

X X X X

Inside-out forehand X X X

Inside-in forehand X X X

High-to-low forehand X X X

Reverse forehand X X X

Stretched-out-wide 
forehand

X X X

Moonball forehand X X X

Counterattacking slice 
approach

X X

*Although hitting some groundstrokes with the Continental grip is possible, doing so will not help players develop their game.
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Offensive Forehand Shots
Generally it is better to be on offense than defense. Playing offensively is advantageous 
because it allows for more options, which can help the player take control of the court. 
Offensive forehands are hit from the backcourt with one of two goals in mind: to end 
the point with a winner or to put an opponent on defense or out of position with the 
depth and placement of the shot. A player’s best offense is attacking with the forehand 
in various ways. The following text describes all the different shots that should be in each 
player’s arsenal.

Forehand Crosscourt Drive
Maria Sharapova makes it look easy when she drives her opponent deep into the corner 
with her flat crosscourt forehand. Her strategy is to drive the ball hard crosscourt with 
little topspin, getting her opponent to either make an error or simply back up in the court. 
This allows Sharapova the opportunity to step in and control the court.

How The forehand drive is hit in an open stance with the Eastern grip for a potentially 
flatter ball and the semi-Western grip for more built-in topspin. How open the stance is, 
depends on the player’s positioning. The crosscourt flat shot requires the attack contact 
point and the midlevel strike zone. This shot can be hit flat with no spin or with spin and 
some arc to the ball (topspin that makes a shot get up and down quickly and gets off 
the court). Acceleration of the racket head and the arm still goes from low to high but 
extends outward just before contact.

Where Because of the degree of difficulty associated with this shot, the player should 
try it only when prepared and properly behind the ball. Being behind the ball means that 
body movement to the ball and racket preparation is efficient and proper, so the player 
is balanced enough to execute the shot. Poor execution can lead to errors and a loss of 
control of the shot. The crosscourt drive is usually executed when a player is standing 
between 2 feet (0.6 m) to the right or left of the hash mark and the alley. When positioned 
outside the alley, the player should hit the ball higher to allow recovery time. The player 
should aim for the far corner on the opposite side (the box behind the service line and in 
front of the baseline), and the trajectory over the net should be lower but still carry to the 
deep part of the court.

When A player usually hits this shot when in a position of strength. A forehand 
crosscourt drive can be a weapon that pushes an opponent deep in the court and helps 
set up the player’s game style. One of the most common strategies of a strong crosscourt 
drive is to look for a weak reply and attack down the line to end the point, help transition 
to the net, or play strategically.

 The player’s position affects the timing of the shot. Usually, the player is positioned 
near the baseline or inside the baseline and anywhere within 4 feet (1.3 m) in from both 
sidelines. This position can vary for each player; it depends on how effective the player’s 
drive is.

High, Heavy Crosscourt and Down-the-Line Shot
Caroline Wozniacki has an effective high, heavy shot that she uses strategically. Wozni-
acki is fast and moves well around the court, but the high, heavy topspin forehand gives 
her time to reset and push an opponent back. This shot is not built for power, but more 
as a good use of variety.

How Players can hit this shot with an Eastern, semi-Western, or Western grip. Because 
of the height the shot creates, the player must get under the ball more, so the player’s 
loading ability is emphasized. Executed effectively, this shot gives the opponent a higher 
arcing ball with extra spin that feels heavy and difficult to control. The trajectory of the 
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shot requires the hips to explode upward and outward and the legs to drive up under 
the ball. A player that loads too much on the shot requires extra effort to be fluid on the 
swing. The ideal strike zones for this shot are the lower-level and midlevel strike zones. 
The best points of contact are the rally and defensive points of contact.

Where This shot should be hit when the player is in a technically good position to 
execute the shot. This shot is usually executed deeper in the court or behind the baseline 
and on a higher-bouncing ball. Because the high, heavy ball is a high-percentage shot 
and has more loft, it is an ideal shot to execute from a deeper or wider position on the 
court.

This shot is meant to land deep crosscourt or down-the-line (behind the service line 
and before the baseline) and bounce higher in the court. Sometimes a player with heavy 
topspin can get away with hitting a shorter-landing high, heavy shot because the bounce 
is so great. A poorly executed high, heavy shot that lands short could spell trouble for the 
player if the opponent is adept at taking the ball on the rise or has an effective down-the-
line shot.

When Players usually hit this shot for offensive purposes, but they can use it for 
defensive purposes also. Currently Rafael Nadal is the best at this shot, and he frequently 
uses it when up in the score to create weaker responses from his opponents. Because 
this shot is hit with a higher trajectory than the drive, the bounce is higher. This forces 
an opponent to choose whether to hit the ball while standing close to the baseline or 
move back in the court to hit it in the midlevel strike zone. In the first option, the ball 
will land in the opponent’s upper-level strike zone, and most players don’t like to hit this 
type of reply. In the second option, the player has more time to set up the next attacking 
shot because the opponent has backed up to meet the looping ball in the midlevel or 
lower-level strike zone. Either option is likely to cause a weak reply, giving the attacker 
the opportunity to continue offensively in the rally.

Down-the-Line Forehand Drive
Venus Williams is known for her down-the-line forehand drive. She can effectively change 
the ball’s direction to her advantage. When she is in a crosscourt rally, she constantly 
looks for a down-the-line forehand she can rip and then transition forward.

How Players use the usual groundstroke grips for this shot, and it is in the midlevel 
strike zone. The contact point is one to two ball widths behind the flat drive, but it is 
still considered an attacking point of contact. The player charges in the direction of the 
oncoming crosscourt or diagonal shot, which requires waiting to meet the ball slightly 
later in the attack point of contact to take the ball up the line. The player’s movement 
is also slightly different from hitting the flat drive because on this shot, the front toe is 
turned slightly in the direction of the down-the-line shot.

Where As a drive, this shot should be hit between the service line and the baseline. 
A down-the-line drive hit short of the baseline can cause errors if hit with underspin or 
backspin. The end location of the shot depends on what the player is trying to accomplish 
in the rally. A shot hit to the sideline is meant to end the rally. For a player changing the 
direction of the oncoming shot, a ball hit farther away (2 to 4 feet, or 0.6 to 1.3 m) from 
the sideline is desired in order to establish a favorable pattern in a rally (such as a down-
the-line drive that the opponent answers with a crosscourt to the player’s stronger side) 
or because the opponent’s weakness is on that side.

When This shot functions as a weapon that hits to the open court to take advantage 
of an opponent’s weak crosscourt shot or poor movement, or as part of a strategy to 
dictate play by keeping the opponent running. Most down-the-line shots are hit in an 
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effort to change or end the point. This shot develops when the player has backed up an 
opponent in the court, the opponent has hit a weaker crosscourt shot, and the player 
wants to end the point with an aggressive down-the-line shot to open the court or to 
change the pattern of the rally.

The degree of difficulty for this shot is greater than for many other shots because a 
down-the-line shot goes over the higher part of the net and because the distance of the 
shot must be shorter than a crosscourt shot. Additionally, changing the direction of an 
oncoming ball is tough. A player should hit this shot when receiving a short or slow ball 
or when the player is so far off the court that this is the last option.

Forehand Crosscourt Short-Angled Shot
Serena Williams has an attacking game that uses the forehand crosscourt short angle 
to open up the court so she can get her opponent on the defensive and attack to her 
advantage.

How This shot is hit with topspin, slice, sidespin, or no spin. The topspin shot is more 
common and aggressive; the slice, flat, and sidespin shots are more for finesse. The 
contact point of the angled shot varies. If the player is creating the angle, the contact 
point is slightly in front of the crosscourt flat drive (attack). If the player is reacting to an 
angle, the contact point is later than that of the down-the-line shot because the player has 
extra movement for this shot and is trying to create a greater angle (rally to defensive). 
The height of the contact point is in the mid- to lower-level strike zones. Throughout this 
shot the player must have good balance and early racket head preparation. The player 
must also have greater racket head acceleration in the event that a topspin shot on or 
near the alley sideline is needed.

Where The player hits this shot while standing on one half of the court, inside or near 
the baseline. The player aims to hit diagonally crosscourt, for or near the opponent’s 
service line on the opposite side of the court.

When The main purpose of hitting an angled shot is to pull an opponent off the court. 
The deeper angled shot (landing past the service line crosscourt and bouncing off the 
court and into the alley) and the shorter angled shot (landing crosscourt near the service 
line or before it) should be included as part of every game style. This shot is a good way 
to keep an opponent on the defensive. After a player hits either a crosscourt hard drive 
or a high and heavy ball and the reply is weak or hit at an angle, the player has the perfect 
setup for the forehand crosscourt angled shot. Most tennis rallies are played lengthwise 
through the court (using deep or short balls). So, a player who can use an angled shot is 
able to test an opponent’s variety of shots, ability to angle a shot back, and movement 
to the ball.

The player can hit this shot more or less aggressively depending on the desired result. 
The more aggressive version is created from either the opponent’s angled shot, allow-
ing the player to create an angle off the reply, or from a weak ball, allowing the player to 
strike the ball earlier and create the desired angle. Either way, the shot is hit with a lot of 
topspin. The goal is to have the shot move up over the net and then drop fast with spin on 
the opponent’s side, heading out toward the doubles alley. The less aggressive approach 
uses more placement and finesse when replying to an angle or creating an angle. This 
shot is generally effective, but especially effective—and even essential— against an 
opponent who does not like to move side to side or is tired after a long match.

Inside-Out Forehand
Andy Roddick has a great inside-out shot that pulls the opponent off the court so he 
can dictate play. The angle he creates, plus the power his game is centered on, puts his 
opponent on the defensive.
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How The movement and execution of this shot requires practice because the player 
runs around the backhand and creates space between the body and the ball. The player 
can hit this shot in different ways, including hitting a high and heavy ball inside out, 
hitting a flatter ball, and hitting a sharper angle. All of these options are effective if a 
player can execute them effectively. The sharper-angle version is the most difficult, but 
it is especially effective on clay courts because they give more time to run around to the 
next shot.

The proper technique for the inside-out forehand starts with the player making a 
semicircle around the incoming ball on the backhand side. This movement can be done 
in a variety of ways:

• Step-back method. The back leg steps behind the front leg, turning the player’s 
hips and shoulders as they begin to make a semicircle and move forward.

• Lateral shuffles. Similar to the step-back method, here the player does a number 
of lateral shuffles to cover more ground before stepping behind or in front of the 
body. Andre Agassi used this technique.

• Backpedal steps. The player simply turns and backpedals with both feet to get into 
position to move into the shot. Roger Federer is known for using this movement.

The stance is open or semi-open and, because the body is running around the back-
hand, the shot is hit in the midlevel strike zone and contacted at the rally point of contact. 
The arm and wrist extend, and the wrist contacts the ball in an inside-out fashion. The 
body maintains its balance and drives to the inside-out corner or angle.

Where The inside-out forehand is hit diagonally crosscourt. This shot should be hit 
from about 1 foot (0.3 m) off the center of the court to the backhand side to approximately 
midway between the center and the alley. The player aims for a shorter inside-out 
forehand to land near the service line and deeper in the court about 2 to 3 feet (0.6 to 0.9 
m) from the baseline and alley.

When The main purpose of the inside-out forehand is to be able to use the forehand 
to the opponent’s backhand. This shot is one of the most effective forehand shots used 
today because it can be a part of the overall inside-out, or three-quarter court strategy 
(mainly using the forehand to control the court or to create an angle for the next shot). 
This shot gives the player’s game more variety than just hitting crosscourt or down the 
line. Many coaches teach the inside-out forehand as part of a strategy, so a player’s 
ability to hit the shot becomes imperative. The impetus of this strategy derives from 
maximizing a player’s forehand opportunities.

Inside-In Forehand
Roger Federer uses this inside-in shot to perfection. His movement is so smooth that 
he makes this sometimes difficult shot look easy. This shot, hit off a returned inside-out 
shot, keeps the player on the run and is also considered a winning shot.

How This shot takes a great amount of movement and is hard to hit, but with the 
proper technique and timing, it is one of the best attacking forehands. This shot is hit in 
the midlevel zone and is contacted in the attack or rally point of contact. It requires the 
player to get in a better position to change the direction of the ball.

Where A player usually hits this as a second shot off an opponent’s weaker crosscourt 
reply or off an easy second serve. Similar to the location for the down-the-line shot, a 
player hits the inside-in shot near the sideline for a winner and farther away from the 
sideline to keep the opponent moving or to change a pattern. The depth of this shot 
determines its success. A ball hit behind the service line allows the opponent less time to 
respond and sets the player up to hit another forehand.

Critical Cue:
Getting to the 
side of the ball is 
not good enough. 
The player must 
think, to it and 
through it.
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When A well-placed inside-in forehand keeps the opponent running and on the 
defensive. This shot is also an aggressive shot and is meant to create an opening to 
advance to the net or hit a winner.

Coaching Points
Two problems are common with the inside-in forehand:
• Contact timing. If the player contacts the ball too far in front, 

the player’s balance will be off, causing errors. Late contact also 
defeats the purpose of the shot: taking time away from an oppo-
nent.

• Poor positioning. When the player is not in a good position to strike 
the ball or hurries it by trying to hit too big of a shot, problems arise. The ball 
must be hit precisely because the player is working with a smaller court area and the 
shot is hit over the higher part of the net.

High-to-Low Forehand
Venus Williams uses the high-to-low forehand especially well. Her attacking style of play 
mandates that she hit this shot well. For her, it is the type of shot where she can move up 
to a ball and take it at high level of contact and still drive through the ball.

How The footwork incorporated for this shot necessitates a move forward. The ball 
is either at its maximum height or heading in that direction, so the player’s positioning 
is critical. The preparation of the racket should be slightly higher to accommodate 
the upper-level strike zone. The player loads backward, focused on keeping the chest 
balanced through the shot. The player should focus on hitting straight through the ball 
and using an extension that starts high and fi nishes lower to the target because of the 
height of the ball. The contact point varies depending on the ball hit by the opponent, 
but generally it is in the upper level strike zone and in front of the front foot (attacking). 
On this shot, a player hits the ball straight because gravity and spin bring the ball down 
automatically. The follow-through goes toward just beneath the shoulder level on the 
opposite side of the body. This is a timing shot because the player is incorporating swing 
with the bounce of the ball and extending the arm out and slightly downward.

Where This shot is usually hit inside the baseline, but it could also mean a killing 
shot that is inside the service line. The shot is either hit to the outer thirds of the court 
(putaway), deep in the court (2 to 3 feet, or 0.6 to 0.9 m, from baseline and alley), or 
down the middle deeper (2 feet, or 0.6 m, from the baseline) to transition to net. Usually, 
a player hits this shot because to avoid moving backward and giving up ground in the 
court. The player focuses instead on taking time away from the opponent and hitting an 
attacking ball.

When To hit this shot, a player must be able to hit a high ball aggressively and be able 
to hit the high-to-low swing path. This shot is important to hit when the player feels able 
to take advantage of the opponent’s positioning. This is a good ball to attack on when 
an opponent has hit crosscourt and the player wants to step up and hit it down the line. 
It can work as a down-the-line shot that the player wants to hit behind the opponent or 
crosscourt to the open court. It is a great way to go on offense and transition to the net.
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Reverse Forehand
This shot has developed through the years for retaliating against deep topspin shots. 
Rafael Nadal has revolutionized the use of the reverse forehand. Even though he doesn’t 
use it on every forehand, he does use it to hit an offensive ball from a defensive position in 
the court or when he wants to increase the intensity of his attack. He may be answering 
a deep ball hit by the opponent and wants to hold his ground or he is deep in the court 
and wants to establish offense.

How A player hits this shot with the normal groundstroke grips. The player hits with 
a hurried swing and focuses on accelerating the racket head quickly through the hitting 
zone without moving back in the court. The motion itself is a great upward thrust that 
brings the swing behind the head instead of out in front. The reverse forehand hit on the 
baseline is usually contacted in the defensive point of contact and on the rise off the 
ground in the lower- and midlevel strike zones. When hit from deep behind the baseline, 
the reverse forehand is the turbo version of the high and heavy forehand with added spin 
and arc.

Where This shot can be hit to any location, although it is favorable to hit it to a spot 
that doesn’t allow the opponent to keep the player on the defensive. The fact that the 
player is staying near the baseline and handling a deep shot from the opponent can 
cause frustration, causing the opponent to go for more on the shots and make an error.

When This shot is mainly used when the opponent hits a deep ball and the player 
wants to counter it. Usually, the player is near the baseline and does not want to give 
up court positioning. The player’s goal is to hold that court position and use great 
acceleration (topspin) to return the ball deep to the backcourt.

Defensive Forehand Shots
A defensive shot usually means a player is on the run, on the defensive, or can’t hit with 
pace or depth, in which case a player is reacting to an opponent’s shots. This is a nec-
essary skill because defensive shots can eventually lead to more offensive shots. The 
stretched-out-wide forehand shot allows a player time to get back in the rally and keep 
the point going. The moonball forehand shot is used as a tactic to allow for more time on 
the recovery or to upset an impatient opponent.

Stretched-Out-Wide Forehand
This shot, also known as the squash shot, is Kim Clijsters’ signature shot. It is disheart-
ening to a player who thinks she has hit a great shot only to have Kim run over and get 
it back. Clijsters is good at turning the shot into an offensive shot because the shot she 
normally hits is well struck and well placed, thus allowing her more time for a recovery so 
she can get back into the point and regain court positioning.

How The best grip to use for this shot is the Continental or Eastern forehand grip—
whichever gives the player the best cut at the ball. This shot looks like what it is, a 
desperation shot. The strength of the outside leg is of major importance because it gives 
the player the balance to take a good cut at the shot. The player whips the wrist and 
racket head to a location behind the oncoming ball. The contact point in this scenario 
is either in front or behind, depending on the desperation level. The player tries to swat 
at the ball from a high-to-low position and on the outside of the ball, making enough 
contact to slice the ball back into the court. The contact point is as far out as the arm 
will extend and wrist will allow to snap down and across the ball. The player tries to hold 
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position as long as it takes to gain balance before recovering. The strike zone for this shot 
depends on the positioning of the player. When the player is on the run, the lower strike 
zone is usually used.

Where Where to hit this ball depends on the player’s movement and how out of 
position the player is in a rally. Usually, the player is in the alley hitting this shot. The 
location of the shot can be anywhere back in the court. It would be great if players had so 
much control that they could actually place this shot to a specific location, but frankly, 
anywhere in the court makes it a successful shot.

When This shot is hit when a player is on the run and out of position on the court. 
When a player is out on a full stretch, it is sometimes easier to hit a slice forehand than a 
regular forehand. This slice forehand is a great defensive tool because it can surprise an 
opponent who thinks they have hit a winning shot, only to have it returned in an unusual 
manner.

Moonball Forehand
The moonball forehand by definition is a ball hit high with little or no spin. Today’s profes-
sionals occasionally use it, but only when they are desperate and want to have time to 
recover and throw off their opponent’s rhythm.

How Players should use their usual forehand grip for potential topspin on this shot, 
and the Continental grip for a flatter shot. This shot is hit high into the air to any location 
with a flat ball or topspin ball that goes at a very high trajectory; the height is up to the 
player. The player essentially lifts the ball up and follows through upward. Position of the 
contact point on this shot is rally to defensive point of contact. It is really more of a push 
shot with more loft. The angle of the racket face is open. The shot is struck in the midlevel 
or upper-level strike zone if the player is out of position and not able to establish proper 
preparation, or in the lower-level strike zone if the player is desperate and getting to the 
ball late. This shot is meant to be pushed up and as deep as possible.

This shot is especially effective for beginners because opponents have not acquired 
the skills necessary to combat it. The difference between the moonball shot and the lob 
is that the player is in a better strategic position on the lob. The lob is hit defensively or 
offensively for placement and to put an opponent out of position. The moonball is more 
desperate and should be hit when the player can barely get to the ball.

Where The player can hit this shot from anywhere in the court. Toward the alleys is 
best for defensive purposes, and in the center of the court is best for strategic purposes. 
The ball should land as close to the baseline as possible for full effect and to keep the 
opponent from hitting an easy volley or overhead.

When This shot is used when the player is trying to get back in the court off an 
opponent’s offensive shot. The player can also use it if an opponent doesn’t know how 
to handle this shot and is becoming impatient with the pace. Using the moonball may 
upset an opponent; it is often referred to as pushing, or getting the ball back without 
much pace. As a player improves and competition improves too, this shot becomes less 
successful as a strategy.

Counterattacking Slice Approach
Though the counterattacking slice approach is an offensive shot, any good tennis player 
must be able to adapt to varying situations. A player may need to counterattack a ball 
when he or she is in trouble because the ball is too low or because, perhaps, the wind has 
blown the ball into the player’s body. This shot is seldom used as a first choice because 
topspin prevails in today’s game, but when a player is forced to come up with an answer, 
this shot can work really well.
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How This shot is hit with a Continental or Eastern forehand grip. This shot should be 
hit on the rise, and the backswing must be short to maximize the player’s movement 
forward. How much time the player has to move forward dictates how far back to take 
the racket. The player uses a deeper takeback for more time and a shorter takeback 
for less time. Whenever possible, it is always best to take the ball on the rise, giving the 
opponent the least amount of time possible.

To hit with a slice, the racket head should be at the level of the oncoming ball or slightly 
higher. The racket face is open and moves in a slight high-to-low action for more under-
spin and straight through for a flatter slice. The player’s stance is more closed or going 
toward closed as the player moves through the shot. The contact point can be anywhere 
from the attack to defensive point of contact. A ball hit on the rise as an approach is 
struck in the lower- to midlevel strike zones. The racket head continues through contact 
and finishes down and across the ball, thus creating underspin. For a slice that has a lot 
of spin on the ball, the racket head moves more down and across; for a more penetrating 
but flatter slice, the racket head moves slightly downward and outward. The feet adjust 
around the ball to achieve balance and proper striking distance. The feet continue to 
move through contact and toward the target.

Where The counterattacking slice approach is usually played near the service line 
and is hit down the line to the open court, either deep in the court or shorter in the court 
to surprise an opponent, or crosscourt to wrong-foot an opponent. The shorter-approach 
version should be used when an opponent does not like to move forward.

When This approach is used when a player does not have enough time to swing 
on the shot or is moving too fast through the ball to take a topspin swing. This type of 
approach is used against speedy opponents when time is of the essence. It may also be 
used strategically when an opponent shows a lack of skill hitting low balls or balls on the 
run (in the backcourt or shorter in the court). A transitioning slice forehand stays low 
over the net, which can help the player get better positioning at the net.
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W
hether it’s a one-handed shot hit crosscourt, a two-handed shot ripped up 
the line, a flat or high and heavy shot that lands on the baseline, or a low slice 
that barely makes it over the net, the backhand is a beautiful shot. Players 
can use the backhand to hit for a winner, defend, add variety to shots, and 

raise the game to another level. For some, the backhand is a weapon and a stroke to build 
the game around; for others, it complements the forehand or provides balance.

Players can use two types of backhands: the one-handed and the two-handed back-
hand. Until the 1970s, the backhand was played almost exclusively with one hand. The 
classic one-handed backhand was among the most beautiful, delicate, and overpower-
ing moves ever. Legends of the game such as Ken Rosewall, Stefan Edberg, and Justine 
Henin are all noted for their beautiful backhands and have built their games around the 
backhand weapon. With the success of Jimmy Connors, Tracy Austin, Chris Evert, and 
Björn Borg (all two-handed backhand specialists), the number of two-handed players 
exploded. Coaches liked the added power and greater control of using two hands instead 
of one. Now players are taught both styles, and the choice is theirs: the compact feel and 
built-in power of the two-handed backhand, or the added reach and flexibility of the one-
handed backhand.

Each backhand has a distinct style, yet they both can have the same goal: to attack, 
to set up the player’s better side, to defend. Depending on how well the player devel-
ops it, the backhand can be a great strength or major weakness. Often players learn the 
forehand first and neglect properly learning the nuances of the backhand. The player 
should focus on developing the backhand just as seriously as the forehand—playing an 
individual style, executing the shots within that style, and hitting them technically cor-
rectly. Players should try to develop a backhand weapon, but if that is not possible, the 
backhand should at least be used to complement the forehand and overall game.

This chapter discusses backhand styles, possible shots, and the grips and technique 
to hit them properly. Chapter 3 presents drills to bring out the best in any player’s back-
hand.

Developing the Backhand
Both the one-handed and two-handed backhands are popular and effective, yet both 
have their unique advantages. As discussed in chapter 1, the offensive and defensive 
characteristics of a player’s shots determine the player’s style and the shots that player 
masters. This same approach can be applied to the backhand.

Advantages of the one-handed backhand include the following:

•	 It is easier to hit with greater power.

•	 It is easier to reach for more shots, including out-of-reach shots and low balls.

•	 It is easier to hit good angles created by the topspin.

•	 It is easier to switch to a one-handed slice. (The one-handed slice is preferable to 
the two-handed version.)

Advantages of the two-handed backhand include the following:

•	 It is easier to use the grips because the player uses two hands.

•	 It is easier because two arms can more easily manage the strength needed to hit a 
shot.

•	 It is easier to hit a higher-bouncing ball and take it in on the rise.

•	 It is easier to disguise.
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Players decide which backhand to use based on body build, foot speed, natural feel 
with two hands instead of one (or vice versa), and potential game style. If the player’s 
style is more comfortable at the net, then using a one-hander may be a good option. If 
the player prefers to hit from the baseline, a two-handed backhand might be appropriate.

•	 Build. A player’s build can make a big difference on the quality of the backhand. If 
the player has broad shoulders or a large frame, a one-handed backhand could be 
a better option because of the needed fluidity of the two-handed backhand. The 
movements of players with broader frames may not be as fluid as smaller players. 
The most important consideration, though, is the mobility (or foot speed) of the 
player.

•	 Foot speed. This characteristic is essential to the two-handed backhand because 
the player has limited reach with this shot. If either movement or speed around the 
court is a weakness, the one-handed backhand may be the best choice because of 
the extra reach the one-handed backhand provides.

•	 Natural feel. Most coaches start out teaching the two-handed backhand. If that 
shot is not progressing and doesn’t feel natural, trying a one-handed backhand may 
be an option. Players should try to hit some one-handed backhands to get a sense of 
whether it can develop into a reliable shot. If it doesn’t work, the worst-case scenario 
is that hitting a one-handed backhand can help the two-handed backhand either by 
developing a slice or getting stronger with the dominant arm on the two-handed 
backhand. Initially when a player tries the one-handed backhand, arm strength can 
be a challenge. The player may feel that the arm is not strong enough, but may like 
the freedom of the shot. Through repetition, the arm eventually becomes stronger.

•	 Potential game style. The player should look at the backhand with an eye toward 
potential. If all signs indicate that the style of play will be aggressive shots (such as 
serve and volley or hitting lots of slices), the player may want to consider the one-
handed backhand.

Backhand and Styles of Play
It is important to recognize the differences between the one-handed backhand and the 
two-handed backhand and how each fits into the player’s style of play. Table 2.1 on page 
32 summarizes this information.

•	 Aggressive baseline play. Because of the heavy groundstrokes hit in this style, 
most players who use this style of play would use a two-handed backhand because 
of the combination of control, power, and solidness of the two-handed backhand. 
Although the two-handed backhand fits this style best, an aggressive baseline 
player still needs to develop a one-handed backhanded slice and, in some cases, 
it is possible for a player with a powerful one-handed backhand to play with an 
aggressive baseline style.

•	 All-court play. The all-court player can be proficient with either the two-handed 
backhand or the one-handed backhand. While a few professionals in the world do 
have a two-handed backhand slice, most hit a one-handed backhand slice for rea-
sons of increased range of motion and comfort.

•	 Serve-and-volley style. This style definitely leads the player to a one-handed 
backhand. The quickness needed to play this style would be hard to develop for a 
two-handed backhand player. It would be difficult to try and incorporate an extra 
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arm into the swing when the player’s reach is of the essence. The extra range of 
movement of the one-handed backhand is maximized with all the quicker move-
ments around the net.

•	 Rallying baseline play. The rallying baseline player would lean toward a two-
handed backhand because this style is based mainly on hitting groundstrokes. 
This player should also learn the one-handed backhand slice. This player probably 
hasn’t developed a strong enough two-handed backhand to upgrade the game to 
the aggressive baseliner status.

•	 Defensive play. The defensive player probably uses both the one-handed and two-
handed backhands. The main reason this player is defensive is because of court 
positioning, so the likely scenario is that the defensive player hits one-handed back-
hand slices or not very effective two-handed backhands from too far back in the 
court.

Footwork and Body Position
Most players try hard to hit big forehands. Often that means their movements are big 
and therefore the backhand may be exposed. Adding power and variety to the backhand 
helps the player make it an effective weapon. Proper footwork and positioning are essen-
tial for doing this.

Movement
Proper movement allows the player to get into position for more balls and to be balanced 
while striking them. The backhand requires essentially the same movement as the fore-
hand. The primary focus is on the outside leg and four basic moves: a step out with the 
outside leg for a ball landing on the baseline, a step back with the back leg for a deeper 
ball, a step forward with the outside leg or back leg for a short ball, and a step behind 
diagonally with the back leg to get out of the way of a shot or if the player has a backhand 
inside out (this shot is not common).

Table	2.1	 Techniques	for	Styles	of	Play	

Type	of		
technique Style of play

Aggressive	
baseline All-court Serve-and-

volley
Rallying	
baseline

Defensive	
baseline

Eastern-Eastern X X Rare but possible X X

Continental-
Eastern 

X X X X X

One-handed 
Eastern 

X X X X X

One-handed 
wrist-behind- 

the-grip 

X X Not  
recommended

X X

One-handed 
Continental 

Not  
recommended

Not  
recommended

X Not  
recommended

Not  
recommended

One-handed 
backhand slice 

X X X X X
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It is not advisable to run around a forehand to hit a backhand. It increases a player’s 
court movement and makes recovering more difficult. Today’s tennis is so dominated by 
the forehand that most players’ forehands are better than their backhands. Therefore, 
this type of movement may not be worth the problems it could cause. It is fine for a 
player to take balls hit through the middle with the backhand if doing so is preferable, but 
crossing too far over that line means that the player better be able to hit a lot of winners 
with the backhand or have a tremendous inside-out backhand.

Following are key movements that are specific to the two backhand types:

•	 Two-handed backhand. A common problem for two-handed backhand movement 
is that at times the back leg can become underused. If a player makes a habit of 
properly stepping out with the outside leg to line up behind the ball, that player will 
always be in balance while striking the ball.

•	 One-handed backhand. Movement for the one-handed backhand is similar the 
two-handed backhand up until the outside leg slides out for balance. For the one-
handed backhand, once the back leg has been set for loading and balance, the 
player steps toward the incoming ball with the front leg and swings. The step for-
ward toward the ball provides ample power and control. A one-handed player can 
also hit an open-stance backhand in an effort to improve movement and recovery, 
but it will not create as much power as stepping forward.

For a slice using the one-handed backhand, the movement is similar. However, 
the front leg may cross over or beyond the back leg a little more, especially if the 
player is on the run. The reach on the two-handed backhand is limited because the 
other arm is being used, but if a player uses a one-handed slice effectively, it can 
make for a very effective style of play that incorporates variety and versatility into 
the game.

Stances
For the backhand, players mainly use the closed stance (see figure 2.1) and the open 
stance (see figure 2.2 on page 34). The use of the back leg and position of the front leg 
dictate the stance. For a closed stance, the front leg crosses over an imaginary line drawn 

Figure 2.1 Closed stance for the (a) one-handed and (b) two-handed backhand.

A B
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from the back leg to the front leg. For an open stance, used on wider shots, the body 
faces more toward the net and the back leg reaches out to the side, away from the front 
leg. The closed stance is predominantly used when a player has time to step into the 
shot. When the player is stretched or has less time, the open stance is necessary.

Grips
As with the forehand, backhand technique hinges on the player’s grip. Two grip options 
exist for both the two-handed and one-handed backhands. Options for the slice back-
hand are also covered here. All players, no matter what type of primary backhand they 
use, can employ the slice backhand.

Two-Handed Backhand
For the two-handed backhand, players should pay careful attention to the use of the 
arms while executing a shot. The playing arm is dominant and the other arm is nondomi-
nant. So, for a right-handed player, the left arm is nondominant and for or a left-handed 
player, the right arm is nondominant. On the two-handed backhand, a player needs to 
coordinate the use of both arms by developing the use of the nondominant arm.

For most players, the main source of strength for a backhand shot is the nondominant 
arm. The bottom hand on the racket (the dominant arm) provides stability and exten-
sion while the top hand on the racket (nondominant arm) provides the majority of the 
acceleration. For these reasons, players often develop and rely on the nondominant arm 
more than the dominant arm. However, for a powerful shot, players must have some 
strength in the bottom (dominant) arm. To create more balance between the two arms 
on the backhand, players should hit one-handed backhands with each hand placed as it 
would be in the two-handed version. Hitting with each arm individually allows players to 
see how much power each arm contributes to their regular two-handed shot.

Figure 2.2 Open stance for the (a) one-handed and (b) two-handed backhand.

A B
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The two main grips used when hitting the two-handed backhand are the both-hands 
Eastern (or Eastern-Eastern) grip and the bottom-hand Continental and top-hand East-
ern forehand (Continental-Eastern) grip. These grips allow varying degrees of power and 
topspin. Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show the placement of the index knuckles for right- and left-
handed players. (Refer to figure 1.6 on page 5 for bevel numbers.)

Both-hands Eastern 
(right hand)

Both-hands  
Eastern  

(left hand)

Both-hands Eastern  
(left hand)

Both-hands  
Eastern  

(right hand)

Figure 2.3 Location of the index knuckles on the racket for (a) right-handed 
players and (b) left-handed players using the both-hands Eastern grip.

Figure 2.4 Location of the index knuckles on the racket for (a) right-handed 
players and (b) left-handed players using the bottom-hand Continental and top-
hand Eastern forehand grip.

Right-handed  
Continental-Eastern  
(right hand)

Right-handed  
Continental-
Eastern  
(left hand)

A B

A B

Left-handed  
Continental-
Eastern  
(right hand)

Left-handed  
Continental-Eastern  
(left hand)
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Both-Hands Eastern Grip
The both-hands Eastern grip is a common two-handed backhand grip. It allows the 
player to hit with topspin, power, or both. In this grip, the dominant hand uses the East-
ern backhand grip and the nondominant hand uses the Eastern forehand grip. Right-
handed players place the index knuckles of the right and left hands on bevels 1 and 7 
respectively (see figure 1.6 on page 5). Left-handed players place the left hand on bevel 1 
and the right hand on bevel 3 (see figure 2.5). The top hand presses against the bottom 
hand without the fingers intertwining.

The amount of topspin depends on the size of the loop when preparing for the shot 
and how well the player uses the wrists before and during the ball strike. (For more infor-
mation, see Stroke Technique on page 38.) The only drawback to this grip is that it is built 
for topspin and thus requires wrist flexibility to square the racket head for a flatter, more 
powerful shot.

Any player who likes to incorporate topspin into the game can use this grip. The 
aggressive baseline player would definitely consider this grip. So might the all-court 
player with good use of the slice as well as the rallying baseline player and the defensive 
player.

Bottom-Hand Continental and Top-Hand Eastern Forehand Grip
For the Continental-Eastern grip, the right-handed player places the bottom (right) hand 
in the Continental grip and the top (left) hand in the Eastern forehand grip. The left-
handed player uses Continental for the left and Eastern for the right (see figure 2.6). The 
hands press together without the fingers intertwining. The racket face is slightly closed.

When using this grip, the player can hit the two-handed backhand flat or with top-
spin. This grip does not have the added benefit of a grip already in a topspin position, so 
topspin must be generated with strong wrists that can hit a shot with acceleration and a 
strong upward thrust of the shot itself. The player can use this grip for all styles of play. It 
can provide the perfect balance of power and topspin needed when staying on the base-
line or transitioning to the net.

Figure 2.5 Left-handed two-handed backhand grip 
using the Eastern-Eastern grip.

Figure 2.6 Left-handed two-handed backhand grip 
using the Continental-Eastern grip.

A B
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One-Handed Backhand
The two main grips for the one-handed backhand are the Eastern backhand grip and 
the wrist-behind-the-grip backhand grip. The Eastern backhand grip is the most popular 
grip used for the one-handed backhand. Roger Federer uses the Eastern backhand grip 
to great success. The wrist-behind-the-grip or the semi-Western backhand grip is also 
widely used. A player might also choose the Continental grip for the backhand, but it is 
rarely used today, except with the backhand slice. Figures 2.7a and 2.7b show the place-
ment of the index knuckle for right- and left-handed players. (Refer to figure 1.6 on page 
5 for bevel numbers.)

Wrist-behind-
the-grip

Eastern

Figure 2.7 The location of the index knuckle on the racket for (a) right-handed 
players and (b) left-handed players using the one-handed backhand grips.

Continental Wrist-behind-
the-grip

Eastern

Continental

Eastern Backhand Grip
For the Eastern backhand grip (see figure 2.8), both 
right- and left-handed players place the index knuckle 
on bevel 1 of the racket handle (refer to figure 2.7a–b). 
If a player uses the wrist effectively and accelerates the 
racket head up through the ball, this grip can generate 
a great deal of topspin and power. The player uses the 
wrist to make adjustments in the spin or to flatten out 
the shot. When hitting a flatter shot with this grip, the 
player hits the shot through the ball, but with minimal 
wrist snap upward. Also, changing from this grip to the 
slice grip is relatively easy.

This type of grip is fine for all styles of play, especially 
an offensive style such as the aggressive baseline style. 
The all-court and serve-and-volley player may also use 
this type of grip. The rallying baseline and defensive 
player would most likely use the two-handed, not one-
handed, backhand. A player can use this grip to hit top-
spin and flat shots effectively.

Figure 2.8 Left-handed eastern backhand grip 
for one-handed backhand.

A B
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Wrist-Behind-the-Grip Backhand Grip
The wrist-behind-the-grip backhand grip (see figure 
2.9) is also known as the far-Eastern backhand grip 
and sometimes the semi-Western backhand grip. 
The right-handed player places the index knuckle on 
bevel 8 (the bevel just to the side of the Eastern grip 
but rotating the forearm to the opposite side as for 
the forehand; see figure 2.7a). The left-handed player 
places the index knuckle on bevel 2 (see figure 2.7b). 
This grip position squares up the racket head and 
builds in topspin with a straight extension of the arm. 
This grip is good for balls hit at normal chest height 
and above and taking a ball on the rise. Because the 
hand is turned farther on the racket, switching to 
the Eastern or semi-Western forehand grip is slightly 
more difficult.

Players can use this grip for all styles, but this 
backhand is a get-up-and-go grip because it uses the attack point of contact. This grip is 
perfect for taking balls early because of the more straight forward extension of the arm, 
so it makes sense that an all-court, a serve-and-volley, and to a lesser degree an aggres-
sive baseline style player would use this grip. The rallying baseline and defensive player 
may want to use this grip as a good form of built-in defense, because they can use the 
early contact point as a means to take time away from an attacking opponent.

Slice Backhand
The slice backhand is a beautiful shot and a useful tool. Topspin shots are prevalent in 
the game, so possessing an effective slice sets a player apart from the rest. The slice 
backhand is meant to be kept low with a flat trajectory, barely go over the net, and dip 
down after crossing the net. Used offensively, the shot can provide variety. It can also be 
used as an excellent defensive shot. A player who does not move well or does not prepare 
adequately might overuse this shot.

The slice backhand is hit with either the Eastern forehand grip or the Continental 
grip. The grip players choose depends on whether they want to build in more slice to the 
stroke or use more wrist to produce the slice. The Continental grip requires more cut, or 
wrist snap, downward and requires flexible wrists. The Eastern forehand grip has more 
built-in underspin.

The advantage of the Eastern grip is that the player does not have to change grips 
when hitting an Eastern forehand followed by a backhand slice. The Eastern grip allows 
the player to get more slice on the ball as long as the wrist is pronated slightly downward. 
The Continental grip produces a flatter, more penetrating shot, and it requires less wrist 
pronation. The disadvantages become apparent when the player is in poor position for 
the shot. An Eastern forehand grip may produce too much underspin, thus causing the 
ball to land short, and the Continental grip may not provide the desired loft needed on 
the shot to get the ball over the net.

Stroke Technique
After choosing the one-handed or two-handed backhand grip to suit preferred game 
style and goals, the player is ready to take a closer look at the technique needed through-
out the stroke pattern. The following text breaks down the technique needed to execute 

Figure 2.9 Wrist-behind-the-grip backhand grip for 
the one-handed backhand.
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each type of backhand. Each of these strokes consists of a particular preparation and 
backswing, forward swing and contact, and follow-through.

Two-Handed Backhand
As noted previously, the two-handed backhand combines power and topspin. To execute 
it successfully, players need to coordinate the movements of the arms and the body.

Preparation and Backswing
The shoulders make a half turn, or unit turn, as the racket is taken back (see figure 2.10). 
The elbows, arms, and racket head should be set comfortably behind the player—not 
too steep and not too low. The racket is about 1.5 feet (0.5 m) away from the side of the 
body and the wrists are slightly firm. The grip dictates how far under the shot the player 
will have to loop and brush up on the ball. The trunk and hips rotate backward to load 
properly with the legs. Just as in all shots, the back leg should load primarily to provide a 
platform for the swing and to provide adequate balance (see figure 2.11).

Eastern-Eastern Grip
•	 More brush is required for the Eastern-Eastern grip. The trunk and hips rotate back-

ward a little more.

Continental-Eastern Grip
•	 This grip requires that the player square the racket head.

Forward Swing and Contact
The weight transfers forward while the racket makes a loop; the racket head dips lower 
for more topspin and waist high or slightly higher for a flat ball. The loop and swing pat-
tern is also dictated by the choice of grip. As the loop takes place, the hips will rotate 
backward. As the hips begin to rotate forward, the wrists pronate downward to sweep 
under the ball, and the arms extend outward for contact and the desired brush on the 
ball (see figure 2.12).

Figure 2.10 Two-handed backhand 
unit turn.

Figure 2.11 Two-handed 
backhand preparation and 
backswing.

Figure 2.12 Two-handed 
backhand forward swing and 
contact.
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The ball is hit in the mid- to lower-level strike zones. The higher-level strike zone would 
also require a loop and sweep under the ball for a better extension of the arms. It is pref-
erable that the player hit the two-handed backhand in front of the front foot to allow the 
player to be able to eventually handle tougher balls, more easily transition to the net, and 
maintain an aggressive position on the court. For the swing, the player should focus on 
hitting through the contact zone and accelerating the racket head to create topspin or 
to hit a more effective ball. Shots hit later in the rally zone are hit down the line as a dis-
guise or as a desired effective shot, or they are hit with a defensive point of contact as a 
disguise or as a means to produce more topspin and brush on the ball.

Eastern-Eastern Grip
•	 The pathway of the swing sweeps upward for topspin but more outward for drive.

•	 The wrists in this phase snap up during contact with equal pressure. The wrist on 
the nondominant arm is laid back and must snap up and on the outside of the ball 
to create topspin. The player should have the feeling of brushing up on the ball while 
hitting the shot and extending the arms out through contact in a smooth fashion 
under the ball.

•	 To achieve topspin, the player should get into a more loaded position with the knees 
bent before transferring the weight forward.

Continental-Eastern Grip
•	 The pathway for this grip is pretty flat; it has little sweep under for flatter balls and 

slightly more sweep under for topspin. The racket head on this grip squares up as 
the player hits it, so in order to create topspin, the wrists must sweep under and 
drive upward.

Figure 2.13 Two-handed backhand 
follow-through.

•	 Both wrists apply snap and pressure. The nondominant arm is 
slightly laid back so it can snap up more to create topspin or 
slightly less for a flat ball.

•	 No extra load is required for this shot.

Follow-Through
During this phase, the racket head continues outward as the wrists 
turn over. The hands finish over the other shoulder or at shoulder 
level (see figure 2.13). The player can hold the body position or bring 
the back leg forward to assist in recovery. One recent technique for 
making the two-handed backhand more effective is for the player to 
feel as though the back leg is flowing through the shot and settles 
in line with the front foot. From this position, the player can use that 
outside leg to push back toward the middle of the court for recovery.

Eastern-Eastern Grip
•	 On the follow-through, the arms extend outward and upward a 

little more to square up the racket head for the shot.

•	 The arms should extend out to the opposite shoulder.

•	 To help square up the racket head, the weight transfer is usually 
a little more exaggerated upward.

Continental-Eastern Grip
•	 The arms extend outward and, based on the shot, they are flatter 

if driving the ball and more upward if imparting topspin.

•	 To aid in acceleration, the nondominant arm accelerates upward 
as well.
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One-Handed Backhand
The one-handed backhand combines power and topspin with an expanded reach for the 
player. Because the player uses one hand instead of two, it is likely that strength is a 
concern. On the other hand, the player’s reach and flexibility for hitting more difficult 
one-handed shots can increase.

Preparation and Backswing
The player makes a unit turn (see figure 2.14), making a half turn with the shoulders. 
The racket is taken back comfortably behind the body (not too steep, between waist and 
shoulder height). The other arm aids in the takeback and holds the position. The racket 
head is above the wrist, and the wrist is firm. The weight transfers backward, and both 
legs establish preferred stance (either closed or slightly open), while loading on back leg. 
Today’s coaches try to establish an initial back leg load to get behind the ball. This back 
leg load helps the player maintain some balance through the shot, especially when fewer 
steps are required.

The racket face is squared on the takeback (see figure 2.15). The arm is comfortably 
bent at the elbow, the palm is positioned down, and the hand is set level with the back 
leg. The strike zone for normal shots is at midlevel. For shots hit with depth and pace that 
require a quicker takeback area, it is toward the lower-level strike zone.

Eastern Backhand Grip
•	 This grip requires a preparation to loop the racket upward before going down, but it 

prepares the player for a slightly steeper takeback if hitting with topspin.

Wrist-Behind-the-Grip Backhand Grip
•	 This grip has built-in topspin, and the arm sets in the normal midlevel strike zone 

position as it does for the Eastern backhand. The load toward the back leg is similar.

•	 The main difference in the preparation is that the racket face position is squared 
with the use of this grip, so the preparation to sweep under the ball for added top-
spin is eliminated. The player may still like to load toward the back leg and thrust 
upward, but in that case most of the topspin is incorporated with a steeper loop and 
a greater snap of the wrist.

Figure 2.14 One-handed backhand 
unit turn.

Figure 2.15 One-handed backhand 
preparation and backswing.
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Forward Swing and Contact
The knees bend, and the load is set with the back leg. The hips begin to rotate backward 
before rotating forward and starting the loop. The wrists stay firm during the loop, and 
the racket face should stay squared or slightly closed downward. The arm and racket 
face extend outward to meet the ball at the attack point of contact, in front of the front 
foot, and at the midlevel strike zone (see figure 2.16). To hit a ball in the lower-level 
strike zone requires a deeper knee bend as well as a little more loop and sweep upward. 
The hips rotate forward as part of the swing. The player should feel as though the hips 
are holding the body’s balance. The hand begins to pull backward. The head stays still 
on impact.

Eastern Backhand Grip
•	 The wrist accelerates slightly upward and forward for a flat ball and more severely 

upward for a topspin shot.

Wrist-Behind-the-Grip Backhand Grip
•	 Contact is made with the racket head already square so wrist needs to slightly 

accelerate upward.

•	 The loop is not as steep as is required for the Eastern backhand grip.

Follow-Through
As the racket extends upward using acceleration, the front arm goes toward the ball, and 
the back arm pulls farther backward. The wrist naturally begins to turn; the backhand 
will hold as far back as is comfortable. A more extended back arm gives greater bal-
ance. Near the end of the follow-through the player flicks the wrists up and out toward 
the opposite shoulder; the thumb essentially turns over and flows through the follow-
through. The follow-through is out in front, and the racket head finishes above the wrist. 
The finish is over the opposite shoulder (see figure 2.17).

Figure 2.16 One-handed backhand 
forward swing and contact.

Figure 2.17 One-handed backhand 
follow-through.
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Eastern Backhand Grip
•	 The wrist snaps upward on the follow-through, and the focus is on the arm and 

thumb flipping over and the racket head finishing up. The player should think, 
thumb up.

Wrist-Behind-the-Grip Backhand Grip
•	 The wrist in this grip snaps more outward and the palm of the hand stays slightly 

down. The thumb can still turn over, but not as much.

Backhand Slice
The backhand slice is a very effective tool for staying in a rally, especially when in a vul-
nerable position on the court and as an important use of variety. The lower trajectory of 
the ball allows for greater recovery time and a tough ball for an opponent to hit.

Preparation and Backswing
The shoulders make a unit turn as the body and racket head load backward (see figure 
2.18). The weight should be transferred to the back leg for balance before using the 
stance. The player should focus on preparing the racket slightly above the level of the 
oncoming ball or directly behind it. The player should use a higher racket head prepara-
tion for more slice imparted on the ball and directly move it behind for a flatter, more 
powerful slice. The nondominant arm provides balance by assisting in the takeback (see 
figure 2.19). The fingers of the nondominant hand can hold the throat of the racket on 
the takeback.

The hip moves backward and the proper loading occurs depending on the stance and 
the movement. If the player puts the front foot across the line of the back leg, the stance 
is closed; if the player positions the front leg in front and toward the opposite shoulder, 
the stance is open. The racket face is open and up over the wrist.

Eastern Forehand Grip
•	 This grip has built-in underspin. The outside edge of the racket head is slanted 

toward the player. For this grip to work, the player needs to swing straight through 
the shot or slightly from high to low.

Figure 2.18 Backhand slice unit turn. Figure 2.19 Backhand slice 
preparation and backswing.
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•	 To hit a more powerful flat slice, the player drives through a little more with the legs. 
For a slice that floats or lands short in the court, the player may load up a little more 
with the legs.

Forward Swing and Contact
As the body moves forward the shoulder is kept in place. The front arm begins to move 
in a high-to-low fashion without going too steep. The player should imagine hitting on a 
plate of glass: dipping down too much would break the glass. As the front arm moves 
forward, the back arm releases and begins to move backward (see figure 2.20). Contact 
is possible in all three points of contact.

Figure 2.20 Backhand slice forward 
swing and contact.

Figure 2.21 Backhand slice carioca 
step.

Figure 2.22 Backhand slice follow-
through.

Using a carioca step can help a player’s execution of the back-
hand slice because it keeps the body balanced and the shoulders 
turned just before and directly after contact. To perform a carioca 
step, the player loads on the back leg. Immediately before contact, 
the back leg comes around the back of the body and sets in front 
of the front leg (see figure 2.21). As the shot is hit, the player must 
either take another carioca step behind and in front of the front 
foot again or pull out of the shot and recover for the next shot.

Eastern Forehand Grip
•	 This grip pronates or cocks backward and accelerates down-

ward more at contact.

Continental Grip
•	 This grip pronates slightly less and accelerates outward more 

at contact.

Follow-Through
The player should try to keep the shoulder closed as long as pos-
sible, but as it does so the arm pulls to the other side of the body, 
and the back arm gets into a similar extended position as with the 
one-handed backhand (see figure 2.22).
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Eastern Forehand Grip
•	 The follow-through on the Eastern grip travels in a more high-to-low fashion, and 

the wrist pronates downward.

Continental Grip
•	 The Continental grip extends more outward in a slight high-to-low fashion.

Playing the Backhand
So far this chapter has covered the core techniques of the two-and one-handed back-
hands and analyzed the natural tendencies of each one. Next, the chapter discusses the 
backhand shots that all players need to learn and feel comfortable hitting. All of these 
shots can be hit with the two- or one-handed backhand, with slight differences. Regard-
less of which backhand the player chooses, it is important to have confidence in the 
backhand and be able to hit a variety of shots with it. Weaknesses in a player’s backhand 
shots can hinder the player’s progress. The shots presented here use a variety of spins 
and locations on the court. (See pages 16–19 for a review of spins and placements.) 
Table 2.2 shows which shots can be hit with each of the backhand techniques.

Table	2.2	 Technique	for	Backhand	Shots

Backhand	shots Type of technique

Two-handed	backhand One-handed	backhand

Eastern-Eastern Continental-
Eastern

Eastern Wrist-behind-
the-grip

Backhand crosscourt drive X X X X

High, heavy crosscourt shot X X X X

High, heavy backhand down the line X X X X

Down-the-line backhand drive X X X X

Short-angled backhand crosscourt X X X X

Offensive backhand slice rare rare With a change to 
the Continental 

grip

With a change to 
the Continental 

grip

Defensive backhand slice With a change to 
the Continental 

grip

With a change to 
the Continental 

grip

Moonball backhand X X With a change to 
the Continental 

grip

With a change to 
the Continental 

grip
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Offensive Backhand Shots
An offensive backhand is a great weapon. This shot could be a winner, a ball to use to 
keep the opponent running, or a shot that takes time away from the opponent. Another 
offensive tool using the backhand is a shot that a player hits to a specific location, hoping 
for a certain reply from the opponent. For example, a player might hit a backhand down 
the line hoping for a crosscourt reply so the player can use the forehand on the next shot. 
The slice can also be considered an offensive backhand, especially if it is hit with power, 
spin, a low trajectory, and aggressive intent. The most offensive backhand is the back-
hand down the line. Most players start a match assuming their opponent has a better 
forehand than backhand and that the opponent will use the backhand defensively. Thus, 
a player with a powerful and well-placed down-the-line backhand can open the court and 
have more options.

Offensive backhands make a big difference in a player’s game. Most people try to per-
fect their forehands, so when a backhand is effective and becomes a strength, it can take 
a player to a new level. The sections that follow discuss when to hit the different options 
for offensive shots, where to hit them, and how to hit them. Any necessary modifications 
needed for the one-handed or two-handed techniques are provided.

Backhand Crosscourt Drive
Justine Henin is considered to have one of the best one-handed backhands of all time. 
Her ability to hit penetrating backhands deep in the court, as well as her use of angles, 
gives her the perfect combination to help her overall game. Maria Sharapova has one 
of the best two-handed flat drives on the tour. Her forehand flat crosscourt drive is 
also excellent, so her main groundstroking style is offensive and flat from the ground, 
designed to overpower an opponent.

How The method for creating the crosscourt drive varies between the two-handed 
and one-handed versions.

Two-Handed Shot The player uses the preferred stance or stance dictated by the 
movement to the ball. In a good position, the player can use a closed stance. When out of 
position, the player should use an open stance. However, a player should avoid hitting a 
flat crosscourt shot from a wide-open stance because, unless the player’s skill is perfect, 
the result is a flat ball that lands short in the court, prohibiting proper recovery time and 
giving the opponent an easier shot.

Using one’s preferred grip, the contact point of the shot is usually in the attack point 
of contact and the midlevel strike zone. The player is trying to drive the ball with power 
and depth, so it can be considered a control shot. The loop on this shot is full and the 
player accelerates the arms and wrists first outward and then upward for the follow-
through. To produce a flat ball and maximum momentum, the angle of the racket head 
should be square.

One-Handed Shot For the one-handed version, a player should use a slightly closed 
stance. The player should be in very good position for the shot, otherwise controlling 
the shot could be a problem. This shot is executed with either the Eastern backhand or 
wrist-behind-the-grip backhand grip. The contact point in is the attack point of contact 
and the midlevel strike zone. This shot can be hit flat or with more spin to give some 
shape to the ball, making it go up and down quickly and get off the court. Acceleration of 
the racket head and the arm still goes from low to high but extends outward immediately 
before contact.

Where A player hitting a crosscourt drive should be between the alleys. Getting near 
the alleys or outside the alleys requires a high, heavy ball (see the next shot) to try to 
get back in the point. The optimal landing location for a crosscourt drive is between the 
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service line and baseline, generally closer to the baseline, approximately 2 to 3 feet (0.6 
to 0.9 m) from the baseline and alley. In general, the player should place the ball in any 
location deep in the court that pushes an opponent back in the court.

When The appropriate time to use the backhand crosscourt drive differs for the two- 
and one-handed versions.

Two-Handed Shot This shot is hit flat and deep. The goal is to get the opponent 
moving backward in the court, allowing the player to hit either an aggressive forehand or 
backhand on the next ball. The player can accomplish this with power or a flat, deep ball.

One-Handed Shot The one-handed backhand player uses the crosscourt backhand 
for two reasons. The shot can be hit when an opponent has hit a weak shot down the line 
and wants to use the backhand to be aggressive with the crosscourt shot. It can also be 
used to set up the forehand by hitting a deep backhand that gives the player enough time 
to get around the next backhand.

High, Heavy Backhand Crosscourt
A high, heavy backhand is a topspin shot that bounces high and is difficult for the oppo-
nent to retrieve. Rafael Nadal uses the high, heavy backhand to push an opponent back 
in the court, allowing more time for him to recover and hit his forehand. The high, heavy 
backhand crosscourt is one of his most effective shots.

How The two- and one-handed versions are hit the same way. A player executes the 
high, heavy backhand crosscourt by trying to get under the ball with as much power 
as possible to hit up on the ball. The ball feels heavy (the reason for the name) as the 
opponent receives it. The contact point for this shot is in the rally point of contact and in 
either the mid- to upper-level strike zone.

The high, heavy backhand crosscourt can be hit from an offensive position or a defen-
sive position on the court.

Where This shot can be used strategically when the player isn’t comfortable hitting 
a flat crosscourt drive and is in an offensive position on the court (midway between 
the center hash mark and the alley) or in a defensive position on the court (behind the 
baseline or in the alleys). This shot is hit deep in the court (midway between the service 
line and the baseline or near the baseline) and to mainly the outer thirds of the court or 
possibly to the middle. This shot is hit strategically to push an opponent back in the court 
or to give a player more time for recovery.

When This shot usually has an opponent reaching up to strike the ball, which is 
effective if that opponent is short or doesn’t like hitting balls with a higher strike zone. 
This shot also allows the player more time to run around the backhand to hit a forehand, 
if that is the player’s preferred style. This shot is hit when a player is on the run and trying 
to play a safer shot or when a player wants to push an opponent backward and gain time 
to recover or to create an angle for the forehand.

High, Heavy Backhand Down the Line
Justine Henin uses a one-handed backhand to hit this shot. It is extremely valuable to 
her game because it keeps her opponent on the defensive long enough for her to hit a 
more angled backhand or an aggressive forehand.

How This shot requires a preparation with more load in the legs, and it is hit with 
a lot of topspin and a high trajectory. This ball is meant to bounce high and out of the 
opponent’s strike zone. It is a great setup shot to hit before transitioning to the net. The 
contact point for this shot is normally in the rally point of contact and the mid- to upper-
level strike zone.
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Two-Handed Shot Both the Eastern-Eastern grip and the Continental-Eastern grip 
can execute this shot. A player using the Eastern-Eastern grip will have to extend slightly 
more outward to provide power and depth. The Continental-Eastern grip requires a little 
more wrist snap upward to create more topspin on this shot. This shot is played with a 
closed stance if the player is in good position or slightly open if not in a good position or 
if this is the player’s preferred stance.

One-Handed Shot Both the Eastern backhand and wrist-behind-the-grip backhand 
grip can execute this shot. The Eastern backhand grip requires more wrist snap and 
loading of the legs to hit this shot high and heavy. The wrist-behind-the-grip backhand 
grip requires more loft and extension outward. This shot is hit with a slightly closed stance 
and hit with loft and power generated from substantial leg loading and upward swing.

Where This ball should land deep in the court behind the service line and before 
the baseline, but it has the added benefit of possibly landing short and jumping up on a 
player to accomplish the same objective as the flat drive.

When The goal of this shot is twofold: get the opponent to hit crosscourt to the 
player’s better, more aggressive shot (a backhand hit down the line high and heavy may 
make an opponent go crosscourt where the player can establish control of the point) 
and hit a ball that allows the player to recover or get in a better position for the next shot.

Two-Handed Shot The player hits this shot when on the run in the backcourt, near 
the baseline, and trying to play a safer shot or push an opponent backward to gain 
ample time to recover. It is used strategically to an opponent’s weakness or to have the 
opponent hit back to the player’s strength. It may also be used if the player has a weak 
crosscourt shot.

One-Handed Shot The shot is hit when the player is in a favorable position in the 
court (midway between the center hash mark and alley). If on the run, the player may 
want to use the slice backhand. Either way, the goal is the same: push the opponent back 
in order to recover and hit a more aggressive shot.

Down-the-Line-Backhand Drive
The down-the-line backhand drive is one of the most beautiful displays of power and 
finesse in the game. Serena Williams has a powerful down-the-line backhand drive. 
Opponents constantly look for this shot to come, and they are fearful of hitting a shorter 
ball that she can get behind and unload on the shot.

How The player can use a preferred backhand grip for this shot. To hit this shot 
successfully, the player needs to be inside the baseline, thus in a more offensive position. 
This grip is used with a closed stance or a slightly open stance if out of position. A player 
makes contact at the rally point of contact and the midlevel strike zone, but this shot’s 
contact point is one ball later than the crosscourt shot and is driven for power.

Two-Handed Shot This shot requires good body preparation because the shot 
changes the direction of the oncoming shot, the player has a smaller area to work with 
when hitting up the line, and the wrist snap is out toward the outside of the shot. The big 
toe on the lead foot points toward the target.

One-Handed Shot This version is effective, but the one-handed player must be very 
skilled to accomplish the same result as the two-handed player. For the two-handed 
player, the extra arm provides more control, allowing time to turn or close the shoulders 
more, and the wrist must snap toward the outside of the shot. The one-handed player 
needs greater control and must extend the arm outward upon contact. The big toe on 
the lead foot points toward the target.
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Where This shot is hit deep in the court to anywhere between the service line and 
baseline. The player should aim to place the shot 2 feet (0.6 m) from the alley for a winner 
and 2 to 4 feet (0.6 to 1.3 m) from the alley when changing the pattern. This shot should 
be from a position either midway between the center hash mark and the alley to almost 
in the alley. The down-the-line-backhand hit from the alley would have to be exceptional 
to recover in time for the next ball.

When This power shot should be hit when the player is in great position and trying 
to hit a winner or keep the opponent running. It is also an effective way to change the 
direction of the oncoming ball or to break up or change the rhythm of the point; in other 
words, the player hits down the line to have the opponent hit crosscourt to the player’s 
better side. The success of this shot relates directly to the player’s positioning and the 
timing of the contact point (slightly later than with the crosscourt drive), so it is important 
to be in good position for it.

Short-Angled Backhand Crosscourt
Jo Wilfried Tsonga effectively uses the one-handed version of this shot. His goal is to pull 
the player out of position on the backhand side so he can do more with his forehand, his 
weapon. Andy Murray uses the two-handed version effectively; he uses his speed around 
the court to look for opportunities given to him off this shot.

How The main grip for this shot is the player’s usual backhand grip. This shot is usually 
hit with an open stance. The player can hit this shot earlier if trying to roll it crosscourt or 
slightly later to get into a more loaded position to hit with more topspin.

Two-Handed Shot The two-handed, short-angled backhand crosscourt shot is hit 
with a rally contact point in either the low- or midlevel strike zones. The angle of the 
racket head is slightly toward the outside of the shot and is dictated by the wrist snap. 
The player extends the arms outward—but not as far out as the crosscourt drive—and 
rolls over the wrists in a more accelerated fashion to get the ball to cross the net and then 
dip downward.

One-Handed Shot The execution of the one-handed version is similar to that of 
the two-handed version, but the player needs a strong and flexible wrist to perform 
this shot. The shot uses any of the contact points, and it is hit at the midlevel to lower-
level strike zone. Though it is possible for a player to hit the two-handed version of this 
shot successfully from a bad position, the one-handed version must be hit in an optimal 
position and with great skill. The player extends outward, and the wrist snap dictates the 
dip after crossing the net.

Where The player should aim for the service line crosscourt toward the alley. The 
goal is for the ball to bounce away from the opponent or through the alley and off the 
court, making the opponent run or hit a defensive shot. This goal is accomplished with 
a lot of topspin and great acceleration of the racket head. In order to hit this angle shot, 
the position of the player on the court should be midway between the center hash mark 
and the alley or farther out toward the alley.

When This shot is used to pull an opponent off the court and as a lead-in to other 
shots. It challenges an opponent’s ability to run and to hit while off balance. It also 
challenges the opponent’s perspective because the ball must be hit either close in the 
alley or outside the alley. The player’s best opportunity to hit a short-angled backhand 
crosscourt is as a reply to an opponent’s short-angled shot. Another short-angled 
backhand shot is created off a short or weaker ball. The player moves up aggressively 
and takes the ball more in the attack point of contact and creates another angled shot. 
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The shorter angle with a rally or defensive contact point is used to counter and create 
a greater angle from the opponent. The shorter angle hit from an attack contact point 
is used strategically to wrong-foot or put an opponent on the defensive. Both shots are 
effective and, if used properly, can cause real headaches for the opponent, giving the 
player an easy next ball.

Offensive Backhand Slice
Samantha Stosur uses this shot effectively. She uses her backhand slice to complement 
her good kick serve. Combining variety with a shot (kick serve) that pushes her oppo-
nent back in the court, she can use a backhand slice (low ball). This tactic is a great way 
to confuse an opponent.

How This shot is hit with one hand. The arm extends out from a slightly high-to-low 
position. The best grip for the offensive backhand slice is the Continental or slightly 
Eastern forehand grip. This shot should be hit with a closed stance or a slightly open 
stance. A player can also slide into this shot with balance. An offensive backhand slice is 
designed to stay low and needs a lot of power. The player should use the attack point of 
contact and move through the ball more aggressively with a carioca step. The strike zone 
is mainly in the midlevel strike zone and the path of the racket is straighter and more 
directly through the ball. The offensive slice has a little less underspin than the defensive 
version.

Where This shot is hit from anywhere in the court from the center hash mark to the 
alley. A player can hit this shot crosscourt to keep the opponent from getting in good 
position on the shot (a form of defense) or hit it down the line to keep the opponent 
running or change the pattern to better suit the player. The player can try to have the 
ball land deep in the court to push an opponent back in the court, or slightly lower and 
shorter crosscourt if the player doesn’t more forward very well. The player should hit the 
down-the-line version low, but with a little carry so that the player can recover for a more 
aggressive shot. This offensive shot can be hit toward the line; the defensive version can 
be hit farther toward the middle of the court (midway between the alley and center).

When The offensive backhand slice is a very effective shot. It results in a low ball that 
can change the opponents’ rhythm, put the opponent on the defensive, or induce fatigue 
or errors. A shot that stays low is valuable because an opponent may not like hitting low 
balls. This could be because the opponent just doesn’t move that well, is big in stature 
and has trouble getting low enough, or has a severe grip that doesn’t allow effectively 
playing that shot. Most offensive shots are hit with topspin, so an offensive slice can 
frustrate an opponent. It can lead the opponent to try to change the variety of shots. 
These unexpected changes can sometimes make the difference in gaining offense.

Defensive Backhand Shots
Players are forced to use the defensive backhand when their contact point is late or when 
they don’t properly recover after a shot. Defensive backhands are also designed to mix 
up an opponent’s rhythm or to get a player out of trouble and recover for the next shot. 
The proper execution of these shots dictates whether the player stays on defense or can 
shift to a more offensive position. Strategically, the player can hit the defensive back-
hand in a location that gets the opponent to answer with a shot to the player’s strength, 
such as the player’s forehand.

Defensive Backhand Slice
Fernando Verdasco uses the defensive backhand slice to get out of trouble and keep the 
ball low, allowing him more time to recover and set up for the forehand.
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How This one-handed shot uses a closed stance, but if the player gets to it late or 
if it is the player’s preferred style, a more open stance can work successfully. Using a 
Continental or slightly Eastern forehand grip, the player takes the ball behind the back 
leg in the defensive contact point; the player usually is on the run or moving backward. 
The ball is met in the mid- to lower-level strike zones. The angle of the racket face is 
similar to the angle for the offensive backhand slice, but greater emphasis is on keeping 
the body balanced through the shot. To keep the ball low, the player must extend through 
the ball with a slicing motion in a high-to-low fashion. The player can visualize the slice 
being executed on a horizontal sheet of glass: cut too low and the glass breaks, extend 
through and the glass stays intact.

The technique differs from the offensive backhand slice because the latter shot is 
usually hit while the player moves forward for an attack. When hitting the defensive slice 
the player is just trying to keep it low and get out of trouble. The carioca step may not be 
used on the defensive backhand slice. Usually, the player is on the run and is not able to 
bring the back leg around through contact.

Where This shot is hit anywhere in the court, but preferably to the opponent’s weaker 
side or angled away from the opponent.

When This shot is hit when the player is on a dead run, the player is getting pulled out 
of position, or the player’s aggressive backhand is not that strong. When a player gets on 
a dead run, sometimes the only chance to stay in the point is to hit a defensive slice. The 
player tries to surprise an opponent into an error with speed, tenacity, or an unbelievable 
shot. This shot can also be used to mix things up and make the opponent work just a little 
harder by keeping the shot low.

Moonball Backhand
This shot is not used often in the professional game unless the player is totally out of 
position and just trying to get enough time to recover for the overhead that is surely 
coming on the next ball. This shot is much more effective in league play where the execu-
tion of the shot is erratic or not as powerful. Played against poor overheads, the moon-
ball backhand can be used offensively.

How This shot is usually hit with one hand because the player is on defense and 
doesn’t have the reach with the other arm. For this reason, players should learn the one-
handed version. For the two-handed version, a player extends the arms out as far as 
possible and uses a push stroke.

The grip for this shot depends on court positioning. On the run, a player may be able 
to hit this shot with only a Continental grip. Otherwise, the player’s usual grip can be 
used. The stance is usually open and on the run. The goal is to hit this shot high in order 
to recover quickly. The racket face must be open. The contact point for this shot is defen-
sive, and the ball is hit in the lower-level strike zone.

Where The player can hit this shot from anywhere in the court to keep the rally going. 
Your best possible location is in the middle so that no angle is created.

When This is a defensive shot, but it can cause problems for some opponents. The 
shot is hit high in the air when the player is on a dead run and totally out of position on 
the court. The goal is for the player to get back in the court and try to stay in the point. 
This shot can cause problems for an opponent who is impatient and may get frustrated 
having to hit one more ball, an opponent who is not adept at taking a ball out of the air 
and attacking, or an opponent who does not like high balls and has to move back in the 
court to hit the shot. The difference between this shot and a lob is that this shot is played 
higher and less offensively.
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T
he ball controls of an effective forehand or backhand are acceleration (for power 
and offense), accuracy (for control of shots), consistency (for making shots 
repeatedly), and variety (for the ability to hit various types of shots, including 
defensive shots). To achieve these qualities, players should focus on the funda-

mentals. The fundamentals include focusing on movement and balance as a player hits 
the ball, which are covered in chapters 1 and 2. This chapter helps players make accelera-
tion, accuracy, consistency, and variety an integral part of their game, and it helps play-
ers maximize the effectiveness of the forehand and backhand. The qualities of effective 
forehands and backhands are discussed next.

•	 Acceleration.  Acceleration is how the player creates racket head speed and momen-
tum through shots—using the legs and extending the dominant arm before and after 
contact and through the follow-through. The acceleration adds power and spin to the 
player’s shots. For example, a player hits a ball with topspin and it bounces out of the 
opponent’s strike zone, keeping the opponent off balance; now the player can play 
the preferred style more easily. Groundstrokes today are designed for power and for 
hitting an opponent off the court. How well a player strikes the ball can be directly 
related to how well the player ultimately plays, so hitting shots with good accelera-
tion is an important goal. Accelerating the racket head helps the player create a shot 
that is both smooth and powerful and a shot that is overpowering.

•	 Accuracy. Shot accuracy relates directly to skill level. The ability to place the ball 
where it is intended to go gives players confidence and separates them from their 
peers. Achieving this command of their strokes takes great skill and technique, and 
it is invaluable to players developing a style of their own. Players need to have a 
good vision of how they should play (their own game style) to advance to higher 
levels of play. When players begin thinking more strategically about what shots they 
will need as part of that style, their accuracy becomes even more important.

Knowing how and when to hit shots that land deep in the court, shots that are 
angled shorter or deeper, and short shots that fit within a player’s game style gives 
the player a huge advantage. It is also the difference between playing an offensive 
shot to effectively finish off a point and hitting a defensive shot that merely keeps a 
rally going. Every tennis player should think with this attention to detail.

•	 Consistency. Consistency and accuracy go hand in hand. A consistent player can 
accurately place shots where intended and can rely on those shots for the duration of 
a match. A consistent player can alternately be a grinder, which means the player gets 
a lot of balls in play, as well as a player that performs at a high level day in and day out.

Consistency is the model for every tennis player. As a player develops strengths 
and shores up weaknesses, consistency develops. Good coaches try developing a 
player’s skill first, and then help them become more consistent with that new skill. A 
long-term plan of development and consistency results in improvement throughout 
a player’s career.

•	 Variety. It is important that players develop weapons, such as a forehand or back-
hand, and also add variety to their game. When players possess good offensive and 
defensive shots, variety can become a weapon. A forehand that can overpower an 
opponent or slice backhand that can serve as a defensive shot are good examples 
of how variety can be a valuable tool, even a weapon. Players must learn the shots 
associated with their preferred style of play. Then, as play improves, they can add a 
variety of shots to enhance that style.

Variety in shot selection can disguise weaknesses, throw off an opponent’s 
rhythm, and affect both the player’s and opponent’s confidence. Picture an oppo-
nent who doesn’t know what is coming next and struggles because of the variety 
of shots the player possesses. Being able to execute a good lob at an opportune 
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moment and being able to hit a slice that confuses an opponent are powerful tools. 
Variety in shots is also helpful for recovering back in the court. Players should pre-
dominately hit shots that allow for a quick recovery and allow them to play more 
aggressively.

As players progress, they should work daily on acceleration, consistency, accuracy, 
and variety. The drills in this chapter help the player zero in on specific ways to improve 
these skills. A complete player concentrates on improving weaknesses, but also works 
to perfect strengths, too. Noting the player’s strengths and weaknesses in these skills 
during practice is a good way to develop strong work habits. Ultimately the player should 
incorporate the objectives of practices into the game plan. (See chapter 10 for more on 
game plans.)

The following progression of drills works through the identified characteristics for a 
great groundstroke. The drills start from basic and progress to advanced. They first work 
on consistency of the core techniques and then expand the playing area with movement, 
speed, and depth of shot. They progress into drills for learning and fine tuning the dif-
ferent shots and finally drills that mimic match play. To be the best player possible, it is 
mandatory that the player learn all the proper technique shots and styles in a progres-
sive fashion.

1.	 Grooving	drills	to	warm	up	and	ingrain	the	fundamental	core	techniques

2.	 Movement	drills	to	work	on	footwork	and	balance

Drilling With the Backboard

Many	of	the	drills	in	this	chapter	offer	a	solo	variation	that	can	be	practiced	on	a	back-
board.	This	strategy	is	helpful	for	players	without	a	practice	partner	or	coach.	It	is	also	
good	for	players	who	want	to	get	in	some	extra	practice	on	their	own.	The	backboard	is	
an	excellent	tool	for	stroke	development	because	the	ball	is	always	coming	back	at	the	
player,	which	helps	establish	a	rhythm	from	the	ball	just	hit	against	the	backboard.	The	
following	are	tips	for	successful	backboard	drilling.

	− Setting the aim.	To	start,	the	player	stands	12	feet	(3.7	m)	from	the	wall	and	aims	
for	the	middle	of	the	backboard	in	an	area	above	the	net	line	(if	the	wall	has	a	net	
line	and	target	areas	painted	on	it).	If	no	lines	or	targets	exist	the	player	can	visualize	
them.	Moving	forward	and	backward	in	this	area	gives	the	player	different	bounces	
and	different	trajectories,	so	the	player	should	be	challenged	to	work	on	technique	
in	the	different	areas.

	− Determining the trajectory.	To	begin	with,	players	should	use	higher,	heavier	shots	
that	have	a	high	trajectory	to	give	the	ball	loft.	Focus	on	loading	underneath	the	shot	
and	producing	topspin	to	give	the	ball	proper	loft.	A	flatter	ball	produces	a	bounce	
with	less	loft,	causing	the	player	to	have	to	move	more.	A	ball	hit	flat	against	a	back-
board	comes	back	flat	and	fast,	so	players	should	use	flatter	balls	with	greater	depth	
when	they	practice	backcourt	grooving	drills.

	− Using repetition.	An	effective	way	to	practice	grooving	drills	on	a	backboard	is	to	
focus	on	a	certain	number	of	repetitions	(e.g.,	10,	20,	30,	100)	on	the	forehand	or	
backhand	side.	This	type	of	repetitive	drilling	sets	the	stage	for	developing	consis-
tency	(hitting	shot	after	shot),	acceleration	(hitting	with	spin	and	trajectory),	accu-
racy	 (location	 of	 the	 shot	 provides	 a	 higher	 bounce	 to	 maintain	 repetitions),	 and	
variety	of	shots	(slice,	flat	shots).
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3.	 Acceleration	drills	to	work	on	hitting	through	the	zone	for	increased	topspin	and	
power

4.	 Specific	shot	drills	to	work	on	consistency,	accuracy,	and	variety

5.	 Live	ball	drills	to	work	on	shot	recognition	and	match	play	skills

Grooving Drills
The goal of grooving drills is to practice the basics of the game and to prepare for more 
complex and intense practice. These partner drills are effective for both the forehand 
and backhand and can be practiced in two ways:

1.	 Short court.	These	drills	are	for	preparation	and	execution.

2.	 Backcourt.	These	drills	are	for	overall	technique	and	movement.

Alternatively, the backboard can be used to groove strokes, as directed in the solo 
variations of the following drills. The straight-ahead short court and backcourt drills are 
best for backboard drilling because the bounce off the board is straight back as opposed 
to angled, allowing for easier grooving.

Using the backboard for crosscourt drilling is predominately for more advanced play-
ers and for working on speed, movement, and desperation shots. Because of the low 
trajectory of the flat crosscourt shot, the bounce off the wall is lower and angled outward, 
requiring hustle to the next shot. The easiest shot for working on crosscourt is a high, 
heavy shot. The bounce off the wall is higher and allows more time for proper recovery 
and the ability to groove the shot.

Whether drilling with the backboard or with a partner or coach, it is important to focus 
on preparation. One way to do so is by playing the call-out game. This technique works 
with any of the drills in this chapter, but is especially beneficial to practice during the 
grooving drills.

call-out Game
Purpose:	Identify and practice early preparation for the correct stroke.

Procedure:	 The player watches the opponent’s racket and shot, and then calls 
out forehand or backhand as soon as possible. The player should try to be fast at 
this and pick up the nuances of the opponent’s strokes. The player should notice 
whether the opponent takes the ball early or late and consider what the oppo-
nent’s grip suggests about the type of game the opponent has.

Variation:	The player calls out the shot and then freezes in position. While frozen, 
the player should check that his position is the correct preparation for the oncom-
ing ball.

Short Court Grooving Drills
A great deal of tennis players warm up with short court drills. This type of warm-up is 
designed to help check technique, warm up the body, test different grips, and generally 
get a feel for the racket. Three short court drills can help in grooving the game. The first 
drill is done straight ahead, the second drill is done diagonally, and the third is a point 
situation. All these drills set the player up for later drilling, so the player should master 
these first, equally using the forehand and backhand.
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Straight-ahead Short court
Purpose:	To practice preparation and execution technique.

Procedure:	Both players start at the service line. Keeping the ball inside the ser-
vice box, they rally back and forth lightly, becoming progressively more aggres-
sive depending on the level or intensity of the practice. The players focus on dif-
ferent grips and stances to test variety, a strong first step to the ball (foot closest 
to the ball first on all shots), and proper stroke execution. The focus here is on 
technique, not power.

Coaching points:	 The players should focus on one technique component at a 
time, starting with grip, then movement and stances, and finally on the technique 
desired for the different phases of the swing (preparation, forward swing and 
contact, and follow-through).

Solo variation: Grooving this drill on a backboard is a great tool for warming up. 
The player stands about 5 feet (1.5 m) away and at first hits the ball softly with a 
high trajectory to establish a rhythm and to work on technique. When warmed up, 
the player moves back 2 feet (0.6 m) at a time and begins to flatten out the shot, 
progressing toward a normal groundstroke. The player continues to move back to a 
maximum of 10 feet (3 m), which produces a deeper-bouncing ball. The player works 
on greater acceleration from a deep location by hitting this ball harder. Standing 
closer than 10 feet (3 m) and hitting the ball harder produces a quicker shot and 
forces a player to have a quicker preparation and acceleration.

Diagonal Short court
Purpose:	To practice preparation and execution technique as well as movement, 
acceleration, and accuracy of location.

Procedure:	The drill is the same as the Straight-Ahead Short Court drill, except 
players rally crosscourt. They should make sure the ball lands in front of the ser-
vice line.

Coaching points:	In this drill, the player tries to make contact while brushing the 
outside of the ball. This crosscourt rally focuses on the accuracy and acceleration 
needed to hit the ball to a specific location within the service box.

Solo variation:	To groove crosscourt strokes off a backboard, the player uses a 
high trajectory to allow time to run to a shot and get into the desired position 
to hit crosscourt. The player stands about 6 to 10 feet (1.8 to 3 m) in front of the 
backboard. The player alternates hitting forehands and backhands crosscourt, 
and the ball returns off the wall either straight or down the line.

competitive Short court
Purpose:	To create a competitive situation, testing movement, strategy, and exe-
cution at an accelerated pace.

Procedure:	 Players compete for points using only the short court area. They 
should use regular tennis scoring and play a set or points to 11, 15, or 21.

Coaching points:	 Using and covering both boxes emphasizes an accelerated 
version of normal backcourt rallies, so this is a perfect time to check and practice 
strategies. To be successful in this drill, good strategy, movement, touch, and the 
ability to spin or shape the ball are needed. This is a fun but challenging game. 
Players should use the opportunity to work on developing a little touch.

critical cue:
The player should 
be sure to line up 
and load the foot 
closest to the ball 
first before con-
tact.
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Backcourt Grooving Drills
These drills are universal to most warms-ups. In addition to helping groove strokes, they 
help develop the basis for a player’s game style. Performing these drills with an emphasis 
on not missing a shot, recovering properly, and being in position for each ball, helps the 
player’s focus and intensity.

Straight-ahead Backcourt
Purpose:	To lengthen strokes and add more power.

Procedure:	Players rally from the baseline or move progressively to the backcourt 
by moving back step by step. They hit down the middle and focus on perfect tech-
nique and movement while adding length on the shot. Players should pay atten-
tion to the execution and resulting length of the shots, while experimenting with 
hitting flatter and adding more spin, to get the desired depth.

Coaching points:	Players can improve their focus by zeroing in on the ball and 
trying not to be out of position for any shot. They should focus for a fixed time and 
recognize when fatigue or loss of focus occurs. Timing how long a player can focus 
allows for gradually and systematically increasing this ability for longer periods.

Solo variation:	The player stands 15 feet (4.6 m) away from the board and hits 
flat balls to work on forward movement and high, lofty shots to work on backward 
movement. The amount of forward and backward movement depends on the pace 
of the shot, so the player should use a variety of speeds to work on different 
amounts of movement. If a player is unable to sustain a rally using flatter shots, 
shots with higher loft can be used to start, and then the flatter ball can be slowly 
incorporated.

crosscourt Backcourt
Purpose: To incorporate movement, accuracy, and variety from the back-court 
while hitting to a specific spot on the court.

Procedure:	Players rally crosscourt. They should set goals for depth and place-
ment, zero in on hitting to a specific area, such as past the service line and before 
the baseline, and then broaden the hitting area by using the alleys.

Coaching points:	This drill can test a variety of shots because each player must 
adapt to the shot hit by the other and counter with the best shot to stay in the 
rally.

critical cue:
For each shot, the 

player recovers 
back to the center 

and prepares for 
the next shot. 

Accelerating 
through the shot 

provides more 
depth and time 

for recovery.
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release Technique Drill
Purpose:	 To work on stroke exten-
sion. This technique can be imple-
mented with any of the backcourt 
grooving drills.

Procedure:	As two players rally, each 
player, after making contact with the 
ball, practices the follow-through by 
releasing the racket gently into the 
other hand at the end of the exten-
sion.

Coaching points:	 On the forehand 
side, the nondominant arm catches 
the racket. The player should exper-
ience a stretch in the back of the 
shoulders while swinging upward and 
outward, pausing for a brief second 
after each hit. The racket should be in 
the opposite hand in front of the body 
with the butt cap facing toward the 
net and the other player (see figure 
3.1). This drill exaggerates the follow-
through to help highlight the use of 
the arms at full extension.

handcuff Drill
Purpose:	To check for overrotation. During the preparation and subsequent swing, 
a common mistake on the backswing is to overrotate and take the racket too far 
back.

Procedure:	A great method to correct overrotation tendencies is for the player to 
grab the playing arm on the forearm or higher (sort of like wearing handcuffs) with 
the nondominant hand on the forehand side and keep this position while playing. 
On the backhand side, the player places the index finger of the nondominant hand 
on the strings of the racket when preparing for a one-handed shot. This helps to 
increase sensory awareness of where the racket head is letting go as the racket is 
swung forward to meet the ball. The same may be done with a two-handed shot, 
and then the hand slides down on the handle.

Movement Drills
Movement is a huge key to success in tennis, so it is imperative to include movement 
drills among the list of must-do’s when practicing. Efficiency in movement has always 
been recognized as essential to hitting good shots. The most elite players practice the 
following types of drills daily.

1.	 Loading step drills.	 Players	 practice	stepping	 into	 the	 ball	 using	 the	 forehand	
and	backhand.

Figure 3.1 Proper release position.
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2.	 Specific movement drills.	 Players	 practice	 proper	 movement	 to	 the	 ball	 and	
proper	recovery,	whether	moving	side	to	side	or	moving	backward	and	forward.
Drills	should	be	practiced	using	the	forehand	and	backhand.

3.	 Combination movement drills.	 Players	 practice	 maintaining	 good	 movement	
through	a	combination	of	shots	with	the	forehand	and	backhand.

All of these types of drills give heightened awareness to proper movement throughout 
a point or to a specific shot. Plus, each drill has many variations to make it specific to 
one shot or one movement, and it can be executed in combination with different shots or 
different movements. These drills are technical in nature and invaluable to develop and 
succeed as a tennis player, so players should strive for proficiency in all of them.

It is common to find the drills difficult to master if the movements are quite different 
from the player’s already established movement patterns. Most players are unaware of 
using inefficient movement because developing a shot in spite of bad movement is pos-
sible. They should experiment with these drills to improve the shot by incorporating effi-
cient movement. Players can perform each drill using the forehand or backhand.

Solo Variations for the loading Step and Specific 
Movement Drills
Players can also use the backboard to work on the loading step and specific movement 
drills. (For the combination movement drills, specific instructions for solo variations are 
provided within each drill.) Initially, the player can practice the loading step drills with 
slower-paced shots within a smaller area of the short court (within 5 feet, or about 1.6 
m), and then speed up the pace of the shots and move back deeper in the court (10 to 15 
feet, or about 3 to 5 m). The player should practice the specific movement drills from this 
deeper position in the court, too. When comfortably warmed up for either type of drill, 
the player can start counting repetitions (10, 20, 30 . . . ) to work toward a specific goal.

Loading Step Drills
Loading step drills are important for practicing getting the foot closest to the ball lined up 
and loaded to transfer the body weight into the shot. Incorporating this first step is dif-
ficult and does throw off players’ timing if they have been doing it incorrectly, but players 
should practice and carefully implement this first move.

For each of the following loading step drills, the drilling player should be on the base-
line at the center hash mark, and the partner or coach should be in the middle of the 
court at the service line or a couple of feet (0.6 m) toward the baseline. The partner or 
coach feeds balls by throwing them like rally balls, using a similar pace and trajectory 
for each ball. For more advanced players, a racket feed may work better. The pace of 
the feeds should allow enough time for the drilling player to recover back to the original 
position prior to receiving the next ball. The drilling player should incorporate a split step 
before the partner feeds the next ball.

Players should 
picture the middle 

instep of the foot 
closest to the ball 

landing in the 
pathway of the 
oncoming ball.

critical cue: 
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alternating open and closed Stance
Purpose:	To achieve a full transfer of weight and power when hitting shots in open 
and closed stances.

Procedure:	The coach or partner feeds balls with varying degrees of difficulty that 
require the player to take only one or two steps of sideways or forward movement 
to reach the ball. To practice a closed-stance groundstroke, the player takes two 
steps: one step out to line up the foot closest to the ball and then a step forward 
to the incoming ball to transfer weight from the lined-up position. To practice the 
first step and open stance, the player takes only one step out with the foot closest 
to the ball and loads that leg, hitting from an open stance. The first step should 
be a strong yet comfortable step—the player should remember to visualize having 
the ball hit the middle instep of the foot stepping out.

Coaching points:	The player should put full weight on the leg lining up on the ball. 
To check weight placement and balance, a player can line up on the incoming ball 
and then, just prior to contact, lift the other (front) leg. The player should hold 
the leg up for one count before placing it back down. An inability to keep the leg 
up indicates imbalance. A player who predominately uses the front leg feels as 
though the back leg is weak during this exercise, but continued practice leads to 
improved balance.

Back loading Step
Purpose:	To achieve a full transfer of weight and power when stepping backward 
to return a ball hit deep.

Procedure:	The first move is diagonally backward with the foot that the player is 
trying to line up with the ball. The step is strong, and the emphasis is on loading 
the leg. The coach or partner must feed high and deep balls to force the backward 
step. The feeder should throw (or hit, if needed) at different speeds to incorporate 
all the possible shots in a match and target the player’s upper-level strike zone.

Coaching points:	Players can check for loading and balance by lifting the front 
leg to make sure the weight is transferred fully back before moving forward to hit 
the ball.

Specific Movement Drills
Specific movement drills are designed to teach players exactly what steps to take to a 
shot. Moving to a ball correctly affects speed around the court and subsequent recovery 
to get in good position for the next shot. The goal is to be efficient with all movement and 
to run in a balanced fashion. For the specific movement drills, the drilling player should 
be positioned on the baseline at the center hash mark, and the partner or coach should 
be in the middle of the court at the service line. The partner or coach drills with eight balls 
and feeds the balls by hand or by racket, depending on the level of the player. The pace 
of the feeds should allow enough time for the drilling player to recover and split step just 
before receiving the next ball.

critical cue:
Players who pre-
maturely step 
away from the 
path of the ball 
just hit should try 
to stay balanced 
longer on the leg 
they just finished 
hitting on. This 
requires good use 
of core strength 
and trunk rota-
tion.
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Forward Movement
Purpose:	To improve footwork to a ball hit inside the baseline and toward the ser-
vice line.

Procedure:	The partner or coach feeds the balls with varying degrees of difficulty 
so that the drilling player must take more than two steps forward to hit the ball. 
Tosses can range from just in front of the baseline to all the way inside the service 
line. The drilling player runs forward quickly and turns sideways a couple steps 
before striking the ball. The player should focus on turning the body and shuffling 
forward, being careful to not cross the legs. Then, the player strikes the ball and 
recovers quickly back to the baseline.

Variation: The partner or coach can push the drilling player back with a deep feed 
and then throw a ball near the service line. The drilling player hits the first ball off 
the back leg and then runs forward and makes the adjustment turn just before 
hitting the shorter ball off the front leg.

Side Movement
Purpose:	To incorporate efficient lateral movement needed in a rallying situation 
and an efficient recovery.

Procedure:	The coach or partner feeds balls toward the alley so that the drilling 
player must move 3 to 5 feet (0.9 to 1.5 m) laterally to hit the ball. The tosses 
should include balls that are slightly diagonal forward and backward. On the toss, 
the drilling player immediately pivots with the outside foot, moving first toward 
the shot. Then, the player takes as many crossover steps as needed before sliding 
the outside foot out toward the oncoming ball for an open-stance groundstroke. If 
time allows, the player may step in for a closed-stance stroke.

Coaching points:	 Players should focus on a big, strong first step because it is 
more efficient and creates better balance at the end of the shot.

Backward Movement
Purpose:	To improve the backward footwork needed to get behind a deep ball.

Procedure:	The coach or partner feeds the balls deep to force the drilling player 
to move backward beyond the baseline and take multiple steps to get behind the 
ball. The drilling player takes a big first step backward and then incorporates a 
crossover step before setting the back leg, keeping the hips facing forward. The 
player should then pivot the hips in preparation for hitting the ball and recover by 
thrusting the back leg forward quickly to move back into the court in preparation 
for the next ball.

Coaching points:	 To prevent the hips from turning, the player can visualize a 
piece of tape on the chest that should remain visible until pivoting the hips. The 
player should focus on stepping in a diagonal direction backward, followed by a 
crossover step and another drop step to avoid the tendency to get too close to the 
oncoming ball and have to make extra moves to adjust.

The player should 
focus on using 

two explosive 
steps forward 

to get to the ball 
faster, emphasiz-

ing pushing off 
the back leg.

critical cue: 

The player can 
get the body 

behind the ball by 
setting up the last 

step so that the 
ball lands in line 
with the middle 

instep of the out-
side foot.

critical cue: 
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Combination Movement Drills
Combination movement drills simulate real match play situations and maximize the 
movement for each shot. The drilling player is positioned on the baseline at the center 
hash mark, and the partner or coach is positioned in the middle of the court at the ser-
vice line. Eight balls are fed by hand or racket depending on the level of the player, and 
the pace of the feeds should allow enough time for recovery to the center and a split step 
just before receiving the next ball.

Side-to-Side Movement
Purpose:	To maximize side-to-side movement and to simulate a live ball rally.

Procedure:	 The coach or partner feeds balls that require the drilling player to 
move 3 feet (0.9 m) or more to the side. The tosses should vary the amount of 
movement to the side and should alternate between requiring forehand and back-
hand shots from the player. The player hits the ball either crosscourt or down the 
line, depending on the area of focus. The player makes a quick hip turn for recov-
ery toward the center of the court by using a crossover step and taking a split step 
to prepare for the next ball.

Coaching points:	The player should start the hip turn for recovery when making 
contact with the ball and continue it until the completion of the groundstroke. 
By rotating the body more fully, the hips and shoulders face the net, saving the 
player additional steps on the recovery.

Solo variation:	The player hits crosscourt so the ball returns down the line. The 
player starts 8 to 12 feet (2.4 to 3.6 m) from the backboard to work on smaller 
movement ranges and progresses to 15 feet (4.6 m) or more to cover a larger area 
of court and use a greater range of combinations.

Backward-to-Forward Movement
Purpose:	To maximize forward and backward movement and to simulate a live ball 
rally.

Procedure:	Starting with a deep feed, the coach or partner alternates tossing short 
and deep balls that require the player to move 3 feet (0.9 m) or more forward or 
backward. Throughout the drill, the feeder should vary the amount of movement 
needed. The player should start hitting crosscourt and then later switch to down 
the line. On the first toss, the player moves back with a strong first step and shuf-
fles as needed to get behind the ball, loading onto the back leg. After making the 
shot, the player split steps and runs quickly forward to get the next ball.

Coaching points:	The player should avoid turning the hips in the movement leading 
up to striking the ball. Instead, the player should make a slight hip turn at the end 
of the stroke to speed up recovery for the next ball.

Solo variation:	The player starts 8 to 12 feet (2.4 to 3.6 m) from the backboard to 
work on smaller movement ranges and progress to 15 feet (4.6 m) or more to cover 
a larger area of court and use a greater range of combinations. To work on forward 
and backward movement, the player alternates hitting a high ball with loft (for a 
deep ball and backward movement) with a harder, flatter ball with a low trajectory 
(for a short ball and forward movement).
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inside-out Forehand Movement
Purpose:	To practice the inside-out forehand movement pattern. This shot is used 
widely in today’s game.

Procedure:	The coach or partner feeds balls toward the player’s body, forcing the 
player to move out of the way and set up behind the ball. The player needs to 
create space to rip the ball. The player should focus on using a drop step back 
diagonally and turning the shoulders during the preparation.

Solo variation:	The player focuses on moving around each ball to hit the ball inside 
out against the backboard. Off the wall, the ball returns straight and the player 
must run over and hit the next forehand crosscourt to set up the run around 
forehand again.

random Movement
Purpose:	To practice all movements in a live game simulation, to practice different 
movement combinations, and to emphasize the proper use of the split step.

Procedure:	The coach or partner is positioned on the forehand or backhand side 
of the court and feeds balls to random locations on the court, allowing the player 
enough time between shots to recover. The player hits each shot back to the 
coach, recovers back to the middle of the court on the baseline, split steps, and 
responds to the next ball. The player should do repetitions hitting everything to 
the forehand side and then the backhand side of the court.

Solo variation:	The player starts 8 to 12 feet (2.4 to 3.6 m) from the backboard to 
work on smaller movement ranges and progresses to 15 feet (4.6 m) or more to 
cover a larger area of court.

acceleration Drills
One of the successful traits of a good forehand or backhand is acceleration. The speed of 
the racket head through the contact of a shot produces acceleration. Good acceleration 
of the racket head adds weight to a shot. From start to finish, the swing should be fluid, 
without hitches in a player’s racket preparation. Players can practice each of the drills in 
this section using either the forehand or the backhand.

Keep in mind the following tips for performing the acceleration drills:

•	 The player should load the back leg to set the stage for a continued swing through the 
shot and then push from the back leg to the front leg in conjunction with the swing.

•	 The elbow should be close to the body for power and stability. The player should 
focus on the swing path coming closer to the body as the dominant arm loops down 
to swing up and forward and extends toward the follow-through.

•	 The player should imagine the area 2 to 4 inches (about 5 to 10 cm) before the 
contact point as the acceleration zone and swing aggressively upward through this 
zone, trying to hit with the top of the strings.

•	 The player should throw the racket arm toward the target, making sure that the racket 
head comes through first, followed by the elbow. The elbow coming through first is 
often seen with a more Western grip, but this approach should generally be avoided.

•	 If not in use, the nondominant arm should provide balance. The player holds the 
arm comfortably in front or to the side in preparation and gradually pulls away or to 
the side upon contact.
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•	 The player needs to follow through, visualizing hitting through the ball, with the goal 
of extending the arm outward and finishing to maximize the effect on the shot. For 
most players this means finishing on the opposite side of the body anywhere from 
waist level to shoulder level. The most common finish is around the opposite shoul-
der, depending on the stroke, but it is important to experiment with different fin-
ishes to find the one that produces the most power. The finishing movement needs 
to be strong, consistent, and a smooth continuation of the swing path.

Recently, advanced level players have started trying to finish around the chest 
on the opposite shoulder. Rafael Nadal, however, has tweaked the formula and 
changed modern tennis with the acceleration he gets by swinging up and staying 
on the same side. The massive amount of topspin that he puts on the ball makes 
this swing effective; players should try adding it to their game.

Solo Variations for acceleration Drills
The backboard is a great tool for working on acceleration, but players need to modify 
the pace of shots. Because hard-hit balls come back hard and fast, sustaining a rally can 
be difficult. Players should stand 10 feet (about 3 m) from the backboard and use slower-
paced shots initially to see the differences in the depth and pace of the shot coming back, 
then gradually begin to add pace, adapting movement accordingly.

Another way to practice acceleration is to self-feed a bucket of balls. The player drops 
balls lightly, alternating landings slightly in front, behind, and to the side of the body. 
Once warmed up, the player lightly throws the balls a little farther away to incorporate 
movement. The player can initially work on the swing and acceleration down the line, 
then start to hit crosscourt and angles to see the differences between each shot. This solo 
variation can also be part of the practice court warm-up before a match to prepare the 
body for maximum acceleration right away.

Basic acceleration Drill
Purpose:	To develop racket head acceleration through strokes. Players should do 
this drill at the beginning of each practice.

Procedure:	The player stands 5 feet (1.5 m) from the net near the middle or slightly 
to the side of the shot being drilled. The coach or partner is on the opposite side 
and close to the net. About every 2 seconds, the feeder tosses balls diagonally, 
approximately 2 feet (0.6 m) to the front and side of the stroke being drilled. The 
player hits up on the ball as fast as possible while extending the racket head and 
arm toward the shot. The player focuses on hitting up through the attack point of 
contact with as much force as possible.

Coaching points:	The goal for this drill is to hit with force and depth, producing 
a ball with a lot of topspin and a low trajectory (as low as the player can hit 
without hitting the ball into the net). The player should experiment with different 
trajectories to see which one produces the deepest shot. Signs of a good stroke 
include a ball that lands near the baseline (just outside works for this drill) with 
shape and moves quickly through the court.

Variation:	 To check extension, the player uses the technique of releasing the 
racket described in the Release Technique Drill (see page 59).

critical cue:
Pay attention 
to preparatory 
technique. The 
player must load 
the arm (prepa-
ration loop) and 
body (balanced 
with weight pre-
dominantly on the 
back leg) to maxi-
mize acceleration 
and extension of 
the racket head 
and arm toward 
the ball.
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Swinging Volley Drill
Purpose:	To develop or improve swing or stroke mechanics with acceleration. A 
properly hit swinging volley (that lands near the baseline) requires a full swing 
and proper trunk rotation. This is the same technique needed for groundstrokes. 
Taking the ball out of the air simulates a ball off a bounce, allowing the player to 
practice the swing needed to create or counter power. The extension needed to 
perform this drill successfully, naturally improves swing mechanics.

Procedure:	The player stands on the center hash mark of the baseline. The coach 
or partner feeds ball diagonally with loft into the upper to mid strike zone: toward 
the shoulder and approximately 2 to 3 feet (0.6 to 0.9 m) to the side of the swing 
path. The feeds should allow the player time to recover and get in good position 
for the next swing. The player sets the outside foot and swings fully, hitting the 
ball out of the air and focusing on the elements of good acceleration throughout 
the shot. The loft of the feed causes the player to hit under the ball, using topspin 
to give the ball some shape and keep it in the court. The player should try to get 
each shot near the baseline and then switch to sharp crosscourt shots off the 
court. The player should alternate hitting balls flat (drives) and with shape (higher 
bouncing). The player repeats the drill standing at the center of the baseline.

Variation:	 The player can test for improved acceleration from time to time by 
decreasing the time between tosses. A player who is able to recover and swing 
faster with force and acceleration while maintaining form is developing a powerful 
and consistent stroke pattern.

Moving acceleration Drill
Purpose:	To develop or improve racket head speed while hitting a low shot on the 
move.

Procedure:	 The player starts on the baseline midway between the center hash 
mark and the alley. The coach or partner stands in front and a few feet toward the 
alley of the extended stroke and throws low balls that bounce 0.5 to 1 foot (15 to 
30 cm) high. The tosses should come immediately after each ball is hit, and the 
feeder moves 2 feet (0.6 m) away from the player with each new toss. The player 
follows the feeder, who is walking backward toward the net while feeding, swing-
ing from low to high as fast as possible through the strike zone, and producing 
balls with a great deal of topspin and power.

Coaching points:	Proper placement and timing of the feeds is mandatory to push 
the player to accelerate on each ball. The rapid-fire succession of tosses can be 
slowed down if needed or thrown at different heights if the player desires. The 
end locations of the shots are not as important as the speed of the racket head 
through the contact point. The movement toward the net simulates a short ball, 
and the sustained loading helps improve a player’s core strength.

Variation:	This drill can also work on backward, diagonal, and side-to-side move-
ments. Backward movement reverses the steps the feeder and player take. For 
diagonal movement, the balls are tossed in a line diagonally forward toward the 
alley. To practice side-to-side movement, the partner or coach moves to about 2 
feet (0.6 m) directly in front of the player and tosses the ball side to side, requir-
ing anywhere from 2 to 4 feet (0.6 to 1.3 m) of movement in either direction. 
Ample recovery time is needed on the side-to-side movement so that the contact 
point remains the same.

The player needs 
to use core mus-

cles to accelerate 
on each ball and 
good balance in 
the legs for the 
shuffle forward 

while striking the 
ball. The player 

should be low and 
loaded through-
out each repeti-

tion.

critical cue: 
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hard hitting: out of the Ballpark
Purpose:	To increase acceleration and power in the forehand or backhand.

Procedure:	The player start on the middle of the baseline. The coach or partner 
feeds balls from the middle of the other side of the court. The feeds should land 
approximately 4 to 5 feet (1.3 to 1.5 m) in front and 2 feet (0.6 m) to the side of 
the stroke being drilled. The feeds should be easy, bounce to shoulder height, and 
come at a frequency that allows the player ample time to recover and prepare for 
the next ball.

The player prepares with a big windup and swings as hard as possible, culmi-
nating with a forceful follow-through. Where the ball lands is not important; even 
hitting the fence is fine! When the player is used to striking the ball with force, the 
drill continues. Now, while focusing on acceleration and topspin, the player needs 
to hit hard and aim to get the ball to land before the baseline. The ball should have 
shape (height and spin) and get off the court quickly. 

Coaching points:	A ball that lands past the baseline usually indicates a lack of 
acceleration or improper shot technique. The player can correct the problem 
by adding more acceleration, experimenting with the grip, emphasizing a more 
pronounced follow-through and finish, or a combination of these adjustments. For 
more acceleration, the player needs to focus on using a low-to-high swing path 
with the racket head leading the elbow. The arm and racket face need to extend as 
quickly as possible toward the shot. The Eastern, semi-Western, or a hybrid of the 
two grips may be used. On the follow-through, the elbow should be pointing in the 
desired direction of where the player wants the ball to go.

Variation:	The player can also start at the middle of the service line to work on 
accelerating from the midcourt. In this version the feed lands 1 to 2 feet (0.3 to 
0.6 m) away from the player, and the player hits the ball toward the service line 
with an emphasis on lining up the foot closest to the ball and loading the leg.

hard hitting: killer Shots
Purpose:	To simulate a live game situation and develop or improve the ability to 
hit a hard-hit ball and transition to the net.

Procedure:	Player 1 starts on the center hash mark on the baseline and faces play-
ers 2 and 3 who are positioned on the opposite side of the net on the baseline. One 
of the two other players feeds a ball so that it lands 4 to 5 feet (1.3 to 1.5 m) in 
front and 2 feet (0.6 m) to the side of the forehand or backhand being practiced. 
Player 1 hits the ball aggressively (the killer shot), focusing on the elements of 
acceleration, and approaches the net. The players play out the point. They should 
score the game to 11, 15, or 21 and then rotate positions.

Coaching points:	The execution of the transition shot determines how easily the 
next shot can be put away at net. If the transition shot lands short, the player 
should check for a balanced stance, maximum speed, and full arm extension on 
the swing and that the racket is facing properly out toward the target. If a player’s 
balance and execution are fine and the ball still lands short, the grip (possibly a 
Western grip) may have too much topspin and isn’t allowing for a fast enough pace.

Variation:	This drill can be frustrating if the skill level of player 1 is lower than 
those of players 2 and 3. To accommodate skill level differences or add variety, 
players should use the drop-off game. In this version, the player who returns the 
killer shot keeps playing, and one of the other players (2 or 3) drops off the court; 
the point is completed in a one-on-one situation.
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Specific Shot Drills
Specific shot drills provide the opportunity to zero in and improve on a particular ground-
stroke shot. Each shot is important to have for a balanced game with variety. Drilling 
specific shots can also provide the opportunity to improve the skills discussed in chap-
ters 1 and 2 in a more specific scenario. Each of these drills can be used to drill both the 
forehand and backhand side.

The drills in this section highlight first the successful execution of a shot and then hit-
ting to a target to help develop focus and accuracy within the shot. For the technique and 
target portions of the drills, the beginning court position is the same. The player starts on 
the middle hash mark on the baseline. A coach or partner, who is on the service line on 
the opposite side, feeds 8 to 10 balls by racket. The coach or partner can start with closer 
feeds to allow the player to master the proper movement before progressing to wider 
feeds that require more advanced movement. The tempo of the feeds can also speed up 
to improve recovery technique and time. The feeds can have varying tempos based on the 
skill being practiced. For example, players might want slower feeds for grooving and faster 
feeds for focusing on more challenging movement and learning to hit tougher shots.

The target drills require some equipment. The player or coach places a court squee-
gee with a hook on the net so that the pole is perpendicular to the ground, as shown in 
figure 3.2. If a squeegee is not available, a broom handle or similar object may serve as 
an effective substitute. A cone is placed over the top of the handle to provide a target 
(see figure 3.3). It is best to use cones with varying heights to work on the different tra-
jectories and angles of the shots. Often the squeegee will have a hook attached, allowing 
a target to be raised and lowered.

A cone can also be placed deep in the court (see figure 3.4). In this setup, a player’s 
goal is to try to hit the primary cone (the one on the squeegee). A secondary goal is to hit 
the deep quadrant cone if the player misses the primary cone. The cone on the squeegee 
can also be used as a target to hit over when trying to use the deeper cone as the primary 
target. Players should use the setup that works best for the shot they are practicing.

Figure 3.2 A squeegee pole can 
be attached to the net.

Figure 3.3 Target cone placed 
on the squeegee handle.

Figure 3.4 Cone and squeegee 
setup with a cone in the deep 
crosscourt quadrant.
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crosscourt Flat Shot
Purpose:	To develop a shot played for power and a show of strength.

Technique practice: The coach or partner feeds balls diagonally to the mid strike 
zone toward the shoulder and approximately 2 to 3 feet (0.6 to 0.9 m) to the side 
of the swing path. To produce a flat ball and a low trajectory, the player acceler-
ates from low to high but extends the arm outward just before contact. The player 
makes contact slightly in front of the front foot and hits the outside of the ball, 
aiming for a trajectory of approximately 1 to 2 feet (0.3 to 0.6 m) over the net. 
Between shots, the player recovers back to the middle and split steps to prepare 
for the next shot.

Coaching points:	Players should experiment with different contact points to find 
the best spot for executing the crosscourt shot. Contacting the ball too late makes 
the ball go more down the line.

Solo variation:	See the solo variation of the Diagonal Short Court drill on page 57.

Target practice: Set up the pole 7 to 12 holes to one side of the net strap and any-
where from 1 to 5 holes below the top strap. Move the pole to different positions 
to work on different angles. The cone can be set up higher or lower to add height 
variety to the shot. A lower target is the most aggressive form of the shot, and 
a higher target provides control (comfortable rally shot) for a safer shot. A cone 
placed deep in the court can add an additional target.

Down-the-line Shot
Purpose:	To develop a weapon that can be played for power to the open court, 
keeping the opponent on the run or taking advantage of the opponent’s weak 
crosscourt shot or poor movement.

Technique practice: The coach or partner feeds balls diagonally to the mid strike 
zone and approximately 2 to 3 feet (0.6 to 0.9 m) to the side of the swing path. The 
player accelerates from low to high but closes the shoulders. The player makes 
contact a little behind the contact point of the crosscourt flat shot and aims for 
a trajectory of 2 to 3 feet (0.6 to 0.9 m) over the net. Between shots, the player 
recovers back to the middle and split steps to prepare for the next shot.

Coaching points:	This shot has a high risk of error because of the small target 
area, high net clearance, and the difficulty associated with changing the direction 
of the ball. To change the direction of the oncoming crosscourt or diagonal shot it 
is necessary to wait a little longer for the ball to get in the strike zone. The player 
should experiment with contact point and racket face angle to establish the best 
combination for executing the shot with power. Also, ball feeds can progress 
outward to practice this shot from a range of locations, anywhere from midway 
from the baseline hash mark to the alley.

Solo variation:	 See the solo variation in the Straight-Ahead Backcourt drill on 
page 58. Instead of standing centered to the backboard, move to one side.

Target practice: Set up the pole and cone about 2 feet (0.6 m) from the alley 
toward the net strap and anywhere from 1 to 5 holes below the top strap, moving 
the pole to work on different trajectories and angles. Then, place a cone on the 
court 4 to 5 feet (1.3 to 1.5 m) from the baseline and the alley if hitting for place-
ment or 2 to 3 feet (0.6 to 0.9 m) from the baseline and alley if practicing winners.

critical cue:
To assist the 
aim for the deep 
crosscourt corner, 
the player should 
extend the racket 
arm through the 
shot and imagine 
the arm going 
through the court 
to the opposite 
corner.

critical cue:
Control of the 
shot is deter-
mined by the 
ability to keep the 
ball on the strings 
longer (to change 
the direction of 
the ball) and hit 
fully through the 
ball. The player 
should focus on 
hitting around 
the ball and using 
different degrees 
of spin and then 
work toward 
hitting a flatter 
ball to produce 
a more effective 
shot.
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high, heavy crosscourt and down-the-line Shot
Purpose:	To develop a heavy shot that will push or keep an opponent back in the 
court while creating room to step farther into the court and play more offensively.

Technique practice: The coach or partner feeds balls diagonally with spin and 
increased velocity to create a higher ball that bounces up high with topspin. The 
player prepares for the shot in one of three ways: back up and let the ball drop into 
the midlevel strike zone, move in and take the ball on the rise, or take the ball out 
of the air. The shot is like the normal groundstroke but with more upward arc on 
the ball. After the shot, the player split steps to prepare for the next shot.

Coaching points:	 A high, heavy ball is often played off a high-bouncing ball, 
leaving ample time to establish a proper load. Players should practice this shot 
from offensive (inside or near the baseline) and defensive (behind the baseline) 
positions. Note that hitting from a defensive position may require a slightly later 
contact point because the player arrives late, which requires more effort to get 
under the ball.

Variation:	The high and heavy shot can also be hit down the line. The player can 
adjust the footwork, body position, and swing pattern accordingly, while adding 
the lower loading, increased top spin, and higher arm extension.

Solo variation:	Since the bounce is high, the high and heavy shot is easy to drill 
on the backboard. The player stands 15 feet (4.6 m) away from the backboard to 
either the forehand or backhand side. The player picks a starting groundstroke 
(forehand or backhand) and hits one ball down the line with loft so that the ball 
bounces back high. On the next ball, the player hits a high, heavy crosscourt shot. 
The player should initially use a limited angle. The player runs over to meet the 
ball and executes the high, heavy crosscourt shot from the other side. To advance 
the drill, the player can widen the angle to incorporate more movement.

Target practice: Drilling this shot requires a target placed higher than the net 
strap. One option is to set up a pole on each net post by connecting a rope between 
the poles at a height of 3 to 4 feet (0.9 to 1.3 m) above the net. After a player has 
mastered hitting over the rope at this height, the player can raise the rope height. 
Another option is to set up an obstacle (bench, chair, bucket of balls, or other 
object) a few feet in front and to the side of the swing, forcing the player to hit up 
and over the object. The player should stand far enough back to avoid swinging 
into the object and enough to the side of the object to avoid a ball ricocheting 
backward. Finally, the player can place a cone approximately 2 to 3 feet (0.6 to 
0.9 m) from the alley and baseline on the appropriate side of the court for either 
a crosscourt or down-the-line shot and practice the shot.
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Shorter- and Deeper-angled Shots
Purpose:	To develop a range of angled shots designed to pull an opponent off the 
court.

Technique practice: Two players hit balls diagonally with spin toward each other’s 
doubles alleys. Each player tries to hit seven balls into the alley. The drill can start 
with players hitting diagonally crosscourt and then moving backward toward the 
baseline after each point. Players should aggressively brush the outside of the 
ball, accelerate the racket face in a shorter arc across the body, and aim to clear 
the net by 1 to 2 feet (0.3 to 0.6 m) for shorter angles and 3 to 5 feet (0.9 to 1.5 m) 
for balls landing past the service line. Between shots, the player recovers back to 
the middle and split steps to prepare for the next shot.

Coaching points:	Using the rally and defensive points of contact helps provide 
extra time to load the legs and impart more spin to create a better angle. However, 
some players prefer the attack point of contact, which relies less on the legs and 
core and more on the arms and hands to create the angle. Using this contact point 
is helpful when not enough time exists to get set up behind the ball.

Variation:	 For an angled shot off of a down-the-line shot, the coach or partner 
feeds balls down the line flat or with topspin so that they land midway between 
the service line and baseline and produce a low ball that bounces back toward the 
baseline. To generate angle, the player takes the ball on the rise and, with a rally 
point of contact, hits the angle crosscourt.

Solo variation:	The angled shot produces a short ball that bounces or deflects 
short in the court in the opposite direction of the player, so sustaining a rally can 
be difficult. The player picks a side and stands 6 to 8 feet (1.8 to 2.4 m) from the 
backboard. The player hits the ball flat or slightly higher down the line. Once the 
ball bounces off the backboard, the player hits the angle shot. The player runs 
over and, off the bounce, hits a defensive block shot straight forward or down 
the line, has it bounce straight in front of the body, and repeats the process. This 
approach combines practicing the shot and defensive skills.

Target practice: To provide a more sharply angled target, the player places the pole 
farther right or left from the target for the crosscourt shot. The player starts with 
the cone on top of the pole. The player performs the technique practice but aims 
to hit the cone. The coach or partner feeds balls from the center of the service 
line about midway toward the alley. After practicing this scenario, the player adds 
a court cone to practice a range of ending locations on or within 1 to 3 feet (0.3 to 
0.9 m) of the sideline, varying from inside the service line to midway between the 
service line and baseline.

critical cue:
The player should 
swing faster with 
more topspin and 
angle when hitting 
shorter angles.
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inside-out Forehand
Purpose:	To develop the technique to move around the ball and redirect it with 
a powerful forehand to the ad-court (backhand side if the opponent is a right 
hander).

Technique practice: A coach or partner feeds balls diagonally with topspin or slice 
that bounce just past the service line and to a midway point between the center 
hash mark and the alley. Closer to the center is an easier shot, while closer to the 
alley is a more challenging shot. Using an open stance, the player contacts the 
shot at the attack point of contact for a drive shot and the rally contact point for 
a high heavy shot, emphasizing an outward push of the arm and wrist snap with 
upward acceleration. The shot should clear the net by 1 to 2 feet (0.3 to 0.6 m) and 
land 2 to 3 feet (0.6 to 0.9 m) from the baseline and the alley for a deep shot or 
near the service line for the angled shot. For the latter version, a player needs to 
snap the racket head more upward and outward. Between shots, the player recov-
ers back to the middle and split steps to prepare for the next shot.

Solo variation:	When combined with other shots, the inside-out forehand can be 
drilled on the backboard. One possible sequence is to hit down the line so that 
the ball deflects directly back, followed by an inside-out forehand, then a high and 
heavy crosscourt shot, followed by another inside-out forehand; then the sequence 
is repeated. Other options include alternating inside-out forehands with down-
the-line shots or following crosscourt shots with down-the-line backhand shots.

Variation:	If a player wishes to practice the inside-in forehand on the backboard, 
one sequence is to hit down the line so that the ball deflects directly back, followed 
by an inside-in forehand back to the same spot, then a high and heavy crosscourt 
shot followed by a forehand crosscourt shot; then the sequence is repeated.

Target practice: Set up the pole 7 to 12 holes from the net strap and 1 to 5 holes 
below the top strap. Then, move the cone to various locations on the sideline, 
ranging from inside the service line to midway between the service line and base-
line as targets for the shot.

Slice
Purpose:	To develop the technique to hit a shot that will stay low over the net and 
is used to break up the rhythm of an opponent.

Technique practice: A coach or partner feeds balls diagonally with topspin or 
underspin to a point between the service line and baseline (but closer to the base-
line) that is midway between the center hash mark and the alley. The player moves 
to a closed stance, prepares the racket head slightly behind the shoulders and 
slightly above the line of the oncoming ball, and contacts the ball in the attack 
contact point for an aggressive slice and in the rally to defensive contact points 
for a less aggressive slice. The shot should clear the net by 1 to 2 feet (0.3 to 
0.6 m) and land as close as possible to the baseline. Between shots, the player 
recovers back to the middle and split steps to prepare for the next shot.

Solo variation:	The player picks a side to drill and stands to that side. The player 
stands 3 to 4 feet (0.9 to 1.3 m) from the board to work on slices hit on the rise 
and 6 to 8 feet (1.8 to 2.4 m) back for deep slices. The player starts with a straight-
ahead rally of just slices, moving up and back to practice the range of slice shots. 
The player can sustain a slice rally against the wall by concentrating on extending 
the arm toward the wall on the follow-through. Then, the player can add crosscourt 

In the prepara-
tion, the racket 
arm extends in 

a high-to-low 
chop or sweep, 

but on the follow-
through it needs 
to go out toward 

the desired target. 
The wrist should 
release through 

the contact point 
to give the shot 

more bite.

critical cue: 
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shots to reset the point and practice the slice from other locations, working on 
the forehand and backhand slice.

Target practice: The coach or partner feeds a deep ball. Cones can also be placed 
in the court to highlight the exact location for a deeper slice (2 to 3 feet, or 0.6 to 
0.9 m, from the baseline and alley) as well as the exact location for a shorter slice 
(low and near the service line for the crosscourt and down the line).

live Ball Drills
Live ball drills simulate match play while providing the opportunity to continue to work 
on technique and placement for the various groundstrokes. Live ball drills require play-
ers to make adjustments to react to the ball that an opponent hits at them. The following 
drills range from practicing one stroke at a time to practicing a range of strokes. The 
drills also vary in terms of court coverage and target area.

one Shot
Purpose:	To hone technique and target accuracy while practicing a specific shot 
in a live ball situation. This drill can be used with the crosscourt, down-the-line, 
high and heavy, angled, inside-out forehand, inside-in forehand, and slice shots.

Procedure:	Two players pick a shot to drill and assume appropriate court position-
ing at a point midway between the center hash mark and the alley. For crosscourt 
and deep-angle shots, they are diagonally across from one another on the base-
line. For down-the-line shots, they should be straight across from one another on 
the baseline. For short-angle shots, they should be diagonally across from one 
another on the service line. The players decide on a target area for the shot that is 
big enough so they can hit it consistently over a competitive rally. A smaller area 
can be used for more of a challenge.

Before starting the point, each player completes three controlled hits to the 
target. For the controlled shots, the partner provides easy feeds for the desig-
nated shot and target area. After the controlled hits, the players play aggressively 
to the target, trying to win the point by forcing the other player into an error—a 
miss or any shot other than the specific drill shot. Cones can also be set as spe-
cific targets so that points are earned for hitting a cone. Games can be played to 
10, 20, or 30 points.

Forehand or Backhand only
Purpose:	To practice full-court coverage using only a forehand or backhand. Play-
ers can use this drill to practice the crosscourt, down-the-line, high and heavy, 
angled, inside-out forehand, inside-in forehand, and slice shots.

Procedure:	Player 1 stands in one corner, deuce or ad side, and player 2 covers the 
whole court. Player 2 must hit either a forehand or backhand on every shot back 
to player 1. Player 1 can hit any shot to anywhere on the court in reply. Games 
should be played to 5 points, winning by 1 point if they should tie at 4-all. Players 
switch sides or roles after each completed game.

Variation:	The players pick a specific forehand or backhand to hit every time, such 
as the inside-out forehand, or force more variety by making the rule that the same 
shot cannot be hit back-to-back or more often than a designated number of shots, 
such as a maximum of three.
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Donut hole
Purpose:	To work on shot recognition and emphasize the time for executing spe-
cifi c shots.

Procedure:	Two players stand opposite each other centered behind the baseline. 
Two cones are placed on each side of the court about 4.5 feet (1.3 m) from each 
singles sideline and 3 feet (0.9 m) from the baseline to form a box, or donut hole, 
in the midcourt (see fi gure 3.5). Any ball that the opponent hits into the hole is 
considered a go for it ball. Players can play games to 7 or 11 points.

Variation:	Before they start, the players can agree on what type of shots they will 
hit (for example, drop shots or runaround forehand shots) when a ball is hit in the 
donut hole.

E4810/Rive/fig03.05/418423/alw/r1

Figure 3.5 Cone setup.
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E4810/Rive/fig03.06/418424/alw/r1

Figure 3.6 Cone setup.

crosscourt Versus angled Shot
Purpose:	To practice crosscourt and angled shots in a live ball situation and to 
gain experience with shot recognition for executing angled shots.

Procedure:	On both sides of the court, the coach or player sets up two cones (see 
fi gure 3.6). One cone goes about 2 feet (0.6 m) from the alley and midway between 
the service line and the net to designate a target area for the short-angle shot. 
The other should be placed 4 feet (1.3 m) from the baseline and alley to form a 
target area for the crosscourt groundstroke or deep-angle shot. Both players start 
on their respective center hash mark. They rally with crosscourt shots to the des-
ignated area until one player hits a ball that lands outside of the crosscourt target 
area. When this happens, the point is played out crosscourt trying to hit balls into 
the short-angle target area. The player who hits the fi rst seven short angles to the 
target area wins.
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Down the line Versus high and heavy
Purpose:	To practice the down-the-line and high, heavy shots in live ball situations 
and to gain experience with shot recognition.

Procedure:	 Two players face each other on opposite sides of the court in the 
crosscourt position (on the baseline, midway between the center and alley). One 
player feeds a ball to the other, and players rally with normal groundstrokes. When 
one player hits a short (or attackable) ball, the other player yells, Go! and then 
hits aggressively down the line. On the Go! signal, the player who hit the short ball 
must run over and hit a high, heavy ball as a recovery tool for the down-the-line 
shot. After the high and heavy ball, the players use the whole court to finish the 
point. Points are played to 11, 15, or 21.

Variation:	A slice hit on the run can also be practiced after the Go! ball is called 
out.
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T
he serve is one of the most important shots in tennis. The main goal in serving is 
to use power, swing, and placement to create a tennis weapon. This weapon can 
help the player take control of the point by intimidating the opponent and keep-
ing the opponent on the defensive. The player has more control of the serve than 

any other shot, so it makes sense to learn how to execute powerful and perfectly placed 
serves at opportune moments.

Although a good serve requires good technique, this shot is also a mental challenge. 
A mentally strong person can block out distractions and focus on delivering a strong 
serve to dominate a set or a match. This puts a lot of pressure on the opponent, making 
service games of greater importance. The opponent knows that holding serve can mean 
the difference between staying in the match and losing it. It is valuable for the player to 
gain confidence from standing on the baseline, looking over at the opponent, picking the 
correct location, and executing a successful serve.

Some of the best servers of the game are Andy Roddick, Roger Federer, Rafael Nadal, 
Maria Sharapova, Justine Henin, Serena Williams, Venus Williams, Pete Sampras, Stefan 
Edberg, Boris Becker, Martina Navratilova, and John McEnroe. All these players have or 
had great serves, but for different reasons. Players are usually characterized as having 
serves with power, accuracy, spin, consistency, and variety. However, a player who can 
hit a big serve in a hotly contested match situation is set apart from the rest.

No matter the player’s level, the serve is the first and best indicator of whether the 
player is making an impact on an opponent. This chapter addresses the different types 
of serves and serve styles and how to maximize their effectiveness. It also addresses 
the technique needed to hit a great serve. Finally, the chapter covers the intangible and 
necessary ingredients needed to take the serve to the highest level.

Developing the Serve
The four types of tennis serves are the flat serve, the slice serve, the topspin serve, and 
the kick serve. Each serve has a different technique and performs a different function. It 
is important for every player to know how to hit and use all of these serves to add variety 
to the service game. The player should develop a serve that can lead to free points or to 
a return that allows the player to continue to dictate play.

All four types of serves can be used on first or second serves and for every serving 
style. Usually, a flat first serve is followed by a topspin or a slice second serve. The slice 
serve can be used on both first and second serves. However, sometimes variations in 
the pattern can be very effective, such as when a player attempts to fool, confuse, and 
surprise an opponent.

The best serve style for the player depends on the individual’s overall game style. 
Whatever serve style the player chooses, the following list of thoughts demonstrates the 
proper mindset for any good server.

•	 I will get my opponent playing from behind in the game.

•	 I will mix up the different locations I serve to and use my variety of serves to keep my 
opponent on the defensive.

•	 I will find ways to win free points.

•	 I will serve mainly to my opponent’s weakness.

•	 I will keep a running mental chart of where my opponent returns and what types of 
returns are used so that when I get into a crucial situation I can make an effective 
choice.
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The three main styles of serves are defined here:

•	 Big serve. With this serve, the player mainly uses power to win free points.

•	 Serve-and-volley serve. With this serve, the player attacks the net and uses finesse 
and athleticism to win points.

•	 Serve-and-stay-back serve. For this serve, the player uses spin, location, and a 
variety of serves to keep opponents on their heels.

The following is a breakdown of the attitude and thought process of players who use 
each style of serve.

Big Serve Style
The clutch power servers—such as Pete Sampras, Boris Becker, Roger Federer, Andy 
Roddick, Serena Williams, and Venus Williams—hit the big power serve to turn the 
momentum their way. The goal of using the big serve is to overpower the opponent with 
serves that are hit to the body or hit hard past the opponent. It is preferable for a big 
server to be tall in order to more easily hit down on the serve, but plenty of smaller play-
ers have big serves, too. The big server needs good strength and motion to maximize 
power. More often than not, this server also has very good technique. Big servers have 
good location and a proper mix of serves. This type of server likes to use body serves as 
well as balls hit to the corners. The big server has a variety of serves, such as the slice or 
topspin serve, that are equally as effective as the flat serve.

The following list presents the mental attitude and thought process of a player who 
chooses the big serve.

•	 I have a big serve, and I am going to blow this serve by my opponent.

•	 My opponent will not break my serve.

•	 If my opponent breaks my serve, I will make this game the toughest he has ever won.

•	 Even if I am down, I will dig myself out of the hole.

•	 I will get a great start in every game to keep my opponent frustrated and feeling as 
if she cannot come back.

Serve-and-Volley Style Serve
The serve-and-volley style serve is meant to keep the pressure on the returner just enough 
to hit a good volley or overhead. Serve-and-volley servers such as Martina Navratilova, 
Stefan Edberg, Patrick Rafter, John McEnroe, and Taylor Dent, are considered great serv-
ers because of their ability to combine all the traits of a good server—consistency, power, 
accuracy, spin, variety, and location—to transition to the net effectively and often.

The serve-and-volley style server is very accurate. The player using this serve uses 
power and spin to hit precise spots at crucial times during a match. The successful 
serve-and-volley server understands the angles of the court, moves effectively, and has 
great vision. This server likes to be at the net, has good reach, has good technique, and 
knows what volley to hit in what situation in order to keep the opponent on the defensive. 
A player who chooses the serve-and-volley approach should be a good athlete who likes 
to bring the action to the opponent.

The following list presents the mental attitude and thought process of a player who 
chooses the serve-and-volley style serve.

•	 I will attack my opponent, and my opponent will get tired of passing me.

•	 My net game will beat my opponent’s groundstroke game.

•	 My style is different from my opponent’s; that difference is my strength.
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•	 My serving and volleying force my opponent to deal with passing shots and shorter 
points instead of long, drawn-out rallies.

•	 I don’t mind if my opponent passes me. In fact, from every pass, I learn where to 
move in a crucial situation.

Serve-and-Stay-Back Style Serve
Justine Henin, Rafael Nadal, and Andre Agassi have used location and spin to start a rally 
with a shot that is strategically beneficial to them. The location of Nadal’s serves gives 
him the best opportunity to hit his forehand weapon on every first ball. Players who use 
the serve-and-stay-back style serve can use placement and disguise to keep their oppo-
nents guessing. These servers confuse their opponents by mixing up their serves and 
frequently changing location, speed, and spin.

The following list presents the thought processes of the player who chooses the 
serve-and-stay-back style serve.

•	 I will hit serves to locations that return balls to my strengths from the beginning.

•	 I have to focus on and execute the right strategies so I can take control of this point.

•	 I have to maximize my first-serve percentage.

Serve and Styles of Play
The serve is a vital part of the player’s game style. Because the player’s favorite shots 
dictate game style, on-court demeanor, and weapons, the serve becomes an integral 
part of how those traits are displayed. Consistently delivering a big serve in a tight match 
allows the player some mental breathing room, which could be the difference between 
winning and losing the match.

Specific serves correlate to each style of play, and they enhance the effectiveness of 
that style. In service games, a player can be effective in different ways. The player can 
use power, spin (both slice and topspin), variety (placement in different spots and use of 
different types of serves), consistency (ability to hit in crucial situations), and accuracy 
(precise location and timing) to get the preferred game style off to a good start. The fol-
lowing section examines how the serve plays into each of the styles of play.

•	 Aggressive baseline play. For this style, the main goal for the server is to hit a serve 
that gives the player free points and allows opportunities to hit an aggressive shot. 
The aggressive baseline style is the offensive version of the serve-and-stay back 
style serve.

•	 Serve-and-volley style. The main goal for this player is to hit precise serves that 
allow effective transitions to the net. The serve-and-volley style dictates an aggres-
sive nature and a desire to constantly attack the net against an opponent.

•	 All-court play. This player’s main goal is to combine the goals of aggressive base-
line and serve-and-volley style into a blended style that uses variety when serving.

•	 Rallying baseline play. This player’s serve is effective, but not as effective as the 
other, more aggressive game styles. This player starts rallies to get the point started 
in a more neutral fashion (at times offensive and at times defensive).

•	 Defensive baseline play. This server’s main goal is to start a rally by serving to the 
opponent’s weaker side to start the point. Usually, the serve of the defensive player 
breaks down in crucial situations, or the player gives an opponent an aggressive 
return. This style is the defensive version of the serve-and-stay-back style.
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Grips
Regardless of serve or play style, technique is the cornerstone to a great service motion, 
and technique begins with the grip. Most professional tennis players choose to hit their 
serves using the Continental grip. This grip allows players to hit all the serves—flat, slice, 
and topspin.

The Eastern backhand grip also works to hit all the serves, especially a topspin serve. 
This grip closes the racket face slightly more than the Continental does, so it makes a 
topspin serve easier to hit. The Eastern backhand grip makes hitting a slice serve slightly 
more difficult. Less advanced players tend to use the Eastern grip and eventually move 
their grip toward the Continental grip as their technique improves.

Foot Placement
The player’s goal for foot placement is to establish a stance that allows good serve tech-
nique in order to optimize control of the ball. When setting the feet for a serve, the player 
must think about what style of serve and play to use and how to maximize the stance to 
allow for the intended movement on the serve.

The most common stance for linear movement is closed (one foot in front of the 
other). Linear movement (see figure 4.1) keeps the body’s momentum more in a straight 
or slightly diagonal line and does not incorporate a great deal of trunk rotation and angu-
lar momentum. Angular movement (see figure 4.2) incorporates more use of shoulder 
and trunk rotation and requires that the feet be more closed. The different types of move-
ment are related to the type of serve the player hits. The power serve, which includes the 
flat and strong slice serves, is a blend of linear and angular movements. Topspin serves 
rely more on the angular movement of rotation with the forearm, shoulders, and hips.

Even before the player serves, the foot placement sends a message as to what kind of 
server the player is. How close or how far away the player stands to the center hash mark 
says a lot about how the player will serve. A player who stands close to the hash mark 
shows a sense of control of the court and an ability to serve to all locations in the serving 
box without the angle created by standing farther away from the center. Also, this player 

Figure 4.1 Feet position for linear 
movement.

Figure 4.2 Feet position for angular 
movement.
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may be planning to quickly run around a particular shot, such as the backhand, and stand-
ing closer to the center better allows this opportunity. A player who stands farther away 
from the center uses the greater angle to pull an opponent off the court and may prefer 
the location of the return from the opponent. For example, on the ad side if a right-handed 
server hits a strong flat or slice serve wide and the opponent catches it late, the return will 
be down the line and right into the server’s forehand, which is the server’s weapon.

Toss
Although tennis players may have a variety of motions, knee bends, takebacks, and con-
tact points, the toss is essential for making a serve work. The toss on the service motion 
can determine whether a player’s serve is a great success or a source of frustration. A 
player needs a toss that is reliable, perfectly timed, and in the right location. The toss 
should be rhythmically timed with the serve arm moving backward to start the motion. 
For toss technique for specific serves, see Technique for Specific Serves on page 89.

The first move of the toss arm is important to the service motion. The direction to 
which the toss arm travels upward dictates the type of serve to be hit. One of the best 
ways to extend the arm upward is called the V (also known as J) toss. When the arm hits 
the low point on the downward move and then heads out toward the direction of the 
inside of the thigh, it creates a big V (or possibly a J) shape. The exact shape doesn’t 

matter, but it is essential to determine the 
location along that V path that will give the 
server the best trunk rotation and contact 
point. The V can be made smaller to suit a 
service motion or it can be eliminated.

For any toss, the player’s goal is to move 
the arm upward, slowly and deliberately, 
while providing balance for the ball so that 
the ball has little or no rotation. The smooth 
motion of the toss arm going upward (see 
figure 4.3), called the carry, is important 
because it allows the hand to release the ball 
in a fluid motion. It also allows the player to 
feel a stretch in the toss arm and upper back 
muscles to create the optimal reach for the 
serve. The V toss stretches the upper back 
muscles as the arm reaches up. This toss is 
the perfect way for servers to create and use 
proper angular momentum and rotation in 
their motion.

The toss itself should be high enough for 
the racket head to reach up and contact the 
ball with the arm fully extended. Problems 
can arise if the toss is too high or too low 
in relation to the body. If a toss is too high, 
the server must wait and time the contact 
point correctly. While the server waits for 
the ball to come down, the elbow and the 
body succumb to gravity and often start to 
shrink down, creating a less effective serve 
because the player’s technique does not Figure 4.3 The toss.
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hold up. Sometimes the player ends up hitting a lower contact point, which causes the 
head to come down too quickly or the player’s shoulders to rotate too soon, driving the 
ball to go down into the net.

A lower toss is fi ne if the motion is quick and fl uid and the technique is effi cient, but a 
breakdown in the technique can cause the server to reach more forward to compensate 
for the low toss. A low toss that is farther out in front is not recommended but can be 
effective enough for some servers to get the serve in. Over time, this player will create a 
new contact point that is potentially too low to be a power serve.

A toss that is too far from or too close to the body can also cause problems. A toss that 
is too close to the body causes the server to lean back awkwardly before going through 
the motion. This movement can lead to improper balance throughout the motion and 
a subsequent lack of power. A toss that is too far away causes the server to alter the 
motion such that the power zone is lost. The power zone is the feeling the server has 
when proper technique has provided a contact point designed for maximum power.

Although toss location depends on the type of serve, it should be consistent. An 
inconsistent ball toss can contribute to bad serving habits and create problems for serv-
ers. Some coaches like to see a tossed ball in the 12 o’clock location for all serves; other 
coaches prefer a 1 o’clock toss for a slice serve, a 12 o’clock toss for the fl at serve, and 
an 11 o’clock serve for the topspin serve. (These examples are for a right-handed player; 
just the opposite is true for a left-handed player.) As long as the location is consistent, 
the server can maximize the disguise of the serve.

kinetic Chain
When building a world-class serve, the kinetic chain and its effect on the service motion 
are an important area of focus. The components of the kinetic chain follow, and the com-
ponents are discussed in detail in the upcoming sections.

 1. Stance

 2. Knee bend

 3. Hip rotation

 4. Trunk rotation

 5. Arm rotation

 6. Elbow extension and forearm pronation

 7. Wrist movement

 8. Follow-through and landing

Coaching Points
A server who uses linear movement (pointing more toward the court) 
would probably use a straighter toss or a slightly abbreviated V toss. 
That type of toss would drop in front and then extend back up in 
the same direction and would be extended more in front of the 
body. The player should use the linear toss only with a quicker 
motion because the toss reduces the amount of time available to execute 
the serve.
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1. Stance
Good balance and a comfortable stance provide a solid foundation that allows the player 
to reach up properly for the ball. Choosing the right stance is important to maintaining 
good balance and rhythm throughout the motion. The two main stances used to hit a 
serve are the platform stance and the pinpoint stance. The technique the player uses 
should not be affected by these two stances.

The platform stance positions the legs in the same location throughout the entire 
serve. Foot placement should be about shoulder width apart for a comfortable, balanced 
feel (see figure 4.4). This stance favors a server who uses more angular movement, has 
great timing, and can go straight up to hit the serve without bringing the back foot up to 
meet the front foot.

The pinpoint stance starts out as a platform stance, but during the motion the player 
brings the back foot up to meet the front foot (see figure 4.5). This stance can result in a 
little more momentum moving forward and upward and may help the player more easily 
reach up for the serve.

Both stances are effective and should be tested to check the player’s power on the 
serve. To test the pinpoint stance, the player stands on the baseline and simply tries to 
hit a ball into either the deuce or ad service box without using the legs. Then, the player 
uses the pinpoint stance and looks for any drastic change in power. A lack of power may 
signify that the player is losing power when moving the legs up, that the player needs to 
alter the position of the feet in the stance, or that the swing itself is technically incorrect. 
Players often bring up the back leg incorrectly. Usually they do not step all the way up to 
the other foot, which can cause instability in the motion. In such cases, players should 
make technical adjustments and try again. A lack of power may also be a signal to try the 
platform stance.

To test the platform stance, the player simply goes up and hits the serve without 
going across the baseline. Next, the player incorporates a little more angular momentum 
through trunk rotation to see if it improves.

Figure 4.4 Platform stance. Figure 4.5 Pinpoint stance.
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In the platform stance the weight starts on both feet and then transfers upward and 
into the court as the player reaches up to hit the serve. The pinpoint stance has a more 
distinct weight transfer. Some players like to start on the front foot and then rock back 
onto the back foot before moving back forward and upward to the serve. Other players 
like to start on the back foot and transfer the weight forward and upward. Experimenting 
with both stances helps players determine the best stance for the serve.

2. Knee Bend
The position and motion of the knees are essential to a good serve. The knees can help 
provide flexion in the beginning of the serve motion, but mainly they are used to extend 
and lift the body up to hit the ball. As the player reaches back and is about to get the 
elbow in its set position, the knees flex forward to start the loading process of the legs 
(see figure 4.6). The knee bend should be comfortable and allow for enough power as 
the knees extend and move upward. A proper knee bend dictates how high the player 
can reach up for a good contact point, which depends on the player’s size and the type 
of serve. The optimum contact point is the position at which the serving arm is fully 
extended and the knees have provided an upward and slightly forward reach.

3. Hip Rotation
The next part of the chain is the motion of the hips. From a position where the racket 
head is either stationary or, in some cases, slightly swaying, the hips make a slight rock-
ing motion forward and gain momentum before rotating backward to put weight on the 
back leg. As the ball is tossed for a topspin, flat, or slice serve, the player rotates for-
ward and tries to position the hip closest to the net over the baseline (see figure 4.7). 
For a beginner to intermediate level player, the uncoiling motion of the hips occurs with 
a pivot of the front foot; for more advanced players, it occurs in the air. On the topspin 
serve, the body angles into the court similar to the slice or flat serve but the racquet 

Figure 4.6 Knee bend with hip 
angulation on the serve.

Figure 4.7 Hip position for a flat serve.
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brushes upward on the ball to give it topspin so that it bounce into 
the opponent. The toss is at 12 or 1 o’clock. The hip action for the 
kick serve is different. For this serve, both hips push forward and 
to the side fence, allowing the server to reach back and brush up 
on the toss at 11 o’clock (for a right-handed player) to impart the 
kicking topspin, which causes the serve to move away from the 
opponent (see fi gure 4.8).

Just before the beginning of the upward reach for the ball, each 
player has a distinct motion. For a smoother swing, the player 
should get the racket hand to rock slightly forward in conjunc-
tion with the hip. This rocking forward drives the shoulder up and 
starts the process of getting the racket in the power zone prior to 
contact.

4. Trunk Rotation
As the hips rotate backward and the toss arm makes the V to begin 
the carry, the trunk naturally begins to rotate backward, causing 
the shoulders to make a half turn. Because the toss arm is carry-
ing the ball up, the front shoulder is higher than the back shoulder 
and elbow. The elbow rotates backward so that it is in a position 
past the center of the back at about the same height as the rib 
cage on that side. 

5. Arm Rotation
The traditional takeback starts with a downward movement of both arms at the same 
time (see fi gure 4.9). The toss arm moves toward the thigh of the front leg, and the serve 
arm moves down and backward, reaching back with the palm down to a comfortable 
position. How far the serve arm moves backward depends on the speed of the motion. 
The serve arm fi nishes with the setting of the elbow and arm in a power zone, meaning 
that the shoulders are balanced but tilting upward toward the toss arm.

After reaching back the arm lifts to set the shoulders. This movement should be fl uid, 
not jerky. As it lifts the racket head up, the serve arm should keep a little bend in it. The 
image of keeping the palm down throughout is useful because it prohibits a bad fl aw 
that can develop in the wrist set just before contact. An open palm can limit the server’s 
power. At the same time the serve arm moves backward, the toss arm carries the ball up 
to release.

Figure 4.8 Hip position for the kick 
serve.

Coaching Points
Poor foot stance can have a negative effect on trunk rotation. For 
example, if the stance is too closed (the back leg too far behind and 
to the back), the hips could be hampered from adequately rotating 
forward, causing their position to be too closed to produce power 
on the serve. Overrotation of the trunk and shoulders can have 
a negative effect on the serve as well. If the trunk and elbow rotate too 
far back, they need a split second longer to rotate forward. Because the serve is a 
precision stroke, this extra time could cause the toss to travel too far down, thus creating a 
low contact point.
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The racket head then reaches up and back toward the shoulders, creating a set posi-
tion of the elbow (see fi gure 4.10). The serve arm bends to make an L shape (90-degree 
angle), but the front shoulder is tilted upward. This position is also known as the trophy 
pose. Where the elbow sets depends on the service motion, but it should be slightly 
below shoulder level and slightly rotated backward. The player must be careful not to 
overrotate, which could result in loss of power. From this power position, the serve arm 
reaches up to strike the ball. When the arm is at the bottom of the backswing behind the 
back, it is externally rotated at the shoulder.

Figure 4.9 For the arm rotation, the 
arms move sequentially.

Figure 4.10 As the arms move up, the 
serve arm reaches the set position, or 
trophy pose.

Coaching Points
The abbreviated (or sequential) serve is becoming popular today because 
of players such as Andy Roddick who use it effectively and with power. 
The abbreviated takeback is perfect for someone who prefers to get set 
faster and use less arm movement. It also works for players who lose 
power in the arms or legs or who struggle to produce a  uid motion 
with the full takeback swing.

In the abbreviated motion, the toss arm starts as the player angles the hip into the court. 
The toss is delivered a little faster, and it is usually done with the player loading the legs 
followed by the serve arm coming up quickly. The serve arm starts the movement after the 
toss arm. Instead of using the simultaneous motion of down together up together to set the 
elbow, the player takes the serve arm straight back and in a higher path than the usual motion. 
The path should be in line with the shoulders or, in some cases, slightly lower and downward. 
The goal is to move the serve arm into position more quickly than for a standard serve.
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6. Elbow Extension and Forearm Pronation
The goal of elbow extension is for the player to be able to hit the ball as high as possible and 
near the height of the tossed ball. This is the power contact point. As previously noted, the 
elbow sets slightly lower than shoulder level and at a 90-degree angle. The elbow is com-
fortably to the side and, once set, it should not dip downward. Then, the player extends 
the elbow upward and slightly outward to create a power loop and gets ready to strike the 
ball (see figure 4.11). On the upward swing, the serve arm internally rotates at a very high 
speed and creates the acceleration needed to hit the serve forcefully.

As the serve arm starts moving forward and the elbow extends outward, the forearm 
pronates (rotates inward; see figure 4.12) and provides the wrist a good angle for striking 
the ball. It is similar to giving the ball a high five with the racquet face. The goal for the 
toss arm is to keep it extended as long as possible until the serve arm rotates forward. 
As the serve arm moves, the toss arm should naturally fall down and across the body.

On a slice serve, the pronation of the serve arm is a glancing movement on the outside 
of the ball. On a topspin serve, it is a little more exaggerated as the racket face heads 
away from the body and toward the sideline. At this point in the kinetic chain, the kick 
serve also adds arching of the back (see Topspin and Kick Serve on page 90) to load 
underneath the ball in order to go up.

7. Wrist Movement
On the takeback of the arm, the wrist is slightly hyperextended as the hand bends back 
at the wrist. As the wrist accelerates toward striking the ball, the wrist straightens and 
then continues to flex as part of the follow-through. This action is called snapping of the 
wrist. Many coaches look for this action when they help students create a flat serve. A 
key area of focus is to make sure to keep the palm down in preparing to strike the ball. 
Opening the palm limits the player’s ability to hit a great serve.

Figure 4.11 The elbow extends. Figure 4.12 The forearm pronates.
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8. Follow-Through and Landing
The completion of the serve begins with the weight transfer from 
one leg to the other and then the racket moving through the 
contact point. After the ball has been struck, the arm begins to 
decelerate and the body begins to recover and prepare for the 
return (see figure 4.13). Which foot lands first depends on the 
server’s preference.

Technique for Specific Serves
A player has three areas of focus for developing the serve: power, 
spin, and placement. For the flat serve the player must focus on 
power, while slice and topspin serves require a focus on using a 
variety of spins to wreak havoc on the opponent. All four types of 
serves require developing the quality of placement. The following 
are some scenarios for the different serves and the specific tech-
niques for executing them. Combining the technique for the flat 
serve, the slice serve, the topspin serve, and the kick serve with 
variations in location, spins, and tactics, can give the player many 
options for constructing and winning the point.

Flat Serve
The flat serve is the most powerful serve of the four types. The ball hit off this serve has 
little or no spin. The player should hit it to the lines or corners when trying to get a ball 
by the opponent, hit it at the body to stop an opponent, or move the opponent out of the 
way. When hit correctly and at the right time, pace, and location, this serve is very effec-
tive.

Preparation
This phase of the flat serve is explained in the Kinetic Chain section. The body prepares 
for a smooth and fluid service motion that includes effective use of the legs. On a flat 
serve, the toss should go up in the air approximately 2 feet (0.6 m) from the proper 
extension of the arm (arm fully extended, fingers pointing up with the palm open) in 
front and about 1 foot (0.3 m) to the right for a right-handed player or to the left for a 
left-handed player.

Forward Swing and Contact
The elbow rotates backward to a position where the server can look backward and see the 
elbow bent and slightly rotated past a straight-back position. As the arm extends from 
the elbow position, the toss goes up, and the body gains momentum upward toward the 
ball; the shoulders turn forward. The serve arm then starts to come up, and the forearm 
pronates as the elbow extends upward and slightly outward; the inside of the forearm 
faces slightly outward, similar to the position for throwing a baseball or football. As the 
server reaches to hit the ball, the legs extend at the point of contact, and then the wrist 
snaps down on the ball.

Follow-Through
After contact, the racket head continues downward and eventually follows through on 
the opposite side of the player’s body.

Figure 4.13 Follow-through and landing.
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Figure 4.15 Slice serve contact.

Slice Serve
The slice serve is very effective because of its sidespin. The opti-
mal locations include a serve that slices away from the opponent 
and a serve that slices into the opponent. One of the server’s 
goals is to keep the opponent from getting a good read on the ball 
and increase the likelihood of a weak return. The slice is a great 
serve for variety, which helps keep opponents guessing, and it is 
very effective if used in combination with the flat and the topspin 
serves.

Preparation
The preparation is similar to that for the flat serve, but on a slice 
serve the upper body turns more sideways while leaning slightly 
farther back in the load position. Overrotation is apparent when 
the body moves uncomfortably backward. The rotation should tilt 
slightly backward, but not too exaggerated to avoid coming from 
farther back to get in the proper position. On a slice serve, the toss 
arm goes out about one ball length farther toward the left of the 
left-handed player or to the right of a right handed player, making 
a bigger V shape and allowing for more trunk rotation through con-
tact (see figure 4.14). 

Forward Swing and Contact
The arm continues upward, the elbow extends, and the forearm 
pronates so that the inside of the forearm moves outward and the 
wrist snaps toward the outside of the ball. This creates a glancing 
blow that imparts sidespin on the ball. If the arm does not pronate 
when extending, then the arm travels too closely to the body, cre-
ating a cramped motion that hampers fluidity.

The front shoulder and toss arm are more rotated in order to 
create the extra angular momentum needed for the slice. The 
angle of the body and front shoulder stay slightly more closed as 
the body uncoils. The position of the front shoulder creates the 
angle that the racket must travel to make the contact that pro-
duces the slice. Because the toss for the slice serve should be 
more to the outside, the contact point (see figure 4.15) for the slice 
serve is about one ball farther out (to the right for right-handed 
players, left for left-handed players) than the flat serve.

Follow-Through
The follow-through takes a little longer because the wrist was 
heading around the ball. The racket head eventually settles at 
around waist level.

Topspin and Kick Serves
The topspin serve is very effective on clay courts or hard courts 
because of the bounce that is created by the service motion and 
the safety of its height when it goes over the net. This serve can 
really cause problems for returners who don’t like to or can’t 
handle higher-bouncing balls or balls that bounce out of their 
strike zone. A good topspin serve usually bounces into an oppo-
nent and a good kick serve usually bounces away from an oppo-

Figure 4.14 Slice serve preparation.
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nent, depending on the location of the serve and spin. A topspin 
serve that bounces directly into an opponent should land about a 
foot (0.3 m) in front of the opponent and bounce into the body. A 
kick serve with the goal of bouncing away from the opponent is hit 
out wide.

Preparation
For the topspin or kick serve the back arches as it rotates back so 
that the hips push forward, parallel to the baseline, and the shoul-
ders angle backward. The racket head and shoulders tilt backward 
while the body settles and holds the arched-back position (see 
figure 4.16). The back needs to be strong enough to hold the posi-
tion for a split second before the abdominal muscles contract. The 
shoulders stay turned until the serve is hit and then rotate forward 
to the direction of the serve. Because of the arch in the back, the 
knees load slightly more than in other types of serves.

On the toss, the arm goes back from the V shape to the side. It is 
thrown back in a straight line, in conjunction with the arching of the 
back, and heads comfortably back. Then the body moves forward 
and the ball is struck. The kick serve is usually tossed above or 
slightly behind the head of the server; it goes over the left shoulder 
for a right-handed player and the right shoulder for a left-handed 
player. The toss for the topspin serve is lower and more in front 
than the toss for the kick serve.

Forward Swing and Contact
For the kick serve the body remains facing the side fence until the 
ball is off the racket. The racket trajectory is upward and across the 
ball or left to right from 7 o’clock to 2o’clock. During this phase, the 
player should focus on the hips moving upward to facilitate moving 
up and then out. Once the arched back extends, the forearm and 
racket naturally pronate, so the inside of the forearm faces slightly 
outward and upward. As the legs drive upward, the racket head 
is at an angle that, if the player drives upward with the legs prop-
erly, can cause the racket head to brush up on the ball producing 
the kick serve. Topspin is created from the extension of the knees 
upward and toward the target combined with the racket head driv-
ing up and out toward the sideline (see figure 4.17).

The difference between the wrist snap for the kick serve and the 
topspin serve is that the serve arm hits the ball at different angles. 
For the topspin serve, the ball is tossed lower and in front of the 
player and brushed from six to twelve o-clock, or bottom to top of 
the ball, creating a forward topspin serve. On the kick serve the ball 
is struck from 7 to 2 o’clock (5 to 11 o’clock for left-handed serv-
ers), or diagonally upward, which imparts an oblique spin, causing 
the ball to jump or kick.

Figure 4.16 Hip position for the 
topspin serve.

Figure 4.17 Topspin serve contact.
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Follow-Through
On a kick serve, the wrist snaps out farther away from the body and therefore takes a 
route of snapping out first and then bringing the racket head around, heading toward 
slightly above the waist on the opposite side of the body. The topspin serve has a less 
pronounced swing path outward but more up and over motion.

Maximizing the effectiveness  
of the Serve
The player can maximize the effectiveness of the serve in four ways: hitting with power, 
adding a variety of serves, using disguise, and serving for location. Hitting with power 
is obviously something all players want; combined with the other three options, it can 
create an air of invincibility.

•	 Hitting with power. Hitting with power is an effective strategy for intimidating an 
opponent. It is used to get a free point or to get a weak reply from the opponent. The 
player uses power mainly on the flat serve, and hits to the corners or through an 
opponent. Hitting with power on every serve has its drawbacks: The opponent can 
get used to expecting a certain serve or pace, and the player can experience greater 
fatigue from hitting hard all the time.

•	 Adding variety. It is important that all players use variety in their serves. A proper 
mix of serves does not mean always serving hard to different locations; it means 
adding variations such as sometimes using a second serve as a first serve, or per-
haps hitting different types of serves. A good server keeps track of what serves are 
effective against the opponent and when best to use them. At the start of a match, 
the player should hit serves to the opponent’s strengths as well as weakness. This 
helps the player gauge just how strong the opponent’s strength is. This information 
helps the player know what to expect on the return and devise strategies for win-
ning the point.

•	 Using disguise. A good disguise starts with a ball toss that is in the same location 
regardless of whether it is a first serve or a second serve and whether the serve is 
a slice, flat, or topspin serve. (The toss behind the head on the kick serve does not 
allow for disguise.) The returner should not be able to guess what type of serve will 
be hit. Most good returners can read the hips and motion of the servers to know 
what serve is coming. They also may focus on the ball when the server is bouncing 
it or preparing to start the motion. So, the more consistent the server’s early move-
ments are, the greater chance of a successful disguise. To prevent the returner from 
getting a good read on the ball, the server can try to hide the ball in the hand as long 
as possible. Rotating the trunk may hide the ball from the returner’s view. Another 
way to disguise the serve is with a quick toss or a toss that is hidden by a longer 
reach of the arm. The returner doesn’t usually see these types of disguises, so they 
can be surprising as well.

•	 Serving for location. It is vital to serve to a variety of locations. Players should use 
variations of the out-wide, body, and T serve hit to specific locations, for example, 
the body forehand, body backhand, a serve that starts to the body and kicks out 
wide or vice versa, or a slice serve that starts to one location and moves to another. 
Many times players get stuck going for big serves to the lines and neglect the body 
serve. The server should use the butterfly method when serving—mixing up the 
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location from the corners to the body and from the body to the corners. To visual-
ize the butterfl y method, imagine the shape of a butterfl y on the court. The wings 
go out for a serve hit wide, and then they come back in for a serve hit to the body. 
Some players are very good at returning when they are stretched out, so the body 
serve is necessary.

Creating an Aura
Once a player begins to maximize the effectiveness of the serve, holding serve becomes 
easier. Great servers have an aura surrounding their serve, which means their opponents 
fear their serve or at least think it is hard to break. Following are some tips and thoughts 
for players to create an aura surrounding their serve.

•	 Establishing a routine. Routines in general are very important in tennis, but for 
a serve, routine is essential. All great servers have a routine before they serve. For 
example, Maria Sharapova’s routine includes pulling back her hair and taking a little 
hop, signifying her preparation for the serve. A consistent routine can calm a player 
in match play situations. The pre-serve routine should include how the player steps 
up to the line, the way the player gets in a balanced position for the stance, the 
number of times the player bounces the ball, and how the player begins the motion. 
How to perform this pre-serve routine is up to the player, but the goal is to be con-
sistent.

•	 Taking command of the court. A strong look to the other side, an energy hop, or 
pumping up can help a player take command. The player should stand up tall and 
develop a plan for the point before stepping up to the line, keeping in mind that the 
serve can control the fl ow of play.

Coaching Points
The serve is the one shot over which players have the most control, and 
yet amazingly players frequently lose their service game. Although 
the return game has improved, the problem of holding serve derives 
mostly from the psychological battle players face as well as the 
effectiveness of their serves. Holding serve, especially for a player 
who has just broken serve or who is in a pressure situation, is a real test. 
For many players, the pressure leads to shorter breathing, the legs feeling shaky 
and weak, and the mind becoming unclear about the best location for the serve. Other 
players may start to think about winning instead of about executing a good serve.

The best way to approach serving in these situations is for a player to focus on the serve 
location based on strategy or on the opponent’s strengths and weaknesses. Another option 
that can help a player hold serve is to focus on a component of the serve. For example, after 
retrieving a ball from the back or side fence, the player should stand behind the baseline 
and practice the toss or maybe a  ex of the knees to trigger the mind to focus on that 
component of the serve. It helps to step up to the line after using this trigger, go through 
the routine, and deliver the intended serve. The player can think of this trigger as a way to 
get the point started in the way the player wants to. This trigger is helpful when the player 
feels nervous or is struggling to get in a � rst serve.
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•	 Using a consistent ball bounce. The ball bounce varies for each individual. What-
ever the player chooses, it is important to stay consistent and make it part of the 
pre-serve preparation.

•	 Being mindful. Good servers usually look as though they are always thinking—and 
they are. They give themselves constant reminders of what they need to do to hit a 
good serve; they are plotting their strategy.

•	 Embracing the challenge. Good servers like the challenge of getting out of trouble 
with a big serve, fooling an opponent, or, if they do lose their serve, making it the 
hardest game that returner has ever played. Embracing the challenge means deliv-
ering in big situations and delighting in an escape from a near break.

Putting it All Together
The serve can be the difference in the tennis player’s ultimate level. A simple progression 
to develop a player’s serve is as follows: First, the player must analyze the type of role 
the serve will have in the game style. Then, the player can learn and perfect the proper 
technique needed to hit all the serves and maximize effectiveness; develop the ability to 
hit for power, variety, location, and disguise; and create an aura surrounding the serve to 
show that the serve is reliable and doesn’t break down under pressure.

Improving the serve takes attention to detail and a lot of practice. The best way to 
understand and practice the serve is with a bucket of balls on a tennis court. This is 
where the player can experiment with different ways of serving, work on skills, establish 
a good rhythm, and develop the serve into a shot that matches playing style. Chapter 6 
provides drills to work on learning the different serves, practicing rhythm, and maximiz-
ing the effectiveness of the serve.
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T
he serve return is the player’s first line of defense against the opponent’s serve. 
An effective serve return is the best and quickest way to get opponents to doubt 
their ability to beat the player. The server has all the advantages, so an effective 
return is not easy. A successful return is part vision, part technique, and part 

good decision making. For vision, the player needs training to see the ball well. Proper 
technique increases the effectiveness of the return. Good decision making means that 
the player needs to hit the correct return at opportune moments.

 The basic goal of the return is to get the ball back in the court. The difference between 
good returners and great returners is whether the ball is merely returned or returned 
with a strategy in mind. For a great return, the ultimate goal is to take the opponent’s 
first strike and establish the returner’s first strike. A first strike is a ball that gets a player 
on offense. The psychological boost that comes from returning a great serve is invalu-
able. Whether the player uses a well-placed return to back up an opponent in the court 
or makes the opponent hit one more ball, the ability to return effectively gives the player 
confidence in a match. The following characteristics are important for successful returns:

•	 Consistency. A consistent return is less offensive. The goal of the consistent return 
is to neutralize the opponent every time. This returner tries to put pressure on the 
server by not missing any returns and consistently coming up with effective ones.

•	 Variety. A good mix of returns is a valuable tool to have, especially when the player 
makes smart decisions about when to use which return. A returner who smells the 
opportunity to hit it hard, knows when to get it back higher and deeper, or decides 
to use a slice at an opportune moment is a force to be reckoned with.

•	 Accuracy. A successful returner can place serves to a favorable location. The player 
who has the ability to hit it deep in the court, down the line, or at a crosscourt angle 
and properly places the returns, puts an opponent on the defensive and gains a 
great advantage.

•	 Power. Returning for power can be equated to high risk and high reward. This all-
or-nothing approach is definitely offensive. The returner can hit certain shots, such 
as a forehand, with power when it is a weapon. This type of returner can also hit 
for power by taking the return early and using the power of the serve to direct the 
return. The risk is missing the return and giving free points to the server.

The return was a cornerstone of great champions such as Jimmy Connors, Andre 
Agassi, Chris Evert, Björn Borg, and Mats Wilander. They were able to keep pressure on 
an opponent with their ability to take a strong serve and return it effectively. They made 
an opponent’s strong serve seem like a weakness. Their returns revolutionized the way 
tennis was played.

Today, many players want to have a good serve and try to get good enough to start 
a point, but they rarely work on their return. As a result, the return becomes the natu-
ral time for most tennis players to not try as hard. Today’s ultimate returner is Rafael 
Nadal—not because his return is stronger than everyone else’s, but because he never 
lets up. He tries his hardest on each point. Kim Clijsters is a top returner, too. She uses 
her return to take control of the point immediately. Her aggressive style puts her in an 
offensive position from the beginning.

Executing a successful return can be a challenge. The player’s reactions and the tech-
nique of the shot need to be sharp in order to react to an opponent’s serve. Servers have 
the upper hand, so finding a measure of success on the return can help a player influence 
the outcome of the situation. Obviously, a player won’t always be able to hit effective 
returns, but establishing a return that works against a particular serve style is important. 
Against a big serve, an effective return may simply be a neutralizing return that keeps the 
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server from getting into the first strike immediately. Against a weak serve, it may mean 
hitting an aggressive return that puts the returner on the offensive.

This chapter discusses the different types of returns, the techniques to hit them prop-
erly, and the thought process associated with returning the serve. Chapter 6 provides 
drills to hone a player’s skills in order to become a great returner.

Developing the return
The optimal return style depends on a player’s overall game style as well as the oppo-
nent’s serve. The three main styles of returns are offensive, defensive, and neutraliz-
ing. The offensive return can also be considered the first-strike return because it is an 
aggressive strategy to establish a first strike on the return. The defensive return is used 
to get the ball back in the court somehow, someway, with a blocking shot or a slice. The 
neutralizing return is used to try and create a fair starting point for the rally with any shot.

The following is a breakdown of each type of return. Although a player may prefer one 
type of return, a great returner must be able to play all three types to react effectively to 
the opponent’s serve.

Offensive Return
Offensive returns are hit aggressively and usually on weak first serves or on second 
serves. If the player’s goal is to use the return to take control of the point, an offensive 
return is needed. A player can hit an effective offensive return in three ways. One way is 
to be very aggressive on any serve the player can read well. Another way is to transition 
to the net to put pressure on an opponent. The third way is to hit the ball hard or at a 
medium pace to an opponent’s weakness or deep in the court. Each of these offensive 
return styles can be hit hard with a flat, topspin, or slice shot. More importantly, they all 
give a player a greater chance of getting an easier shot on the next ball.

When hitting an offensive return, the player can hold position in the court (usually near 
the baseline), then step in and take the serve on the rise or move backward. The player’s 
offensive style depends on the player’s preference, success rate, and overall game style.

Defensive and Counterattacking Return
All players would like to hit offensive returns every time, but it is not always possible, 
so they have to be flexible in their service return goals. The returner’s mindset must be 
adjusted based on the server’s strengths. If an opponent has an overpowering serve, 
then simply making the return becomes an effective tool, especially if the server is used 
to getting a lot of free points on that serve. Through the course of a match the returner 
can wear out the server mentally because they have to work so hard to achieve their goal 
of establishing a first strike. This type of return can lead to the server feeling as though 
the returner is a scrappy defender, and a player that gets everything back in the court.

A defensive or counterattacking return is blocked back with a flat shot or slice that may 
provide the player with ample time to recover back in the court. This return is used in a variety 
of situations: when an opponent has hit a good serve that is powerful or tricky, when the server 
has served to the returner’s weakness, when a ball bounces or spins out of the returner’s opti-
mal strike zone, or even when the returner simply doesn’t like to hit a return. Regardless of the 
reason for using the defensive return, the player must always remember that the goal is to get 
the ball back in the court. Of course, it is beneficial to do a little more than simply return the ball, 
so as to prevent the opponent from starting out the point with a winner.
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Sometimes the player’s positioning in the court or a weakness in executing a certain 
type of return can dictate a defensive return. It may also mean the player has misfired 
on a return and hit it poorly, resulting in a short or weak return. This means the player is 
likely to be in the defensive phase at the beginning of the point. The positioning associ-
ated with a defensive return is one where the player is compromised in the court and 
can’t execute the shot well enough to push the server back in the court.

Neutralizing Return
Players use the neutralizing return to initially minimize the opponent’s strengths and 
even out the playing field to make the next shot easier to handle. The degree to which 
a returner can neutralize a serve depends on the strength of the server. Whenever pos-
sible, the neutralizing return should be elevated to an offensive return, especially on sec-
ond-serve returns or returns where the server is becoming easier to read.

The court position for the neutralizing return can vary. In general, stepping inside 
the baseline to take a ball early can enhance the returner’s ability to neutralize a serve. 
Another possible position is staying near the baseline in order to get the player out of 
their pattern of establishing a first strike. Being too far back in the court or in a defen-
sive position makes neutralizing an opponent’s serve more difficult because the returner 
must hit a bigger return.

return and Styles of Play
As discussed in chapters 1 and 2, it is important to play within a particular style of play. 
The five styles of play are also relevant to the return. The return should become an exten-
sion of the player’s game style. The strategy for returns is different for each style of play.

•	 Aggressive baseline play. This game style is aggressive and focused on a first-
strike ball. The aggressive baseline player wants to dictate play with groundstrokes, 
so it makes sense to try to do so immediately. This style uses offensive powerful 
topspin and flat returns. A player using this style should learn how to hit a swinging 
volley. The aggressive baseline player is smart to balance the return game by sprin-
kling in some neutralizing returns with offensive returns. This strategy is essential 
when the player is fooled on a serve or when the opponent has a good serve and the 
best the player can do is get it back.

•	 All-court play. This style combines finesse and power in a variety of ways to return 
in an offensive or neutralizing fashion. This type of returner can hit aggressive top-
spin or flat shots, a good slice that stays low, a good blocked shot hit for depth, or a 
delicate drop shot.

•	 Serve-and-volley style. The player who uses this style wants to maintain an aggres-
sive nature, even on the return. It is possible for this returner to use groundstrokes 
to return, but it is also possible to try to take the shot early and transition to the net. 
This offensive style generally lends itself to transitions to the net, slice approach 
shots, and drop shots. The serve-and-volley attacking style is hard to develop on 
the return because the player needs to develop attacking shots as well as defensive 
shots in order to have a plan B. Players using this game style usually start to shine 
toward the pre-college years. Balancing this style of play with ability to play parts of 
other styles can be very productive in college. Playing on the professional tour takes 
an attacking style, with weapons.
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•	 Rallying baseline play. This style is especially used for returning in an effort to 
neutralize the server. The player who adopts this style does not like to be as aggres-
sive as players using the other styles and prefers playing a more conservative 
return. This player may be able to hit more aggressively, but not consistently, and 
ultimately tries not to be on defense after the return. This player hits effective, but 
not overpowering, flat and topspin groundstroke returns as well as slices. Most play-
ers start out with the rallying baseline style of return. As players develop the return, 
they should adopt a more aggressive style.

•	 Defensive baseline play. Returners who play this style do so because they have a 
technical flaw (such as poor vision or movement) that prohibits improvement, their 
court positioning is far back, and their return is weak and lacking depth. The player 
who adopts this style hits flat and topspin shots and slices, but is not able to hit 
them consistently or very effectively. This player tries to hit neutralizing returns but 
ends up hitting mainly defensive returns and begins most rallies after the return on 
defense. Defensive returners may use poor location on returns.

returns and Serving Styles
Chapter 4 examined the attitudes and thought processes of the player who uses each 
type of serve. The returner needs to find the right frame of mind and attitude to combat 
each type of serve. They are discussed next.

The following list represents the mental attitude and thought process of a returner 
who is up against a big serve.

•	 I will break my opponent’s serve to undermine his confidence.

•	 I will hit every return back into the court and never give my opponent a free point.

•	 I will get my opponent down in the game (e.g., 0-15 or 15-30) so that she starts to 
put extra pressure on the serve.

•	 I will put pressure on the server’s second serve so that he will try to overhit, which 
may result in a decrease of his first-serve percentage.

•	 I will confuse my opponent by standing in different locations and never giving her 
the same looks.

•	 I will mentally fatigue my opponent by making him work hard to hold the serve.

The following list presents the mental attitude and thought process of a player who is 
returning a serve-and-volley style serve.

•	 My returns are better than her attacking style.

•	 I will use the two-shot passing strategy (see chapter 8) and make him play the first 
volley at his feet forcing him to hit the ball up and allowing me to pass on the next shot.

•	 I will make all my returns and make my opponent beat me with the volley.

The following list presents the mental attitude and thought process of a player who is 
returning to a serve-and-stay-back server.

•	 Since my opponent is not serving and volleying, I will try to be more aggressive on 
my returns.

•	 I will focus on depth on my returns because doing so gives me a chance to push my 
opponent back and take control of the point. If needed, I will position myself farther 
back in the court and take a bigger swing on the return.
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Grips
The grips for the return don’t change much from the normal groundstroke, unless the 
player is stretched out and has to use a Continental grip (used for a block shot) just to 
get it back. One of the most important considerations for the grip is not which grip to use 
but which grip to hold while anticipating the return.

Two schools of thought exist on this issue: holding the grip of the player’s strength 
and holding the grip of the player’s weakness. Most players, especially those who use 
the two-handed backhand, hold the grip of their forehand and, as the serve comes to 
the backhand, use the nondominant hand to quickly turn the grip to the backhand grip. 
For players with a big disparity between their forehand and backhand, holding the grip 
of their weakness can be helpful. For example, a player whose one-handed backhand is 
not strong on the return may want to use the backhand grip expecting the server to pre-
dominantly serve to that weakness. This conserves time when preparing for the weaker 
shot. It is usually easier for players to switch a grip to their strength than switch to their 
weakness.

Another consideration in holding the grip is where to hold the racket while waiting for 
the serve. Returners can hold the racket slightly to the side of their strength, their weak-
ness, or establish a neutral hold that can be switched easily to either the forehand or 
backhand grip. One point everyone can agree on is to hold the racket in front of the body. 
It should be comfortably placed in front using the grip of preference. Where it is placed 
in front of the body also is a consideration. The racket head can be held up or facing the 
other player. Players should experiment with all these grip considerations and establish 
a way of returning that results in the most consistent return possible.

Stance and location
The stance is very important to the success of the return because it 
provides a solid base of support for the player’s movement. The player’s 
goal is to establish a stance that allows for the quickest movements to 
the oncoming serve. The stance also gives the player the best opportu-
nity to properly load the legs and arms to retrieve the serve. The player 
must choose a stance that is comfortable and that facilitates hitting the 
types of returns that are within the player’s game style.

Generally, most players are in the ready position and facing the 
server across the court (see figure 5.1). The stance should be neutral 
and not slanted one way or another to give away any clues to the server, 
unless slanting to one side gives the player an advantage or the player 
is trying to get the server to go to a particular location. Players can slant 
to a weakness, knowing that it is easier to adjust to their strength. The 
stance should be low or based on a lower core, meaning that the sight 
line should be a little lower to track the serve. A lower stance also facili-
tates getting into a loaded position.

Players can experiment with different types of stances to suit their 
style. Court location also says a great deal about style; for example, it can 
indicate whether the player is an aggressive or defensive returner. Three 
locations on the court can be equally effective: behind the baseline, on 
the baseline, or inside the baseline. The main consideration for the player 
is what location gives the best opportunity to hit an effective return.Figure 5.1 Return stance.
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Behind the Baseline
This position favors all three baseline styles. The aggressive baseline player wants extra 
time to hit a big return, the rallying baseline player wants to neutralize the serve, and the 
defensive baseline player wants to hide a weakness or needs more time to get in good 
position. The clay court specialist also favors this position because it gives more time for 
the high-bouncing serve to come into the strike zone. This return positioning favors the 
returner who likes to set up and hit the return similar to a groundstroke; being farther 
back in the court allows the extra time to do so.

This location is farther back in the court, so the main disadvantage is that if the player 
is not able to hit a strong return from this position, the server has a distinct offensive posi-
tion in the ensuing rally. The returner is susceptible to a drop shot or drop volley. When 
the returner stands far back in the court, the server has an easier time transitioning to 
the net because the server has more time to react to the return. Consistently returning 
from behind the baseline can lead to easy hold games for the server, which in turn leads 
to the opponent being more focused and fresher for the returner’s serve game.

On the Baseline
The aggressive styles, including the aggressive baseline style, all-court style, and serve-
and-volley style, favor this position because it puts them in a better position to be offen-
sive. This court position gives the player more options than the other two locations. The 
returner is in a central location and should be versatile enough to handle it. When attack-
ing the serve, the player can move in and take a weaker serve on the rise and catch the 
opponent by surprise. If the serve is hard to read, then the returner can play defense 
from a favorable position.

The main disadvantage of this location on the court is that it relies on the strength 
of the player’s technique. Playing from this position requires the returner to have clean 
and efficient technique. A returner who stands in this location is challenged to be offen-
sive and neutralizing, so poor technique causes the returner to be inconsistent or not as 
effective, which can give the server a distinct advantage.

Inside the Baseline
The three more offensive styles (aggressive baseline play, all-court play, and serve-and-
volley style) favor this return. The type of player who wants to be in this position is effec-
tive at taking the ball on the rise or is able to time the return and uses this court position 
to take time away from the server. This returner also has a way of unnerving the server, 
especially if the returner is effective. Players such as Robby Ginepri can read the server’s 
motions and see the ball well from this position.

The main disadvantage of this return location is that it is a low-percentage return. 
Every ball hit from this location is early or on the rise (unless the server has a very weak 
serve), so a player who cannot hit consistently early or on the rise, takes a big risk. Suc-
cess from this location relies on excellent technique and great vision on the return. This 
return is susceptible to errors because normal serves that might not be too difficult 
to return from a deeper location, now become a challenge. The logic of a player who 
chooses this location will stem from one of the following strategies.

•	 The need to be offensive. I am going to be offensive no matter what because that 
is my style.

•	 The need to be practical. I need to take advantage of the server from the begin-
ning because he has better groundstrokes than I do, and if I move back, I will really 
give him an advantage.
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•	 The need to take advantage of variety. I have a variety of shots from this area and 
will try to break up the server’s rhythm.

The player’s location on the baseline can also vary based on preference as well as 
strengths and weaknesses, but the goal is to not give away too much court. Standing 
too close toward the center can give an opponent too much room to angle a wide serve 
toward the alley, and standing in the alley should only be used when a server continually 
exploits that area or has strength there. In that situation, the returner takes away the 
server’s strength.

Another goal for stance and location is to make the server think about what type of 
shot the returner is going to hit or where the returner will stand. To this end, the location 
on the return can alter during a match with the goal of not giving away too much. When 
the server has to think about what the returner is doing, the server’s attention turns to 
making adjustments, which may give the returner an edge.

tracking the Ball
Tracking the ball is essential to a good return, and it requires instinct and intelligence. 
It takes instinct to react quickly to a ball and intelligence to get a sense of what serve 
is coming. Good technique and good vision are also vital to tracking the ball. Returners 
should study and analyze the server’s routines, including ball bounces, tosses, service 
motion, and windup and delivery, to see if a player gives away any serves.

When tracking a ball hit from the server, the returner must get an early read on what 
is coming. The returner needs to try to see the ball in the server’s hand and visualize it 
going through the potential routine and the motion; this is called early tracking. Early 
tracking enhances a returner’s ability to see the path of the serve after contact (late 
tracking) because the returner tracks the ball from the server’s racket rather than just as 
the ball crosses the net. Most beginners track the ball as it crosses the net. This timing is 
too late for a player who wants to be offensive.

Effective tracking takes several steps. First, the returner begins to watch the ball as 
the server holds it and steps up to the line. The returner should mentally run through 
these questions: Is the opponent hiding the ball or is it easy to see? Where is the hand 
with the ball placed? Is the ball on the racket or near the racket? What does the oppo-
nent do with the ball after bouncing it? Keeping track of all these details can provide key 
information. The following observations about how a server sets up for the serve do not 
always hold true. However, they can offer a look into how an alert returner can pay atten-
tion to key details.

•	 If the opponent is hiding the ball, he may have a well-disguised serve, and the 
upcoming toss may be equally disguised, so the returner must pay close attention 
to the body movement.

•	 If the ball is easy to see, then the returner should be able to see the toss and the 
motion clearly.

•	 A ball placed on the racket may signify a clean motion, which means the returner 
won’t be able to pick up a lot of variations in the opponent’s swing. (Usually, a server 
who starts with a ball set on the racket has a good start and a good finish.)

•	 If the opponent’s toss arm is not set on the racket, it usually means the server has 
an unusual or different toss arm delivery or service motion.

•	 A server who has a solid serving routine tends to be an effective server.
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Next, the returner follows the server’s routine for the ball tosses. The returner should 
ask these questions: Does the server bounce the ball fast, slow, or rhythmically? How 
many times does the server bounce the ball? How quick off the ball bounce does the 
server get into the service motion? Again, though not fool-proof, the following observa-
tions provide insights into a server’s action.

•	 A fast-bouncing ball may signify a quick motion or that the server is in a hurry, which 
indicates nervousness.

•	 If the server bounces the ball slowly, she may have a slow serving style that requires 
the returner to be patient in preparing to return the serve.

•	 A rhythmic bounce usually leads to a rhythmic motion.

•	 A returner should count the number of bounces a server uses for preparation. If the 
number is the same every time, the server is well practiced. If the number varies, the 
returner should pay attention to the bounce count and the serve that comes after it 
to see if any patterns exist.

Third, the returner watches the server’s toss arm go up and sees the position of the 
server’s body. The returner should ask these questions: Does the arm carry the ball up, 
or throw it up? Does the body make any turns in relation to the ball going up? If a server 
tosses the ball differently for different serves, the body motion for each serve is likely to 
be different, too. The following cues can provide the returner with an initial idea about the 
location of a serve.

•	 A toss outside at about the 2 o’clock position for right-handed players (10 o’clock 
for left-handed players) could indicate a slice.

•	 A low or high toss at 12 o’clock is usually a flat serve (unless it is tossed low and out, 
which is a low slice).

•	 A toss to the 12 o’clock position followed by a player brushing up on the ball would 
indicate a top spin serve.

•	 A toss behind going from 11 o’clock to 2 o’clock for the right-handed player (2 o’clock 
to 11 o’clock for left-handed players) with arching of the back means a kick serve.

•	 A body serve is difficult to identify because this serve can be hit from any position. 
However, most servers use one particular serve to hit to the body unless they are 
really smart servers and can use a variety of serves.

Finally, the returner pays attention to the server’s body angle, the movement of the 
legs, and the general feel of the server’s motion. The returner should observe how the 
server looks when making contact with the ball. The returner must also use good vision 
when observing the server’s body positions on the first or second serve. Paying close 
attention to the ball can help the returner see the nuances of the server’s body as they 
prepare to serve. The player’s ability to be offensive or neutralize an opponent’s serves 
with the return is very intimidating to a server, especially a good one.

Other factors can contribute to good tracking skills. The racket can provide a source 
of tracking, too. The returner holds it in front and in a position to point the tip of the 
racket head toward the direction of the ball. The front arm can also provide tracking. 
Off the stance, the returner takes a step with the outside leg to get behind the ball, and 
at the same time the front arm reaches out to get in its abbreviated takeback position. 
The front arm, especially if it is balanced and somewhat in front, can help in tracking the 
serve up to contact. Stance and movement greatly affect tracking skills. Excessive jump-
ing up and down or side to side require constant adjusting and readjusting. Standing too 
tall and not being at the sight line of the serve can also throw off tracking skills.
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After establishing a routine and a way of tracking a server from the beginning of the 
serve, the returner is better equipped to track a serve after contact. To improve tracking 
after contact, the returner can study the server’s tendencies (e.g., for big points, he likes 
to hit here), know how different serves affect the ball (e.g., a kick serve produces a high 
bounce), and use the eyes to dictate movement. Oftentimes, returners move too much 
or guess where the serve is going instead of just watching the ball. Doing so can cause 
the returner to become off balance, and it could alter the plan for the return.

Movement
An essential part of the return is the timing of the split step and subsequent movement 
to the serve. The two main methods are the split step and moving forward to the ball or 
the split step and moving backward away from the ball. Another method is to not move 
at all, but stand still when returning the serve.

Figure 5.2 Split step for the moving 
forward method.

•	 Split step and moving forward. This method is generally initi-
ated by a split step as the ball lands in the service box, shifting 
the weight to a slightly forward position (see figure 5.2). The main 
consideration in this method is how big to make the forward split 
step. This method can be very effective when the returner gets a 
good read on the opponent’s oncoming ball because the body’s 
momentum is moving forward to meet the ball.

If the returner does not have well-developed tracking skills, 
this return has limitations. As stated earlier, too much movement 
can hamper tracking skills. Another potential problem is that if 
the serve is powerful, the returner could be moving too far for-
ward to meet an oncoming power serve and not allowing enough 
time to prepare properly.

•	 Split step and moving backward. This method is similar to the 
moving forward method but it uses backward movement instead. 
This return can be very useful on slow hard courts or clay courts. 
This method is used when the player likes to run around a weak-
ness or get in better position to hit a more aggressive shot. It 
has two potential negative consequences: Backward movement 
requires the returner to hit a better shot from a deeper position, 
and if the server sees the returner backing up, the returner could 

give up valuable ground on the ensuing rally and get aced out wide. A high-bouncing 
serve requires the backward method because of the opportunity to move backward 
and hit a shot in the returner’s strike zone that is similar to a normal groundstroke.

•	 Staying still. This method is used if this is the player’s choice of stance or when the 
opponent’s serve is hard to read. It is a good method to get the returner’s eyes more 
focused on the ball and to establish good contact on the return. Instead of taking 
a big, hopping split step forward, the player simply stays in place and tries to stay 
still as the server is in motion. This helps the returner track more effectively. At the 
server’s contact with the ball, the returner takes a small split step forward with a 
quick shoulder turn to the ball, allowing the returner to come into the power strike 
zone. This way of returning minimizes movement and helps to get a better read on 
the serve.
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A tip for the player using this method is to flex the abdominal muscles, stick out 
the posterior as in a squat, get the hands low, and focus on taking a quicker swing. 
The feet would be balanced, but feel a little forward momentum. The amount of 
movement would depend on the speed of the serve.

return technique
The following description of the offensive and defensive return takes a close look at the 
actions that make up the parts of the return: preparation and backswing, forward swing 
and contact, and follow-through. Each return type has specific movements and tech-
niques that distinguish whether the return will be offensive or defensive. As noted at the 
beginning of the chapter, another style of return is the neutralizing return. The technique 
for this style is the same as for the offensive or defensive returns; the difference is one 
of intent. A player uses a neutralizing return when attempting to minimize the effect the 
server has on the next shot. Neutralizing returns are hit to the middle of the court.

Offensive Return Technique
Offensive technique is dictated by moving forward and taking the ball early. The player 
decides whether and how to be more aggressive with the return as well as how to go for 
the shot. This is the toughest part of the offensive return—knowing when to be more 
aggressive and knowing when to get it in.

Preparation and Backswing
The player uses the usual grip 
for each side (see figure 5.3). 
The semi-Western and Eastern 
grips or somewhere in between 
are recommended; they are 
the most popular grips played 
today. The backswing is similar 
to the groundstroke but likely 
needs to be executed with a 
smaller, quicker loop in the 
backswing. The size and speed 
of the loop depends on the pace 
of the serve. A player can use the 
normal groundstroke loop if the 
shot is weak and there is ample 
time to take a bigger swing. 
If possible, the player should 
move diagonally forward to cut 
off the angle of the serve and 
reduce the response time of the 
server. However, when the serve 
is strong, a player may need to 
alter the movement. Figure 5.3 Preparation for an offensive return.
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Forward Swing and Contact
The forward swing is similar to groundstrokes, but it is more 
compact and is hit in a low-to-high fashion. It can have a 
straighter follow-through when just reacting to a serve. The 
impact zone (see figure 5.4) could be higher, lower, more 
forward, or more backward, depending on the upcoming 
serve and the returner’s movement to the ball. The returner 
tries to move forward, getting the body weight behind the 
return.

Follow-Through
The follow-through for an offensive return (see figure 5.5) 
can be similar to the groundstroke, unless the player is 
deciding to come to net, in which case the player would take 
a shorter swing, placing the ball or hitting a slice shot that 
allows time to transition. The follow-through should be done 
in balance and with forward momentum to give the offen-
sive returner a more penetrating shot.

Defensive Return Technique
Defensive return technique usually starts with poor court 
position, or poor technique. Usually this is seen as a poorly 
executed slice, a weaker or poorly executed normal ground-
stroke, or a block return when the returner is just trying to 
place the return deep in the court. The technique discussed 
here is for the blocked return.

Preparation and Backswing
When hitting a defensive return, the returner attempts to 
use the normal grip but may be caught in another grip, 
especially when there is no time to react to the upcoming 
ball and even more so when the returner has poor tech-
nique. This is a ball hit back over the net by any means pos-
sible. The returner needs to get the racket head behind the 
ball or at least in a position to square the racket face so that 
the ball will go back over the net and deep to the opponent’s 
corner of the court.

Forward Swing and Contact
On a defensive return every possible effort should be made 
to swing the racket forward. The attack point of contact is 
used for angled serves that need to be cut off at an angle, 
and the rally or defensive point of contact is used for balls 
hit to the body or balls the returner got a late read on. Play-
ers should try to contact the ball with a compact swing and 
a firm grip to add pace to the shot.

Follow-Through
The follow-through for the defensive return is whatever is possible for the player in the 
situation, depending on the power of the serve and the player’s court positioning. In this 
situation, the player usually tries to keep the ball in play and recover as soon as possible 
for the next shot.

Figure 5.4 Contact for an offensive return.

Figure 5.5 Follow-through for an offensive 
return.
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Playing the return
The three main styles of returns are offensive, defensive, and neutralizing. The four types 
of return shots are the flat drive shot, the topspin shot, the slice shot, and the block 
shot. The aggressive flat or topspin, and, in some cases, the slice return are considered 
offensive. The blocked shot return is considered defensive, but the slice and the moving 
backward return versions can be either offensive or defensive depending on their effec-
tiveness. At some point in every match, all players are likely to play all these returns, so it 
is important to know how to hit all of them.

Aggressive
The aggressive flat or topspin is one of the most offensive returns possible. A player who 
can hit either one of these shots on the return is doing pretty well because this type of 
return is something all players strive to develop. With the right amount of depth, power, 
and spin, an aggressive return can put the server on the defensive. Serena Williams has 
one of the most offensive returns on the women’s tour. Her goal is to put her opponent 
on the defensive from the beginning, and give herself a great opportunity to stay on the 
offensive throughout the point.

How The player should always be focusing on clean technique, which in this case is 
an early read on the serve, a proper split step, an efficient and immediate takeback, a 
good first-step movement, good balance, and follow-through. The returner should have 
in mind an idea of the optimal location, the intended way to hit it (flat or topspin), and 
how aggressive the shot will be.

Where The returner can hit the aggressive flat or topspin returns from any of the 
locations on the court, but it is more effective when it is closer to or near the baseline. 
The player can still hit an aggressive return from a defensive position behind the baseline, 
but this position gives the server a split second longer to prepare for the return. This 
return is usually hit deep (2 to 3 feet, or 0.6 to 0.9 m, from the baseline and alley) in the 
court or at a sharp angle (near the service line) and is hit for power. The player should 
hit aggressively to a particular target and maintain control while doing it. Going for too 
much or losing control of a shot can lead to errors and may backfire as a strategy, giving 
the server the advantage.

When The returner should hit this type of return when the serve is weak, when the 
returner is feeling confident, or when the returner wants to take a chance. A player should 
try to do this when up in games (e.g., 15-40, 0-30, 15-30) to maximize low-percentage 
return chances.

Block Shot
This shot can be offensive or defensive. The offensive version is hit when the player 
is looking to transition to the net off the serve, and the defensive version occurs if the 
returner is not in a good enough position to be aggressive. Novak Djokovic uses his ath-
letic build and great hands to block the return effectively, especially when he is out of 
position while executing the return. He can also use this shot to surprise the server by 
coming to the net and putting pressure on the opponent, or he can simply block it deep 
to recover and reset his position.

How The returner gets the racket head on the pathway of the oncoming serve and 
makes a quarter turn of the body while bringing the racket back about head level. The 
player pushes out in a gradual high-to-low fashion similar to a high volley. However, 
instead of the lofty ball of the volley, the player has a fast-paced ball approaching. On the 
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offensive block, the player moves forward with momentum toward the net. The defensive 
version would try to recover back to the middle in time for the next shot. For proper 
execution, both styles require relatively good balance.

Where This return can be played from any location, but the more offensive locations 
near or inside the baseline are preferred. Because this shot is usually used for placement 
and not as much power, hitting a block shot from a defensive position behind the baseline 
could keep the returner in a defensive position. The goal is to hit this ball deep in the 
court with a bit of loft or, if the returner is really good at it, at a lower trajectory. This shot 
can be hit crosscourt or down the line based on preference and execution. The logical 
choice would be down the line because if the player is transitioning to net, it provides 
better court position. However, the player could use a crosscourt shot if the server has 
poor movement or a weakness to the crosscourt side. In other words, whatever works 
best, is best.

When This shot is hit when the returner is trying to get to the net as soon as possible. 
It is mostly effective on a second serve or a weak first serve. The returner usually takes 
the ball on the rise or close to it when hitting the offensive version. The defensive version 
is used when the serve was good and the best response is to block it back because the 
returner got a late read on the serve or was off balance.

Slice
This return is offensive or defensive. Roger Federer uses the slice backhand return almost 
exclusively. He is very effective at keeping the ball low and not allowing the server to gain 
much of an advantage once the rally has begun. The offensive version is hit when the 
player can move forward and see the potential for transitioning to the net. The defensive 
version stays low to make it harder for the server to get an easier next shot. This is a very 
effective shot and especially effective when mixed in with more aggressive drive returns.

How This shot is hit similar to the block shot, but the slice has more underspin or 
more of a high-to-low follow-through. The slice also uses the carioca step (see page 43–
44) during the hit, which keeps the shoulders turned through the shot.

Where The best location for executing the offensive slice is on the baseline or inside 
it, and the defensive slice is usually hit behind (but not too far behind) the baseline. The 
slice should be hit to a position deep in the court (approximately 2 to 3 feet, or 0.6 to  
0.9 m, from the baseline and alley), either down the line or crosscourt, and should stay at 
a low trajectory. As with the block shot, the slice can be hit crosscourt or down the line. 
Down the line gives better court position, but crosscourt can be effective if the server has 
poor movement or a weakness to the crosscourt side.

When The player can hit this return offensively when stepping into the court and 
in good position in the court. It is most effective when the serve is weak or becoming 
predictable and allowing the player to be more aggressive. The goal of the best slice shot 
is a ball that lands deep in the court or low to the ground and is tough for the opponent to 
hit. This return is hit defensively when the returner is stretched out and it is the only way 
to get the ball back in the court, or if the returner is in a defensive position when hitting it.

Moving Backward
Moving backward on the return originated on clay courts because the speed and bounce 
of the serve on clay courts allow extra time to run around and hit the return on the strong 
side. This return can be offensive because the player is moving backward to gain a better 
chance to hit with a weapon. The return can also be defensive if a player misjudges the 
ball, doesn’t hit an effective shot, or gets off balance. Rafael Nadal uses this type of 
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return very effectively on a variety of surfaces and prefers the extra time to prepare for 
his return.

How Moving backward on the return should be done quickly, as soon as the opponent 
tosses the ball up in the air. The easiest way to back up is to backpedal and then split step 
as the opponent strikes the ball. This quick movement allows the returner to execute a 
powerful shot from a defensive position.

Where The returner can stand on or near the baseline and then move backward or 
can be farther back (1 to 3 feet, or 0.3 to 0.9 m) and then move backward. When moving 
back from a deeper position, the player needs to hit a great shot with depth to consider 
it offensive. The moving backward return should be hit deep (approximately 2 to 3 feet, 
or 0.6 to 0.9 m, from the baseline or alley) either down the line, crosscourt, or hit to a 
location that may neutralize the opponent.

When This return should be played when the returner has a real strength in a shot 
or is trying to hide a weakness. The player can apply the strategy of using the strongest 
shot to get to the opponent’s weakest shot. Moving backward can be an option when 
the player needs extra room to run around a well-hit serve. If a player is having trouble 
adjusting to the pace of the serve, moving backward provides another option. This style 
of return should not be used against an effective serve-and-volley style server, unless 
the effectiveness of the returner outmatches the effectiveness of the server. The serve-
and-volley style player uses the split second of more time to close even tighter on the 
net, which can make for easier volleys. Moving backward is most effective on a weak or 
kick serve.

Characteristics of a Good return
The following is a summary of the characteristics of a good return. As players establish 
proper return technique and learn the different returns, they should incorporate these 
characteristics into their play.

•	 Good vision and tracking. A good returner sees the ball early and can track it 
through contact. This vision sets in motion technique that allows the returner to be 
more offensive and to have more options. It can dictate the type of shots the player 
hits. For example, a player who sees the ball well gets there a split second earlier 
and can execute a topspin shot instead of a more defensive shot. Poor vision and 
tracking skills can make the returning process less reliable and can cause inconsis-
tencies and technical errors.

•	 Great balance. Aggressive returns require a great deal of balance for the player to 
get the best possible ball strike every time. Balanced returners can get themselves 
in position no matter what serve is hit, and they can have the balance to execute the 
shot they want to hit, even from a stretched-out position. Good balance also aids 
the player’s recovery back in the court for the next shot. Good vision, proper stance, 
and movement to the ball affect the player’s balance.

•	 Good shot selection. Knowing what type of shots to hit in the right situation 
requires vision, balance, and great instinct. The best players can see an oncoming 
serve and assess in a split second how to attack it. A good return is measured by the 
winner hit, the well-placed shot, or the ball that allows the returner to come to the 
net. It can also be a shot returned that the server thought was an ace. The goal of 
good shot selection is understanding when to go for a winning shot and when to just 
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get the ball back. It is the true test of the returner. A great returner can blend offen-
sive shots with defensive shots and be consistent. Poor shot selection can lead to 
loose errors or easier, weaker shots the opponent can use to stay on the offensive.

•	 Bravado. A returner needs a certain bravado that says, I’m not going to back down, 
and I will get that serve back. As discussed earlier, Rafael Nadal takes this a step 
farther by showing that he will fight for every point to maximize his game. A player 
who has such bravado on the return and the serve can give the opponent the feeling 
of being pressured all the time.

It is great to try to incorporate all the characteristics of a good return, but the player 
should never lose sight of the fact that the primary goal of the return is to just get it in. 
Starting off with this mentality may sound defensive in nature, but every player must 
start here and build off it, knowing that getting it in at least keeps the rally going. Where 
it goes is up to the player.

Maximizing the effectiveness  
of returns
The following tips can help a player stay sharp and focused when returning serve.

•	 Focusing on the big serve coming. For an opponent who has a big serve, it helps 
to always expect the biggest serve when the opponent is down in a game. Armed 
with this expectation, the player is mentally prepared to handle the big serve that 
inevitably will come. Returners often relax when they get a break point. They wait 
for the server to miss or are not as aggressive as they should be when returning in 
this situation. A player with this attitude can be reminded to focus by thinking and
saying aloud that the server’s best serve is coming.

•	 Making the opponent play. This mentality is similar to the scrappy defender men-
tality; the ultimate goal is to apply pressure on the server. Sometimes, this can be 
done with an aggressive return, but many times it can be done by just thinking, I will 
make the server play no matter what the server’s serve is like. This trick is beneficial 
when an opponent is tired and prone to miss easy shots, or when the opponent has 
played a lot of tough points in a row and thinks he hit a great serve only to see it 
come back and have to hit another ball.

The following tips can help to break up the server’s rhythm by using different stances 
and varying returns.

•	 Using different stances. There are no rules as to where to stand when return-
ing serve. If a player is having trouble returning serve, trying to hide a weakness, 
or needs to break up a server’s rhythm, then trying different stances is an option. 
The player can stand close in or way back when returning a big serve or a serve-
and-volley style serve. Another option, especially if hiding a weakness, is to give the 
opponent the open court of the player’s favorite shot. This strategy can sometimes 
make the opponent go for more than usual on the serve, potentially throwing off the 
rhythm.

•	 Varying types of returns. Varying the types of returns can also break up an oppo-
nent’s rhythm, because the opponent gets used to seeing the same type of return 
coming back and starts to expect it. By hitting aggressive, neutralizing, and defen-
sive returns to different locations, the player can confuse the opponent and cause a 
change in rhythm enhanced by indecision.
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T
he serve and return are the two most important parts of the tennis game. How a 
player starts points says a great deal about that player’s overall game style and 
projected level of success. The ability to start a point in an advantageous position 
gives the player confidence and helps the player grow and develop. An effective 

serve or return makes an immediate statement about the player’s strength, accuracy, 
variety, and consistency.

A successful serve and return allow players to start a point on offense, allowing them 
to focus on what shots they should use to keep an opponent on defense. As a result, play-
ers are likely to develop a variety of groundstrokes to use to their advantage. Conversely, 
when players start points in a defensive position, their initial reaction is to play defense 
first. As a result, their opponents dictate their shots, and the players have to work hard 
in each point to get back into an offensive position. A successful serve and return gives 
players the freedom to explore offensive strategies, making the game more interesting 
and fun.

Serve Drills
The drills in this section will ultimately provide an advantage when the player begins to 
play points. This section presents the following types of drills, which are designed to help 
players improve their game. The drills are presented in a progressive fashion, thus maxi-
mizing a player’s serving effectiveness.

1.	 Grooving	 drills	 to	 work	 on	 fundamental	 techniques	 and	 warm	 up	 the	 player’s	
service	motion

2.	 Power	technique	drills	to	add	power	to	the	player’s	fundamental	techniques	and	
overall	service	game

3.	 Specific	serve	and	location	drills	to	work	on	variety,	disguise,	and	location	for	the	
player’s	service	game.

Grooving Drills
The goal of these grooving drills is to help the player practice the techniques and rhythm 
of the serve and to prepare the player for more complex and intense practice or match 
play. All serves are made up of a series of precise movements that combine rhythmically 
to produce a successful service motion. Performing grooving drills is one way to really 
focus on development and consistent execution of these phases of movement.

Overall, these drills are designed to help the player simplify the service motion. They 
focus on the specific phases and on using specific cues when practicing the serve. Effec-
tive for the flat serve, the slice serve, and the topspin or kick serve, these drills prog-
ress from noncontact drills to contact drills on the baseline. The player can perform the 
noncontact drills anywhere on the court or even away from the court for extra grooving 
practice. All of these grooving drills should be a daily part of the warm-up routine before 
doing the power drills or practicing specific serves and locations.
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toss Consistency
Purpose: To establish the optimum extension and location for the toss and develop 
consistency.

Procedure: Standing on the service line, the player goes through the service 
motion without hitting the ball. The player tosses the ball and freezes at the top 
of the release. The ball should come back down and land back in the outstretched 
hand. The player should focus dually on the toss arm extension and the end loca-
tion of the toss—the two main factors that lead to a consistent toss. Players do 2 
sets of 10 repetitions. A high number of catches for every 10 repetitions would be 
7 or 8 out of 10.

Coaching points: A toss that doesn’t land back in the player’s hand may indicate 
a lack of arm extension or too much wrist usage. The toss arm should always feel 
as though it is carrying the ball upward toward the release point, ensuring good 
extension of the arm. When the toss arm isn’t extended properly, the wrist has a 
tendency to flick the ball up into the air, causing an inconsistent toss. The player’s 
goal is to open all the fingers at once at the top of the toss arm extension so that 
the toss has little or no spin.

release and Freeze
Purpose: To check the rhythm and positioning of all moving parts during the toss 
and takeback and to be sure the leg work, takeback, and toss all work together to 
set up the serve. Seeing the relationship of the arm, the legs, and the ball being 
tossed can quickly clean up rhythm issues and hitches (stops and starts in tech-
nique) that develop in the swing.

Procedure: The player stands on the service line, executes the service motion, and 
freezes at the moment the toss is released. The player looks back to see where the 
elbow and feet are positioned. The shoulders should have a forward and upward 
tilt, the elbow is at a 90-degree angle upward and outward from the body, and 
the palm is facing downward. The feet are together, and the legs are loaded in the 
pinpoint stance or balanced comfortably and loaded in the platform stance. The 
player should focus on the trophy position so that the upper body loads backward 
and the front hip points outward toward the net. The player should be looking up 
at the toss arm. The player repeats this drill 5 to 10 times to establish consistency 
in the position of all moving parts at the time when the ball is tossed.

Coaching points: Characteristics of good motion include the elbow being close to 
the set position, upright, and not dipping toward the body when the ball is tossed. 
If the arm and racket head are in a low position at the toss, a late contact point 
results. If the arm is not set at the toss, the player needs to speed up the arm 
movement. If the feet are not in a location that allows the body to explode upward, 
the player needs to work to coordinate the foot movement with the toss.

throwing
Purpose: To work on the position and movement of the serving shoulder and arm 
throughout the service motion. The takeback directly affects the acceleration and 
resulting power generated on the serve. Throwing for distance mimics the tech-
niques of the service motion.

Critical Cue:
This drill can be 
used as a diag-
nostic in practice 
on a day when a 
player’s serving is 
erratic. The drill 
quickly deter-
mines whether 
the player’s toss 
is the culprit.

(continued)
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Procedure: The player and a partner or coach stand about 10 feet (3 m) apart 
and warm up by throwing a tennis ball back and forth. The two players gradually 
increase the distance between them and add more loft to the throws. After warm-
ing up, they proceed to the baseline. The player goes through the serve motion 
and throws 10 balls to the deuce side and then 10 balls to the ad side and then 
repeats. On the first 10 balls to each side, the player should verify a full takeback 
so that when serving, the player achieves maximum acceleration toward the ball 
and a full extension of the serve arm. On the second set of 10 balls to each side, 
the player should assess the extension of the arm before and after release. The 
arm should extend toward the target, and the hips should rotate forward. The 
player should see the arm extend and finish in front of the body. The entire rhythm 
of the server should be one fluid motion from the takeback to the release.

Coaching points: A quick release or an upward or downward release signify poor 
extension and can be fixed by throwing more balls and making this drill part of the 
daily serving routine.

extend and trap
Purpose: To work on coordinating toss height and achieving full arm extension for 
optimal contact on the serve.

Procedure: The player stands with the front foot against a tall wall or fence and 
assumes the service stance. The player takes an abbreviated swing and tosses the 
ball up so that it travels up the wall or fence, aiming for a height equivalent to the 
fully extended hitting arm. When the ball reaches its peak and optimum contact 
point, the player reaches up with the racket and traps the ball against the wall 
or fence and holds the position. While maintaining good balance, the player then 
checks for maximum extension of the hitting arm. Holding and pressing the ball 
against the fence also practices applying the push or power needed to finish the 
stroke. The player should repeat this action until contact consistently occurs with 
a full extension. Then, the player takes this feeling to the service line and prac-
tices serving with a focus on this new extension and contact point.

Coaching points: When the focus on extension at the contact point learned in this 
drill is transferred to actual serving at the baseline, the player is likely to hit the 
first few balls way past the service box. This means the drill worked. The player then 
needs to use more wrist snap and greater leg power to get the ball in the court.

Wrist Snap execution
Purpose: To develop a concise contact and to learn the feeling of properly snap-
ping the wrist to get the ball in the court for different types of serves.

Procedure: The player stands on the service line and hits 5 to 10 serves into the deuce 
or ad box using normal service motion. The focus is on extending the racket up and 
snapping the wrist down to get the ball in the court. The player practices the wrist 
snaps needed for the different serves and then practices serving to different loca-
tions for each type of serve. After hitting the first 5 to 10 serves, the player moves 
back to a position halfway between the service line and the baseline and serves again. 
After another 5 to 10 serves from this spot, the player moves back again.

Coaching points: For each location, the player must adjust the wrist snap and arm 
extension to successfully get the ball in the service box.

Throwing (continued)
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Wrist Snap Disguise
Purpose: To practice proper wrist snap with disguise by delaying the adjustment 
for a particular serve.

Procedure: The player stands at the baseline and practices serving. As the player 
releases each toss, a coach or partner shouts out a location, such as wide, body, 
or T. The player adjusts accordingly to perform the indicated serve. The player 
should attempt 5 to 10 serves to each service box. This drill should be repeated in 
training until the player can consistently execute the proper wrist snap for each 
particular serve. Initially, servers may find this drill difficult because they are not 
used to adjusting for a type of serve while the ball is in air. Realistically, the ability 
to execute the serves in this drill consistently may take a few practices.

Power Technique Drills
To hit with power, a player needs a technically sound serve, which players can accom-
plish using the preceding grooving drills. To add power, players must focus primarily on 
leg work and the wrist snap. The strength and explosiveness of the back leg is the main 
contributing factor to maximizing power. The next five drills combine to work on adding 
leg strength, maximizing upper and lower body rhythm, placing the toss in the power 
zone, and adding power to the wrist snap.

Back leg Strength
Purpose: To develop back leg strength and establish good use of the legs to 
explode up to hit the ball. This drill teaches body position: loaded back and ready 
to thrust upward and forward.

Procedure: The player stands on the baseline with a racket but no ball. The player 
takes a ready position as if to serve and then transfer the body weight onto the 
back leg. The player holds this position for 1 or 2 seconds and then explodes 
upward, going through the service motion. The explosion upward should be 
slightly exaggerated and slightly higher than usual. The player focuses on driving 
the back leg up and rotating the front hip forward. After making one imaginary 
swing, the player resumes the serve stance and repeats the movement. The server 
performs the drill up to five more times, moving toward the net on each serve. The 
player should focus on feeling the weight distribution from the back leg to the 
front while maintaining the good body position needed for a strong serve. This is 
a great shadow exercise that can be done with or without a tennis court.

Variation: The player can use a tennis ball and incorporate the toss into this exer-
cise. With the toss, the player checks to see if the racket arm position is in a good 
location. If the arm or the racket head is not ready to swing when the ball leaves 
the hand, it could highlight a need for a quicker takeback.

no legs
Purpose: To practice optimal coordination of the upper and lower body, which will 
help get maximal results from using the legs for power.

Procedure: The player practices 8 to 10 serves without using the legs at all but 
otherwise using a normal service motion. Doing so demonstrates how restricted a 
player’s power is on the serve when not using the legs. The player hits 8 to 10 more 

Critical Cue:
As weight shifts 
from the back 
foot to both feet, 
the player pushes 
off as if jump-
ing off a diving 
board. Both feet 
should come off 
the ground 1 to 4 
inches (about 2.5 
to 10 cm).

(continued)
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serves, this time adding the lower body movement. The player notes the difference 
in power when using the legs versus not using the legs. If the player does not notice 
much difference or if the serve is actually better without the lower body movement, 
the player should experiment with the stance or rhythm of the serve. This drill can 
help identify disconnections between lower body and upper body rhythm.

Power Zone toss
Purpose: To identify the power zone for toss placement and to highlight the feel-
ing of keeping the weight back, which is necessary on all power serves.

Procedure: The player stands on the baseline with a ball but no racket. The player 
goes through the motion of serving but lets the toss drop to the ground. the 
player, coach, or partner marks this spot with a cone. If the toss lands close to a 
foot in front of the baseline, it is too far forward. Another cone is then added to 
highlight a goal location closer to the baseline. The toss and drop is repeated until 
the toss is consistently landing near the goal cone, which is in the power zone. 
The player then picks up the racket and incorporates the full serve to determine 
whether the new toss works with the full service motion. The goal cone may need 
to be adjusted, based on the feel of the serve and power generated, but the key 
is to have the toss in a position that doesn’t cause a collapse in body position or 
result in reaching too far forward.

Coaching points: Most servers like the toss slightly in front of the baseline because 
it helps them move forward through the serve and hit with more power. However, 
this can lead to servers developing a toss location that is too far in front of the 
body, hindering their ability to create power on the serve. If the server continually 
tosses the ball too far forward (approximately 1 foot, or 0.3 m, in front of the 
baseline), then the server may be losing power on the motion.

Wrist Snap Power
Purpose: To isolate the wrist snap at contact and help develop wrist strength.

Procedure: The player practices serves using a full motion but with just a plat-
form stance and no leg movement forward. The serve is accomplished through 
upper body action, while focusing just on the wrist snap to generate power. If the 
serve goes into the net, a slight upward movement of the legs can be added to 
the motion, but just enough to get the needed height to clear the net. The player 
repeats this procedure 10 times. Then, the player practices another 10 or more 
serves while including the normal leg movement, but this time with a focus or 
movement that is straight up and not out, relying on the wrist snap for power and 
placement.

Serving Fives
Purpose: To practice power techniques from the previous four drills using repeti-
tion while progressively increasing power on the serve. When players are warmed 
up and hitting balls as hard as possible, they can identify the actual level of power 
they are capable of, enhancing their ability to tap into this power when needed.

Critical Cue:
The player should 

think about the 
body staying 

behind the base-
line and using 

a contact point 
slightly in front 
of the baseline. 

The general 
location for the 

power zone toss 
is twelve o’clock, 

above and for-
ward from the 
body. This cue 

develops the 
feeling of going 

up higher for the 
contact and hit-
ting up past the 

point of contact.

No Legs (continued)
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Procedure: The server hits serves to both service boxes in sets of five and follows 
a progression of power, starting at 75 percent of maximum power for the first set 
of five, then 85 percent for the next set, and 95 percent for the next set. Then, the 
player hits two sets at 100 percent. Finally, the player hits a set of five of each 
serve type to each of the three basic locations, focusing on 90 to 100 percent 
power. The total number of serves practiced in this drill should not exceed 60. 
When repeating the drill at subsequent practices, the server should start at a 
lower power zone for any serve and location for which technique was inconsis-
tent. The server should work to maintain technique and gain consistency and then 
advance to the next power zone.

Coaching points: Serving too many balls in practice, serving too hard for long 
periods of time, or serving with poor or worn equipment can be harmful to players’ 
arms.

Specific Serve and Location Drills
When addressing the different types of serves (flat, slice, and topspin or kick) and the 
different locations (out wide, body, and T), players need to follow a progression. Players 
first need to drill the technique of hitting a particular serve to a general location, such as 
the service box.

When players are comfortable with their technique, they can introduce cone targets 
to drills to further pinpoint specific location and enhance accuracy. The cone for the 
T serve should be placed in the T corner of the service box (1 foot, or 0.3 m, from the 
midline and service line). The cone for the body serve should be placed approximately 
midway from the midline dissecting the service box in two and 2 to 3 feet (0.6 to 0.9 m) 
inside the service line. The out wide cone should be placed approximately 2 feet (0.6 m) 
from the singles sideline and 2 feet (0.6 m) inside the service line.

Players can make target practice more enjoyable by trying different variations of 
games, such as trying to hit a certain number of serves (5, 10, or 15) to a certain location. 
Players should practice their first serve and second serve, varying the locations. Players 
can work for accuracy, consistency, variety, or whatever helps them focus and keeps 
practice interesting and fun.

flat Serve (power)
Purpose: To develop the flat, power serve.

Technique practice: Refer to page 89 for a review of serving technique. For most 
power serves, the visual cue for the toss is twelve o’clock, but this may vary slightly 
from player to player. At the end position of the service motion, players need to 
check that the wrist snaps down and the fingers point directly downward in front. 
The player practices serve technique until the motion feels fluid and the serve 
arm is sufficiently warmed up. Then, the player continues the drill by progressing 
to target practice.

Target practice: The server starts on the service line and attempts to serve the 
ball in the box and have it hit the back fence. With each successful attempt, the 
server takes one step back until reaching the baseline. Once on the baseline the 
server attempts to hit a powerful flat serve that lands in the box and bounces 
once before hitting the back fence as high as possible.

(continued)
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Coaching points: Some players lean their bodies toward or away from the serve 
location. Neither is ideal. Leaning in either direction can alter the swing path, which 
makes hitting the location more difficult. Players should focus on maintaining a 
straight posture, contacting the ball in the same location each time, and they 
should use the wrist to direct the serve to the desired location. Players’ height 
can affect their ability to hit out wide. Taller players may need to use less outward 
wrist snap, needing only to change the body angle. Shorter players must contact 
the ball higher, and they must have strong upward body movement.

Slice Serve
Purpose: To develop the slice serve.

Technique practice: Refer to page 90 for a review of the technique. The player’s 
wrist snap should bring the palm down with the fingers pointing in the direction 
of the body. The player practices the serve technique until it feels fluid and rhyth-
mic and the player has properly warmed up the arm. Then the player moves on to 
target practice.

Target practice: The player, coach, or partner sets a cone in the deuce and ad 
service boxes (2 feet [0.6 m] from the service line and 6 inches [15.2 cm] from 
the singles line). Practice hitting 10 serves wide toward the cones so that the ball 
lands in the box and goes over the singles and doubles sidelines. Try to hit the ball 
so that it bounces into the side fence or netting.

topspin or Kick Serve
Purpose: To develop a high-bouncing serve similar to a high-bouncing topspin 
groundstroke.

Technique practice: Refer to page 90 to review the serve technique. The player 
should pay attention to the outward wrist snap; it should look and feel like throw-
ing a dart to the side. As the wrist snaps outward, the fingers settle outward in the 
general direction of the shot. The player practices the serve technique until the 
motion is fluid and the player has properly warmed up the arm. Then, the player 
continues the drill by progressing to target practice.

Target practice: The player, coach, or partner sets 2 cones on the backhand corner 
of the service boxes. On the deuce side the cone is placed 6 inches (15.2 cm) from 
the service line and center line. On the ad side, the cone is set 3 feet (0.9 m) from 
the service line and 6 inches (15.2 cm) from the singles line. The server practices 
hitting topspin or kick serves to a partner that bounce higher than the partner’s 
shoulder. Instead of hitting a return, the partner should catch the ball to show the 
server how effective the serve is.

Serve location Scoring
Purpose: To develop the ability to hit serves to different spots through a progres-
sion of targets. This drill can be performed using any of the serves.

Procedure: The player aims at three locations (out wide, middle, and service T) 
in each service box. The locations may be marked in the service box by using 

Flat Serve (Power) (continued)
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additional tennis balls or targets. The player starts serving to one location on the 
deuce side and plays an entire standard scoring game serving to that target. If the 
player misses the first serve to the desired target, the player must use a second 
serve to the same location. If either serve makes it in the target area, the player 
goes up 15-love in the game. If the player double-faults or doesn’t hit the target 
area, then the player goes down love-15. The player should follow this pattern of 
trying to hit in the same location for a game, then move to the next target on the 
deuce side and then the next, until the player is ready to serve on the ad side.

Variation: The player can add realism and pressure to this drill by playing against 
an opponent. Servers alternate for every point. If the server hits the target area, 
the server gets the point and goes up 15-0. If the server misses both serves, the 
other player gets the point, and the server is down 0-15. After one player goes up 
or down in the game, the second server repeats the same process; if they make 
one of their serves, they will either go up 30-0 if the first player missed their 
serves or 15-all if the first server was successful. When one player wins this game, 
the players play the next game to the next target area. Players can play a set in 
this fashion. This drill is useful for coaches needing to drill a group of players 
because it can accommodate four players (two on one side and two on the other) 
and be part of a rotation.

Serving a Game of Pig
Purpose: To practice serves under pressure. This drill works on all types of serves 
and placement.

Procedure: Two players use cones or balls to divide each service box into three 
quadrants. The players spin a racket to determine who serves first. The server 
calls out the type of serve and its location in the service box (such as wide slice 
serve). If the server hits the spot called with the type of serve called, then the 
second player must duplicate the serve. If the server does not serve the desig-
nated serve or does not serve to the designated spot, the serve goes to the other 
player. On the first miss, servers earn the letter P. On the next miss, they get an I 
and on another miss they get a G. The first player to spell P-I-G is out.

return Drills
The following progression of drills works through the characteristics identified for a great 
return. These drills start from basic and progress to advanced drills. First the drills work 
on vision or tracking the ball, then answering with power, and finally progressing into 
drills to learn and fine tune the different returns. For players to be their best, they must 
learn and practice all of the following return techniques and scenarios through drilling:

1.	 Vision	drills	to	tune	into	tracking	cues	and	preparatory	techniques

2.	 Power	 drills	 to	 work	 on	 movement	 and	 acceleration	 for	 setting	 up	 and	 hitting	
through	the	zone	for	increased	power	and	depth

3.	 Specific	return	drills	to	work	on	consistency,	accuracy,	and	variety

4.	 Live	ball	drills	to	develop	and	test	players’	return	skills	in	pressure	situations
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Vision Drills
A returner’s vision drives the body and hand out to the ball. A player’s ability to see the 
oncoming ball and ability to read the server’s motion both contribute to good, strong 
contact with the ball. If the player can get an early read on the server’s serve or target, 
then the player can begin to take the advantage away from the server. The following drills 
are designed to help the player develop and improve vision and ball tracking skills. If a 
player can track a serve early enough, then the player has a greater ability to be aggres-
sive. Before performing these drills, the player should review the tracking technique 
information in chapter 5.

Billy Ball
Purpose: To develop tracking skills and movement to the ball.

Procedure: The player and a coach or partner set up in any location on the court 
that allows enough space for the coach or partner to be about 3 feet (0.9 m) away 
from the player in a diagonal location. The positioning should simulate the posi-
tion of a server and a returner set up in the normal return position. The coach or 
partner holds out a ball at various angles in the direction of the returner, simulat-
ing the starting path of different serves. Zeroing in on the ball’s movement, the 
player split steps and moves to the ball, focusing on quick and precise movement. 
After each ball, the player moves back to the starting position and prepares for 
the next move.

Variation: The coach or partner can toss the ball in different directions instead of 
holding it. The player can catch the ball or make easy contact with a racket.

Short Court to Backcourt
Purpose: To work on tracking skills over increasing distances. This drill also aids 
the tracking of overheads because the shots also come from the service line.

Procedure: A coach or partner serves balls lightly crosscourt from the service line 
to the opposite service box. The player stands on the service line and returns the 
balls crosscourt. The player should focus on tracking the ball and moving to the 
ball’s path as quickly as possible, then soundly execute the shot. After returning 
8 to 10 balls, the player moves back 3 to 5 (0.9 to 1.5 m) feet and takes another 
8 to 10 balls. This pattern continues until the player reaches the baseline. With 
each new location, longer focus is needed to track the ball and attune to the dif-
ferences in trajectories and spins on deeper balls. The drill is repeated with the 
player returning down the line.

Variation: The coach or partner can hit harder serves to simulate the pace of a real 
serve. The returner can then focus on the tracking and technical skills needed for 
increasing amounts of acceleration on the ball.

Power Drills
The ability to create a power return depends on three factors: movement to the ball, 
stroke preparation, and acceleration at contact. A strong move with the outside leg is the 
primary step in a successful return. The number of steps needed after the primary step 
depends on a player’s movement skills as a returner and the speed of the serve. The goal 
of any movement on any return is for the returner to maintain balance and prepare for 
the serve with the eyes and the body. The loading step drills in chapter 3 and the drills 
that follow are essential for developing the desired movement and loading for the return.
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Compact Movement
Purpose: To practice the forward movement or flow needed when returning for 
power.

Procedure: The player takes position for completing returns from the baseline 
and then sets up three cones in a triangle: one cone 3 feet (0.9 m) directly in front 
of the player and two cones slightly to either side and 2 feet (0.6 m) in front of the 
player. The front cone marks the player’s movement forward to execute the return 
shot, and the side cones mark the player’s outside leg movement to either the 
forehand or the backhand side. The player assumes the ready position. A coach 
or partner serves different serves (flat, slice, and topspin or kick) in sets of 5 to 
10 from the service line on the opposite side of the court. Within each set, the 
coach or partner serves to each of the three locations (out wide, body, and T). The 
player returns the serves to the target location specified by the coach or partner. 
The player focuses on the cones for a visual target of the direction for desired 
forward flow and the compact feel of the movement. The types of serves and the 
return locations should be specified before the drill begins. When the player has 
mastered this version, additional sets should randomize the serves and return 
locations to give the returner more realistic practice.

Coaching points: Compact movement keeps the body loaded and balanced, 
creating more power on the return. The compact feel comes from maintaining a 
good athletic stance.

takeback and look
Purpose: To coordinate preparation and body movement with the bouncing of the 
ball off the serve so the returner is positioned for an aggressive and powerful 
return.

Procedure: The player gets in the ready position to return serves from the base-
line. A coach or partner serves balls in sets of 10 from the baseline. As soon as 
the server hits the ball, the player takes the racket back and prepares the body to 
contact the oncoming ball. When the ball bounces, the player stops all movement 
(as best as possible) and quickly checks body and racket positioning. The returner 
specifically checks that the racket preparation is set and the body is in balance 
and poised for a return. The server varies the location of the serves and uses dif-
ferent types of serves, allowing the returner to recover between serves to get 
ready for the next serve. After practicing this drill for 3 to 5 minutes, the returner 
can then begin to execute returns for an additional 3 to 5 minutes.

Variation: To increase the difficulty, the server can move to the service line. The 
server needs to slow down the pace of the serve initially to allow the returner to 
adjust. Then, then the pace can gradually increase. In this version, the faster pace 
makes the player prepare earlier and more quickly.

return and release technique
Purpose: To develop the arm extension used on the return.

Procedure: The player gets in the ready position to return serves from the base-
line. A coach or partner stands at the service line and serves different types of 
serves (flat, slice, and topspin or kick) to the three different locations (out wide, 

(continued)
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body, T). On each return, after making contact with the ball, the player practices 
the follow-through by releasing the racket immediately into the other hand at the 
end of the extension. (Refer to the Release Technique drill on page 59.) On the 
forehand side, the nondominant arm catches the racket in front of the body with 
the butt cap facing toward the net and the coach. The racket head should be flat. 
For the two-handed backhand return, the player should extend through contact 
and then hold the extension position at the follow-through. The racket position 
should point toward the server. Although the normal follow-through is out and 
across the opposite shoulder, holding the extension position emphasizes the use 
of the arms.

Coaching points: The position of the server on the service line tests the returner’s 
ability to use a quicker or abbreviated takeback and release from a ball hit with 
more pace. The arm extension greatly enhances depth on returns and provides a 
platform where acceleration and wrist snap can be added for an aggressive strike 
on the ball that results in a powerful return.

return acceleration and Wrist Snap
Purpose: To develop the acceleration of the wrist snap that adds speed and top-
spin so that return shots bounce irregularly or out of an opponent’s strike zone.

Procedure: The player stands on the service line and receives serves from a coach 
or partner who is positioned on the opposite service line. The coach or partner 
serves balls to the returner at a medium pace. The player hits 10 returns to a 
predetermined location. Then, the player moves back 3 steps and returns another 
10 serves. Finally, the player moves back to the baseline and returns another 10 
serves.

Coaching points: The returns from the service line require a quicker takeback 
and greater acceleration through the ball with extra emphasis on the wrist 
snap to finish the shot. The deeper location returns need the same quickness 
of preparation, but they require normal depth on the takeback to generate more 
power. While moving back, the player should continue to focus on maintaining the 
acceleration that was needed to return balls at the service line.

Specific Return Drills
The strength of the aggressive flat or topspin return, the slice, and block returns from the 
three return locations (inside baseline, on baseline, and behind the baseline) determines 
whether the return is considered offensive, neutralizing, or defensive. Specific return 
drills give the player the opportunity to zero in and improve on a particular return. The 
ability to execute a variety of returns is vital to the player’s overall game. If used properly, 
it can make the player a tough opponent.

Because the technique for the return can be similar to that for a groundstroke, espe-
cially on a slow-paced serve, players should master the techniques and targets with their 
groundstrokes (using the drills in chapter 3) to create a foundation for adapting these 
shots for the return. For faster-paced serves, players should use an abbreviated prepa-
ration. Returning serves requires a change in timing and some tweaks to technique and 
positioning to deal with the increased pace and different trajectories and angles of a 
serve (coming from full extension above the server’s head).

Return and Release Technique (continued)
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Where the player hits the return determines what ball the player faces next. To keep a 
server from getting into a rhythm, it’s important to have a variety of returns to keep the 
server guessing as to what shot is coming back. Players should aim to hit their returns 
so that they can hit their weapon next or so that they are able to use a tactic they like 
to gain strength in the point. Each type of return has a specific location that works best, 
but the realistic goal is to hit a return that pushes the opponent back or off the court and 
allows the player to start the point off on a positive note. Crosscourt returns are mainly 
hit flat or with topspin; topspin, flat, and slice returns are mainly hit through the middle; 
and drives and slices are mainly hit down the line.

1.	 Offensive returns.	The	two	popular	offensive	returns	used	in	today’s	game	are	
the	 aggressive	 flat	 return	 and	 the	 aggressive	 topspin	 return.	 The	 goal	 of	 both	
returns	is	the	same:	to	push	an	opponent	back	in	the	court	or	pull	a	player	off	the
court.	These	returns	should	be	hit	for	depth	and	with	power,	and	they	are	most	
effective	when	played	from	in	front	of	the	baseline.	They	can	be	hit	crosscourt,	
down	the	line,	or	down	the	middle,	but	the	optimal	ending	location	is	crosscourt	
because	of	the	larger	area	to	execute	the	shot.

2.	 Neutralizing returns.	 These	 returns	 are	 not	 quite	 offensive	 but	 not	 quite	
defensive.	A	player	hits	a	neutralizing	return	to	stay	even	off	the	return	or	to	not	
give	a	server	an	easy	next	ball.	This	return	is	usually	played	as	a	slice	shot,	but	
can	also	be	played	with	topspin	from	the	baseline	or	slightly	behind	it.	The	player	
focuses	 on	 forward	 movement,	 but	 doesn’t	 have	 the	 same	 go-for-it	 mentality	
used	on	the	offensive	returns.	The	optimum	location	for	the	neutralizing	return	is	
down	the	middle	to	make	it	hard	for	the	opponent	to	create	any	sort	of	angle	with	
pace	off	the	shot.

3.	 Defensive returns.	These	returns	are	used	to	get	the	ball	back	in	the	court	to	a	
location	that	will	not	give	the	server	an	easy	put	away.	The	shots	a	player	can	hit	
are	the	block	return,	which	has	little	or	no	spin,	and	the	slice	for	when	a	player	
is	slightly	out	of	position	and	reaching.	This	return	should	be	used	primarily	to	
hit	down	the	middle	and	down	the	 line	to	create	 less	angle	and	options	for	the	
server’s	next	shot.	The	returner	can	maximize	this	return	 if	able	to	hit	 it	 to	the	
server’s	weakness.	This	return	is	usually	hit	from	just	behind	the	baseline	or	even	
farther	back	behind	the	baseline.

The following drills can help players work on each of the different return options. These 
are working drills, or no-frills drills, because the player works on a part of the game. If any 
of the players struggle with poor execution, they should continue working on that return 
until they feel comfortable and before the coach or partner moves on to another serve. 
Players should drill all of the returns using the forehand and backhand.

aggressive Flat or topspin return
Purpose: To develop a penetrating aggressive return to any location.

Technique practice: The returner stands on the baseline in the normal return posi-
tion, and the coach or partner stands on the service line on the opposite side of 
the court. The coach hits a few warm-up serves to the returner, and then the pace 
increases as the drill progresses. The coach or partner starts with flat serves hit 
toward the returner’s forehand and backhand. After the returner has established 

(continued)
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a rhythm, the server serves slice and kick serves to their locations (out wide and 
T). For the aggressive flat return, the returner focuses on forward movement to 
meet the ball and on hitting it flat or with a little topspin, low over the net, and 
deep toward the baseline. The server serves 5 to 10 repetitions for each serve and 
location, altering slightly if the returner has trouble with a particular serve or 
location.

Coaching points: The amount of power a player can generate on the return is 
key to hitting successful aggressive flat or topspin returns. As a result, a player’s 
preparation is vital. In this drill with the server at the service line, the player 
develops a faster preparation because the serve arrives quickly. When moving 
back to the baseline, the returner should maintain the faster preparation, allowing 
for focus on adding more power. The power on this return is generated in part by 
the pace on the serve, so the returner must time the return to maintain the pace 
of the shot. To help with timing, players should master this shot (flat or topspin) 
in their groundstrokes before trying to establish it on the return.

Target practice: Players place the target cones and have the coach or partner serve 
from the baseline. For each location, the wrist snap and arm extension needs to 
accelerate and finish toward the target. For crosscourt, the player should focus 
on making contact early (before the front foot) and hitting around or over the 
outside of the ball. For down the middle, the player should hit with a slightly later 
contact point that is closer to the front foot. For down the line, the player should 
hit with a later contact point and with a more open racket to create a higher tra-
jectory to clear the higher net down the line.

neutralizing return Drill
Purpose: To develop a consistent return that neutralizes the opponent by depth 
or placement.

Technique practice: The player stands on the baseline positioned for a return. A 
coach or partner serves balls from the service line. The pace of the serves starts 
out moderate and increases as the drill progresses. The server should vary the 
type of serve and location. The player practices moving up to the baseline to 
make the return, focusing on a longer takeback for a weaker serve and a shorter 
take back for a faster serve. The player should work on greater extension of the 
arm and a more pronounced wrist snap. For the neutralizing topspin return, the 
returner focuses on forward movement, aiming to hit a little higher over the net, 
and hitting deep in the court. For the neutralizing slice return, the returner should 
focus on keeping the ball low over the net and deep in the court.

Coaching points: The power that is generated from this return is a combination 
of the speed of the serve and good technical movement from the returner. For 
the topspin return, the key characteristic is the deep landing location (near the 
baseline). The key characteristic for the slice return is its low trajectory over the 
net and through the court that results in a low bounce (without a lot of pace) that 
forces the opponent to hit up.

Target practice: The player places the target cones and has the coach or part-
ner serve from the baseline. For each location, the wrist snap and arm extension 
need to accelerate and finish toward the target. For crosscourt returns, the player 
should focus on making contact early (before the front foot) and hitting around 
or over the outside of the ball. For down the middle returns, the player should hit 

Critical Cue:
The player should 

first focus on 
hitting aggres-

sive returns that 
would push an 

opponent back. 
Then, the player 

should focus 
on being more 

precise with the 
return location.

Aggressive Flat or Topspin Return (continued)
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with a slightly later contact point (closer to the front foot). For the neutralizing 
topspin return, the player should focus on depth and height, and for the slice, the 
player should focus on depth to keep the server behind the baseline. For down the 
line returns, the player should hit with a later contact point and with a more open 
racket to create a higher trajectory to clear the higher net down the line.

Block return
Purpose: To develop a defensive return to use when an aggressive serve, due to 
the pace, placement, or angle and height of the bounce, cannot be returned neu-
trally or aggressively.

Technique practice: The returner is positioned behind the baseline to provide more 
time and space to react to a fast-paced serve. The coach or partner starts serving 
hard from the baseline and moves up a few feet at a time toward the service line 
to force faster and faster reactions to the serve. The partner should vary the serve 
types and serve locations, serving 5 to 10 times before moving up in the court. 
The returner prepares for the shot by getting the racket head behind the level of 
the oncoming ball and moving forward if possible. The shot is blocked back, and 
the arm extends similar to a volley. The trajectory is 4 to 5 feet (1.3 to 1.5 m) over 
the net, and the returner should try to place the ball deep in the court. The player 
should practice making the return from the baseline (optimal location), focusing 
on a shorter takeback, greater extension of the arm, and a firmer wrist.

Coaching points: Some players prefer to hit aggressively on every return, but this 
type of return should be used when a player did not get a good read on the serve 
or when the serve is effective. Placing a conservative return back in the court is 
better than executing an aggressive shot from a defensive position that results in 
an error. Returning from behind the baseline, the player has space for a great deal 
of movement, enough sometimes to run around a shot, take a longer backswing 
and swing (normal groundstroke swing), and use maximum wrist snap. The pace 
on this return is generated mostly by movement and the normal groundstroke 
swing (rather than the pace of the ball).

Target practice: The player places the target cones on the court. The angle and 
lack of pace of the crosscourt location gives the opponent many options, so 
unless the crosscourt location is the server’s weakness, it is not used. For down 
the line, the player hits with a later contact point (more over the front foot) and 
with a more open racket face to create a higher trajectory to clear the higher net 
down the line. The follow-through is similar to an extended volley technique.

Coaching points: As the server moves up, placing the return becomes difficult and 
the blocking aspect of the drill becomes more prevalent. However, players should 
strive to continue the goal of trying to place the block because doing so provides 
a better chance to stay in the point.

return location
Purpose: To learn to recognize when to hit each type of return based on serve-
receive location.

Procedure: The coach or partner hits serves from the normal serving position on 
the baseline to the player standing in the normal return position. The server hits 
a variety of serves (flat, slice, and topspin or kick serves). After 5 to 10 returns 
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at the normal position, the player moves behind the baseline, on the baseline, or 
inside the baseline as dictated by the players success rate on each type of serve. 
The server serves 5 balls each to the T, the body, and the out wide locations. The 
returner focuses on hitting returns from the different locations near the base-
line: offensive from in front of the baseline, neutralizing from on the baseline, 
and defensive from behind the baseline. The player receives 1 point for each ball 
returned from the correct court position. The server can help judge the position of 
the return to determine each point. Players practice to 10 points.

Coaching points: This drill helps returners understand the potential benefits of each 
return location. For example, a kick serve may be easier to return from a defensive 
position to avoid the high bounce. Plus, a player may have greater success returning 
inside the baseline and may want to adopt a more offensive return.

Cricket
Purpose: To develop consistency in returning to a specific location, regardless of 
whether the return is defensive, neutralizing, or offensive.

Procedure: The coach or partner hits serves from the normal serving position on 
the baseline to the returner, who stands in the normal return position. The server 
hits serves using a variety of serves (flat, slice, and topspin or kick serves). The 
returner must make a return to each location (crosscourt, down the middle, and 
down the line) from each possible return position (in front of the baseline, on the 
baseline, and behind the base line).

live Ball Drilling
The next progression in drilling is to pit server versus returner. This live ball setup will 
further develop players’ skills by testing them in different pressure situations. In a match 
setting, the server wants to be confident in the effectiveness of the serve and ability to 
hold serve. On the other hand, the returner wants to be aggressive or at least neutral-
izing in the location and type of return with a goal of breaking serve. The following drills 
help the player continue to practice the techniques and targets from the different serves 
and returns with the added advantage of an opponent, who acts as a barometer for the 
player’s progress in these areas.

target
Purpose: The server develops a serve that disrupts a returner’s game plan. The 
returner practices executing the return to the desired location, regardless of the 
type of serve.

Procedure: The returner and server designate one or more locations for the 
returner to hit regardless of the serve. The returner sets up cones in the target 
area or areas. The server and returner then play games in which the server hits 
a variety of serves to different locations. If the returner makes the return to the 
target area, the returner receives a score of 15-0; if the server forces the returner 
to miss the intended location, the server gets a score of 15-0. Only the serve and 
return are played in this game; the point is not played out. Players can play a set 
in this fashion or play points to 11 or 15.

Return Location (continued)
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variety
Purpose: The server improves accuracy while determining the possible return 
options. The returner adds variety to the return game.

Procedure: Two players play points, consisting of only a serve and return, in which 
the server hits to only one location: out wide, into the body, or down the T. The 
players determine the most likely return location or percentage play (see page 
188 in chapter 10 for help) and then agree on acceptable alternative returns or 
locations. Off the serve, the returner tries to hit an agreed upon return to a prede-
termined location. The server gets a point if the returner produces an error (hits 
the return out wide or into the net). The returner gets a point if an alternative 
return is played. No point is earned if the returner produces a shot to the expected 
location. The first player to 7 wins.

Coaching points: The server’s goal is to maintain accuracy, consistency, and 
effective technique while mentally cataloguing the types of returns coming back 
off that serve. The returner’s goal is to maintain consistency while mixing up the 
return game just enough to score points and keep the server from winning.

Second Serve Game
Purpose: The server practices the second-serve situation and learns to win points 
without the big first serve. The returner practices focusing on aggressively attack-
ing a second serve.

Procedure: Two players play a game to 11; the server can only use one serve. When 
playing this game the server can use any serve desired, but it is better to focus on 
a particular location each time. The returner practices hitting aggressive attack-
ing returns off a variety of different types of second serves.

Coaching points: The main point of emphasis here is the fact that the server has 
one serve. The server’s tendency will be to hit the one serve to a comfortable 
location. However, to learn to rely on different serves in crucial situations, the 
server should try to develop different serves and hit them to different locations.

First- and Second-Serve Plus-Minus Game
Purpose: The server practices making effective first and second serves. The 
returner practices hitting effective returns off both the first and second servers.

Procedure: The server hits a first serve and a second serve to the same box (deuce, 
ad). Each serve is considered a point. If the server wins both the first and second 
serve to the same side, then the server receives a plus 1 score. If the returner wins 
1 of the 2 points, the score does not change. If the server loses both points, the 
server receives a score of minus 1. The server tries to get plus 5, and the returner 
tries to get the server to minus 5. When the returner plays this game, the goal is 
to neutralize the first serve without overhitting and put as much pressure as pos-
sible on the server’s second serve.

Coaching points: With two evenly matched players, this drill can be challenging. 
While performing this drill, the returner will quickly highlight a couple of key 
points for the server: The server can’t win this game without a high first-serve 
percentage or with a weak second serve.
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Break, no Break Game
Purpose: To focus the server’s ability to hold serve and the returner’s ability to 
break serve in pressure situations.

Procedure: One player serves, and the other returns. Players flip a coin or spin a 
racket to see which player serves first. Using normal scoring, up to three full games 
are played. The goal of the server is to hold serve, in order to focus on breaking 
the next game. The goal of the returner is to break serve. A win is awarded when 
a player holds serve after breaking an opponent. If both players continue to win 
their service games or there is no hold after a break, then the competition can 
keep going as is or it can switch to a tiebreaker format, in which a break, no break 
format is used for points instead of games.

Coaching points: This drill highlights the mental ebbs and flows of the server and 
returner. The mental shift needed from trying to break an opponent to holding 
serve can be challenging. The tendency for many players is to relax after breaking 
their opponent’s serve and then not pay proper attention to their own serve. Also, 
good tennis players adjust when they are down; the idea that a player may go 
down a break is threatening.

Goalie Game
Purpose: To learn to return serves from every part of the court.

Procedure: The returner starts deep behind the baseline. The coach or partner 
serves from the service line on the other side of the net. The game is played to 
5 points. The server is trying to score with an ace or service winner. The goalie, 
or the service returner, is trying to make five saves, or returns. For every return 
made, the returner steps forward and attempts to make a save from the new spot.

Coaching points: The returner should work to measure the returns with shorter 
and shorter backswings when stepping closer toward the net.
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S
ome people think all it takes to be a good tennis player is a good serve, return, 
forehand, and backhand. However, an all-court player needs a good net game, 
too. Net play means the ability to finish the point at the net. The ability to transi-
tion to the net effectively, hit a beautiful volley down the line to set up an easier 

volley, or hit a drop volley adds another challenge yet also another dimension to the 
player’s game. Effectively playing and controlling the net takes a great deal of nuance 
and athletic ability. Learning the net game requires instinct, positioning, and confidence.

Successfully coming to the net requires the player to want to be at the net, to like the 
excitement of hitting at a quicker pace, and to enjoy the thrill of putting a volley away. 
Although developing net play gives players many more options to win points and adds a 
great deal of variety to their game, it encompasses a part of the court that can be intimi-
dating in the beginning. Improving in this area takes trial and error; players need a thick 
skin and should not worry about getting passed. Players should think about the shots 
associated with net play and envision how to use them in the overall vision for their game.

Modern professional tennis does not have many serve-and-volley style players any-
more. It is an excellent strategy for finishing off points, but transitioning to the net after 
a serve has become more difficult in today’s game. Tennis is based mainly on ground-
strokes, and modern technology has provided more powerful rackets, which means 
more powerful swings and more powerful returns.

This chapter introduces the shots associated with transitioning to the net, the differ-
ent types of volleys and overhead shots, the techniques for hitting those shots correctly, 
and the strategies in which they are used. Chapter 9 provides the drills for maximizing 
performance and establishing a complete player.

Developing the Net Game
Imagine having only one way to win points and how much harder a player would have to 
work a point in order to win it. When in a groundstroke rally, a basic goal for the player 
is to try to get the opponent to hit a short ball. What a player decides to do once getting 
a short ball or a weak shot, and how well that player plays the net, dictate that player’s 
overall success. Most tennis players of a similar playing level can trade groundstrokes 
with an opponent, so the ability to transition effectively to the net and put away a volley 
can set them apart. The net play shots that a player needs to develop for a well-rounded 
game are the approach shots (including the swinging volley), the standard volleys, and 
the overheads.

No matter how often a player transitions to the net, an effective net game can make 
a big difference in the success of the player’s game style. When developing a net game, 
a player should first understand his or her strengths in net play (e.g., a good approach 
shot, volley, or overhead) and consider his or her overall on-court personality (on the 
continuum of ultra-aggressive to aggressive to not very aggressive). Then, the player can 
decide what role the net can play in strategies for success.

Players should first learn the net play shots specific to their style of play. The aggres-
sive baseline style uses the following shots: normal aggressive groundstroke approaches; 
sometimes the backhand slice, swinging volley, and standard volleys that are put away; 
and powerful, well-placed overheads. The all-court and serve-and-volley styles share 
a repertoire that includes aggressive groundstroke approach shots, slices, on-the-rise 
approach shots, volleys, and the overhead hit for placement. The defensive and rallying 
baseline styles use normal groundstroke approach shots, the slice, the standard volley, 
and, depending on the shot, the placement overhead or power overhead.

Players should improve or develop the shots for their style of play to make their game 
more complete. After those shots are developed, players should then look to add new 
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net play shots that could enhance or change the game style. For example, an aggressive 
baseline player who has perfected his shots may want to incorporate volleying off the 
serve. If he is successful, this aggressive baseline player may become more of an all-
court player.

Net Play and Styles of Play
Each game style uses the net game differently. The rallying baseline player and the 
defensive player generally come to the net only when the opponent has hit a short ball. 
As a result, their use of net play is infrequent, and so these styles are not discussed in 
detail here.

•	 Aggressive baseline style. This game style is built on power groundstrokes and 
trying to finish off the point with a groundstroke. The aggressive baseline player’s 
net play consists of the player moving in the court and hitting a swinging volley or 
running to the net to hit a volley or overhead into the open court. It is strategic, but 
it is not strategic volleying. In other words, this style does not focus on a succession 
of potential volleys that need to be placed strategically. Instead, it focuses on finish-
ing off a point.

Although he is a net rusher, Rafael Nadal makes the most of every trip he takes 
to the net. Nadal’s net play usually happens when he has exhausted an opponent in 
a long, punishing rally, and he finally gets the attackable short ball. He knows where 
and how to play his volley. His volleys are not spectacular, but he places them in 
locations that give him the best chance to win. Nadal occasionally hits swinging 
volleys, but most of his approach shots are on punishing groundstrokes, where his 
first volley makes a major impact. Kim Clijsters also makes sporadic trips to the 
net, but when she transitions forward, she hits a winner. Her swinging volley, which 
is strong on both the forehand and backhand, is an extension of her groundstrokes 
just inside the baseline. She moves in fast after recognizing that an opponent is in 
trouble. She may play one volley to set up a second volley that she can more effec-
tively put away.

•	 All-court play. Players using this style use strategic volleying and net play to round 
out their game. The all-court player may develop different strategies or plays that 
she consistently uses to come to the net. This player gets a feel throughout the 
match as to whether she needs to transition to the net more or less depending on 
the success of the groundstrokes. Roger Federer uses his net play to show off the 
classic all-court play style. He can serve and volley, he can use approach shots, and 
he takes chances. His athleticism gives him the ability to play all types of volleys 
effectively and complements his great groundstroke game. Federer epitomizes 
the all-court play style by consistently making his volleys, by accurately placing his 
volleys, and by being able to hit a variety of volleys.

•	 Serve-and-volley style. With the exception of Taylor Dent, the traditional 
serve-and-volley play on every serve is no longer used on the professional circuit. 
However, the serve-and-volley approach is useful as a surprise tactic for breaking 
an opponent’s rhythm or as a tactic of variety. The player hits a serve and sneaks 
in for the volley. This strategy works very well when a player is not known to be a 
serve-and-volley style player. It is a great way to gain momentum.

The serve-and-volley style player who uses this tactic more frequently gets accus-
tomed to being at the net and needs to be a strategic server. The approach is usually 
set up after a couple of rallies back and forth, so the player approaching uses ground-
strokes to transition. The volley off the serve depends on the strength of the serve. If 
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the player comes in occasionally, one of the best ways to serve and volley effectively 
is to hit a serve out wide and come to the net. Players often use the kick serve to the 
backhand as a successful serve-and-volley tactic to open up the court for the volley or 
the serve to the T to maximize power and create less angle on the return.

Approach Shots
The main shot a player uses to transition to the net is the midcourt approach shot. The 
goal of using the approach shot is to put the player in the best possible position either 
to win the point with the approach itself or to hit a good volley or overhead, depend-
ing on the opponent’s reply. A good approach shot keeps the opponent in a defensive 
position by surprising the opponent with shot selection or the location of the approach. 
An approach shot is usually played deep in the court with a low shot or higher, heavier 
ball, but it can also be played short or off the court to break up an opponent’s rhythm 
or to expose a weakness. The shot a player chooses depends on that player’s favorite 
approach, the location of the opponent, and the opponent’s movement.

The approach shots are played as variations of the baseline forehand or backhand, 
using a range of no spin to extreme topspin. The forehand approach shots are usually hit 
flat or with topspin. At times, the slice can be used. The one-handed backhand approach 
can be hit with any of the three spins: flat, slice, or topspin. The two-handed backhand 
approach is hit flat or with topspin. However, it is advisable to develop a one-handed 
approach for more variety. The approach shots also use a shortened, measured back-
swing that adjusts to the location, height, and speed of the incoming ball.

Grips, Stance, and Movement
Players should use the Eastern or semi-Western grip to hit the 
forehand approach shots and their preferred backhand grip 
for the flat and topspin backhand approach shots. For the slice 
approach shot, they should use the Continental or Eastern back-
hand grip.

For the topspin approach shot, players can use an open, 
closed, or neutral stance (front leg in line with back leg; see figure 
7.1) if they are close to the approach shot or a more open stance 
if they are farther away from the ball or if that is their preference. 
For a swinging volley approach, the stance would be open and 
in some cases closed if that is preferred. This approach is taken 
out of the air, so good timing and technique are required. The 
stance for the slice approach is mainly closed but it can be open 
if the player is a little out of position.

A player’s movement to the ball is an integral part of the tech-
nical success of transitioning to the net. The player’s movement 
allows for getting in the best possible position for the next shot 
and hitting it with the best possible technique. Poor movement 
to the ball can create a breakdown in the stance or prohibit the 
player from achieving a stance at all, which can greatly limit the 
success of the shot.

From the baseline, the player should push off the split step 
using the outside leg and try to move as quickly as possible. The Figure 7.1 Neutral stance.
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first steps should be big and explosive so that the player has time to adjust with little 
steps at the end of the movement to be balanced for the shot. As the player runs forward, 
the player picks out an area about 3 feet (0.9 m) in front of the approximate location of 
the contact point and quickly turns the hips to shuffle forward and make the necessary 
adjustment steps to get into the stance and hit the shot. The goal is to get into position 
so that the feet and body are positioned approximately sideways or perpendicular to the 
net.

An approach shot that requires more movement may prohibit the player from getting 
the full hip turn. In that case, the player should try to get some measure of a hip turn to 
help adjust the legs for the shot. An approach shot hit on a dead run may prevent any 
hip turn. In this situation, the player should try to use good hands and any measure of 
adjustment for balance in the legs to hit the shot.

Stroke Technique
The approach shot can be hit either on the forehand or backhand side with topspin, as 
a slice, or as a flat shot. This shot is usually hit from anywhere inside the baseline. To 
execute a successful transition shot, the player should visually split the court into thirds 
while aiming the shot. Most approach shots are hit to the outer thirds, particularly down 
the line, which gives the player optimum positioning, but the middle third can also be 
used as a tactic on the approach shot. The player should minimize the angle of the pass-
ing shot.

Preparation and Backswing
To be consistently effective, the transition shot needs good leg loading. The legs move 
forward with small adjusting steps and begin to load just before the player strikes the 
ball. The player loads by getting underneath the ball accord-
ing to the type of approach shot to be hit. The player is a little 
lower if balanced for a topspin approach (to provide more spin) 
and slightly less so if hitting a flatter ball. At the same time, the 
shoulders and trunk turn sideways to the net (see figure 7.2). 

The backswing is a normal groundstroke, but if the player is 
slightly out of balance or the ball has a lot of topspin, the player 
should shorten the swing. On the slice approach, it is advisable 
to get the racket behind the level of the oncoming ball and hit 
it similar to a normal groundstroke, or shorten the swing if the 
ball is difficult to handle.

Forward Swing and Contact
The body drives upward for the topspin shot but stays more 
coiled and maintains a lower balance throughout the execution 
for the slice. For the flat shot, the body starts low and maintains 
this position with a balanced movement more out toward the 
location of the shot.

For the topspin stroke the racket head is accelerated (low 
to high). For the slice, the player could either block it deep (flat 
ball) or cut in a high-to-low fashion. The contact zone for the 
approach is a touch farther away from the body than for the 
groundstroke. The topspin approach is contacted a bit in front 
of the normal groundstroke. The contact for the slice is slightly 
behind the front knee.

Figure 7.2 Proper preparation for an 
approach shot.
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Just before the contact for the backhand slice, the back foot starts to go behind the 
front leg to create the carioca step. The racket head is above the wrist and slightly opens 
for the slice. At impact for a topspin shot, the racket head is low and the racket face is 
slightly closed (see figure 7.3).

Follow-Through
For the topspin transition shot, the normal groundstroke motion is used with a slightly 
abbreviated motion on the swing and a shorter backswing. The speed of the racket head 
should increase as the player directs the ball toward the target (see figure 7.4). On the 
backhand transition shot, if a player chooses to hit a slice, the player should accelerate 
the racket head speed with a goal to knife the ball with underspin, causing it to skid and 
stay low. The swing path for both shots follows a high-to-low, down and across move-
ment (see figure 7.4).

Using Approach Shots
It is important that the player develop a variety of shots, using both the forehand and 
backhand and a variety of spins and locations. (For more on spins and locations, see 
chapter 1.)

Block Approach
The block approach can be used as a forehand or backhand, although less effectively as 
a two-handed backhand. The approach is similar to the slice approach, but without the 
slice imparted on the ball. This shot is a good shot for seniors and players learning how 
to approach, but it is used more out of necessity today when the player is late getting to 
the ball. 

Figure 7.3 Body position just prior to 
contact.

Figure 7.4 Topspin transition shot.
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How The player takes the racket back with a quarter turn and sets up similar to the 
slice, trying to get the racket head level with the oncoming ball. The player pushes the 
ball flat and deep into the court in a straightforward fashion. The shot goes to the deep 
portion of the court with a slightly higher trajectory than the slice. The shot uses the 
attack point of contact and the midlevel strike zone.

Where This shot is hit from inside the baseline, either midway between service line 
and baseline or closer in toward the service line. This shot is hit deep in the court (behind 
midway between the service line and baseline down the line). This shot can also be 
placed shorter in the court to draw an opponent toward the net. Location is important 
with this shot because this ball has little spin and may be easier for an opponent to hit.

When This approach is mainly used when a player doesn’t have enough time to get set 
up for a topspin or slice approach, but the player still feels as though it is advantageous 
to transition to the net. This shot can also be hit as a block shot when the player gets out 
of position while transitioning to the net and wants to keep approaching by using this 
shot.

Aggressive Approach
The aggressive version of the approach shot is hit with the preferred groundstroke grip. 
An abbreviated takeback version could be hit with greater acceleration using the normal 
grip or a grip more toward the Eastern forehand grip. Francesca Schiavone is effective in 
using an all-court style of play that is comfortable in the backcourt and also in the mid-
court. She is not afraid to transition to the net and use an aggressive midcourt approach 
to take time away from an opponent and safely get into the net.

How This shot is most effective when it is played in the attack point of contact and in 
the midlevel strike zone. The aggressive approach shot is hit as a hard-hit groundstroke, 
but the player has moved inside the baseline to do it. The player’s goal on this approach 
shot is to make contact on the rise with an abbreviated swing and take adjustment steps 
to time the shot. So, the movement needed for this shot is usually a quick move forward, 
then some adjustment steps to help time the ball and the approach shot.

Where This shot is usually hit from around the service line. The ball generally comes 
from a crosscourt shot, so the player can hit the aggressive approach shot down the line to 
the open court and then advance forward. A player should hit this shot deep in the court, 
allowing enough time to get in the optimal volley position, which is two to three steps 
toward the net in the direction the player’s shot was just hit. In some cases, the midcourt 
approach shot can be hit crosscourt, but this depends on the path of the opponent’s 
shot and where the ball is going to land. For example, a ball hit from an opponent that 
is more angled may give the player an opportunity to go back behind the opponent on 
the midcourt approach shot. The player should be careful here because the midcourt 
approach that is not hit crosscourt well enough can lead to bad court positioning, which 
allows for an easy passing shot for the opponent (more court to pass the player on) 
down the line.

When A player usually hits this shot when the opponent is off the court or has hit 
a short or weak ball. This scenario provides an opportunity to hit a midcourt shot that 
allows the player to transition to the net more effectively. The player should hit this shot 
before the opponent has time to recover from the previous shot. This shot can be very 
effective in wrong-footing an opponent and giving the player a head start to the net. The 
most aggressive two-handed backhand is the down-the-line approach shot, mainly off 
a crosscourt backhand or inside-out forehand that lands far enough toward the middle 
of the court to make this shot in front of the baseline. (See Down-the-Line Backhand 
Approach for more information on page 138.)
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Swinging Volley
Robin Söderling and Venus Williams both use this stroke to their advantage. Söderling 
has a very powerful game with lethal groundstrokes. When he decides to transition to 
the net off a powerful groundstroke, oftentimes he gets to about halfway between the 
service line and baseline because of the effort he puts in his shot. In order to maintain his 
offense, not letting the ball drop and the opponent reset his position, Söderling comes 
forward and hits a swinging volley similar to his groundstrokes. Venus Williams moves up 
in the court so well that she can take a relatively well-hit ball from an opponent and hit a 
swinging volley to the open court or behind her opponent. This shot keeps her on offense 
and gives her an easier shot to transition to the net.

How This shot is played as a normal groundstroke with the player’s usual grip, except 
the player takes the ball out of the air. If properly prepared and enough time exists to 
execute the shot, the player can take a full swing. Or, if the player prefers, an abbreviated 
swing is possible, too. The abbreviated swing can be used to speed up the process of 
transitioning to the net when playing an opponent who moves and recovers well. If the 
player is slightly out of position but still wants to hit the shot, the player needs to use an 
abbreviated swing that is used off of a quarter turn of the shoulders. The contact point is 
a rally to attack contact point in the upper middle to high-level strike zone.

Two-Handed Shot The two-handed shot (see figure 7.5a) is very popular today 
because it is similar to a groundstroke, except it is taken out of the air. The player must 
move forward with good balance and extend the arms to accelerate in a manner that is 
similar to that for a groundstroke. 

One-Handed Shot This shot is tougher for a one-handed player (figure 7.5b) and it 
requires great timing, skill, and shoulder strength. It is hit like a normal groundstroke but 
out of the air. The player must maintain balance and extend the arm upward and outward 
with a wrist snap that is out and across the ball. To do this effectively, players should use 
the mid- to lower-level strike zones with a rally or defensive point of contact. The preferred 

Figure 7.5 The (a) two-handed backhand and (b) the one-handed forehand 
versions of the swinging volley.

A B
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stance is slightly closed to neutral, or it may be open if the player is comfortable hitting 
in an open stance with a full upper body shoulder turn. This shot can also be played as a 
high volley for a one-handed player who doesn’t have a heavy topspin shot.

Where The swinging volley is usually hit from inside the baseline in the area known 
as no man’s land: midway between the center hash mark and the alley and between 
the service line and baseline. Once seeing the opportunity, the player can step up and 
hit a ball to the open court (preferred location) or back behind the opponent to wrong-
foot the opponent. The best location for the swinging volley depends on the path of the 
oncoming ball, the strength of the opponent’s shot, the player’s court position, and the 
best location choice for execution. It can be hit deep in the court or with greater angle. 
The player should be careful not to leave openings for the opponent’s passing shot, 
which can develop as a result of a poor crosscourt approach.

When This shot can be used when the player is in a rally and recognizes an opportunity 
to step into the court and dictate play or keep an opponent running. It is really more of 
a try at a winner. The player sees the opponent in trouble hitting the shot and decides 
to sneak in and hit a regular or swinging volley out of the air to force the opponent into a 
mistake or an easier volley that the player can put away.

Slice Approach
The forehand version of this shot isn’t used much in today’s game, unless the player is 
late getting to the shot and it is the only option. Roger Federer has a great backhand slice 
approach that stays low and allows him ample time to come into the net.

How This is a one-handed shot designed to stay low and make an opponent hit 
upward. Using a Continental or slightly Eastern forehand grip, the slice approach is hit 
either aggressively on the rise or as a normal approach shot. The slice hit on the rise has 
many benefits. Taking the shot early catches the opponent off guard and the ball stays 
low and deep, giving the player extra time to get in better position at the net. The amount 
of time a player has to move forward dictates how far to take back the racket. For more 
time, the player can use a full backswing. For less time or if taking the ball on the rise, the 
player can use a shorter backswing.

The technique for the slice approach shot is similar to that for the normal ground-
stroke (see page 43). The contact point is slightly in front of where it would be for the 
normal groundstroke, especially when the player takes it on the rise. For a ball hit on the 
rise, a player uses the attack point of contact and the low- to midlevel strike zones.

Like the offensive groundstroke, the backhand slice approach uses the carioca step. 
The player must turn the shoulders to the ball (half turn when in good position and a 
quarter turn when stretched a little). The racket sets back toward the back leg and is 
positioned level with the oncoming ball. The shot is hit from high to low and extended 
outward with the arm. The carioca step gives the arm a longer extension. This shot uses 
the attack or rally point of contact and the low- to midlevel strike zone.

Where This approach is usually played near the service line and is hit down the line to 
the open court, either deep in the court or shorter in the court to surprise or wrong-foot 
an opponent. The player should use this shorter approach version when an opponent 
doesn’t like to move forward.

When The slice backhand is a great shot to use to transition to the net and take time 
away from the opponent. This shot is hit when a player sees the opportunity to attack. 
The goal of the shot is to keep it low and give the player extra time to transition to the net. 
The slice approach can also be used when a player doesn’t have enough time to swing on 
the shot, or is moving too fast through the ball to take the appropriate swing. This type of 
approach is used against speedy opponents when time is of the essence.
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Down-the-Line Backhand Approach
Robin Söderling is aggressive, so his down-the-line approach shot is meant to be hit as 
a winner. It is important to remember that even when a player hits an aggressive shot 
down the line and hopes to hit a winner, the player needs to be ready to finish off the 
point with a possible volley. This can be called a delayed approach shot because in this 
case the player is transitioning forward, and the likely volley is a swinging volley or a put-
away volley. Serena Williams uses the down-the-line approach shot very effectively. She 
goes for an aggressive shot, but her goal is to follow it in and execute a winning volley.

How The player’s preferred backhand grip is used on this shot. For maximum effect, 
players should use a more closed stance to get behind the ball. This shot can be hit on 
the rise if the player wants to take more time away from the opponent. This shot can and 
should be used as a higher, heavier ball that has a high trajectory to give the transitioning 
player more time if they are late getting to the ball.

Two-Handed Backhand This ball can be hit as a normal groundstroke if the player 
reads the oncoming ball early enough and steps into the court. The rally point of contact 
is preferred, and it is in the midlevel strike zone. The player should make a half turn if 
prepared and a quarter turn with an abbreviated takeback if the body is stretched out 
wide. The player must time the movement forward to connect with the ball on the bounce. 
The player can hit a flat drive if in proper position or with topspin if a split second longer is 
needed to transition to the correct court position. This shot is hit from midway between 
the service line and baseline and usually midway between the center and the alley and to 
the outer thirds of the court.

One-Handed Backhand The player takes an abbreviated swing on the takeback and 
tries to catch it on the rise in the low- to midlevel strike zone and at the attack point of 
contact. Players using the one-handed version often lose control when the ball is in the 
upper level strike zone. The one-handed player can drive the ball if in great position or 
use topspin to give a split second longer preparation for the volley. This player also has a 
little more range on balls hit out wide.

Where An approach is usually hit from between the service line and baseline and 
midway between the center hash mark and the alley. It should be hit deep in the court 
to allow for transition or short in the court to an opponent who doesn’t move well from 
back to front.

When The approach shot should be hit when the player gets a short ball and wants 
to transition to the net or, for a more aggressive approach, to hit a winner. This shot is 
designed to take time away from an opponent, and it gives the player a better opportunity 
to finish the point. The player should recognize the oncoming ball as short, anticipate the 
bounce, and move in aggressively with forward momentum. If the opponent is recovering 
and not in great position on the court, the player takes the approach as quickly as 
possible, giving the opponent less time to recover. If the opponent has recovered, the 
player should be more aggressive and try to hit a winner.

Volleys
After transitioning to the net, the player must be prepared to hit a volley, an overhead 
(see the Overheads section on page 145), or, if the opponent has a great lob, a despera-
tion shot (see chapter 8). Being able to volley effectively is vital to the player’s game. 
Because volleys are shots taken out of the air, they are designed to lessen the opponent’s 
reaction time and help the player advance toward the net more effectively to finish off a 
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point. All volleys require good technique, balance, and feel. The location and strength of 
a player’s volleys determine whether the player will be on offense or defense on the next 
shot.

Grips, Stance, and Movement
The Continental grip is the best grip for hitting a forehand volley. 
For the backhand volley, the player can choose the Continental or 
Eastern grip. Some players like to build a little underspin into the 
volley, so they may have a more Eastern backhand grip, which is 
especially helpful when the players are stretched out on the volley 
or hitting a low volley. The best movement preparation is the split 
step, which provides the following advantages:

•	 It allows movement in every direction.

•	 It activates the legs, preparing them to move explosively.

•	 It allows the player to make a quick cut to the ball.

Players jump into a position with the feet shoulder width apart 
and the body facing the net. More advanced players jump toward 
the path of the oncoming shot with the outside leg. Players try 
to get low by bending the knees, not the back, to get on eye level 
with the oncoming ball. Good volleying posture means the body 
is loaded lower, the knees are bent, and the chest is upright (see 
figure 7.6).

The location of the oncoming ball dictates the stance used for 
a volley. A player should step toward the direction of the shot off 
the split step, which can be to the side to get behind the ball or at 
a diagonal to cut off a more angled shot. However, if the volley is 
closer to the player, the player should move around to the ball for 
contact. 

Stroke Technique
The standard volley represents the foundational technique for all volley variations. The 
standard form of the shot is hit in the midlevel strike zone. The shot is hit as a power 
volley (going for a winner) or for placement to put a player in better position for the next 
shot. The following sections discuss the swing pattern for a great volley. This technique 
is applicable for both the forehand and backhand.

It is important to note that the preferred backhand for the standard volley is the one-
handed backhand because it gives greater reach, allowing a player to hit more shots 
effectively. If a player’s arm strength isn’t adequate, the player should use a two-handed 
backhand volley and slowly try to build up arm strength. When hitting the two-handed 
backhand volley, the player should hold the nondominant arm at the throat of the racket 
to aid the dominant arm in balance through the shot. The technique is otherwise simi-
lar, but better adjusting movements with the hands, feet, and torso are required to get 
behind a shot with a two-handed backhand volley.

Preparation and Backswing
On the one-handed backhand volley, the racket moves backward slightly in the path of 
the oncoming ball so that this preparatory movement ends to the side of the head or 
even slightly in front. The player can think of the racket position as framing the ball with 
the racket head positioned so that the player looks through the racket strings at the 
volley. By coordinating the head and eyes to be near the racket head (1 to 1.5 feet, or 

Figure 7.6 Stepping out for a 
forehand volley.
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0.3 to 0.5 m apart), the player can make an easier execution and a sharper volley. The 
body is open and facing the other side of the court or slightly turned (quarter turn; see 
figure 7.7). The elbow is comfortably to the side and positioned midway between shoul-
der height and waist height. The proper posture is balanced; the knees are bent and the 
chest is upright. The angle of the racket face is slightly open.

The setup for the two-handed backhand volley requires some adjustment to account 
for the second hand on the racket. One possible setup places the nondominant hand 
on the throat of the racket and then the nondominant hand releases as the player con-
tacts the volley. Another setup keeps the nondominant hand on the racket and uses it 
to balance the arms through contact. The nondominant hand can be placed on the grip 
next to the dominant hand or slightly higher. The two-handed backhand volley is hard to 
execute on wide shots, so players should develop a one-handed backhand volley to allow 
for more reach.

Forward Swing and Contact
From a position of balance and off the split step toward the path of the oncoming ball, the 
front foot steps out diagonally using a semi-open stance. In some cases, a player may 
turn the hip and hit using a closed stance on the incoming ball (see figure 7.8). Timing 
and positioning of the front foot depend on a player’s distance from the net. A balance 
step is commonly seen on the first volley; the player steps forward while getting low to 
meet a ball in the lower-level strike zone. As the player moves closer to the net and has 
less time to react, a semi-open to open stance is a better choice.

The shoulders rotate forward, and the front elbow extends out to provide tracking and 
balance. The elbows remain slightly tucked in, but comfortable. The racket face is slightly 
open and makes contact just in front of and to the side of the player’s head. The head and 
wrist should be about 1.5 feet (0.5 m) apart. To hit a stronger volley, players should not 
completely extend the hitting elbow. This ensures that they use the hands as well as the 
body to hit the ball. Balance is important through the preparation and contact.

Figure 7.7 Forward swing on the forehand volley. Figure 7.8 Point of contact on the forehand 
volley.
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Follow-Through
The path of the racket moves forward, down, and across the 
ball. The player should rotate both shoulders forward toward 
the net when following through on the forehand volley. The 
backhand volley is just the opposite: The player strikes the 
ball with the front arm and releases the back arm toward the 
back fence, keeping the shoulders level and sideways after 
contact. The player should keep the racket head up above 
the net band after contact to be ready for the opponent’s 
response and to avoid hitting a sloppy volley.

The court surface and the phase of play influence how 
players follow through on a volley. On slower surfaces, 
such as clay, players tend to extend more through volleys. 
On quicker surfaces, such as quick indoor hard courts, a 
more abbreviated follow-through works well (see figure 
7.9). When playing an attack phase of play on an easy ball, 
a player might choose to let loose on the follow-through. A 
better option is to attack the ball with the feet and maintain 
a shorter follow-through. If a player is on the defensive in a 
doubles match and an opponent is ripping a ball right at the 
player, a shorter blocking follow-through would suffice.

Using Volleys
Developing a variety of volley shots is important. In addition to the standard volley, there 
are the high volley, lob volley, half volley, low volley, drop volley, and defensive volley. As 
with the standard volley, each variation can be hit with the forehand or backhand. The 
type of volley a player uses depends on the player’s location on the court, the strength 
of the opponent’s shot, and the offensive or defensive nature of the situation. Of course, 
the main purpose for any volley is to hit a shot that the opponent can’t get to or that gives 
the opponent less reaction time.

High Volley
Roger Federer uses the high volley well. His balance when moving forward in the court 
gives him the power and ability to hit to a strategically beneficial location. This shot 
requires feel and power, and Federer has plenty of both.

How Some players use the Continental grip on this volley while others like to get 
more of their hand behind the grip, so they choose the Eastern forehand or the Eastern 
backhand grip. To hit the high volley, a player takes the racket back a little farther so 
the butt cap of the racket is visible to the opponent. A high volley that goes deeper in 
the court shows more butt cap. The less the butt cap shows, the closer the shot gets to 
the net. The forward swing is made with a slight high-to-low movement for a flatter ball, 
but the goal of this volley is depth. A high volley with underspin is tough to execute and 
entails a more aggressive high-to-low movement through the ball.

Figure 7.9 Follow-through on the forehand 
volley.

Critical Cue:
On a high one-
handed backhand 
volley, the player 
should use a cari-
oca step, which 
helps to gener-
ate power on the 
volley by keeping 
the shoulders 
turned while 
moving forward.
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The racket face stays a little more open because the racket 
head needs to be pushed out farther than on a normal volley. 
The contact point is the rally to defensive points of contact and 
slightly farther back than the standard volley because it draws 
off the momentum of the body and the accelerating swing of the 
racket head. The ball is hit in the upper-level strike zone. The arm 
continues down across and outward to get as much depth as pos-
sible (see figure 7.10). Another version of this shot entails using a 
shorter backswing and running through the volley using forward 
momentum to accelerate the ball.

Where This shot is usually hit from the middle of the court 
between the service line and baseline in the middle third of the 
court. When deciding where to hit this volley, players should use 
the same thought process as for the approach shot: mainly to the 
outer thirds deep in the court or back through the middle to take 
away the angle of passing shots from the opponent.

When The offensive nature of this shot depends on the 
player’s skill. Players with lower-level skills find it very difficult to 
put away shots consistently. Players with higher skill levels see it 
as an opportunity to attack the high floating response and put it 
away.

Lob Volley
This shot is a combination of a volley and a lob. In doubles play, Bob Bryan and Mike 
Bryan can execute lob volleys extremely well when both of their opponents are at the net.

How On the lob volley, the racket face is slightly open, which creates the lob effect. 
This shot is hit flat or with a touch of underspin. This shot is usually deflected with a little 
backspin because the racket face is slightly open. Trying to add more underspin requires 
great skill. The shot uses the defensive point of contact and the lower- to midlevel strike 
zone. The follow-through is short; a low-to-high movement follows the path of the ball. 
Otherwise, the technique mirrors that of the standard volley.

Where This shot is usually hit from near the service line. The opponent may be 
moving forward, hoping to put the ball away or get closer for the next volley or may just 
be caught out of position.

When The lob volley is often executed in the defensive phase of play when the 
opponent is close to the net and hits a ball right at the player. The player deflects the 
opponent’s pace by opening the racket face and lobbing the ball over the opponent, 
putting the opponent on the defensive, scrambling to retrieve the lob. The lob volley can 
also be executed offensively when both the player and opponent are closing on the net 
quickly but the ball is on the player’s racket first. If able to lob volley over the opponent, 
the point belongs to the player.

Half Volley
The half volley is a shot that uses forward momentum to position the racket so the player 
can slightly block the shot or deflect it to the desired position. The half volley is unlike 
other volleys because it is not taken out of the air but off the bounce; as a result, the ball 
loses speed.

How Generally, the same grips are used for the half volley as for the standard volley. 
If a player does not have enough time to prepare, the groundstroke grip may be used. 

Figure 7.10 Follow-through for the high 
volley.
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The racket moves back with a shorter backswing (just behind the back on the side of the 
shot) while the upper body turns. The player turns sideways in a manner similar to that 
for the standard volley. Then the player hits this shot with a closed stance or, if not in 
great position, a slightly open stance. The player maintains balance in the legs and stays 
down through contact.

The racket face is open and moves forward with a sweeping motion of the arm and 
a quick acceleration of the wrist upward. It is fi rm and directs the ball to its destination. 
Players can sometimes take a bigger swing and, if time allows, add topspin to the shot. 
The shot uses the attack point of contact in the lower-level strike zone, in this case at 
ankle level, and the body weight transfers forward and slightly upward to keep balance 
and to direct the shot. Unlike for the standard volley, the follow-through for this shot is a 
low-to-high movement.

Where This shot is hit from just behind the service line to the net. The best location 
to hit the half volley is down the line and deep in the court, which keeps the ball in front of 
the player in order to be ready for the opponent’s passing shot or lob.

When The half volley is used in two scenarios. One possibility is when a player is 
approaching the net and the opponent dips a ball down to the player’s feet, where the 
player can’t effectively take the ball out of the air. Another possibility is when the player 
is hitting the ball on the baseline and does not have time to move back in the court or hit 
a proper groundstroke. In this case, the player can use a half volley to send the ball back 
over the net.

Low Volley
The low volley is a forehand or backhand volley hit below 
waist level or that has the player stretched out wide. Great 
doubles players Max Mirnyi, Daniel Nestor, and Leander 
Paes use this shot well. All of these players get down and 
stay down with their volleys until the ball has cleared the 
net.

How The player uses the Continental or Eastern 
backhand grip, although the Eastern backhand grip is 
preferable because of the natural open face it provides. 
The low volley uses little to no backswing. The racket is 
placed in the path of the oncoming shot with an open 
face (designed for height) and moves from high to low. 
The shot is hit with the knees bent and the upper body 
bent over while reaching for the shot (see fi gure 7.11). The 
knees hold their position but slowly move forward as the 
ball is hit.

Coaching Point
This shot is usually uncomfortable for players because they must 
coordinate the following issues to get the timing right: the racket in 
the right location, the shorter swing, the ball bouncing with a � at 
shot or a topspin shot, and a smooth follow-through. The half 
volley takes � nesse and good use of the hands, but it is a great 
learning tool.

Figure 7.11 Preparation for the low volley.
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The point of contact for the low volley is the attack point of contact about 1.5 feet 
(0.5 m) in front of the body. For a stretched out low volley the point of contact is about 2 
feet (0.6 m) to the side. The shot also uses the lower-level strike zone. Good balance is 
necessary, and the wrist must be firm. The follow-through is shorter, enabling the wrist 
to gain a little momentum through the swing with a low-to-high movement, and the body 
position is maintained to give balance.

Where The low volley is played primarily from around the service line toward the 
outer thirds and deep in the court. When hit to this location it allows the player enough 
time to recover and get set up for the next volley. The low volley is usually played in front 
of the body or to the side of the body. It is defensive in nature, unless the player has a 
great low volley, which then is considered more offensive.

When This volley is played as needed, such as when a player is at the net and the 
opponent hits to the player’s feet, when the ball drops below waist level, or when a player 
is stretched out wide at the net.

Drop Volley
The drop volley is hit differently than the other volleys because it is used to take the pace 
off (deflate) an oncoming shot and drop it just over the net level. Austrian player Jürgen 
Melzer is outstanding at this shot. He has great hands and, as an outstanding doubles 
player too, he has no problem getting tight into position at the net to execute this shot.

How Preparation technique is the same as for the standard volley. Then, the racket 
moves slowly to impact, and the racket face is slightly open just before contact. At 
contact, the arm slows as it comes forward and stops at contact. The shot uses the 
attack point of contact in the mid- to lower-level strike zone. The wrist makes a half turn 
downward on the backhand side and upward on the forehand side, creating more of an 
open face to give the shot some height (see figure 7.12). This action, combined with a 
softening of the grip and the stopping of the arm, causes the ball to softly drop over 

the net. Less turn of the wrist produces a flatter drop 
volley contact with the ball. The racket face moves slightly 
downward and backward (a pull back of the racket) for a 
volley hit in front. For a more advanced player, the racket 
face can move back and to the side for a drop shot that 
has a little sidespin.

Where This shot is usually hit from very near the net, 
but it can be hit anywhere from just inside the service line. 
It should be placed to land on the opponent’s side directly 
in front of the player, over the net, and inside the service 
box, or, if in good position, at an angle inside the service box 
and just landing over the net. Just as on the drop shot, the 
player aims to hit the drop volley so that it either bounces 
three to five times in the opponent’s service box or so that 
it takes one bounce and goes off the side of the court.

When A player uses the drop volley when the 
opponent is on the baseline and the player wants to 
catch the opponent in a vulnerable position. This volley 
is very effective against any opponent, but especially 
against players who don’t like to move forward, have poor 
footwork, or lack speed.Figure 7.12 Preparation for the drop volley.
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Defensive Volley
The main reason many players fear playing the net is because they do not want their 
opponent’s best shot coming right at them. The defensive volley, an underpracticed 
shot, allows players to defend themselves at the net.

How The backhand volley is the best defensive volley. If a player first turns sideways 
to hit a forehand volley and tries to protect the body from this position, it is extremely 
difficult. If the player turns to hit a backhand volley and then tries to protect the body, the 
player is able to block any ball hit toward the head down to the feet. The contact point is 
the attack or rally contact point, depending on the player’s reaction, and the strike zone 
is in the midlevel.

Where This volley is most commonly hit from inside the service line. Players lacking 
confidence should move closer to the net because the closer they are to the net, the 
greater the likelihood that when they block their opponent’s ripped shot it will go back 
over the net successfully for a winner.

When Anytime a ball is hit directly at the body.

Overhead Shots
The overhead shot is designed to be a power shot, and players use it to put away a 
defensive shot or a poorly executed offensive shot. The overhead shot should be strong 
because the motion is similar to the serve, which gives players plenty of practice with the 
technique. The overhead is a reflection of a player’s bravado on the 
court; it’s the epitome of strong on-court demeanor. Poor movement 
and a slow read on the ball usually cause a weak overhead shot. Play-
ers can hit three types of overheads: the power overhead, the scissor 
kick overhead, and the backhand smash.

Power Overhead Shot
Andy Roddick uses this shot very effectively. Because his ground-
strokes are so powerful, he gets a lot of defensive shots. His game 
is built on power, and his serve is also good, so he uses his overhead 
as an extension of a serve in a more favorable position on the court.

Preparation and Backswing
Using a Continental or Eastern forehand grip, the player turns side-
ways and gets in position for the ball using short adjustment steps. 
The upper body turns and leans backward, and all of the body weight 
transfers onto the rear leg (similar to an outfielder catching a pop 
fly). At the same time, the racket is prepared back and behind the 
head with technique similar to that for the serve (see figure 7.13). 
With the takeback, the nondominant hand points at the incoming 
ball, and the racket is put in the trophy position; the elbow is bent 
slightly lower than shoulder level. The racket angle is slightly closed 
from a squared position. The nonplaying arm reaches upward for bal-
ance and coordination as the elbow moves backward, bringing the 
racket face more closed before preparing to accelerate upward. The 
shot uses the attack point of contact and the upper-level strike zone.

Figure 7.13 Proper preparation for 
the overhead.
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A technique and tactical variation occurs on the power overhead when a player lets 
the ball bounce before hitting it. In this version, the player moves backward, lets the ball 
bounce, and then uses lateral side shuffles to move toward the ball, transferring body 
weight into the shot while keeping both feet on the ground. The tactical variation is that 
if the player decides to let the overhead bounce first because of darkness, sun, wind, or 
another reason, then it is important to place the overhead if hit from behind the service 
line and to go for a winner if hit inside the service line.

Forward Swing and Contact
The racket head accelerates upward, and the player reaches up to hit the ball. The body 
weight transfers forward, similar to an outfielder getting ready to make a throw. The arm 
extends and the ball is hit with a pronated and extended forearm (the same as for the 
service action). The racket meets the ball above and in front of the player’s head (see 
figure 7.14). The racket face is squared for contact, but the contact occurs slightly in 
front so that the racket face is starting to close downward. The nonplaying arm starts a 
downward movement.

Follow-Through
The playing arm follows through in a manner similar to the follow-through for a serve, 
and the upper body follows the path of the ball. The nonplaying arm comes down either 
across the body or to the side (see figure 7.15). The player moves forward, recovering for 
the next shot.

Figure 7.14 Contact on the overhead. Figure 7.15 Follow-through on the 
overhead.
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Where The power overhead shot can be hit from anywhere in the court and is designed 
to be a putaway shot. Generally it is hit to the outer thirds of the court from inside the 
service boxes or around the service line. The power overhead can also be played to the 
middle third of the court, but if the opponent is good at anticipating the shot, the player 
must be prepared for a good defense.

When A player uses the power overhead shot when the opponent hits a high ball, such 
as a lob or a weak reply, and the player is in good position at the net to put the ball away. 
The power overhead shot is especially intimidating when an opponent has seemingly hit 
a good shot such as a lob and the overhead is put away out of the opponent’s reach. A 
variation of the power overhead shot is hit for placement. This variation is used when an 
opponent has hit an effective lob or when the player is off balance and needs to place 
the shot. Even if that shot is not a winner, optimum placement puts the player in better 
position for the next shot.

Scissor Kick Overhead Shot
For this shot, the player uses a vertical jump, creating a scissor 
kick to get in the right position to execute a powerful shot. If in 
a good position, the player can hit this overhead shot for power; 
if the lob is out of reach, then the player can hit it for location. 
Andy Murray has great leaping ability. So when a lob is hit with a 
fl atter trajectory that is going over his head, he is able to jump up 
and slightly backward while balanced and still put a great deal of 
power on his overhead shot. The technique for the scissor kick 
overhead shot is the same as for the power overhead shot except 
for a few variations.

Preparation and Backswing
Essentially, the player wants to prepare for a power overhead 
shot and adjust when the ball goes higher and appears to be 
going over head (fi gure 7.16). Once the player has identifi ed this is 
the case, the player loads the back leg, leans back, scissor kicks 
the legs, and reaches as high as possible to pull the lob down. 
Because the body is leaning more backward for this overhead, it 
takes great balance to execute it well. The shot uses the upper-
level strike zone and the rally to defensive points of contact.

Coaching Points
The power overhead motion is similar to the motion for the serve. If 
a player hits a better overhead than a serve, the player likely has a 
breakdown somewhere in the serve base or rhythm, and the power 
overhead shot can be used to troubleshoot the serve. The only 
difference between the power overhead shot and the serve is the 
movement of the feet to the setup. Coaches and players can look at how 
the player hits the overhead shot and compare it with the serve. If the overhead 
form is better than that for the serve, the coach and player can evaluate the player’s serve 
stance and any leg movement.

Figure 7.16 Preparation for the scissor 
kick overhead.
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Forward Swing and Contact
As the player reaches up to hit the ball, both legs make a counterbalancing scissor kick 
in the air: The rear leg takes the place of the front leg and vice versa (figure 7.17). The 
upper body rotates forward, and impact occurs in the air. The contact point on this shot 
is higher and a little farther back. The player tries to reach up with the hitting arm while 
uncoiling the hips and shoulders.

Follow-Through
The nonplaying arm moves downward (see figure 7.18). The player lands on the rear foot 
or front foot, depending on the movement. Then the player pushes off the landing foot to 
get into position for the next shot.

Where The scissor kick overhead shot is usually hit from the middle third of the court 
and hit to the outer thirds, deep in the court or inside the service line.

When The scissor kick overhead shot is used when a ball is hit slightly behind a 
player’s head or when a player has to jump up to hit the ball effectively.

Figure 7.17 Contact on the scissor kick 
overhead.

Figure 7.18 Follow-through on the 
scissor kick.
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Backhand Smash Shot
This overhead shot is played on the backhand side 
and, unless a player has perfected the shot, is often 
used for location instead of power. The backhand 
smash shot is rarely used with a scissor kick, but if 
a very athletic player can execute this shot, it can 
be very effective. Gaël Monfils is the type of athletic 
player who makes this shot look easy. The technique 
is the same as for the power overhead shot except 
for a few variations.

Preparation and Backswing
For this shot, players use the Eastern backhand or 
Continental grip. The player turns sideways to get the 
racket back in position (figure 7.19). The leg move-
ment for this shot depends on how close the player 
is to the ball. If the ball is hit deeper in the court, the 
player needs to step back with the back leg while 
turning the back to the opponent. This movement 
can be followed by a crossover step and setting the 
back leg to give power for the momentum upward to 
the ball. If the shot is closer, the player can shuffle to 
feel as though the weight is back and ready to move 
forward with momentum. The racket head stays 
above the wrist and pulls upward using the guide 
hand to get it set. The player transfers the weight 
to the back leg. The player prepares to jump up at 
a slightly backward angle. The shot uses the attack 
point of contact and the upper-level strike zone.

Forward Swing and Contact
The player pushes off from the ground, preferably 
using the rear leg in order to stay in balance, then 
jumps up and strikes the ball with a downward flick 
of the wrist (figure 7.20). The playing arm comes 
down, and the player must stay sideways through 
the shot. The player contacts the ball above and 
slightly in front of the body.

Figure 7.19 Preparation for the backhand smash.

Figure 7.20 Point of contact for the backhand 
smash.
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Follow-Through
After contact, the arm continues to swing 
in the direction of the shot (figure 7.21), 
and the player lands onto the rear leg with 
a balanced finish.

Where This shot is hit from the back-
hand side to the outer thirds of the court, 
either crosscourt in the service box for 
hitting at an angle or deeper down the 
line to the outer third. The player should 
predominately use the deep outer third 
location because this shot is difficult to 
put away, and this gives the player better 
positioning for the next shot.

When The backhand smash shot should 
be an option only when the player does not 
have enough time to run around and hit a 
normal overhead shot.

Figure 7.21 Follow-through on the backhand smash.

Movement to the Next Ball
The goal of net play is to end points quickly, but it isn’t always done in one shot. So, the 
player must be ready for another ball. The player’s ready position following a net play 
determines the success of the next shot. The player should also consider court position-
ing. Some net players like to get close (within 4 inches, or about 10 cm) to the net, and 
others like to stay in a position from within 1 to 2 feet (0.3 to 0.6 m) or just inside the 
service line, where they can be ready to move to the side for a passing shot or backward 
for an overhead shot.

Wherever the player establishes a base position, preparing for the next shot entails 
an effective split step after executing the first volley. Now the player is ready to move for-
ward, sideways, or backward to get ready for the next shot from the opponent. The player 
should remember to track the shot and position the body on the side of the location of 
that shot. How close the player gets to the net depends on the strength of the shot, the 
player’s current location on the court, the opponent’s court positioning, and the likely 
reply or tendencies (e.g., this opponent prefers to go down the line or crosscourt on her 
passing shots). These tactical concepts are explored in chapters 10 and 11.

Net Play Strategies
Two basic strategies are associated with net play. One strategy is when players are trad-
ing groundstrokes and an opponent hits a short ball or a weak shot, allowing the other 
player to transition to the net. Within this strategy, the player can adopt a mentality of 
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using a delayed approach: After getting the opponent in trouble by hitting a high, heavy 
topspin shot, the player essentially sneaks to the net to surprise the opponent while the 
opponent is waiting for the high ball.

A second strategy is for the more aggressive player who likes to win points at the 
net. This type of player takes chances and uses approach shots, delayed approach shots 
(sneak attack), balls on the rise, serves, and returns to get to the net. This strategy is 
based on the serve-and-volley style of play.

The previous two strategies rely on the player controlling or trying to control the situ-
ation. The third strategy is not initially in the player’s control, but the player tries to estab-
lish it immediately. In this strategy, the opponent deliberately hits a shorter ball, such as 
a drop shot, which forces the player to approach the net.

Transitioning off a Short Ball
When a player serves, returns, or trades groundstrokes with an opponent, the goal is to 
get a short ball and hit a winner or transition to the net and win the point. The player’s 
level of aggressiveness dictates how short a ball must be in order to decide to come for-
ward. The decision differs from person to person, but if the execution of an attackable 
ball helps a player win points, it means the decision was successful. For some players, 
attackable balls include those that land inside the service line, near the service line, or 
midway between the service line and the baseline. Some players may say that approach-
ing from the baseline is effective for them, but most players would have difficulty achiev-
ing consistent success with this strategy.

The following shots are useful when transitioning off a short ball:

•	 Deep approach. This approach can be hit flat and hard or played as a high, heavy 
shot hit with a higher trajectory and topspin. The player can also accomplish this 
with a slice approach that stays low, forcing the opponent to hit upward. The player 
can also move up quickly on a ball and hit a half volley just as it bounces.

•	 Shorter angle approach. The effectiveness of this approach depends on both the 
player’s and the opponent’s positioning in the court. If hit correctly, this approach 
can get the opponent in a defensive position; if hit incorrectly, it can give the oppo-
nent an easy shot down the line that may be too tough to cover. This shot is hit in a 
variety of ways, including with topspin, flat with finesse, or as a swinging volley. The 
goal is to hit to the open court or back behind an opponent before the opponent has 
recovered properly.

•	 Drop shot approach. Though difficult, this shot can be a very effective tool for win-
ning points, especially if an opponent does not like to be at the net or doesn’t move 
particularly well. The normal drop shot is played when the player wants to surprise 
an opponent or the opponent is positioned deep in the court. The drop shot used 
as an approach shot would be used in the same way, but the difference is that the 
player would follow it to the net and try to put pressure on any angle the opponent 
may attempt. This shot, if hit well, puts pressure on the opponent, possibly forcing 
an error as the opponent tries to retrieve the ball. For instruction on how to hit the 
drop shot, see chapter 8.

Transitioning off a Groundstroke, Serve, or Return
The success of transitioning off a groundstroke depends on the shots in the player’s rep-
ertoire, the player’s optimal positioning in the court, and any sign of a defensive ball that 
can create an opportunity. The following transitions can be successful.

•	 Swinging volley. This volley is used when the opponent hits a higher ball that allows 
time for the player to move up in the court and strike the ball in a manner similar 
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to that for a groundstroke. This shot can be hit into the open court for a possible 
winner or back behind the opponent to create a defensive opportunity.

•	 Serve-and-volley. The normal serve-and-volley is a style that some players use to 
win points, but this strategy is different. This strategy is used when the player has 
hit a good serve and sees that the opponent has hit a defensive return. This gives 
the player the opportunity to step up in the court for any shot deemed necessary.

•	 Return-and-volley. The return-and-volley is used when the player has good returns 
and when the player executes a return to a weakness of the opponent.

•	 Lob-and-volley. The lob-and-volley is used when the player has hit a successful 
short ball to the opponent, who then approaches the net. The player then lobs the 
opponent’s reply over the opponent’s head and follows the lob to the net.

•	 Sneak-and-volley. The sneak-and-volley occurs when the player is in a baseline 
rally. The player hits a heavy, looping ball to the opponent’s weakness. While the 
opponent prepares to hit the reply, the player sneaks to the net for the volley.

An additional transition can occur unintentionally when the player is reacting to a 
drop shot or a mishit from the opponent and the player is forced to retrieve the short 
ball. In this scenario, the player’s fi rst goal is to try to keep the ball in front of the body, so 
the player at least has a chance to cut off a poorly hit crosscourt shot from the opponent. 
The player can return the ball with a drop shot or place the volley deeper in the court. 
Unless the player has an offensive crosscourt shot, the player should remember to keep 
the ball in front of the body.

Coaching Points
When an opponent intentionally surprises a player with a drop shot 
or any other trick shot, the opponent will likely know the player’s 
next shot. One of the best ways for the player to turn the tables is 
to surprise the opponent in return with an unexpected shot. For 
example, an opponent who hits a drop shot down the line is likely 
to expect a weak crosscourt reply. The player can surprise the opponent 
with another drop shot.

Characteristics for Maximizing 
Net Play
Maximizing net play takes great vision and tracking skills, attitude, proper execution of 
the volley, discipline of shot selection, and great shot location. All these characteristics 
give players a greater chance of success. When players go to the net frequently, they 
learn through trial and error what works and how to fi nish off a point.

Tracking the Ball
Tracking the ball coming off an opponent’s racket is an extremely valuable skill to have 
when preparing to approach the net and getting ready to hit the next volley. This process 
starts after the player has hit a successful shot (a shot that moves an opponent back in 
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the court, off the court, or has them on the defensive) and tracks the oncoming ball well 
enough to get in the best possible position for the shot. Tracking the ball helps the player 
determine how short a ball will land in the court and whether it is an approachable ball. 
It also helps to determine the direction of a passing shot from an opponent so the player 
can make a quick cut to the ball.

When players volley, they must trust their eyes to lead to the path of the oncoming 
shot. They should pay attention to how quickly the opponent moves, where the oppo-
nent makes contact with the shot, the opponent’s stance, the strike zone where the ball 
is being hit, the phase of play they think that they are in, and anything that might provide 
a hint as to where the ball will go. Tracking a ball takes good instincts and a readiness to 
move. Tracking a ball correctly means the player sees the ball while holding the split step 
until just after contact. The player should make sure the legs are balanced in order to 
explode directly to the ball off the split step. Players often make the mistake of guessing 
where they think an opponent will hit the next ball only to have the ball go in the location 
of where they just were.

A few games can help players improve their tracking skills:

•	 Hold game. A player can practice tracking skills by saying “Hold” out loud when a 
partner is about to hit the ball. This game makes the player stay in position a little 
longer and helps the player to focus more on the shot that is being hit.

•	 Numbers game. This game uses cones to signify areas (deep, middle, and short) 
where specific shots are supposed to be hit. One team is at the net while the other 
team is back. The net players volley to anywhere in the court, but as they do so, 
they must predict the most likely reply from the opponents. For example, when a 
player hits a deep volley to the far corner of the court, the most likely response is a 
lob, so the players would say, “Lob.” Eventually, the players should determine three 
possible responses the opponents will use and rank them in order of likelihood. In 
the previous example, number 1 is a lob, number 2 is a drive crosscourt or through 
the middle, and number 3 is down the line (or another low-percentage shot on the 
court).

Attitude
When tracking a ball and deciding to come to the net, the player needs to have the right 
aggressive or offensive mindset. The aggressive attitude drives the player to attack with 
forward movements; the goal is to put pressure on the opponent to come up with a great 
shot as a response. Generally, the best-case scenario is that the player will only have the 
opportunity to hit about two or three volleys in a match, so the right attitude is a must. 
How cavalier the player is in this approach dictates the willingness to take chances and 
the variety of shots the player uses. It takes trial and error to know what shots will be 
successful, so the player must not be afraid to get passed in the quest to figure out what 
works best.

Shot Selection Discipline
Discipline is used on approach shots, volleys, and overhead shots placed for location. On 
low shots, shots in which the body is stretched out, shots where the player is not in good 
enough position to hit a winner, or shots in which the player does not have confidence, 
the player should hit in front of the body or down the line. On balls where an opponent is 
out of position and the player does have an easy shot, the player can play a crosscourt 
shot for a winner or an easier next shot. The basis for this discipline relates to the player’s 
offensive and defensive positioning after that shot. By keeping the ball in front of the 
body and going down the line, the player maintains a better position and doesn’t have 
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to recover to the other side of the court because the player is already in good position. A 
great crosscourt shot when the opponent is on the run allows the player this extra time 
to recover and possibly put away an easy next ball.

Shot Location
Shot location says a great deal about a player’s success at the net. Depending on 
the opponent’s strengths and weaknesses, the player may try different locations for 
approach shots and volleys. An opponent who is fast and likes to be on the baseline most 
likely prefers that the player hit a shot back deep in the court because the opponent 
can recover and hit from the baseline. When playing this type of opponent, the player 
can hit an approach that lands short in the court to assess whether the opponent likes 
to move forward as much as hitting from the baseline. This shorter approach can make 
your opponent change the usual preferred movement and come forward, which allows 
for the opportunity to use a surprise attack.

Another good location is to hit behind the opponent. Most tennis players try to hit to 
the open court in an effort to put a ball away. This strategy can still be a good one. How-
ever, the natural tendency of a player after hitting a ball is to recover and start heading 
in the opposite direction of the location of the shot just hit. A shot hit back to that same 
location can wrong-foot the opponent, possibly giving the player an easier next shot.
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E
veryone involved with tennis has at some point watched or played in a match in 
which someone runs as fast as possible and hits an improbable shot; everyone 
is stunned and surprised that the player ran for the shot at all, not to mention hit 
a winner. When players are put into a poor defensive position, it is important to 

know how to get out of trouble. It takes an awareness of the opponent’s position on the 
court, the right shot to hit, and the balance and movement needed to hit that ball cor-
rectly. Whether it is an unbelievable lob, drop shot, or shot hit from the outside of the 
alley, the specialty shots are nice additions to a player’s game. These scenarios don’t 
happen that often, but it is good for players to be ready when the time calls for them.

Specialty shots can boost momentum and mentally wear down an opponent. They 
can be used to establish a player as someone who can make great shots when in trouble. 
These shots can also give the player an edge in the third set, by making the opponent try 
too hard out of worry that the player will come up with a tremendous shot and steal the 
match away. The following scenarios provide examples of how specialty shots can effec-
tively serve as game changers and swing the momentum in a match:

•	 A player hits an unbelievable approach shot to the opponent’s backhand. The oppo-
nent backs up and looks to be in trouble. The player no doubt hopes for an easy ball 
to volley into the open court. But suddenly, the opponent hits a lob. The player leaps 
in the air to get it but the shot goes just over the tip of the player’s racket and lands 
inside the baseline.

•	 A player, who has been trading groundstrokes, out of nowhere executes a perfect 
drop shot, giving the opponent little or no time to react effectively.

•	 A player on a dead run executes a miracle shot from outside the alley, showing the 
opponent he cannot be easily defeated.

•	 A player runs full speed and hits a winner into the open court off what appears to be 
an unreturnable shot.

This chapter covers the lob, the drop shot, the passing shot, and desperation shots. 
The technique to hit these shots and the impact they have on the opponent are also cov-
ered. These shots are not usually practiced. Chapter 9 provides the drills to help players 
practice them.

Developing Specialty Shots
Specialty shots such as the lob, the drop shot, and the passing shot can be used quite 
a bit during play depending on the opponent’s game style. Hit correctly and effectively, 
the lob and passing shots create doubt in an opponent who is a net player and may force 
this player to make more errors and go for too much. Therefore, the opponent may think 
twice about transitioning to the net and may end up playing to the player’s style. The 
ability to hit a drop shot technically correctly also keeps opponents from establishing 
any rhythm against the player; it keeps them on their toes. Desperation shots are tough 
to develop in the same way that a player can work on the other specialty shots because 
of the lack of practice with them. The need for a desperation shot is variable and unpre-
dictable in match play. Still, a player with athletic skills can learn how to use desperation 
shots as game changers.

The drop shot is used to help a player take control of the point, so it can be consid-
ered offensive. The defensive lob, the passing shot, and desperation shots are technically 
considered defensive because the player is reacting to a shot. If a player has a good top-
spin lob, passing shot, or desperation shot, it can feel more offensive and may even be 
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considered a weapon. When executing one of these shots, the player’s goal is to go for a 
winner or execute a shot that leads to the player getting back in the point. If a player has 
particular weaknesses in these strokes, they may always be considered defensive.

Specialty Shots and Styles of play
Just as there are different styles of play, there are also variations of specialty shots for 
each style. As the player continues to develop a style, incorporating certain specialty 
shots can enhance that player’s effectiveness. For example, the aggressive baseline 
player could improve by learning to hit a drop shot. Players who are effective at specialty 
shots within their style take their game to a higher level.

•	 Aggressive baseline play. The aggressive baseline player loves to use over-
powering groundstrokes to move an opponent around the court and dictate play. 
The aggressive nature of this style makes for an interesting use of the drop shot. 
In many ways, this shot takes the player’s game to another level. The combina-
tion of power groundstrokes and a finesse shot such as the drop shot is lethal and 
becomes a part of this style’s variety. Since the inside-out groundstroke is prevalent 
in today’s game, the inside-out drop shot is becoming a widely used shot to disrupt 
the rhythm of the opponent. The lob and passing shots used by this style of player 
are usually aggressive and offensive.

•	 All-court play. Because the all-court player uses variety as a weapon, this player 
would use specialty shots offensively and defensively, depending on the situation. 
The all-court player should be adept at hitting penetrating groundstrokes, but this 
player also has a finesse component to the game. The all-court player is skilled at 
specialty shots and has the variety of shots to win. The all-court player can execute 
an inside-out drop shot or a drop shot that lands in front of the player. The all-court 
player can hit lobs offensively or defensively. This is one of the differences between 
the all-court player and the aggressive baseline player; the aggressive baseline style 
is designed for power, not finesse shots. The passing shots are hit offensively, but 
not necessarily for outright winners—the passing shots are hit to look for the next 
ball. Finally, the all-court player’s desperation shots display a depth of athleticism 
and an ability to control the ball.

•	 Serve-and-volley style. Specialty shots are an integral part of the game of a serve-
and-volley style player because the goal of this player is to get to the net as often as 
possible and end the point quickly. The serve-and-volley player is adept at specialty 
shots such as the forehand and backhand drop volleys, lob volleys, and a wide vari-
ety of overheads, including the backhand overhead, bounce smash, bicycle smash, 
hook overhead, between-the-legs shot, and scoop shot. Specialty shots can help 
distinguish the serve-and-volley style player.

•	 Rallying baseline play. The rallying baseline player would use these shots but as 
part of defensive play or in keeping the rally going. Specialty shots are just another 
part of this player’s repertoire, which include angles, drop shots, defensive lobs, and 
differing blends of heights and speeds on the ball. The rallying baseline player uses 
the drop shot when the opponent appears to be in a defensive position. The lob is 
hit mainly defensively but is strategically placed, so the net player is not able to hit 
as offensive an overhead as is desired. Being that rallying baseline players do not 
have big weapons to accelerate the ball with, they must rely on their foot speed and 
varying the height of their shots combined with taking pace off their rally balls.
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•	 Defensive play. Defensive players like specialty shots such as slice forehands 
(especially the squash shot and backhands), defensive lobs, and drop shots. They 
excel at hitting short and deep in the court because it happens frequently to them 
as a result of their opponents attacking their short balls. Defensive players hit 
forehand slices including the squash shot and backhand slices because they are 
stretched out and retrieving the ball. They use the drop shot as a means to end 
the point quickly because they don’t think they can rally well enough or counter an 
opponent’s game. The drop shot becomes a desperation shot for this style. Defen-
sive players often use the lob because they are almost always in a defensive position 
in the court or in a rally where they are reacting to an opponent’s offense. Defensive 
players are very good at taking pace off shots and making opponents hit additional 
shots to win a point.

technique for Specialty Shots
When they learn how to properly execute specialty shots, tennis players can add vari-
ety that takes their game to the next level. They can learn to hit a passing shot or lob to 
defend against a player who comes to the net or learn how to hit a drop shot that throws 
off an opponent. The best way to learn these shots is to initially think of them as defen-
sive shots. In other words, learn how to hit them in order to combat any style that comes 
up. Then, for further development, the player can learn how to use the more aggressive 
versions of these shots to add the element of surprise for the opponent.

Movement on these shots is critical to being able to play them offensively as well as 
defensively, giving the player more options when the situation presents itself. The tech-
niques of the shots are variations of other shots. For example, the topspin lob is a form 
of the high, heavy shot. The passing shot is a groundstroke that is hit more on the run or 
with the added pressure of a player at the net, and the drop shot is a shorter version of 
the blocked shot approach meant to wrong-foot an opponent. (For a review of the tech-
niques of these strokes, see chapters 1 and 2.)

Lob
The lob can be performed on either the forehand or backhand side and has two pur-
poses: One is to stay in the point by playing defense, and the other is to offensively give 
the net opponent a shot that is hard to return or will produce a weak or defensive reply.

A defensive lob is usually played when the opponent has hit an offensive shot that 
has the player on the run and out of position. A player can play a slice lob or a lob hit high 
in the air with no spin, that allows the player to regroup and get back in the point; if it is 
played well enough, it may give the opponent a tough shot to put away, so the player can 
run over and hit a passing shot or another lob. A player who lobs well is very frustrating to 
play against. When coming to the net, this player creates doubt in an opponent because 
the opponent must cover not only a possible passing shot but a lob as well.

Players want to be able to hit defensive lobs well enough to break up the opponent’s 
rhythm and also as a way to go on offense. When an opponent isn’t consistent at put-
ting away overheads or is inept at transitioning to the net, a player can use short shots 
to bring the opponent to the net and then lob strategically to have the upper hand when 
the opponent is at the net or away from a strong position. Note: This strategy is likely to 
backfire at higher levels of play because the players are too strong.
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The topspin lob is considered an offensive lob. It is hit when the opponent approaches 
the net and the player is in a relatively good position on the court. The offensive lob is hit 
when the player has time to run over and hit the shot with offensive technique. This is 
usually accomplished near the singles line on either side and near the baseline. This lob 
can also be hit closer to the middle of the court and landing deep (near the baseline). The 
player can play the offensive lob like a normal groundstroke when the ball bounces a little 
higher, or even if the player is pushed back in the court and is on the back foot.

Another type of offensive lob is the bunt lob, which is hit when the opponent is 
approaching but hasn’t gotten set yet; the player hits a flat ball that catches the oppo-
nent moving forward and not expecting the lob. This shot is usually hit as a backhand 
slice. However, some players perfect the on-the-run forehand slice to the point that they 
can hit an offensive forehand slice lob, but this is rare.

Bunt Lob
Defensively, the bunt lob is often used when the opponent has hit a deep volley and the 
player is not in good enough position to hit a topspin lob or passing shot; the only option 
is to block it or push it back in the court. Offensively, this type of lob is used to catch a 
player off guard at the net and to hit over the net player’s head. It is used when a player 
doesn’t have time to set up for a topspin lob or doesn’t want to be defensive. Serve-
and-volley style players or all-court players who have good hands (feel for the ball or 
control of the ball) and instincts usually hit this shot because this shot has similarities in 
preparation to the volley. This type of lob is also very effective as a return in doubles (see 
chapter 11).

Preparation and Backswing For the bunt lob, the player uses a Continental or 
Eastern forehand grip. The stance can vary from closed if in a more offensive position to 
more open if on defense. This shot is hit from on or near the baseline. The preparation 
for this shot is similar to that for the block shot approach but without the forward 
momentum. The racket is brought back 
with the racket face open and straight 
back to a position where the player can 
then move the arm forward from slightly 
low to high. For the defensive bunt lob, 
the backswing is shorter (see figure 8.1), 
and the technique is similar to a high 
volley taken from deeper in the court (just 
inside the baseline to midway between the 
baseline and service line). The racket goes 
back, and the ball should have no spin so 
that it is pushed or blocked outward and 
upward through contact, and the face of 
the racket is open.

Figure 8.1 Shortened preparation for the forehand bunt lob.
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Forward Swing and Contact The racket face is open 
and moves from a low to a high position. The player swings 
straight through the shot upward with a flat hit that is firm 
but controlled (see figure 8.2). The body stays in control and 
balanced with weight transferring forward when possible. The 
player is contacting the ball in the rally or attack points of 
contact and in the lower- or midlevel strike zones.

Follow-Through The racket movement follows the ball’s 
trajectory in a low-to-high fashion or slightly straight through 
the ball (see figure 8.3). The racket ends up around the 
shoulders on the opposite side.

Backhand Slice Lob
The slice lob is mainly hit with the backhand. This shot is not hit 
often, but it can be effective because it gives the player time to 
recover. The player can use this lob when the opponent is up at 
the net and hit a volley that has the player way off the court on 
the backhand side. Any player who has learned to hit a slice can 
hit this shot.

Preparation and Backswing The player usually stands 
on the baseline or slightly behind it. The grip for the slice lob 
is the Continental or Eastern backhand grip, and the stance is 
more closed. On the backswing, the racket is higher with the 
racket face in line with the oncoming shot. The player can hit this 
shot from all stances. Players who are out of position may have 
difficulty executing this shot. It works best with good balance. 
Although balance on this shot is ideal, if a player is scrambling 
to get in position, the preparation could be a slide into the shot 
or preparing the legs with whatever balance is possible.

Forward Swing and Contact In the forward movement, 
the player pushes upward from the back leg, the body moves 
forward, and the racket head moves upward. At contact, the 
racket face is open, and the wrist is firm. The contact point is 
the rally or defensive point of contact, and the strike zone is in 
the lower- and midlevel strike zones. 

Follow-Through The follow-through continues upward 
and finishes above the opposite shoulder. The back arm extends 
backward to maintain balance.

Figure 8.2 Forward swing for the bunt 
lob.

Figure 8.3 Follow-through for the bunt 
lob.
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Offensive Topspin Lob
The offensive topspin lob is another form of a very effec-
tive passing shot. When executed well, it is a valuable 
weapon. Andy Murray is the consummate counterpuncher 
and has a great topspin lob to keep an opponent guessing 
as to what his next shot will be. Because he is so effective 
at counterpunching shots from an opponent, this shot is 
not seen until it is too late for the net player to react.

Preparation and Backswing The player should be 
near the baseline or slightly behind it in a location that is 
near the alleys or slightly farther back from the middle hash 
mark. The grip and the preparation are the same as those 
used for the topspin groundstrokes. The backswing is the 
same as for the groundstroke, but in some cases it might be 
a little quicker or shorter, depending on whether or not the 
player is in place for the shot. This shot is hit from the mid- 
to lower-level strike zones. To hit this shot effectively, the 
racket needs to drop under the ball and then accelerate quickly upward. The racket face is 
turned downward or slightly closed prior to progressing upward. The knees are bent, and 
the body weight goes backward to maximize the use of spin (see figure 8.4).

Forward Swing and Contact In the forward movement (see figure 8.5), the player 
uses the same technique as for a high, heavy topspin shot. This shot has a lot of spin. The 
contact point can be defensive if the player wants to incorporate more legs on the shot, or 
rally if the player wants to drive the ball upward and use a stroke with a higher trajectory 
than the high and heavy topspin shot. The strike zone should be lower-level or midlevel.

Follow-Through The legs unload on the follow-through, and the racket face 
continues upward and forward with great acceleration. The finish is higher than normal, 
and it is above the shoulders (see figure 8.6).

Figure 8.4 Preparation for the topspin lob.

Figure 8.5 Contact on the topspin lob. Figure 8.6 Offensive topspin lob follow-through.
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Drop Shot
The value of the drop shot is its element of surprise. This shot is hit well by players such 
as Novak Djokovic, who has an aggressive baseline game that mixes power with finesse. 
Djokovic can use this shot as a way of enhancing his power game. Strategically, the drop 
shot can be used to bring an opponent to the net who doesn’t like to volley or is uncom-
fortable at the net. The drop shot is used most effectively when the opponent is recover-
ing after a shot and is stuck deep in the court. It is usually hit delicately. The success of 
the shot depends on the player’s execution, the opponent’s court position, and speed 
around the court.

The player can hit this shot in front of the body just over the net, at an angle, and 
inside out. The inside-out drop shot is derived from players using the inside-out fore-
hand. It can be disguised if the player lines up as if about to hit an inside-out forehand, 
takes the normal backswing, and instead of hitting it normally, cuts the swing and places 
a ball inside out just over the net.

Preparation and Backswing The forehand or backhand drop shot requires 
either the Eastern or Continental grip. The player should be in front of the baseline when 
playing this shot. To surprise the opponent, the player’s stance should be the same as for 
the regular groundstroke (figure 8.7). The player takes the racket quickly back, slightly 
higher than the level of the oncoming ball, with a quarter turn and a shorter backswing, 
in a manner similar to that for the block shot.

Forward Swing and Contact The racket face is open and travels down (see 
figure 8.8) and across the ball for underspin, from low to high for backspin, or from right to 
left for a right-handed player and left to right for a left-handed player for side spin. Which 
spin to use depends on what type of drop shot the player is trying to hit. A great drop shot 
can be played three ways. With underspin, it goes over the net and softly bounces three 
to five times on the service box. With backspin, it goes over the net, stops or rolls back 
to the net, or in some cases, bounces on the opponent’s side and comes back over the 
net. With sidespin, it bounces on the opponent’s side of the court and goes off the court 
after that bounce. The contact point needs to be in a position that is comfortable for the 
player. The drop shot can be hit from all three contact points and strike zones but is best 
hit from the low- to midlevel strike zone.

Figure 8.7 Preparation for the drop shot. Figure 8.8 Contact for the drop shot.
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Follow-Through The follow-through is 
short and ends slightly in front of the body. 
The face of the racket is open at the end of the 
movement (see figure 8.9). The body is balanced.

Passing Shots
A passing shot is meant to catch the net player 
out of position or give the net player a shot that is 
impossible to put away. The technique for a pass-
ing shot is the same as for regular groundstrokes. 
The difference is that the player is facing an oppo-
nent in an aggressive position at the net, limiting 
the space to get a shot by the opponent. Passing 
shots are usually hit on the run. They require bal-
ance and knowing just how much space is avail-
able to hit the shot successfully.

A variety of passing shots exist. Three com-
monly used types include the ripper (which is 
aggressive), the dipper (which is part one of a 
two shot pass), and the open-court passing shot. 
The ripper is usually attempted when the player 
is pulled off the court, and the goal is to hit a winner because it’s the only option for win-
ning the point. The ripper may also be hit directly at the opponent with the intention of 
getting a short ball to attack or forcing an error with the pace. The dipper should be the 
goal when the player is trying to set up an easier ball on the next shot. The short dipper 
is usually hit when the player is not in a good enough position to hit an aggressive shot 
but may be able to hit it at the opponent’s feet in hopes of getting another more aggres-
sive passing shot on the second ball. The player uses the open-court passing shot when 
seeing an opening while the opponent is at the net.

Justine Henin has a great passing shot. Her variety of shots and her quickness to the 
ball make it difficult for opponents to get in the proper court position in time. Both her 
backhand and forehand are hit confidently and can be hit as short dippers, rippers, or 
into the open court.

Preparation and Backswing The open stance is mainly used when hitting 
passing shots, but it is possible to be in good enough position to hit in a closed 
stance. The grip and backswing technique depends on the type of stroke (forehand or 
backhand) and possible spin on the shot (slice or topspin). A flatter drive passing shot 
is a good choice on the aggressive passing shots. Topspin is better for short dipping 
shots because the player can dip the ball at the opponent’s feet, which makes it difficult 
to get to the ball. Players usually hit the passing shot and the short dipper from near the 
baseline or slightly behind it and toward the alleys. The short dipper can be used inside 
the baseline and at an angle that allows the dip to just drop over the middle of the net 
and sink down.

If ample time exists, the aggressive and dipper passing shots can be prepared the 
same way. If the player has less time, the shoulders make more of a quarter turn, and 
the backswing is shorter. The player should try to prepare early to adapt the length of the 
backswing to the oncoming ball. The player uses a longer backswing if going for a normal 
passing shot and a shorter one if planning to use a shorter, more accelerated ground-
stroke, which requires less backswing and a smaller loop to produce the dipping shot.

Figure 8.9 Drop shot follow-through.
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Forward Swing and Contact The forward 
swing and contact depends on the speed and spin 
of the oncoming ball and on the direction of the 
shot (down the line or crosscourt). The ripper is 
hit with power and with a blend of topspin and a 
lower trajectory (see figure 8.10). The forward swing 
for the short dipper is shorter and is accelerated 
more upward in a shorter arc going low to high. The 
swing path of the racket is similar to those of the 
groundstrokes for the aggressive passing shot but 
shorter and less extended for the dipper. 

When hitting aggressively crosscourt, the con-
tact is in between the attack point of contact for 
the crosscourt ball and the rally point of contact for 
hitting down the line. When hitting the short dipper, 
the player uses the hands more to feel the shot. The 
dipper is meant to catch a player before getting in a 
great position. 

Follow-Through The follow-through on passing shots is similar to that for a normal 
groundstroke, and the follow-through for a short dipper is abbreviated with greater 
acceleration used. The swing path of the racket during the follow-through is extended on 
the aggressive passing shot and closer to the body on the short dipper. For the aggressive 
passing shot, the finish is similar to that for a normal groundstroke; for the short dipper, it 
is across the body.

Desperation Shots
Desperation shots are notable because they can get a player out of a bad situation. Usu-
ally, the opponent has hit a ball that is over the player’s head, has the player on a dead 
run moving backward or forward, and forces the player to come up with a miraculous 
shot to win the point. A desperation shot that is hit running forward is hit with an incred-
ible angle, as a down-the-line shot out of the opponent’s reach, or occasionally as a lob.

The desperation shots hit moving backward are the desperation lob shot, the tweener, 
and the slap shot. The tweener is hit between the legs, facing away from the net. This 
shot was made popular first by Yannick Noah, and today is a specialty shot used by many 
of the top professionals, including Roger Federer. The slap shot is a difficult specialty 
shot that is played over the back of the head, waist high, and to the side of the body. It is 
hit with great balance, feel, and can catch the opponent off guard. Following are some key 
points for players who need to play one of these shots.

On-the-Run Forward
When in this desperate situation, the player should get the racket in front of the body 
while running. In most cases the player barely gets to the ball, so the shot the player is 
able to hit depends on the perceived opening. This shot is usually made in the lower- to 
midlevel strike zones and uses the attack point of contact, just before the ball touches 
the ground.

The player can hit the desperation shot at an angle, through an opening to the side, 
or as a lob. This shot should be hit at an angle when the player is on a dead run and feels 
able to just barely get it up and over the net. This is usually executed with a flick of the 
wrist. Then the player hopes the shot is executed well enough or that the opponent gets 
caught out of position enough for the player to win the point. If time allows, the player 
may want to consider hitting the desperation shot forward or in front. This is the highest-

Figure 8.10 Contact for a passing shot.
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percentage play in this situation, because if and when the player gets it back in the court, 
it gives the player the best court positioning at the net.

A desperation lob forward must be hit with ample time for some adjustment of the body 
and the hand. The desperation lob is usually hit when the opponent is already at the net, so 
preparation and movement are critical. The trajectory of the ball must clear the opponent 
and still land before the baseline, so it requires great feel.

Desperation Lob
Players must sometimes use the desperation lob because of poor court positioning or 
because the opponent hit a great shot. The appropriate time for a player to use a des-
peration lob is on a dead run and with only the time to try to get the ball back up in the air. 
Desperation lobs are primarily hit in the lower- and midlevel strike zones and in the rally 
or defensive points of contact.

Tweener
This shot is hit when a ball goes over the player’s head at the net. Both players could be 
at the net already, or this could be a blocked lob that goes over the player’s head. The 
topspin lob, however, is difficult to hit as a tweener because it travels too far away from 
the player once it lands. As the player turns and runs for the shot and is getting close to 
the ball, the player decides whether it is possible to get in a good enough position to hit a 
ball backward between and through the outstretched legs.

To execute this shot, slight adjustment steps are made just before contact to make 
sure the body position allows the shot. This shot is executed on the baseline or behind 
the baseline. In the preparation the racket is above the head with an Eastern backhand 
grip, then it goes downward through the legs. The body is slightly forward to allow a little 
room for the racket to travel. The player swings downward and flicks the wrist back and 
through the legs. This ball is contacted close to the ground (about 1 foot, or 0.3 m) in the 
lower strike zone and between the legs. The follow-through is upward between the legs. 
The player usually jumps upward and forward at the moment of impact.

Slap Shot
This shot is hit on both the forehand and backhand sides, and it is played when a lob is hit 
diagonally over the player’s head and the tweener is not an option. The player runs back 
as fast as possible, but this time adjusts the body enough to contact the ball at the side 
of the body behind the head. The player runs with the racket out and basically slaps or 
flicks the wrists backward, hoping to get enough of the racket head on the ball. The shot 
is made in the upper-level strike zone and in the rally point of contact or as close to the 
body as possible.

For mid- to lower-level balls the racket is prepared in front and at the same level of the 
head or slightly above, and then it goes downward to the contact point. The player can 
also hit this shot from the side at knee level or slightly higher for a higher shot. This type 
of shot is used at the net and requires great feel. When the player is in an outstretched 
position, this shot is usually used when a lob volley is hit over the player’s head but not 
that deep in the court and subsequently at a lower trajectory. The wrist is flicked back-
ward, but from the side of the body.

Using Specialty Shots
How and when to use specialty shots is important to the overall success of the shots. The 
player can use the drop shot as a tool to get an opponent on the defensive. The inside-
out drop shot is used when a player has hit an inside-out forehand, the opponent hits a 
shorter crosscourt reply, and while the opponent is recovering, the player scoots into the 
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court and hits a drop shot that will wrong-foot the opponent. The drop shot hit behind 
the opponent is also effective when the player wants to test an opponent’s movement 
forward on the run. Because this shot is hit down the line, the opponent is hitting over 
the higher part of the net. If the opponent is quick, more options will be available, such as 
a drop shot back to the player, an angled drop shot, or an easier groundstroke. The one 
thing to recognize is that the player is using the greater height of the net on this shot, 
so it is necessary to play it with a little more loft; the player’s goal is to get the opponent 
unbalanced and forced to hit a weak crosscourt shot that the player can put into the 
open court.

On lob shots, the player can trick the opponent into thinking the next shot is a ground-
stroke and then push a shot over the opponent’s head. Placement and ability to disguise 
are key to the success of this shot. If the player develops a strong topspin lob, it is pos-
sible to disguise the lob so that it looks similar to a groundstroke. In this fashion, the 
opponent at the net doesn’t know if the player is hitting a groundstroke passing shot or 
a topspin lob until the last second, when it may be too late to adjust.

Passing shots also have a way of making an opponent unsure of how to attack. Finesse 
type passing shots such as the dipper are meant to be disguised and keep a net player 
from getting a good strike at the volley or out of position and off balance. If the player’s 
movement is efficient, the player has more options as the opponent approaches. If effec-
tive, the more aggressive passing shot can make a net rusher alter the game. Knowing 
when to go down the line or crosscourt takes on a chesslike game in which two players 
are trying to figure out each other’s next move.

Mindset for Specialty Shots
The mindset for the specialty shot game is predicated on ultimate defense and the flare 
for the fantastic. The thought process for defense is to get one more ball back in the 
court, to play scrappy defense, and to do anything to win. The more offensive and fan-
tastic side of these shots is being a shot maker, a crowd pleaser, and someone who can 
come up with great shots. On the practical side it is nice for a player to know that they 
can come up with the right shot at the right time in addition to hitting an unbelievable 
shot.

In match play, a player is constantly looking for an edge and a way to get an opponent 
to give up or get frustrated. Hitting one of these types of shots is a way to effectively get 
in the mind of the opponent and make the opponent work harder to win a point. In the 
third set, when a player is looking for whatever edge will lead to a win, the player’s effort 
on these shots may make the difference.
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P
layers who can successfully transition to the net can execute volleys and over-
head shots that can help them finish a point easily. A player who wants to suc-
cessfully oppose a net player needs the ability to hit passing shots and lob shots 
to make the transitioning player apprehensive about coming in and stepping into 

a defensive role. A net player, who is forced to play defense, may have need for one of 
the desperation shots from chapter 8. After a desperation shot, the opponent might be 
tempted to employ a drop shot as the final blow. In this scenario, when one player transi-
tions to the net, the game opens up to a variety of net and specialty skills. To take their 
games to the highest level, players must be prepared to use all of these skills.

This chapter provides the following drills designed to help the player improve net and 
specialty shots.

1.	 Approach	shot	drills

2.	 Passing	shot	and	lob	drills	for	possible	replies

3.	 Volley	and	overhead	shot	drills	for	net	play

4.	 Drop	shot	drills

5.	 Desperation	shot	drills

6.	 Live	ball	drills

Approach Shot Drills
The drills in this section focus on developing each of the specific approach shots played 
in today’s game. Drilling each of these shots can help players add variety to their game 
and gain the ability to consistently hit approach shots to specified locations as needed. 
These drills ultimately give players a stronger base of technique and a larger repertoire 
of shots that will help them develop the strength of their game.

The first five drills in this section (Approach and Catch Movement, Block Approach, 
Aggressive Groundstroke Approach, Swinging Volley Approach, and Slice Approach) pro-
vide the practice needed to execute these shots. When players are comfortable with the 
technique of each basic approach, they can use the Approach Target drill (page 170) to 
perfect each approach shot. When players can execute the technique drills so that they 
can successfully focus on where they are hitting the ball and not how they are hitting the 
ball, they are ready to move on to target drilling. Unless otherwise specified in the drill, 
both the forehand and backhand sides should be practiced. For the following drills, hand 
feeding is recommended to start. Performing hand feeding drills is one of the best ways 
to isolate and work on the movement and execution of the approach shot.

Approach and Catch Movement
Purpose: To develop quick first steps and balanced adjustment steps for maximal 
preparation and momentum on the approach.

Procedure: The player stands without a racket on the baseline at the middle hash 
mark. The coach or partner stands at the middle of the service line on the same 
side of the court and throws balls about 4 feet (1.3 m) away from the player’s body, 
creating enough room for the player to move forward to shadow the approach 
shot. The player focuses on pushing off for two aggressive steps, followed by a 
turn of the shoulders and adjustment steps into a closed stance. The player simu-
lates the forward swing with the arm and catches the ball while moving forward to 
the net to drop the ball over the net. The player goes back to the starting position 
to repeat the drill five times.
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Coaching points: The next part of the progression would be for the player to hit 
the ball with a racquet. A common error is that players take too few steps to get 
into position or they forget the shoulder and hip rotation when getting to the ball.

Block Approach
Purpose: To develop a forehand or backhand approach shot with depth and no 
spin. The player can use this shot when no time remains to prepare to hit an 
aggressive topspin approach or slice approach.

Procedure: The player stands on the baseline at the middle hash mark. A coach or 
partner stands at the middle of the service line on the same side of the net and 
feeds balls softly and with some loft, crosscourt. The feeder begins with easier 
shots landing midway between the service line and baseline at the edge of the 
middle third of the court (toward the alley but still technically in the middle). 
Gradually the feeds can move more toward the service line to practice this shot 
while on the run, emphasizing the lack of time for a normal setup. Moving toward 
the ball, the player should prepare with a quarter turn of the shoulders followed by 
a slightly high-to-low but mainly straight swing through the shot (in other words, 
flat), making contact just in front of the lead foot. The player focuses on pushing 
through the ball to execute a shot that clears the net by 6 inches (about 15 cm) 
to 1 foot (about 30 cm) and lands deep in the court or shortly angled. The player 
follows the forward movement to the net.

Variation: The player can hit this shot with movement and preparation similar to 
that for a drop shot. Just before contact, the player changes their intent for the 
shot to a block approach. The disguised version of the block approach shot is a 
very effective means for wrong-footing an opponent. The potential for a drop shot 
usually has the opponent running forward; the block approach can fool the oppo-
nent, who gets caught out of position.

Aggressive Groundstroke Approach
Purpose: To develop a penetrating, offensive forehand or backhand approach shot 
that is hit to the open court to put the opponent on the defensive.

Procedure: The player stands on the baseline at the middle hash mark. A coach 
or partner stands at the middle of the service line on the same side of the court 
and feeds balls at differing speeds and heights crosscourt to land 1 to 3 feet (0.3 
to 0.9 m) inside the baseline and midway between the middle of the court and 
the alley. The player moves forward quickly to take the shot, and hits a hard drive 
(no spin) or aggressive topspin stroke that lands deep in the court or is shortly 
angled. The technique is similar to that for a groundstroke, but the amount of 
forward momentum that is gained from the preparation steps should move the 
player quickly toward the net. The player’s early recognition of an attackable ball 
and appropriate preparation are key to practicing and executing this shot.

Variation: Players can also hit an aggressive approach off the bounce or on the 
rise. For this version, the player contacts the ball lower, 1 to 2 feet (0.3 to 0.6 m) 
off the ground, and before the usual groundstroke contact point. The takeback on 
this shot is abbreviated and more compact, with a great emphasis on acceleration 
of the racket head and the body’s forward momentum. The body’s momentum 
and the player’s ability to stay compact through the shorter contact zone aid in 
the success of this shot. The player’s goal for this shot is to take the ball early to 

Critical Cue:
The technique 
is similar to vol-
leying but with a 
slightly exagger-
ated takeback 
and extended 
follow-through.

Critical Cue:
Hitting the ball 
out is a common 
problem with this 
shot because 
it’s made on 
the move. The 
player should aim 
shorter in the 
court, such as for 
the service line.

(continued)
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catch the opponent before the opponent has a chance to recover from the last 
shot. So, at times the player can get away with not hitting a great shot in the per-
fect location because hurrying the opponent puts the opponent on the defensive, 
which benefits the player.

Swinging Volley Approach
Purpose: To develop an approach shot with an effect similar to that of the aggres-
sive groundstroke approach. This shot is taken out of the air to take more time 
away and put the opponent on the defensive.

Procedure: The player stands on the baseline at the middle hash mark. A coach 
or partner stands at the middle of the service line on the other side of the court 
and feeds balls using a racket. The feeds should go down the line, landing midway 
between the service line and baseline in the middle third of the court. The feeds 
should clear the net by 4 to 5 feet (1.3 to 1.5 m) so that they can be hit out of the 
air. The player starts to move forward as soon as the ball is hit. The technique is 
the same as for a groundstroke, except the player hits the ball in the upper- or 
midlevel strike zone straight out of the air. The player drives the ball flat or with 
topspin to land deep in the court or at a short angle. The player follows the for-
ward movement to the net. The player should hit 10 forehands, 10 backhands, and 
10 alternating.

Slice Approach
Purpose: To develop an approach shot (generally with the backhand) with lots of 
backspin, which keeps it low over the net. This shot is difficult for the opponent to 
defend and gives the approaching player extra time to get in good position.

Procedure: The player stands on the baseline at the middle hash mark. A coach 
or partner stands at the middle of the service line on the other side of the net 
and feeds a variety of balls (hard, soft, fast, slow, flat, and topspin) down the line 
to the backhand side. The feeds should start with easy shots that land midway 
between the service line and baseline at the edge of the middle third of the court 
(toward the alley but still in the middle). To practice this shot even more on the 
run, the feeds can gradually move more toward the service line. The player focuses 
on moving into a closed stance and preparing the racket head slightly behind 
the shoulders and in the path of the oncoming ball. The player contacts the ball 
directly in front of the lead foot with an arm extension from high to low, then takes 
carioca steps to keep the shoulders turned through the shot. The player should 
focus on making a downward cutting motion (a sweep downward for more slice) 
and releasing the wrist through the shot to give it more bite; in other words, the 
ball should stay low and land either deep or at a short angle.

Approach target
Purpose: To develop variety in location and consistency in execution of the differ-
ent targets for the approach shots.

Procedure: The player stands on the baseline at the middle hash mark. A coach or 
partner feeds a variety of balls (softer or harder, with no spin, topspin, slice, etc.) 
to different locations, including midway between the service line and baseline to 

Critical Cue:
A common prob-

lem with this shot 
is hitting the ball 

out, since it is 
being hit on the 

move, out of the 
air. The player 

should aim cross-
court and swing 

from high to low.

Critical Cue:
The preparation 
for this shot is a 

high-to-low sweep 
forward and 

downward to pro-
duce a ball that 

stays low after the 
bounce.

Aggressive Groundstroke Approach (continued)
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both sides and near or inside the service line to both sides. Each approach shot 
should be practiced both down the line and crosscourt. The slice is an exception 
because it is hit primarily down the line. For the crosscourt placement, which is 
reserved mainly for the strategic short ball, participants set up the squeegee pole 
7 to 12 holes to one side of the net strap (right for a right-handed player, left for a 
left-handed player) and place a cone on top. (See page 68 for more on the setup.) 
For the down-the-line target, participants place the pole about 2 feet (0.6 m) from 
the alley toward the net strap, to the right for a right-handed player and to the 
left for a left-handed player. To adjust for trajectory, they move the pole from 1 
to 5 holes below the top strap. The pole should be higher for the block approach 
shot and lower for the slice or any short-angle approach. The cone on the court 
should be placed 2 to 3 feet (0.6 to 0.9 m) from the baseline and alley for deep 
down-the-line placement, 2 to 3 feet (0.6 to 0.9 m) from the baseline and the alley 
for crosscourt placement, and near the service line for the short-angle approach.

Coaching points: A down-the-line approach is a better shot strategically than a 
crosscourt approach shot because the volleyer can hit into the open court on a 
crosscourt pass. A crosscourt approach gives the opponent more options unless 
the approach is hit well. An important visual cue for the down-the-line shot is to 
focus on the racket head coming around the ball or hitting the outside of the shot. 
This visual usually gets players hitting through the ball a little more and can help 
players gain better control over redirecting the ball.

Multiple Approaches
Purpose: To practice the different approach shots in a variety of locations to 
develop acceleration, the feel for the hands, and the ability to use different con-
tact points.

Procedure: The player stands in the middle of the service line. A coach or partner 
stands on the other side of the court at the middle of the service line. The coach 
or partner faces the player and rhythmically hits soft, high, topspin balls. The 
player drills the on-the-rise variation of the aggressive groundstroke approach 
or the swinging volley. The player should hit enough balls to get a feel for how to 
maneuver the wrists and hands to hit the ball from the service line to the various 
locations. Then, the player moves back to midway between the service line and 
baseline. In this location, the player continues to work on the previous approach 
shots, comparing adaptations in execution from the new location while adding 
the standard aggressive groundstroke approach. Finally, the player moves to the 
baseline and works on the groundstroke approach shots: block approach shot, 
aggressive groundstroke approach (standard and the on-the-rise variation), back-
hand down-the-line approach, and backhand slice approach. For all three loca-
tions (service line, midcourt, and baseline), these shots should first be mastered 
down the line and then crosscourt. At each location, the player hits every shot 
once, before repeating any. The player moves through these drills after roughly 20 
to 30 shots in each location.

passing Shot Drills
The passing shot (and the lob; see page 174) is an option for a player facing an opponent 
who is transitioning to or already is at the net. The execution of the passing shot can 
vary. One possibility is to hit an outright winner, either crosscourt or down the line, past 
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the opponent. This strategy can be effective when the shot is hit before the net player 
has had time to set up in a great position. Another option is to hit a hard-to-return shot 
(usually a penetrating shot at the opponent) in hopes of causing an error or a weak reply 
that the player can then attack for a winner. This is called the two-shot pass. Another, 
less aggressive example of the two-shot pass is hitting a shot (could be a short dipper at 
the opponent’s feet) that gives the player a chance to recover in time to hit the next shot 
as a passing shot. This strategy is usually used when both the player and the opponent 
are out of position.

The drills in this section are designed to develop each of the specific passing shots 
played in today’s game. Drilling each of these shots will add variety to the player’s game 
and give the player the ability to consistently hit those different passing shots to speci-
fied locations as needed. If the shot misses its target and is too close to the net player, 
the passing shot can quickly become a gift for the opponent. This sort of error encour-
ages the opponent to keep coming to the net.

As explained in chapter 8, the passing shot can be hit as an aggressive groundstroke 
(either crosscourt or down the line) or as a short dipper to the opponent’s feet. Most 
of the upcoming passing shot drills provide players with basic technique practice and 
target practice to ensure that players can pass their opponent effectively. The success of 
a passing shot is solely dependent on the player’s ability to get the shot by the net play-
ers. Players not only need to practice passing shots but also practice the shots against 
a net player so that they get a feel for passing through a specific, confined area to avoid 
the net player. Unless otherwise specified by the drill, players should use each drill to 
practice the forehand and backhand sides.

One-Shot Crosscourt pass
Purpose: To develop a one-shot pass off an angled approach shot. The crosscourt 
pass works best when the approach is hit short and the opponent is not in good 
court position. This drill helps players learn to move diagonally and aggressively 
to cut off the shot before it gets deep in the court, giving the opponent time to 
set up.

Technique practice: The coach or partner feeds balls from just behind the service 
line. After each feed, the coach or partner takes a couple steps closer to the net 
to give the player the feeling of a live ball situation. The player receives a down 
the line feed and moves diagonally toward the ball to cut off the shot and take 
the ball on the rise. The player moves to the shot with the racket prepared in the 
backswing and, depending on the strength of the feed, adopts an open stance (if 
stretched out) or a closed stance (if in position). The player hits the shot cross-
court, flat or with a little topspin, making contact just in front of the lead foot. 
After each hit, the player recovers back to the baseline. After each set, the coach 
switches to another feed (flat, topspin, underspin, and so on) so that the player 
learns to move effectively for all types of passing shots.

Target practice: To use a target, participants place a cone on the court in the ser-
vice box near the singles line. The closer the cone is to the net, the sharper the 
angle pass will be.

One-Shot Down-the-line pass
Purpose: To develop a one-shot pass off an angled approach shot. This shot works 
best when hit off a deeper approach shot that has put the opponent in good posi-
tion at the net to volley against the crosscourt pass.
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Technique practice: The coach or partner starts near the service line and feeds 
crosscourt angles up and down the singles line. After each feed, the feeder takes 
a couple steps closer to the net to give the player the feeling of a competitive situ-
ation. Depending on the depth of the feed, the player moves diagonally toward the 
ball to cut off the shot. If it is a particularly deep shot, the player should quickly 
push off with the outside leg and move sideways, then diagonally to cut off the 
ball. To redirect the ball down the line, the player uses the rally point of contact 
just behind the lead foot and hits flat or with a little topspin (to add shape) and 
height. Adding shape means to hit a ball with height and spin that clears the net 
with a higher margin for error. The player recovers back to the baseline after each 
shot. The coach or partner should vary the feeds after each set so that the player 
learns to move effectively for all types of passing shots.

Target practice: For an added visual target, participants place a cone in the court 
for the down-the-line shot.

Coaching points: The player will feel the urgency of hitting the ball down the line 
because of the limited space available down the line and the feeling of the player 
moving toward the path of the shot. The player needs to stay poised and focus on 
the execution of the shot rather than the limited area to work with.

One-Shot Short Dipper
Purpose: To practice the first shot of a two-shot pass. This shot works best when 
the opponent hits the approach short and is still moving to the net.

Technique practice: The coach or partner starts at the service line. The coach or 
partner feeds balls diagonally near the alley. To mimic a competitive situation, the 
feeder takes a couple steps closer to the net after each feed. The player moves 
diagonally toward the ball to cut off the shot and take the ball on the rise. The 
contact point is just in front of the lead foot. The shot is hit short and with a lot 
of topspin to cause the ball to drop at the opponent’s feet. The player recovers 
back to the baseline after each shot. The coach or partner should vary the feeds 
after each set so that the player learns to move effectively for all types of passing 
shots. This shot can also be hit as a block type shot, a flick of the wrist, or any-
thing else the player can try to get out of a bad position on the court.

Target practice: The target in this drill is the feet of the person feeding the drill.

Coaching points: When getting the ball to drop on the opponent’s feet, the player 
should remember to swing upward while brushing the ball with topspin, meet 
the ball in the lower- to midlevel strike zone, and use thinner gauge string or 
polyurethane strings to grab the ball more.

two-Shot pass
Purpose: To practice the combinations of a two-shot pass. This pass combines a 
short dipper with a crosscourt or down-the-line passing shot.

Procedure: This drill uses a net and baseline player. The coach or partner, who is 
the net player, feeds the ball to the baseline player on the other side. The baseline 
player’s goal is to pass the net player by hitting the ball back to that player’s feet. 
After the initial passing shot, the net player volleys or half volleys the shot back to a 
desired location, and the baseline player tries to pass again, and the point is played 
out. Both players should use all types of feeds and all types of passing shots to put 
each other on the defensive or in a position in the court that is less than desirable.
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lob Drills
As discussed in chapter 8, the lob can be hit in three ways: topspin lob, backhand slice 
lob, or bunt lob. The first three drills in this section help players execute these three shots. 
Then, players can use the Lob Target drill (page 175) to perfect each shot. Once players 
have mastered the how of hitting these types of lobs, they are ready to move on to the 
where. The lob should be practiced off both approach shots and volleys and should be 
executed to various areas of the court. The goal is to put as much distance between the 
landing of the ball and the net player as possible.

In terms of options, the lob has similar variety to the passing shot. Players can hit it 
with one of the following goals: earning an outright winner (usually with a topspin lob), 
getting a weak or desperate reply from the opponent (with either the topspin lob or back-
hand slice lob), or getting more time to recover in order to force the opponent to play one 
more shot (either the backhand slice lob or the bunt lob).

topspin lob
Purpose: To develop an offensive lob to hit winners over the head of an opponent 
at the net. This shot is best hit when the lobbing player is in strong court position 
on or just inside the baseline with time to set and execute the shot.

Procedure: The player stands on the baseline halfway between the center hash 
mark and the alley. A coach or partner stands in the middle of the service line on 
the opposite side of the court and feeds balls alternating between the forehand 
and backhand. The player disguises the shot with a preparation similar to that of 
hitting a normal groundstroke passing shot, but the player changes the trajec-
tory of the shot at the last minute by slightly accelerating the takeback and, if 
needed, shortening the loop. The contact point ranges from attack to defensive, 
and the ball is hit with great acceleration and topspin. The follow-through should 
be upward, and the ball should have plenty of height over the opponent’s out-
stretched racket, landing close to the baseline.

Coaching points: If the topspin lob continually lands too short in the court, it may 
be a result of aiming too low or imparting too much topspin on the ball. If the ball 
sails past the baseline, the player should be sure to aim crosscourt, imparting 
enough topspin, and use the feel in the hands to adjust the trajectory of the shot.

Backhand Slice lob
Purpose: To develop an effective lob that can move the opponent back off the net 
or win the point outright.

Procedure: The player stands on the baseline halfway between the center hash 
mark and the alley. A coach or partner, who becomes the net player, stands in the 
middle of the service line on the opposite side of the court and feeds balls with 
various speeds and spins, letting the player get a feel for hitting the lob. After 5 
or 10 practice lobs, points should be played until one player reaches 11. The net 
player reacts to each lob, and the point is played until one player makes an error. 
The baseline player moves sideways or slightly backward and prepares the racket 
in a manner similar to that for a backhand slice shot. The takeback should be a 
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little longer, and the racket face should be positioned slightly open so that the 
player can impart backspin on the ball. The player swings in a high-to-low fashion 
and tries to cut under the ball to slice the ball so that it goes over the net player 
but still lands in the court, preferably near the baseline. The contact point occurs 
in the mid- to lower-level strike zones. The trajectory of the shot should be over 
the opponent’s outstretched arm.

Coaching points: If players’ shots continually land too short, they may be 
imparting too much underspin or misjudging the opponent’s reach or ability to hit 
an overhead. If lobs are too deep, players need to aim crosscourt and make sure 
to impart enough spin on the shot using the feel in the hands.

Bunt lob
Purpose: To develop a defensive lob that the player can use to try to extend the 
rally when a player is on the run or out of position.

Procedure: The player starts on the baseline. A coach or partner stands in the 
middle of the service line on the opposite side of the court and feeds hard-driving 
balls to both the forehand and backhand sides. Preparing with an Eastern or Con-
tinental grip, the player moves sideways to the ball with the racket out to the side 
and the racket face open. The stance is open to provide balance because the lob is 
hit either when out of position or from an outstretched position. With an abbrevi-
ated takeback, the player hits the attack point of contact and in the lower-, mid-, 
or upper-level strike zones. The player focuses on flicking the wrist to gain a high 
trajectory with little spin while pushing or blocking the shot over the net player’s 
head and in the court.

lob target
Purpose: To practice placement of the different lobs so that a player can hit them 
to strategic positions on the court.

Procedure: A coach or partner feeds hard-driving balls from the service line. The 
player can use the coach or partner as a reference for something to hit over. After 
feeding the ball, the coach or partner extends a racket upward, providing a gauge 
for how high the player needs to hit the ball. The player executes the lobs to land 
in different deep quadrants in the court, mainly crosscourt (slightly earlier con-
tact, just in front of the lead foot) or down the line (slightly later contact, over the 
lead foot). The player attempts 10 forehand and 10 backhand hits to each spot.

Multiple lobs
Purpose: To practice the different lobs in a variety of locations in order to improve 
the feel in the hands and the ability to execute different lobs.

Procedure: The player stands in the middle of the baseline on one side of the 
court. The coach or partner is on the other side of the court, standing on the mid-
court service line. The coach or partner hits a variety of balls (flat, hard, topspin, 
underspin) softly to the player. The player should hit about 30 to 50 lobs in all, 
alternating between hitting aggressive topspin lobs, slice lobs, and bunt lobs.
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Volley Drills
The drills in this section help players practice placing the different volleys to strategic 
positions on the court. Players should practice both the forehand and backhand sides. 
The volley is an essential skill for closing off points and adding another dimension to 
players’ games. Development of the volley begins with knowing when to attempt a volley 
and then how to execute the volley to a certain location. Players should not be discour-
aged if their execution is deficient. Mastering the volley requires a great deal of trial and 
error.

Standard Volley With leg loading
Purpose: To work on the fundamental technique of the volley while emphasizing 
back leg movement.

Procedure: The coach or partner feeds balls. The player, or volleyer, uses the back 
leg to generate power to move away from the net. The player starts in a ready 
position (feet shoulder width apart, knees bent, weight on the toes) on the singles 
line at the net, in the alley on the side of the volley that the player is drilling. The 
coach or partner is approximately 3 feet (0.9 m) in front of the player and tosses 
an easy lofted ball in the air to the player. The player loads the legs and focuses 
on using the back leg (the leg on the same side of the shot) to push the body for-
ward through the volley, stepping forward with the opposite leg and hitting the 
ball lightly to the feeder. This motion requires the volleyer to dissipate the energy 
being created by the legs with a soft touch on the racket and an open racket face. 
The player then takes one large step backward and resets to the ready position 
to hit another ball. The player practices 10 forehand and 10 backhand volleys. 
Moving backward forces the player to use more and more leg action to generate 
the needed distance on the shot to get it back to the coach or partner.

Coaching points: To control the ball, the player must use a firm wrist and prepare 
the racket in front and to the side of the body in the direction of the oncoming 
shot. The player must contact the ball just above waist level with a straight punch 
to the target and a short follow-through in the same direction. If more depth is 
needed on the shot, the player should open the racket face slightly back.

Variation: To make the drill more challenging, the player can push the wrist, arm, 
and racket face through inwardly to create sidespin on the ball. Or, if more under-
spin is desired for more advanced drilling, the player can push them in a more 
high-to-low fashion.

Solo variation: This drill can be practiced on a wall. Players should focus on using 
soft hands to keep the ball in play. Players should practice hitting 10 forehands 
in a row followed by 10 backhands in a row and then alternate the forehands and 
backhands.
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Moving Volley
Purpose: To practice the split step and a direct movement to the ball.

Procedure: The player stands without a racket about 1 foot (0.3 m) in front of the 
middle hash mark on the service line. The coach or partner hand feeds balls from 
the middle of the service line, starting with balls thrown about 2 feet (0.6 m) to 
the side and forward of the player and progressing to 4 feet (1.3 m). The player 
split steps as the ball is released, then quick steps with the outside leg in the 
direction of the oncoming ball, and steps forward once more to catch the ball. The 
legs continue to move forward after the catch. The player should focus on taking 
one or two smaller steps through the contact to balance and then squaring the 
hips and shoulders to the net in preparation for the next ball. Once the player is 
consistently moving directly to the shot, the player should add the racket and 
practice the same movement while volleying.

Volley tracking
Purpose: To develop the skill of timing the split step and watching the ball off the 
opponent’s racket. This drill improves a player’s ability to read an opponent’s ball.

Procedure: The player is at the net on the T, halfway between the net and service 
line. A partner is on the baseline on the other side of the court, positioned midway 
between the middle hash mark and the alley on the deuce or ad side. The player 
and partner rally back and forth, lightly at first and then gradually increasing the 
pace of their shots.

Volley Collar
Purpose: To improve coordination of the moving body parts for the volley technique.

Procedure: The player knots together two overwrap grips and ties one side of 
the grip around the player’s neck and the other side around the top of the throat 
of the racket head; this is a volley collar. The grip should be tight enough so the 
player’s head and the racket head can work in unison but not so tight as to cause 
danger to the player. The coach or partner stands in the middle of the service line 
and feeds diagonally to the player across the net, easy balls (slow with loft) at 
first so the player can get the feeling of the drill. Once the player gets the feel for 
the volley collar, tougher feeds can be put into play so that the player uses the 
feet and coordinates the head and the racket with the feet. This forces the player 
to use the legs more efficiently to get behind and under the ball (emphasizing 
loading); otherwise, the player will feel a pull on the neck. For safety, the coach or 
partner should be careful to not to overextend the player. The player and coach or 
partner can progress to rallying back and forth at the net, continuing to work on 
the racket head, player head, eyes, and feet all moving in unison. Finally, the volley 
collar is removed, and the participants perform the drill again, focusing on carry-
ing over the feeling of the coordinated body parts.

Solo variation: To practice on the wall, players should use the procedure as noted 
and try to keep the ball going for a goal of 10 volleys to the forehand and 10 to the 
backhand.

Critical Cue:
For tougher shots, 
the step to con-
tact the ball may 
need to be slightly 
diagonal to get 
the player behind 
the ball in time.
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High Volley
Purpose: To develop the technique needed to effectively volley a ball above shoul-
der height, adding power from deeper in the court.

Procedure: The player starts in the middle of the court, halfway between the base-
line and service line. A coach or partner feeds balls with loft, targeting a height 
above the player’s shoulder as the ball crosses the service line. The player moves 
forward to the volley, preparing with a quarter turn of the body and pulling the 
racket hand slightly behind the head. The player focuses on a high-to-low (aggres-
sive) sweep through the ball to impart pace and a longer, more pushed out follow-
through of the racket (closing the face) to impart depth on the ball. The goal is to 
hit the volley into the back third of the court. The player continues forward with 
one to two recovery steps for balance and positioning before moving back to the 
starting location and repeating the drill.

Coaching points: The movement in this drill is essential because the player should 
generate the pace on this shot by moving through the volley (transferring body 
weight) and not by swinging the racket. 

Solo variation: The solo version of this drill is an excellent way to combine different 
volleys. When a player hits a high volley toward the wall, the ball will likely rebound 
to the standard volley location and the player can execute a standard volley.

Variation: This drill can also be executed with three quick, high balls for the player 
to volley on the way to the net. The recovery steps from the first volley become 
the approach steps for the second volley, and so on.

lob Volley
Purpose: To develop the technique needed to volley high over an opposing player’s 
head.

Procedure: A coach or partner feeds from center court, midway between the net 
and service line. The player starts in the middle of the court, halfway between the 
baseline and service line. After the feed, the coach extends the racket above the 
head to provide a target for the player. On the feed, the player moves up to hit 
the shot from near the service line. The player executes the shot using standard 
volley technique, focusing on a more open racket face and a short low-to-high fol-
low-through in the direction of the ball to increase the loft on the ball. The player 
continues forward with one or two recovery steps for balance and positioning, 
then moves back to the starting location and repeats the drill. Players should aim 
to be able to hit 10 shots without the coach reaching the shots.

Solo variation: For an advanced volley drill, players can combine three different volleys 
on the wall. They should start with a high volley, which will rebound to a standard 
volley location. Then, players can hit a lob volley, which will rebound to a high volley 
location, and the drill can start again.

Critical Cue:
As the hand is 

drawn back, the 
racket face opens 

up so that the 
butt cap is vis-

ible to the other 
player.

Critical Cue:
The ball is hit 

flat or with slight 
backspin.
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Drop Volley
Purpose: To develop the drop shot off a volley, forcing a baseline opponent to have 
to come to the net.

Procedure: A coach or partner feeds diagonally from the center of the baseline, 
hitting balls with medium pace and varying degrees of topspin. The player starts 
in the middle of the court, 2 feet (0.6 m) behind the service line. On the feed, the 
player moves up to hit the shot in front of the service line. The player executes the 
shot using the standard volley technique but focuses on slowing the arm and soft-
ening the grip as the racket comes forward and stopping it completely at contact 
to create the drop volley: a low-bouncing ball that lands in the service box three 
to five times or bounces once and goes over the singles sideline. The player con-
tinues forward with one or two recovery steps for balance and positioning, then 
moves back to the starting location and repeats the drill.

low Volley
Purpose: To develop the technique needed to effectively volley a ball below waist 
height.

Procedure: The player starts on the center of the service line. A coach or partner 
feeds balls diagonally with underspin or topspin to stay low and dip upon clearing 
the net. The player moves forward to the volley, preparing the racket face forward 
and to the side of the body, with the racket face open and around knee height. 
With little to no backswing, the player sweeps the ball with an open racket face, 
focusing on getting low and holding the knee bend through contact to aid in pro-
ducing a low-trajectory shot. The player takes one to two recovery steps forward 
during the short follow-through from low to high, aimed in the direction of the 
shot.

Solo variation: To practice the low volley on the wall, a player stands a little 
further back from the standard volley position and lets the ball drop to the low 
volley position. Players should try to execute 10 forehand low volleys followed by 
10 backhand volleys.

Half Volley
Purpose: To develop the technique needed to hit a short ball from the ground.

Procedure: The player starts in the middle of the court, halfway between the base-
line and service line. A coach or partner feeds balls as slice shots or flat, angled 
groundstrokes. The player moves forward to the ball, taking a quarter turn with 
the body and preparing the racket back and down with a short backswing. The 
player focuses on keeping steady in the contact stance and pushing the racket 
forward in a slightly open position with a low-to-high follow-through. The goal is 
to hit the half volley into the back third of the court. The player continues forward 
with one or two recovery steps for balance and positioning, then moves back to 
the starting location and repeats the drill.

Solo variation: When drilling the half volley on the wall, players should stand a 
little further back than for the low volley, allowing room for the ball to drop, so 
they can half volley back to the wall. Players should aim to execute 10 forehand 
and 10 backhand half volleys.

Critical Cue:
If the player is 
meeting the ball 
below net level, a 
more open racket 
face with a down-
ward half turn of 
the wrist will give 
the shot some 
height.

Critical Cue:
Keeping the 
racket face open 
puts underspin 
on the ball, which 
helps prevent loft 
on the shot and 
causes the ball 
to skid quickly 
through the court 
and away from 
the other player.

Critical Cue:
The player can 
help direct the 
ball to its des-
tination with a 
firm wrist and 
quick accelera-
tion upward and 
outward to the 
desired target 
area.
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Quick Hands and Quick Feet Volley
Purpose: To improve tracking skills and reaction time of the hands and feet, while 
practicing the different volley types in unpredictable combinations.

Procedure: Two players face each other on opposite sides of the court. Both play-
ers stand on the service line, either in the middle or crosscourt. Players rally using 
any volley until someone misses. Games can be played up to 5, 7, or 11 points.

Variation: The advanced version of this drill places the players halfway between 
the baseline and service line, forcing the focus even more on the footwork and 
adding the challenge of requiring depth on the volley. Both players hit back and 
forth, trying to sustain a rally between the service line and halfway back to the 
baseline. Misses or volleys that land short (in the service box) earn the other 
player a point. Games can be played to 5, 7, or 11 points.

Deuce-Ad Volley Game
Purpose: To practice placing volleys to one side of the court or the other, improv-
ing the use of all of the volley types.

Procedure: Two players set up on the court. Player 1 plays the net and starts in the 
middle of the service box between the service line and the net. Player 2 plays the 
baseline. The goal is for player 1 to hit volleys and overheads to the deuce or ad 
side (whichever side is being drilled). Player 2 plays on the side being drilled and 
may hit groundstrokes but is not allowed to hit winners. If the baseline player hits 
a winner, the point is replayed. Player 1 cannot hit a drop volley on the first ball but 
may hit one on any ball after that. Games are played to 5, 7, or 11 points.

Volley target
Purpose: To practice placing volleys crosscourt and down the line for accuracy 
and consistency.

Procedure: Player 1 starts on the deuce side on the baseline. Player 2 starts oppo-
site player 1 at the net, standing in the deuce side service box. Player 1 hits all 
groundstrokes crosscourt starting with the forehand. Player 2 volleys all balls 
down the line. Both players work cooperatively, trying to rally crosscourt ground-
strokes with down-the-line volleys for 15 seconds, then 30 seconds, and finally 1 
minute. After achieving 1 minute, the players switch directions.

live Volley
Purpose: To practice volleys in a live situation.

Procedure: Player 1 is on the baseline, and player 2 is at the net. Both players 
begin to rally back and forth to each other. All the balls should be hit back through 
the middle of the court cooperatively until players get to the assigned number of 
balls hit (2 each). Then the players say Go, and the point is played out using the 
full court. Each time a player misses, the other player receives 1 point; games are 
played to 11 points.

Coaching points: Proper court coverage is slightly off center in the direction of 
the shot location. For example, player 2 hits a forehand down the line and takes a 
position about 2 feet (0.6 m) to the right of the center line. Better volleyers know 
their strengths and weaknesses and will adjust this according to their skills to 
find the optimum location.
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Overhead Drills
If practiced infrequently, the overhead can be one of the toughest shots in tennis. The 
opponent can impart a choice of spin and trajectory on the ball, so the player is dealing 
with a shot that the opponent is trying to win with. Other factors include court position 
and a player’s ability to reach the overhead. Finally, environmental conditions (such as 
wind, sunlight, playing under lights, and so on) have an effect on the ball a player is trying 
to hit. Once players feel comfortable hitting overheads and can hit them to a variety of 
locations on the court, they are ready to use them in a game situation.

power Overhead
Purpose: To develop a putaway shot to use at the net when the opponent hits a 
weak, high ball short in the court.

Procedure: The coach or partner feeds lobs from behind the baseline. Feeds may 
vary so that at first the lob lands on the opposite side of the court and in the ser-
vice box. Each progressive feed becomes more difficult. The player starts in the 
service box and then shuffles backward to get behind the ball, then forward just 
before contact. The contact point is similar to that of a slice or flat serve and is in 
the upper-level strike zone.

Coaching points: If the player has trouble with shuffling forward, a helpful reference 
can be to think of the movement of a baseball centerfielder who is throwing a ball 
into home plate to get out a player rounding third.

Scissor Kick Overhead
Purpose: To develop an overhead technique for balls higher and deeper in the 
court that do not allow for forward movement and that require an effective jump 
to make contact.

Procedure: The coach or partner feeds lobs from behind the baseline. The player 
hitting the overhead starts up at the net with the non-dominant hand on top of 
the net and turned sideways, ready to move back for the overhead. Upon slapping 
the nondominant hand on top of the net, the coach or partner feeds a ball deep 
over the person standing at the net. Pushing off the leg that is closest to the net, 
the player moves backward. The player times the jump to make contact slightly 
later than the power overhead (from above to slightly behind the head), scissor 
kicking the feet after contacting the ball to maintain balance while in the air.

Critical Cue:
The body angle at 
contact is slightly 
forward, and the 
legs are loaded 
and used equally, 
staying balanced 
throughout the 
shot for maxi-
mum power.

Critical Cue:
The body leans 
back slightly but 
stays balanced 
while elevat-
ing upward. The 
player uses the 
kick to offset the 
forward move-
ment of the 
racket arm.
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Backhand Smash
Purpose: To develop overhead technique on the backhand side.

Procedure: The coach or partner feeds lobs from the baseline over the backhand 
side of the player, who is standing at the net. The player turns and lines up the 
approaching ball with the elbow of the dominant arm, then extends the bent arm 
up toward the ball. The attack point of contact is used, and the ball is hit in the 
upper-level strike zone. The player alternates between placing 10 overheads down 
the line or at a sharp angle crosscourt.

Overhead target
Purpose: To practice placing overheads crosscourt and down the line for accuracy 
and consistency.

Procedure: The player divides the court on the other side of the net into four 
quadrants: the two service boxes and the two deeper halves. The coach or partner 
feeds the player 8 to 10 lobs in a diagonal fashion. The player chooses the over-
head location based on location of the feed and practices hitting balls to each 
quadrant.

Coaching points: The player should keep the feet in motion, making sure to move 
around the lob enough to hit inside out to the opponent’s backhand side.

live Overhead
Purpose: To improve the shot and shot selection for the overhead.

Procedure: The coach or partner stands at the baseline, and the player is at the 
net. Players rally back and forth, establishing a rally for two shots each until both 
players say Go. Then the player on the baseline hits a lob, and the point is played 
out. Games can be played out to 7, 11, or 15 points.

Drop Shot Drills
The drop shot is a highly valuable tool for players to have in their arsenal. The drills in 
this section can help players improve their drop shot so they can dictate play in a match.

Drop Shot target
Purpose: To practice hitting quality drop shots.

Procedure: The coach or partner stands by the service line. The coach alternates 
feeds to the player’s forehand and backhand. The player starts off by standing 
inside the court and hitting drop shots that do the following: drop and stop in the 
service box on the other side of the court, drop and bounce three to five times in 
the service box on the side where the ball was fed, or bounce one time in the ser-
vice box and go over the singles sideline. All three count as successful drop shots.

Coaching points: To hit with backspin, the player should think of hitting the 
bottom of the incoming ball and going up the backside of the ball with a cupping 
action of the hand.

Critical Cue:
The player should 
think about bend-
ing and extending 

the elbow up to 
the approaching 

ball. Then give the 
ball a backhand 

high five and 
hold the follow-

through until the 
ball is over the 

net.
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Drop Shot to Drop Shot
Purpose: To develop a feel for hitting the drop shot.

Procedure: Two players start on either side of the court in the service boxes. Ini-
tially players should start in the middle of the box on the service line. Later they 
can start in other areas in the boxes. The players hit softly to one another using 
underspin and backspin. The players try to make the ball bounce at each other’s 
feet. The players rally back and forth establishing a rally for two shots each. After 
two shots each, both players say Go, and then the point is played out. Players can 
hit a lob, an angled drop shot, or any shot they please. Games can be played out 
to 7, 11, or 15 points.

Drop Shot technique
Purpose: To develop the drop shot, learn the best time to hit a drop shot, and learn 
how to react to drop shots.

Procedure: Two players are positioned in the middle of the baseline on either side 
of the court. The two rally back and forth until one player gets a shot to hit a drop 
shot on. Once the drop shot is hit, the entire court is used, and the point is played 
out. Games can be played out to 7, 11, or 15 points.

Coaching points: Participants should vary the rally length. The player can try 
to disguise when the drop shot is coming by using other shots, such as slice 
backhands, to rally and then surprising the opponent with a drop shot.

Desperation Shot Drills
These drills develop additional techniques and shot options to keep a player in the point 
or even win it when totally on the defensive and on a dead run. The following drills prac-
tice the forward running shot, the tweener, and the slap shot. Because they are despera-
tion shots, they are not usually practiced for placement, although at advanced levels, 
they can be.

Forward running Shot
Purpose: To develop the foot speed, quickness, and technique needed to return 
a short ball. This shot should be developed on both the forehand and backhand 
sides.

Procedure: The coach or partner starts by the net, and the retrieving player starts 
on the baseline. The coach or partner hits a soft drop shot over the net, and the 
player on the baseline has to retrieve it before it bounces twice. On the coach’s 
or partner’s Go command, the ball is hit, and the player starts. The player runs 
as quickly as possible to the ball, pushing the racket in front of the body in the 
approximate location of the ball, attempting to hit the ball down the line. If suc-
cessful, the player returns to the baseline and takes one step farther back. When 
the player reaches the back fence, the player executes 10 on the forehand and 10 
on the backhand.

Critical Cue:
Players should 
grip the racket 
softly with the fin-
gers as if holding 
a baby bird.

Critical Cue:
The player should 
start low and 
pump the arms, 
as a sprinter 
would, and keep 
the racket head 
pointing in front.
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tweener Shot
Purpose: To develop a reply to a lob shot that can be run down but is too deep in 
the court to get behind. This shot is hit with the forehand side of the racket.

Procedure: The coach or partner feeds short lobs over the player, who is on the 
opposite side on the service line. The player turns around and runs straight 
toward the ball with the racket pointing upward and makes adjustment steps that 
allow the racket head to contact the ball through the open stretched-out legs. 
The player flicks the wrist downward and toward the body, stopping just slightly 
through the position of the legs. After contact, the player turns around and recov-
ers back in the court.

Slap Shot
Purpose: To develop a reply to an angled lob where the tweener is not an option. 
This shot should be developed on both the forehand and backhand sides.

Procedure: The coach or partner feeds short lobs over the player, who is on the 
opposite side on the service line. The player turns around and runs back as fast 
as possible, making contact in the upper-level strike zone; the ball is at the side 
of the body behind the head at the attack point of contact. The player runs with 
the racket out and slaps or flicks the wrists backward and upward, hoping to get 
enough of the racket head on the ball. After contact, the player turns around and 
recovers back in the court.

Double Desperation Shot
Purpose: To practice the different desperation shots in a live ball setting.

Procedure: The player and a partner are at the net on opposite sides of the court 
hitting reflex volleys. The partner hits (in defense or intentionally) a lob volley 
over the player’s head. The player runs back and hits a tweener or a slap shot. The 
partner then feeds another ball by hand, which is a drop shot that requires the 
player to execute an on-the-run forward desperation shot.

Variation: The forward fed ball can be eliminated and the point can be played out 
from the backward desperation shot. Each time a player misses, the other player 
receives a point. Games are played to 11 points.

live Ball Drills
The previous drills in this chapter are designed for enhancing the technique, accuracy, 
and consistency of the player’s approach shot, lob, volley, overhead, and desperation 
shots. The following drills put two players in a live situation to blend a variety of shots 
under pressure.

Critical Cue:
The player should 

time the contact 
so that the ball is 
in the lower-level 

strike zone.

Critical Cue:
The player main-

tains balance 
through the flick 
of the wrist and 
follows through 

the contact point. 
The wrist must 

stay loose as 
the player snaps 
the racket down 

behind the body.
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Approach, Volley, and Overhead
Purpose: To practice shots in combination for effective net play.

Procedure: The player stands in the middle of the court. A coach or partner stands 
on either the deuce side or the ad side. The coach or partner feeds the ball so that 
it lands near the service line. The player runs up and hits an approach shot (cross-
court or down the line) to the half that the coach is standing on and continues 
forward. The coach or partner then hits this shot, and the player volleys the ball 
back to where the coach or partner is playing. Now the coach or partner throws 
up a third shot, which is a lob, and the point is played out. The game is played to 
11 points. If a ball is missed in the sequence, then it counts as a point to the other 
player. After 11 points have been played, the players switch sides.

Approach and pass
Purpose: To hit the approach shots and cover the passing shots in a competitive 
situation, using all of the options for these shots.

Procedure: Two players start in the middle of the court on opposite sides of the 
court. Player 1 feeds a series of five short balls to the service line on the oppo-
site side of the court. The feeds can all be to the forehand side, all to the back-
hand side, or they can alternate sides. Player 2 returns the balls as down-the-line 
approach shots. Then player 1 replies with a passing shot or a lob. The players 
then play out the point using the full court. The drill is repeated, and the players 
switch roles. The players alternate the feeding to play additional points. Games 
are played to 11 points.

Variation: To increase the challenge, the player hitting the approach shot is allowed 
to hit to any location. For even more challenge, the player can switch the approach 
shot to a drop shot. The other player must then try to pass with a return drop shot 
(if enough time exists to get to the ball) or a forward on-the-run desperation shot.

Volley and lob
Purpose: To pit the volley against the lob in a competitive situation, practicing the 
various options for these shots.

Procedure: Two players rally. Player 1 starts in the middle of the service line. Player 
2 starts on the baseline. Either player feeds a ball to start the drill. Player 1 tries 
to hit good, consistent volleys, and player 2 rallies them back down the middle of 
the court. Player 1 says Go and then hits an offensive volley to the down-the-line 
corner. Player 2 runs over and hits (based on the strength of the shot) an offen-
sive or defensive lob. The players play out the point on the full court. The win-
ning player earns a point. Players repeat the process and switch roles. Games are 
played to 11 points.

Variation: A more challenging version is to play crosscourt and then hit the offen-
sive volley down the line after the players exchange a certain number of shots.
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no Winners
Purpose: To improve placement, consistency, defense, toughness at the net, and 
the ability to concentrate for extended periods of time and sustain long rallies at 
the net or on the baseline. This drill is designed for advanced players who can hit 
an approach shot, volley, and overhead.

Procedure: Two players rally. Player 1 starts in the middle of the baseline. Player 
2 starts midway between the net and the service line in the middle of the court. 
Either player feeds a ball to the other to begin the drill. Player 1 tries to hit shots 
that stretch player 2 without hitting winners. The shots may include short dippers, 
lobs barely within reach of player 2, or shots that player 2 cannot get a good strike 
on a volley. Points are awarded for any misses or forced errors. When a winner is 
hit, no points are assigned. The players simply re-feed and start the next point. 
Games are played to 5 points. A loss by player 2 (net player) indicates a need for 
improvement in the player’s net game.

Variation: To focus on greater accuracy, these drills can be played on a half court 
using the alleys to the singles half court only. In this scenario the feed can either 
be a groundstroke or short lob so that the net player replies with either a volley 
or overhead. Other variations of this drill include using one player transitioning to 
the net versus two players on the other side. These drills also work well in a timed 
fashion; players track how long it takes the attacking player to miss 5 or 10 shots.

Coach Williams Special
Purpose: To get players ready for attacking tennis quickly and efficiently and to 
improve mental and physical endurance while working on the transition to the net.

Procedure: Two players start on the baseline on opposite sides of the court. The 
drill should be timed with a stopwatch. Players perform this drill cooperatively; 
they work together to sustain the rally as long as possible. Every shot is hit up the 
middle of the court. Player 1 starts off by hitting a short ball to player 2, who hits 
the ball as an approach and comes to the net. Once player 2 is at the net, player 1 
provides a forehand volley, a backhand volley, and an overhead for which player 2 
backpedals. Player 2 then hits the overhead back at three-quarter speed. Player 
1 takes the ball from the overhead and now approaches the net, where player 1 
receives a forehand volley, a backhand volley, and an overhead. Player 1 responds 
to these shots at three-quarter speed, hitting up the center of the court. This 
back-and-forth rallying while approaching and playing the net takes a great deal 
of focus and endurance; it is tiring. As soon as a player misses, the clock should be 
stopped and the duration noted. Players should aim to complete the drill uninter-
rupted and work for lower and lower times.

Critical Cue:
Players must 

find their rally 
speed and keep 

their feet moving 
throughout the 

drill. Players 
cannot perform 

this drill well if 
they stand still 

after hitting shots.
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P
laying singles tennis is a great test of a player’s endurance, movement, court 
sense, weapons, instincts, and discipline in shot selection. Singles strategy and 
tactics help the player create a game plan in order to focus on the task at hand. 
A good singles player has been well coached or has fi gured out through trial and 

error what helps to win points. Reading this book can help players determine their favor-
ite shots, how to hit the shots correctly, and the style they have confi dence in. If that 
knowledge is clear, players’ practices are more effi cient, are more focused, and lead to 
better results.

Good, sound singles strategy and the intangibles discussed in this chapter can help 
players become who they want to be on the court. This chapter covers percentage 
tennis, foundational tactics, strategies, commonly executed shot patterns and opponent 
responses, and strategies for playing styles. It also guides the player and coach in how to 
formulate a personal game plan.

Percentage tennis
Before formulating strategies and tactics, it is important to understand the dimensions 
of the court and how they apply to high percentage tennis. A high percentage shot is 
one that clears the lowest part of the net and is hit toward the longest part of the court. 
Essentially a high percentage shot is one that has the best chance of allowing a player to 
make a shot or win a point. Singles tennis courts are 78 feet (23.7 m) long from baseline 
to baseline and 82.5 feet (25.14 m) long diagonally (see fi gure 10.1). When hitting a tennis 
ball crosscourt the player effectively has 4.5 feet (1.37 m; exactly the width of a doubles 

alley) of additional court to hit into which makes the 
crosscourt shot a high percentage shot.

The net on a tennis court is 3 feet (0.9 m) in the 
center and 3.5 feet (1.06 m) at the sides of the court. 
When hitting the ball crosscourt the player hits over 
the lowest part of the net. Crosscourt shots are the 
highest-percentage shots. Balls hit straight up the 
middle of the court are the second best percentage 
plays, and balls hit down the singles lines are the low-
est-percentage plays. The net is the fi rst opponent 
that the player has to beat. If the player misses shots 
in the net, then the opponent does not get the oppor-
tunity to hit the ball. For this reason the best misses 
are wide or long, but never in the net.

In tennis the player has two serves. Making the 
fi rst serve is critical. Making a high percentage of fi rst 
serves keeps pressure on the opponent by requiring 
a consistent return on a ball over which the player 
has total control. On the return of serve the player 
has one or sometimes two looks at the opponent’s 
serve. The player makes the opponent continue play 
by returning the opponent’s serve into the court. 
In terms of percentage play, the best way to direct 
returns is crosscourt or up the middle of the court. 
When leading in the score of a game and receiving a 
second serve, the player should try to put time pres-
sure on the opponent by hitting the return quickly or 
taking the return up the line.
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Figure 10.1 Court measurements.
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Approaching the net can put pressure on the opponent in two ways: forcing the 
opponent to move in a direction that encourages an error, and lessening the opponent’s 
available response time. The rules of percentage play still apply, but if choosing to hit 
crosscourt in the transition from the baseline to the net, the player had better hit a 
winner or a highly effective shot. Upon reaching the crosscourt ball, the opponent may 
choose to hit down the line, giving the player less response time. When a player hits 
crosscourt to create angle, the opponent has an easier time passing or lobbing over 
the player. A neutralizing transition shot hit up the middle is not a bad play; it makes it 
harder for the opponent to create an angled passing shot.

Although it is a lower-percentage shot, the up-the-line transition actually helps the 
player set up to hit a volley or overhead on the next ball. If the opponent now chooses 
to pass the player up the line, the player is there; if the opponent goes crosscourt, the 
player has time because of the longer flight path of the crosscourt pass to move and put 
the volley away.

six Foundational Pillars for strategy 
and tactics
Players should be able to perform the following six foundational pillars (also called ball 
controls) at the level appropriate to them. Once they have accomplished this step, play-
ers are ready to learn tactics and formulate strategies. They can also perform a style of 
play and improve as competitive players.

Pillar 1: Consistency
Consistency can lead to getting the ball over the net once more than the opponent. Being 
consistent can lead to feelings of confidence, too. Each time players elevate to a higher 
level of play, they should try to establish consistency at that level. The following guide-
posts help players develop that consistency.

•	 Basic. Try to get the ball over the net as often as possible.

•	 Intermediate. Work to be able to hit 50 balls up the middle of the court.

•	 Advanced intermediate. Be able to rally 75 to 100 balls up the middle of the court 
with varying degrees of spin, including moderate topspin or underspin.

•	 Advanced. Be able to hit, with personal choice of spins, 100 or more balls up the 
middle or to whichever part of the court is desirable.

Pillar 2: Depth
Players should target three spots along the baseline: deep to the forehand corner, middle 
of the court, and deep to the backhand corner. Players can use the following guideposts 
to develop their ability to hit for depth.

•	 Basic. Play the ball deep by being able to hit the ball past the opponent’s service line 
while hitting from behind the baseline.

•	 Intermediate. Be able to do the same as the beginner level but use moderate top-
spin or underspin shots.

•	 Advanced intermediate. Be able to hit 10 deep balls total to any of the 3 depth spots.

•	 Advanced. Be able to hit 10 deep balls in a row to any of the 3 spots and then alter-
nate hitting 10 balls in a row to all 3 spots.
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Pillar 3: Direction
Hitting the ball in the intended direction and being able to place the ball on the court 
where the player wants it to go, signifies a degree of confidence. The player is now start-
ing to focus on where, not how, to hit the ball. Players can use the following guideposts to 
develop their ability to hit in specific directions.

•	 Basic. Be able to direct the ball up the middle of the court.

•	 Intermediate. Be able to alternate hitting 50 balls from one half of the court to the 
other.

•	 Advanced intermediate. Be able to hit 75 to 100 balls to one half of the court and 
then the other.

•	 Advanced. This level can consistently rally hitting 100 or more balls to the forehand 
and backhand corners.

Pillar 4: Height
The ball height over the net is often misunderstood by beginner and lower intermediate 
players who, because of the camera angle on television from behind the court, incor-
rectly assume that the professional players are ripping every ball an inch or two (a few 
cm) over the net. Good players know that clearing the net is very important both for 
consistency and for creating higher-bouncing balls. The closer a player is to the net, the 
lower the ball is over the net. The appropriate height for these shots is roughly one to two 
racket face widths above the net. The farther away a player is from the net, the higher the 
ball needs to be hit to keep it deep into the opponent’s court. For this type of shot, the ball 
should be anywhere from three to five racket face widths over the net. Players can use 
the following guideposts to develop their ability to hit for height.

•	 Basic. Depending on level of control, be able to hit on average anywhere from 1 to 
10 racket widths over the net. The aim is to be able to get the ball over the net and 
sustain a rally, so a higher net clearance is needed.

•	 Intermediate to advanced intermediate. Be able to vary heights hitting into the 
four square—each one of the four squares on the opponent’s side of the net—at will.

•	 Advanced. Be able to have the full range from 10 or more racket face widths for a 
topspin lob to 1 or 2 racket face widths over the net on a passing shot. Advanced 
players are able to control height and are more skilled to handle an opponent’s 
shots.

Pillar 5: Spin
Players hit with these types of spin: topspin, underspin, backspin, sidespin, and flat (even 
balls hit flat have moderate forward spin on them). Each type of spin has varying levels. 
Players can use the following guideposts to develop spin in their shots.

•	 Basic. Be able to hit with little or no spin.

•	 Intermediate to advanced intermediate. Learn about and practice topspin, 
underspin, and backspin. These players should be able to demonstrate ten of each 
type of spin while being fed from a basket.

•	 Advanced. This level of player can blend spins creating difficulty for their oppo-
nents. Advanced players should be able to play the Simon Does game. In this game, 
they match the spin that their opponent is hitting to them.
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Pillar 6: Pace or Speed
When players go out to rally with a friend they use a rally speed with each other, designed 
to keep the ball to each other and maintain a rally. Once they get good at playing at a rally 
speed, they can vary the speed of play in various ways. The first is taking speed off the 
incoming ball (deflating), such as by adding height and spin or by softening the grip on 
the racket. The second is increasing speed (inflating), such as by hitting the ball harder 
or flatter, or by gripping the racket slightly tighter. Players can use the following guide-
posts to develop changes in pace or speed in play.

•	 Basic. Develop a rally speed by learning how to rally consecutive shots in a row, start-
ing at the service boxes and backing up to the baseline. About 10 to 25 shots from 
inside the service boxes, midcourt, and baseline are achievable goals at this level.

•	 Intermediate to advanced intermediate. Be able to start differentiating between 
slow (30 to 50 percent of maximum possible speed), moderate (50 to 70 percent), 
and fast (70 percent and up) swing speeds. These levels of players should practice 
swing speeds by playing the Red, Yellow, and Green Light game. In this game, play-
ers call out the color representing the speed they are swinging. Green is fast, yellow 
is moderate, and red is slow. Players must remember that the slower they hit the 
ball, the higher they need to aim over the net.

•	 Advanced. Be able to inflate or deflate incoming balls. Players can practice in pairs; 
one player deflates each shot while the other inflates each shot.

Court Positioning guidelines
When rallying, transitioning, or volleying, the player should always try to position the 
body by taking more adjusting steps than appear necessary to meet the ball in the ideal 
strike zone and point of contact for that particular shot. Doing so keeps the player con-
tinually trying to get into an improved position when hitting the ball. Knowing where to 
stand helps the player to anticipate the most likely return of shot from the opponent and 
cut down on the number of steps needed to meet the ball. The following sections high-
light various shots and how court positioning affects them.

Groundstroke Balls Hit to the Middle of the Court If the player and 
opponent are hitting the ball deep up the middle of the court to one another, then 
the player should be positioned in the middle of the court and behind the baseline. A 
groundstroke played through the middle can be played to get a rest in a rally, to reset the 
point, or to create less of an angle for the opponent’s following shot. A player who hits a 
groundstroke to the middle of the court can also take that opportunity to get in a better 
court position to set up an attack with the forehand.

Groundstroke Balls Hit Crosscourt When hitting crosscourt from the baseline, 
the player should remember that the highest-percentage play for the opponent is for the 
opponent to hit back to where the ball came from. If the player hits a forehand crosscourt 
with good pace and depth to the opponent, then the player can be positioned about 1 foot 
(0.3 m) off the center hash mark crosscourt on the forehand side. If the player plays a 
backhand crosscourt, then the player anticipates the ball to come back to the backhand 
side and should be positioned just off the center hash mark crosscourt on the forehand 
side. If looking for a forehand, the player may want to be positioned midway between the 
center and the alley.
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Groundstroke Balls Hit Down the Line When hitting down the line the player 
is hoping to hit a winner, hit an aggressive shot, or just change the direction of the shot. If 
the player does not hit the winner or if the opponent is quick and gets to the shot in time, 
then the player should immediately start getting into position on the opposite side of the 
court and be ready for a potential crosscourt reply. Court positioning may also dictate 
that the player transition to the net following a groundstroke hit down the line, especially 
when the opponent is late getting to the ball.

Transition Shots Transition shots are best used when the player expects or gets a 
good read on a potential opportunity and when a player is used to closing out a point. The 
player should be positioned inside the baseline for the following situations.

•	 The opponent is hitting softly.

•	 The player is trying to lessen the opponent’s response time.

•	 The opponent is in a long rally with the player and is getting tired or nervous, and the 
player expects the opponent to hit the ball short.

•	 The player is playing an opponent who likes to hit the ball short on purpose by using 
drop shots and soft slices.

•	 The player has just hit a great shot and sees a defensive reply coming back over the 
net.

As a rule, unless the player is hitting a winner during the transition crosscourt, the 
player should keep the ball up the singles line. The correct positioning after the transition 
is to take two or three steps in the direction the shot was hit and adjust using the split 
step, waiting for the opponent’s response.

First Volley and Second Volley In singles tennis, the first volley can be hit up 
the line to keep the ball in front of the player, then the second volley is hit into the open 
court. The player’s volley location can vary, so when the player does not have an effective 
enough crosscourt shot, hitting down the line or keeping the ball in front of the body 
gives the player time to get positioned. Regardless of whether the player hits crosscourt 
or down the line on the first volley, the player should move 1 or 2 feet (0.3 to 0.6 m) from 
the middle of service box toward the location of the volley. Based on the effectiveness of 
the first volley, the player may want to move toward the net to anticipate and cut off an 
angle, or to stay in the current position if anticipating a lob or a down-the-line shot.

Overheads If the player notices that the opponent throws up lobs well, the player 
should not close all the way into the net but stay near the service line toward the side, 
about 1 or 2 feet (0.3 to 0.6 m) from the middle. The player will be in a better position to 
put the overhead away.

Retrieving an Overhead and Backhand Smash When a right-handed 
opponent is hitting an overhead, the player should anticipate that the natural sidespin 
on the overhead will go to the player’s right if the opponent is right-handed and to the 
left if the opponent is left-handed. If the opponent hits it to the non dominant side, the 
opponent has hit the harder overhead. If the player successfully hits a lob over the 
opponent’s backhand side, the player should move in a couple of steps to force the 
opponent to angle the ball sharply crosscourt or retrieve the ball from the direction that 
it came down the line. Most aggressive overheads will be hit off the court at an angle 
crosscourt, inside out, or straight down the middle. When an opponent moves back while 
hitting an overhead, the player should look to retrieve the smash down the line from that 
overhead. Most retrieval positions are nearer to the baseline for a better lob and farther 
back behind the baseline for a poor lob.
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Return of Serve A right-handed server’s natural spin takes the ball to the returner’s 
forehand side, and a left-handed server’s spin goes naturally to the returner’s backhand 
side. So, the returner should be positioned in the direction that the serve naturally travels. 
In other words, the returner should move more to the right when playing a right-handed 
player and more to the left when playing a left-handed player.

For more powerful, flatter serves coming through the court, the returner should 
move back. This move should not occur too soon or the returner will be open for an 
ace out wide. Just as the server tosses the ball up in the air, the returner should back 
up. The same move is necessary against a really strong kick serve. If the server is acing 
the returner to one side, the player should get ready to return in the location where 
most of the aces have occurred in order to take that spot away from the server. Thus, 
the returner can force the server to go to a different location to break up the server’s 
rhythm.

Serve When left-handed players play against right-handed players, they position 
themselves wide on the ad side to create a more severe angle to the opponent’s 
backhand. Right-handed players can do the same thing on the deuce side: By standing a 
bit wider and serving out wide, they can hit a challenging serve to return for left-handed 
opponents. Varying the position on the serve can keep opponents guessing where 
players will serve next.

Four Phases of Play
Anytime a rally ensues, the player is jockeying for position. Presumably, the player wants 
to play more offensive tennis and put the opponent on defense. However, this is often 
determined by the strength of the opponent’s shots, the player’s and opponent’s move-
ment in the court, and the effectiveness of their shots. The notion that the player can 
play offensive shots all the time is wishful thinking; in reality, the player needs to be 
smart regarding shot selection and must be able to blend offensive shots with neutral 
shots, counterattacking shots, and defensive shots to properly construct a point.

A simple way to learn the four phases of play is to attach colors to the coordinating 
phase of play. Knowing the types of shots to hit in each phase of play and the responses 
to those shots can greatly enhance a player’s intelligence and anticipation skills on the 
court. A green phase of play represents the attacking phase, or a Go situation, during 
which the player can play offensively. The red phase of play is defensive, during which 
the player can buy time to attempt to reestablish the point, such as by using a defensive 
lob. A yellow phase of play is the rally phase, during which the player can hit a shot to set 
up another shot or the player can take a red ball and, with good preparation, make it a 
yellow one. Counterattacking phases of play are orange because the player effectively 
turns around a defensive situation and makes it an offensive one, such as with a reflex 
volley that gets the opponent off balance.

Attack Phase of Play
In this phase, the player is on offense. The player sees that the opponent is in trouble 
from the last shot that forced the opponent to be out of position or on defense. This 
situation gives the player confidence to either place or attack the ball for a winner. An 
opponent’s shot that gives the player a green phase is usually a ball that lands inside or 
near the service line or is hit more slowly, which gives the player a better chance to be 
offensive. The choices on a green phase shot are a winner or a shot hit with power, an 
approach shot, or a shot with which the player can improve court position and keep the 
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opponent on the defensive. The attack phase of play is usually played with flat drives and 
aggressively played topspin shots that have a lower trajectory over the net. The shots are 
hit for depth or angles.

Even though an opponent’s shot can signify an attack phase for the player, ultimately 
the player’s racket preparation and movement to the ball determines the execution and 
success of the shot. An attacking shot for which the player is not properly prepared or to 
which a player moves poorly, turns into a yellow ball. This situation is equal to a missed 
opportunity in a rally. The player should always focus on when an opponent makes a 
mistake in a rally. A mistake at any level is a poorly hit ball or a ball that lands short, where 
the player could take advantage of the opponent. A player who focuses on this aspect 
and is able to effectively execute the desired shot shows signs of being intelligent and 
opportunistic with an attacking mentality.

Rally Phase of Play
In this phase, the player is comfortably and consistently hitting spots on the tennis court. 
For example, the player can win matches by maintaining a consistent ball speed and 
running the opponent all over the court. An opponent’s shot that allows the player to 
rally is hit with medium speed and usually lands between the baseline and the service 
line. A rally shot is played offensively when the player is in good position for the shot and 
can use a weapon and defensively when the player’s preparation was late or the player 
got a late read on the ball. A rally shot, usually a neutral type shot, can also be played 
more offensively if the player has good movement or has an attacking style of play. For 
example, an offensive player can use rally shots as an opportunity to be more offensive 
by running the opponent with this type of shot.

Another time to play a rally ball is when the player prefers to be more patient or does 
not feel as though the court position is strong enough to be more offensive. The best way 
to improve a rally ball situation is to hit with power or depth and location. In addition, the 
player can take standard rally balls on the rise, giving the opponent less time. The player 
can also use a high, heavy ball or a ball hit with more angle to be more offensive. A player 
can use a rally shot to set up a point by hitting a shot that has the chance of leading to 
a more favorable and offensive shot on the next ball. In other words, the rally shot can 
be the shot before the offensive shot; it makes the offensive shot possible. Players who 
give their rally shots a purpose in this way have an effective strategy for building points.

When a player misses an opportunity to be more aggressive with a yellow ball, the 
player turns the reply into a red (defensive) shot. A common mistake tennis players 
make is feeling they have to or want to go for too much on their shots even when they are 
in a bad position in the court. Striking a delicate balance between going for too much or 
too little takes a great deal of patience. One could call it controlled aggressiveness; it is a 
good mentality to adopt when playing points.

Defensive Phase of Play
A red ball is an opponent’s shot that forces the player to play a defensive shot. This ball 
usually lands near the baseline. It could be a ball hit with great spin that bounces out 
of the player’s strike zone, or it could be a shot hit when the player’s movement was 
poor. With defensive shots, the player tries to stay in the point to establish or reestablish 
more favorable court positioning or an advantage. To keep the opponent from going on 
offense, the player should look to clear the net with some extra height and spin.

Hitting a defensive shot doesn’t mean the player can’t hit a shot that leads to getting 
back on offense; as a matter of fact, that is the player’s goal. The player’s goal should 
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be to hit offensive high, heavy replies crosscourt, or up the middle if a defensive shot is 
preferred. If the player is on the run or out of position, then using a shot with greater loft 
or trajectory, giving the player ample time to recover, is sufficient. Often recovering back 
in the court after a deep shot from an opponent can help the player gain an advantage 
for subsequent shots.

Court positioning in a defensive position is usually behind the baseline or off the court. 
The player should pay attention to where the recovery is made after hitting a defensive 
ball. The player should focus on recovering closer to the baseline in order to be better 
prepared in the event of a short ball, a weak reply, or the possibility for an attacking shot. 
If the opponent is continually putting the player on the defensive, or if the player’s game 
style is more patient, then hitting balls with greater depth or with spin and power can 
sustain the player in the point until the player gains an advantage. Defensive shots in 
which the player is in a bad position or does not properly execute a more offensive shot 
can keep the player on the defensive and give the opponent an advantage.

Counterattacking Phase of Play
This phase of play is when the player attacks from a defensive position. For example, a 
player is being run by an opponent and is on defense. The player goes for broke, hitting 
a shot with added pace, spin, and placement designed to go on offense. An example of 
an counterattack would be when a player’s opponent hits a drop shot. Upon reaching the 
ball, the player is on the defensive and tries to get the ball over the net. The opponent 
approaches the net and sees that the player is in trouble. The opponent expects an easy 
put-away volley, but instead the player lobs the ball up over the opponent’s head for a 
winner.

Another great counterattacking position is deep behind the baseline. Usually a player 
tries to give the ball some height and depth, attempting to keep the ball deep in the 
opponent’s court. Sometimes if a player sees an opponent approaching the net, the 
player can aim lower over the net and dip the ball at the opponent’s feet with additional 
spin, forcing the opponent to volley or half volley the ball up and over the net; here, the 
player can move in and go on offense.

The effectiveness of the counterattacking phase of play is based on the player’s 
reflexes, reactions, and ability to counter an opponent’s strengths. The counterattacking 
phase is also based on hitting a riskier, more aggressive shot off an opponent’s aggres-
sive shot, so the player’s counterattacking skill needs to be advanced. The real goal is to 
surprise the opponent with aggressive play and possibly force an error. The counterat-
tacking phase of play hits any type of shot that shortens the opponent’s available reac-
tion time and uses all different heights, spins, and locations. The art of the counterattack 
is about what shots the player develops to counter and how they fit into the player’s 
style, such as a serve-and-volley style player who learns how to counterattack aggres-
sively and is constantly looking for different ways to get to the net.

Common Patterns of Play  
and Opponent responses
Tennis is a game of strategy. Players must be aware of where they are on the court, where 
the opponent is positioned, and where the ball is. One move in tennis can set up another 
move; one shot can set up another great shot.
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Service Patterns
When playing points, the service patterns are used to set up the player’s best strategy. 
When players know that serving to a particular location will likely produce a particular 
reply, they can then begin to anticipate and be more offensive as players. The out-wide 
serve, the body serve, and the T serve are all effective, especially when the server mixes 
up the serve or uses opportune moments to hit a particular serve, such as hitting out-
wide serves in the beginning of a game and then going to the T on a big point.

Out-Wide Serves
Ideally when serving wide the player wants the serve to land as close as possible up the 
singles line near the net and move off the court to pull the opponent wide and outside 
the court.

Opponent’s response: An opponent who catches a great out-wide serve late is forced 
to hit down the line. If the opponent is early and can get the racket head on the outside of 
the ball, the opponent is in a position to go big crosscourt or up the middle of the court.

Jam or Body Serves
A serve hit at the opponent’s body may create problems for the opponent. The body 
serve can handcuff an opponent and may keep the returner from achieving a full swing. 
A well-executed jam serve can make the ball unreturnable because it is placed intention-
ally into the left hip of a right-handed player and the right hip of a left-handed player.

Opponent’s response: If the opponent is quick to move around the ball, the return 
can be a forehand. It is also possible that the returner likes body serves and can direct 
them to any location. Most of the time the player feels handcuffed by the serve, in which 
case the server should anticipate a potential mishit or short ball.

T Serves
Serves hit up the T line (where the centerline connects to the service line) give your oppo-
nent little time to react and generally results in a ball coming back through the middle of 
the court.

Opponent’s response: If the player has hit a serve up the T that has stretched the 
opponent, then the ball will come back up the middle of the court, setting up the player 
to attack on the next shot. If the opponent is early taking the ball, then the ball is hit up 
the line.

Return Patterns
Return patterns are used to give the player the best possible position to start the point, 
neutralize an opponent’s serve, and minimize the server’s next shot. Returning cross-
court or down the middle are the most used return patterns (mainly offensive or neu-
tralizing), and the down-the-line return is mainly used in either an offensive or defensive 
position. Most players prefer a particular return pattern, but it is important that players 
use variety on return patterns.

Deep Return Crosscourt, Down the Middle, or Down the Line
Players use deep returns crosscourt because the net is lower in the middle, there is more 
court to use, and it is the best return for starting a rally. The main consideration on the 
deep crosscourt return is whether the player is able to hit it with power and depth.

Opponent’s response to the crosscourt return: If the player returns deep cross-
court, the opponent will generally hit the next ball back crosscourt. If the player returns a 
sharp angle crosscourt, depending on the opponent’s strengths, the opponent will hit an 
angle back crosscourt or hit down the line to make the player run. A poorly hit crosscourt 
return can lead to an easier transition ball for the opponent. 
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Opponent’s response to the down-the-middle return: After a down-the-middle 
return, the next shot generally comes back down the middle of the court. If the return is 
short, the opponent will be in a strong court position to win the point. 

Opponent’s response to the down-the-line return: The most common response 
off a down-the-line return is hitting the ball crosscourt, so it is vital that the return has 
power and depth and keeps the opponent from hitting aggressively crosscourt and put-
ting the player on the run. If the return is strong, the player can look to sneak in on a 
floating shot. If a right-handed server is serving to the deuce side, a well-hit return down 
the line forces the server to rotate the body completely to reach the ball that is moving 
behind the body. The response may be a floating shot that is directed back toward the 
center of the court. The returner can take advantage of this floating shot by taking it out 
of the air and directing it into the open court. On the ad side a return hit down the line to a 
right-handed server will be going to that server’s forehand. Since a later point of contact 
is possible on the forehand side, the server often can direct this shot more sharply cross-
court. Again, if the returner hits a great return down the line, then the returner moves 
forward for what will be a defensive reply.

Short Return Down the Line, Middle, or Crosscourt
The player is now taking advantage of the opponent’s second serve, or maybe the player 
is up in the score, or perhaps the player is just feeling creative on a particular play. Either 
way, if used wisely, the short return can be very effective. This return is effective also if 
the server doesn’t move forward well.

Opponent’s response: If the opponent has anticipated a short return to any loca-
tion, the opponent will be there quickly and hit the ball wherever is desired. However, if 
the opponent does not get off to a good start, the player can look for the next shot to be a 
low-angled crosscourt shot hit over the lowest part of the net. On a ball down the middle 
the player will have to guess whether the ball will sit up above the net. If the ball is low, the 
opponent is going to hit the ball shorter into the court and to the player’s perceived weaker 
side. Anytime a player hits a really short ball by accident, such as a net roller, or intention-
ally, such as a drop shot, the player should move in a couple of steps because the opponent 
will be forced to lift the ball up over the net, causing the ball to land short in the court.

Groundstroke and Net Play Patterns
When a player faces a competitor of similar ability, the clock is running to see who can 
figure out the correct combination of patterns to win the match. Figuring out what is 
working with an opponent increases the player’s focus and confidence when competing. 
Each of the following patterns may also be increased incrementally. For example, instead 
of a 12 pattern, the player can make it a 13, hitting 3 balls to the backhand first before 
hitting to the forehand.

One-to-One Pattern
A one-to-one pattern is alternating one shot to one half of the court and the next shot to 
the other half of the court (see figure 10.2 on page 198). This pattern can be used to open 
the court to hit a winner or to transition and play at the net (attacking phase), to repeat-
edly run the opponent on the baseline (rally phase), or to counter an opponent’s aggres-
sion by shortening reaction time or changing the pattern of attack (counterattacking 
phase). It may also be used with increased height and spin to buy more time when the 
player is put on the run (defensive phase). The following are some pattern examples:

•	 Alternating crosscourt and down-the-line groundstrokes (all phases)

•	 An inside-out forehand followed by an inside-in groundstroke (attacking or 
counterattacking)
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•	 An inside-out forehand followed by a backhand down-the-line (attacking or 
counterattacking)

•	 Transitioning to the net with a crosscourt groundstroke followed by an approach 
shot to the other side of the court or down the line (attacking)

•	 Executing a deep volley that produces an overhead (attacking)

•	 Serving out wide and then hitting a groundstroke or approach shot to the open 
court for either a winner (attack phase) or with the goal of getting the opponent out 
of position and keeping the opponent running (rally phase)

Opponent’s response: If the player is running the opponent left and right, the oppo-
nent will try to step it up and go for something big to stop the prolonged agony of being 
run into the ground. The player should be on the alert for a counterattack: sudden 
increase of speed or direction as the opponent tries to put the player on defense.

Two-to-One Pattern
The Two-to-One pattern is two shots hit to one side of the court followed by one shot 
hit to the other side (see fi gure 10.3). This pattern is generally used when the player is 
attacking with a goal of wrong-footing an opponent to create an opening, or rallying to 
use shots to expose a weakness. A great way to use this pattern is two shots hit to the 
opponent’s weaker side followed by a surprise shot hit to the opponent’s strong side. For 
example, against a right-handed player with a powerful forehand, this pattern would go 
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Figure 10.2 One-to-one pattern.
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Figure 10.3 Two-to-one pattern.
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crosscourt to the backhand twice, followed by a shot to the forehand. If challenging an 
opponent’s strength, the player may choose to hit two balls to the opponent’s strength 
and then attack the opponent’s weakness. Here are some additional examples of the 
two-to-one pattern:

•	 The player hits two groundstrokes crosscourt (to a groundstroke weakness in the 
opponent) and then one out to the opponent’s strength in the hopes of opening up 
the court and further exposing the weakness.

•	 When transitioning, the player uses two groundstroke shots to pull the opponent in 
a certain direction and then uses the transition shot to potentially put the opponent 
on the run.

•	 When in net play, the player hits two volleys to pull the opponent back or off the 
court and uses another shot as a put-away.

•	 The player serves out wide and then hits a groundstroke to the same area (poten-
tially going behind the opponent, who will be running to get back in the court) and 
then follows with a shot to the opposite corner of the open court.

Opponent’s response: A smart opponent will try to make it more diffi cult for the 
player to get two shots to the opponent’s weakness by staying as long as possible on the 
weaker corner in hopes of running around the weakness. Hitting to the side of the court 
that is opposite to the opponent’s strength can then open the weakness up for attack.

One-to-Two Pattern
The one-to-two pattern is one shot to one half of the 
court and two shots to the other half (see fi gure 10.4). 
As with the two-to-one pattern, this pattern is used for 
attacking and rallying. The player starts by opening up 
the court with the fi rst shot, followed by a shot to the 
opposite side, forcing the opponent to run. The third 
shot is hit to the same location and behind the oppo-
nent as the player is moving back to the center of the 
court in anticipation of a one-to-one pattern. A player 
can implement this pattern in several ways:

•	 The player can hit one groundstroke crosscourt 
(to open up the court or expose a weakness), fol-
lowed by two groundstrokes down the line.

•	 When transitioning, the player can use the fi rst 
groundstroke to go down the line (to open up 
the court), followed by a crosscourt volley into 
the open court and either a second volley or an 
overhead to the same location; for example, back 
behind the player as the opponent moves to cover 
the other side of the court.

•	 The player can serve out wide and then hit two 
groundstrokes to the opposite corner.

Opponent’s response: The opponent should focus 
more on the fi rst shot (return) and try to take away the 
server’s court position and ability to attack effectively.
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Figure 10.4 One-to-two pattern.
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Neutralizing Pattern
The neutralizing pattern is generally two or more balls 
through the middle of the court or mildly crosscourt 
(see fi gure 10.5), countering an opponent’s pace or 
pattern by hitting deep up the middle to keep the player 
in the point and aid in recovery. When in the defensive 
and counterattacking phases of play, this pattern gives 
a player the most time to gain balance and focus to 
mount an attack or counterattack. This pattern can 
also be used in the rally phase to keep the opponent 
from being more offensive. The following are possible 
implementations of the neutralizing pattern:

•	 The player can hit groundstrokes through the 
middle that bounce higher, stay lower, or are just 
powerful enough to make it harder for the oppo-
nent to hit a more aggressive shot.

•	 A neutralizing volley can be hit from a defensive 
position (stretched out) to deep in the court and 
in a great location that allows the player to recover 
and hit an easier next volley or overhead.

•	 Neutralizing transition shots can be hit as a chip 
return (counterattacking phase) or as a slice tran-
sition shot (rally or attacking phase) to approach 
the net.

Opponent’s response: If a player moves around a 
ball well, this player will try to get on offense (attack E4810/Rive/f10.5/415500/alw/r1
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Figure 10.5 Neutralizing pattern.

phase) by hitting a deep ball to one of the corners. The opponent may also play a rally 
shot to attack on the next ball.

strategies
Strategies are plans that give a player a sense of purpose when on the tennis court and 
that build on the common patterns of play. Simply put, the player executes shots in com-
binations that the player feels confi dent with and that help the player dictate play and 
win points.

The player’s level of skill and specifi c shots (weapons) determine which of the follow-
ing strategies to focus on and tailor to the player’s individual style. For example, players 
who want to employ the strategy of pulling an opponent off the court should have a good 
inside-out forehand, have wide serves, and be able to use angles. Players can always add 
shots to enhance their game and add variety, but the strategy they should use most is 
the one that matches the shots they can hit consistently and with confi dence.

All advanced strategy is based on fundamental strategy; advanced players are 
advanced because they didn’t skip over the fundamentals. Understanding the true 
meaning of the shots and how they fi t into the individual overall game plan gives the 
player a foundation of knowledge to build on. The following strategies build from funda-
mental to advanced.
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Basic Strategy #1: Hitting to the Open Court
In this strategy, the player hits the ball to where the opponent is not standing. This strat-
egy begins a player’s development of soft focus, which is seeing where the opponent is 
while focusing on the player’s own court positioning and the incoming ball. The player 
will start using ball control in an attempt to get the ball to the open court.

Common patterns of play: One-to-one pattern, hitting the ball deep, short, high, 
low (defensive, rally or attack phase).

Basic Strategy #2: Covering a Weakness
When the goal is to hit a weapon in a rally, the player can use the tactic of running around 
the weakness. Doing so takes great speed and athleticism. Consistently running around 
a weakness does not improve the weakness, so this tactic relegates a player to this style 
of play; all subsequent shots have to be developed to help that strategy.

The most popular weakness initially is the backhand, so the inside-out forehand is the 
answer. To effectively run around a weakness, the player must look for a short, midcourt 
ball with slower pace and more height. (The Three-Quarter Court drill in the upcoming 
strategy can help players practice covering for a weakness.) Alternatively, to set up the 
opponent to hit to a strength, the player can recover to the weaker side, leaving more 
room to hit the stronger stroke. Recovering to the weaker side also shrinks the court for 
the opponent, making it harder to hit it to the weakness. This is the goal of proper court 
positioning.

Common patterns of play: One-to-one, one-to two, and two-to-one patterns 
keeping the ball crosscourt as often as possible.

Basic Strategy #3: Weapon to Weakness
For most players, the serve and the forehand are the main weapons in their games. How-
ever, it doesn’t mean a backhand, speed, or net play can’t also be developed and used as 
weapons. Whatever the player’s strengths may be, the goal when playing winning tennis 
is getting in position to hit a weapon to the opponent’s weakness. The best way to do 
this is to use the three-quarter court strategy. This strategy says the player will try to be 
positioned midway between the middle hash mark and the alley on the baseline or near 
the baseline on the side of the player’s weaker shot. The player will recover to this loca-
tion on rallies, after a serve, and after a return. Because the opponent is hitting his or her 
strength, the opponent’s net play could improve as a result of hitting a more effective 
approach shot, too.

Common patterns of play: One-to-one, two-to-two, two-to-one, and neutralizing 
(by keeping the ball up the middle of the court).
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three-Quarter Court drill
Purpose:	To teach how to cover a weakness and use 
a weapon.

Procedure:	Both players start in the middle of the 
baseline on opposite sides of the court (see fi gure 
10.6). Player 1 feeds a ball to land midway between 
the middle of the baseline and the alley near the 
baseline. Player 2 runs around the backhand and 
hits a forehand inside out to midway between the 
middle of the baseline and alley near the baseline. 
Player 1 responds by running around the backhand 
and also hitting an inside-out forehand. After two 
inside-out forehands have been hit, the players 
play the point out whole court. The fi rst person to 
7 points wins the round; players play to the best of 
5 rounds.

Coaching points:	 This strategy is usually used 
when the forehand is the weapon and the player 
wants to be in a position to hit more forehands in 
a match. For drilling to strengthen one’s backhand, 
the player can also practice running around the 
forehand, but this is not recommended for match 
play.
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Figure 10.6 Hitting forehands from three 
quarters of the court.

Intermediate Strategy #1: Pulling an Opponent 
off the Court
This strategy is used to test an opponent’s ability to move and also is a great way to open 
up the court. There are a variety of ways to pull your opponent off the court, including a 
deeper crosscourt ball or a shorter-angled crosscourt shot. A serve and return can also 
be played to pull the player off the court as well as a volley. How powerful and well placed 
this shot is hit, dictates the player’s next shot. A weaker shot that misses its mark can 
give the opponent an easier next shot. A powerful and well-hit crosscourt shot can force 
an error or a short ball.

The goal of pulling a player off the court is to hit the next shot into the open court or 
behind the opponent to wrong-foot the opponent. Two very common plays are to hit a 
forehand or backhand crosscourt and then hit the next ball down the line. The player can 
use this strategy with the rush-and-crush strategy (Intermediate Strategy #2) to put 
additional pressure on the opponent.

Common patterns of play: One-to-one, one-to-two, and two-to-one patterns.
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alley drill
Purpose:	 To emphasize hitting the outside of the 
ball and opening the court to pull the opponent off 
the court.

Procedure:	 Each player stands on the deuce side 
of the court and behind the doubles alley on each 
side of the court. Player 1 feeds the ball into play 
and aims for player 2’s doubles alley (see fi gure 
10.7). Player 2 responds by also hitting to player 
1’s alley. After two alley shots are executed, the 
point is played in the singles lines only. Each player 
should hit on the outside of the ball with the intent 
of opening the court. The feed does not count as 
a point but every forehand crosscourt hit into the 
alley does count as a point. The game is played to 
7 points and then switched to the backhand side. 
Players should also alternate between being player 
1 and player 2.

Coaching points:	Spin and height are essential for 
winning this game. The player should relax and 
continue to accelerate on the ball.

Variation:	Players can play this game from around 
the service line to develop angles, midway between 
the service line and baseline to develop a heavy 
rally ball, and deep behind the baseline to practice 
hitting from a defensive phase.

Intermediate Strategy #2: Rush and Crush
With rush and crush, the player is looking for ways to get to the net. Several plays can be 
used to execute this strategy, starting with the serve-and-volley or return-and-volley. Or, 
the player can get an opponent on defense with a weapon and move in to hit a swinging 
volley or block volley. Another option is to throw up a high, heavy ball to the opponent’s 
weakness and sneak in behind it. Or, the player can hit a drop shot, bring the opponent 
forward, and then lob over the opponent, approaching the net as the opponent runs back 
to recover the shot.

Common patterns of play: Serving and volleying, chipping the return or hitting 
and coming in, or transitioning shots of any kind are used to rush and crush. With 
the strategy of rushing and crushing, the player is taking every opportunity to get to 
the net, including one-to-one, two-to-two, and two-to-one neutralizing patterns of 
play. Players can also use short to deep shots to transition to the net.
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Figure 10.7 Hitting into the alleys.
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Walk-in drill
Purpose:	To develop players’ ability to volley from all parts of the court and on 
their way to net. This is a great decision-making drill for the walking volleyer, who 
must decide to block or swing at the incoming ball.

Procedure:	Two players play out points crosscourt only. Player 1 serves crosscourt, 
and player 2 returns crosscourt. After the serve, player 1 walks two steps forward 
and then takes a transition volley out of the air followed by two more steps for-
ward (see fi gure 10.8). If the reply from player 2 is within the recommended volley 
range, then player 1 volleys. If the reply from player 2 lands shorter than the two 
steps, player 1 can work on the half volley or block approach and keep advancing. 
The goal for player 1 is to practice volleying all the way from the baseline to the 
net. Player 2 continues to play crosscourt, reacting to player 1’s volleys. If either 
player misses a shot crosscourt, they lose the point. Points are played to 11; one 
player is the volleyer for the entire game or alternates feeds every 5 points.

Variation:	The player should not walk to the net but accelerate to the net, taking 
every ball out of the air. A scorekeeping variation is for player 1 to lose a point 
when missing a volley.
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Figure 10.8 Player 1’s movement to the net.
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Intermediate Strategy #3: Running the Opponent Into 
the Court
Movement strategy is based on the fact that most tennis players either move better lat-
erally, toward the ball, or around the ball. The most unusual movement for everyone is 
backward. While playing, the player should use shots that explore the opponent’s move-
ment strengths and weaknesses. The player should use the drop shot to check reaction 
time and speed to the ball forward. A high, heavy shot is a good test to see whether the 
player can effectively move back in the court. The player can use the one-to-one pattern 
to test lateral movement. The one-to-one pattern can also be used short and deep to test 
the ability to transition between forward and backward movement. Finally, the player can 
test the opponent’s movement around the ball by hitting it right at them. Once the player 
knows the opponent’s weaknesses, the player can execute patterns of play that have the 
opponent running in uncomfortable movement patterns.

Common patterns of play: One-to-one, one-to-two, two-to-one, and neutralizing 
patterns.

running the Opponent 
Purpose:	To practice extended rallies and the pat-
terns that create them.

Procedure:	Two players set a rally goal of 4 shots 
each. The drill starts with one player serving fol-
lowed by the rally phase. Once the rally goal has 
been reached, player 1 hits one of the test shots, 
such as a drop shot or slice, and the point is played 
out. For more of a challenge during the rally phase, 
player 1 hits all crosscourt shots while player 2 hits 
all replies down the line (see fi gure 10.9). Players 
play games to 7 points and then switch roles.

Coaching points:	 This is a cooperative style drill 
in which both players have a common purpose 
of reaching a goal and then battling one another. 
Maintaining the rally speed together is crucial or 
the common goal cannot be reached.

Variation:	 Players practice doing two-to-one and 
one-to-two patterns.
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Figure 10.9 Rally phase pattern.
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Intermediate Strategy #4: First Strike
First strike is using a weapon to put the opponent on defense early in the point so that 
the player can dictate from the start (as opposed to working one’s way into the point). 
This strategy emphasizes a quicker point that doesn’t allow for the opponent to get into 
a rhythm. First strike can be accomplished from the start by placing the serve in a loca-
tion that puts the player in the best possible position to hit a weapon. Or, the player can 
return to a location that allows for using a weapon. Most players back up to allow them-
selves additional time to attack the return or to cover up their returning weakness. When 
into the point, hitting a shot behind the opponent can get the opponent off balance and 
set the player up for the winning shot.

Common patterns of play: Two-to-one and one-to-two.

First strike
Purpose:	To practice playing quicker points to prevent an opponent from estab-
lishing a rhythm.

Procedure:	The drill starts with one player serving to the other followed by a rally. 
The goal of the server is to end the point within four touches of the ball for either 
the server or the returner. The goal of the returner is to force an error from the 
server or survive the server’s first four shots. The server earns a point for winning 
the point within four shots. The returner earns a point if the server errs or if the 
rally goes on for longer than the server’s first four touches. The game should be 
played to 11 points. Players can alternate serving after every 5 serves.

Variation:	Players can increase point totals for more aggressive first strikes, such 
as a serve and overhead winner or an ace on the serve.

Advanced Strategy #1: Hitting Shots to Set Up Strengths
Advanced strategies require players to do more. They require that the player start antici-
pating the responses expected off the shot that the player sent. If the player can antici-
pate the opponent’s response, the player can use that information to place shots in the 
best possible position and reply with weapons. Here are some common ways to set up 
strengths:

•	 The player can hit a weaker shot down the line to have an opponent answer cross-
court to a strength.

•	 The player can serve out wide on the ad side and look for a ball down the middle of 
the court.

•	 The player can hit a heavy ball to gain more time to run around a weakness and use 
a weapon.

•	 The player can hit a dipping ball or short ball on the opponent’s feet to get a pop-up, 
which the player can move in and put away.

•	 If a player has great speed and passing shots, the player can hit a short ball and 
anticipate the next ball to pass the opponent, who has moved forward.

•	 The player can hit great lobs to make the opponent nervous about coming to the net.

•	 The player can hit a ball directly at an opponent at the net and look for the short ball 
to pass.

Common patterns of play: One-to-one, one-to-two, two-to-one, and neutralizing 
patterns.
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Hitting shots to set Up strengths
Purpose:	To learn how to build a point and hit to a 
location that gives the best chance to use a weapon.

Procedure:	 Player 1 and player 2 rally crosscourt, 
working deep shots to the back corner. After an 
agreed upon number of crosscourt shots (usually 
two), the designated player says Go, signifying they 
are hitting down the line (see fi gure 10.10). After the 
player says Go, the point is played on a full court. 
Players play a game to 7 or 11 points, counting any 
misses as a point. Players should alternate feeds 
every 5 points. The same players repeat the process 
again for one full game, and then they reverse roles 
for the next game.

Coaching points:	 Most tennis players are pro-
grammed to hit crosscourt. A high, heavy ball hit 
down the line on the Go signal will give the player 
more time to recover. This drill also teaches patience 
and endurance. The receiving player has to read the 
opponent’s intentions very carefully and try to an-
ticipate the down-the-line shot.

Variation:	Players play the initial rally hitting down 
the line and then hit crosscourt to start the point.

Advanced Strategy #2: Defl ating and 
Infl ating or Infl ating and Defl ating
This strategy is a more advanced version of Intermediate Strategy #3 but uses different 
techniques to move the opponent up and back in the court. Defl ating balls can be done 
by aiming shorter in the court, adding spin, taking pace off the ball, or decreasing height 
of the ball. Increasing pace or depth, increasing height, or reducing spin can infl ate balls.

The defl ating and infl ating pattern tests the opponent’s ability to move forward, the 
ability to handle shorter shots including shorter angles, and the ability to move backward 
for a high and heavy ball. It is also used to potentially catch the opponent out of position. 
The following shot combinations are useful for defl ating and then infl ating:

•	 Drop shot and lob

•	 Drop shot and pass deep

•	 Short, soft slice and fl at, deep ball

•	 Short, soft slice and heavy ball

•	 Crosscourt angle and drive up the line

The infl ate and defl ate pattern tests the opponent’s ability to move backward fi rst 
or handle increased height, spin, depth and pace. Common ways to infl ate and defl ate 
include the following:

•	 The player can hit heavy and deep, followed by a short angle.

•	 The player can drive the ball through the court, followed by a short ball with touch, 
such as the drop shot.

Common patterns of play for both patterns: One-to-one, one-to-two, two-to-
one, and neutralizing patterns.
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Figure 10.10 Two crosscourt shots and the Go 
ball.
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defl ate and infl ate or infl ate and defl ate
Purpose:	To work on blending differing tactics of direction, speed, spins, height, 
and depth.

Procedure:	Players divide the court into four squares on both sides of the court. 
The players establish the rules regarding each box on the court. For example, all 
balls hit to the service boxes must be defl ated with backspin or underspin. All 
balls hit past the service line must be hit fl at or with topspin. (See fi gure 10.11.) 
Both players are positioned on the middle hash mark opposite one another on 
the baseline. Players should feed the ball to the four possible locations on the 
court based on the type of shot they are working on. The possibilities are short to 
short, short to deep down the line, short to deep crosscourt, plus the all the deep 
to short combinations. After two shots have been successfully executed, players 
should play out the point on the full court. A point is awarded after a player misses 
a shot after 2 shots have been executed successfully. Games should be played to 
11 points. Players alternate feeds after every 5 points.

Variation:	Players can change the rules by saying that they have to infl ate (hit with 
topspin) to the service boxes and defl ate (hit with underspin) past the service 
line. This game can also be played randomly—players don’t have designated areas 
to hit.

The player should 
watch the oppo-

nent’s racket 
face closely to 

see what types of 
shots the oppo-
nent is trying to 
use against the 

player.

Critical Cue:

E4810/Rive/f10.11/415507/alw/r1

X2

X1

Topspin
Flat

Topspin
Flat

Backspin
Underspin

Backspin
Underspin

Figure 10.11 Rules for court boxes.
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Advanced Strategy #3: Deflating and Deflating  
or Inflating and Inflating
A player using the deflating and deflating strategy constantly takes pace off the oppo-
nent’s shot, forcing the opponent to finish the shot by always adding pace. One option is 
to use underspin and backspin, which force the opponent to move up to the ball. Or, the 
player can soften the grip on the racket and use topspin to take pace off the incoming 
ball.

A player who is using the inflating and inflating strategy, or going for broke, should be 
sure to play the percentages by aiming crosscourt and well inside the lines, hitting hard 
and flat to the corners or hitting heavy and deep to the corners.

Common patterns of play: One-to-one, one-to-two, two-to-one, and neutralizing 
patterns.

Offensive inflation Versus defensive deflation
Purpose:	 To practice inflation and deflation tactics and techniques against an 
opponent.

Procedure:	Players can play this game in two different ways, either with a feed or a 
serve. Players can determine who will be on offense and defense, but the offensive 
player will always serve. The player on offense is going for broke and will inflate 
all shots, trying to hit bigger and more aggressively. The player on defense uses 
the deflation strategy and takes pace off and reduces the height of the offensive 
player’s ball. Players play games to 7 points and then switch roles.

Coaching points:	The offensive player should practice high-percentage aggressive 
plays such as runaround forehands hit crosscourt. The defensive player should 
work on each point to get as many balls back to the opponent to wear down the 
opponent and force an error.

Variation:	Players play again, but the returner is on offense, and the server is on 
defense hitting second  serves only.

strategies and tactics  
for styles of Play
As previously explained in the book, the style players choose depends on their favorite 
shots, weapons, strengths and weaknesses, on-court personality, and passion when play-
ing a style. A vision of how the player ultimately sees the game helps the player choose a 
style and keeps the player’s focus on improving the specific skills used to play that style. 
The player’s dedication and hard work dictate the eventual success of the style of play.

Although players’ strengths and on-court personalities help determine playing style, 
the ultimate test is being able to use and execute the best strategies for their style of 
play. The upcoming examinations of each style and the game style form in figure 10.12 
on page 210 can help players determine their two best playing styles.

Critical Cue:
Players inflate 
balls by increas-
ing height, depth, 
spin, pace, or 
by sharpening 
the direction 
change. They 
deflate balls by 
reducing height, 
depth, spin, pace, 
or lessening the 
direction change.
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Figure 10.12 defi ning your game style
Check the descriptions that best describe your game.

m Your play is patient, and you like to work a point. (A)

m When reading passing shots, you pick the right side often. (D)

m You like to dictate play from the baseline and go for your shots. (B)

m Having a balanced attack of aggressive groundstroke play and net play is your goal. (C)

m You understand that this game style has a high risk factor and takes time to develop. (D)

m You are as comfortable at the net as you are on the baseline. (C)

m The longer the rally, the better. (A)

m You have an effective slice to mix up your opponent and change the rhythm of the rally. (C)

m You enjoy the role of the intimidator or aggressor. (D)

m Mentally you are the aggressor. (B)

m Changing speeds is something that you enjoy doing to throw off your opponent. (C)

m Your mind is your weapon. (A)

m Power and accuracy are how you like to win points. (B)

m You have a weakness that doesn’t allow for great improvement (e.g., a great forehand and a 
weak backhand). (A)

m People describe your game as being very athletic. (D)

m You choose to attack with multiple options. (C)

m You will hit an approach shot and transition to the net when given a good opportunity. (A)

m You enjoy following your serve into the net and putting bodily pressure on the opponent. (D)

m Physically you are in better shape than your opponent is. (A)

m You have more than one weapon in your arsenal. (B)

m You enjoy outrallying your opponent. (A)

m Mentally you are willing to adapt and play whatever style is necessary to win on that day. 
(C)

m People describe you as having great movement on the court, and you use speed to maintain 
offense. (B)

m You prefer running forward and backward instead of side to side. (D)

m When you are on, you’re on, but when you are off, you spray your shots. (B)

m People comment on your eloquence when you play. (C)

m You enjoy fi nishing points at the net and look for every opportunity to transition to the net. 
(D)

m Mentally you know that you can outlast your opponent. (A)

m You don’t mind the errors that come with going for more on your shots. (B)

m You use a variety of shots to transition to the net. (C)

m You are committed to this style of play, choosing to live by the sword or die by the sword. 
(B)

m You have quick refl exes. (D)

m You have one stroke that is superior to all the others (a weapon). (A)

m You like to be in control of your destiny. (B)
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m You enjoy staying back on the baseline and using groundstrokes to control points. (A)

m You love winning with variety. (C)

m You come into the match to put your opponent on defense. (B)

m Being passed at the net is something you get over quickly. (D)

m Keeping your opponent guessing is something that you enjoy doing while on the court. (C)

m Your favorite transitions to the net are outright winners (e.g., block transition volleys, 
swinging volleys). (B)

m Mentally you like taking risks. (D)

___ Total number of As ___ Total number of Bs

___ Total number of Cs ___ Total number of Ds

The letter with the largest number of responses indicates the style that is likely the 
most comfortable. A = rallying or defensive baseline player, B = aggressive baseline 
player, C = all-court style player, and D = serve-and-volley style player.

Rallying or Defensive Baseline Player
A rallying or defensive baseline player has a foundation to one day be an aggressive 
player, but doesn’t quite have the tools of the aggressive baseline player yet. Maybe this 
player’s weapons aren’t big enough, or the player has a weakness that an opponent can 
exploit. Maybe the player’s personality is more neutral (passive), or the player lacks the 
confidence to take the game to another level. The movement of the player can also keep 
the rallying baseline player from being more aggressive. Either way, the rallying base-
line player should try to improve speed around the court to become more of a counter-
puncher, or increase the power to become an aggressive baseline player.

The mindset and personality of the rallying baseline player is one of patience and 
endurance. The rallying baseline player likes to win points two ways: by outlasting some-
one or by working the point to an extent where the opponent gets out of position or off 
balance enough for the player to finish with a killer shot. This doesn’t mean the rallying 
baseline player can’t volley or doesn’t like to volley, but this player prefers to win points 
by baseline strategy and has a good use of basic strategies such as hitting behind an 
opponent, hitting into the open court, and knowing when to hit back through the middle 
of the court.

The rallying baseline player possesses the following strengths:

•	 Groundstroke weapon. The rallying baseline player has a weapon to be able to 
keep the opponent on the defensive. A weapon has different facets, such as being 
able to hit a weapon from anywhere on the court or good defensive skills (speed).

•	 Consistency. The rallying baseline player consistently makes good decisions and 
is steady in technique, avoiding errors. An extreme version of being consistent is 
what one would call a grinder or a pusher. This type of player thrives on getting a 
lot of balls back (think, human backboard). This type of player also wants to give 
the opponent the feeling that the player will not miss and will outlast the opponent.

•	 Ability to use depth on shots effectively. The rallying baseline player keeps the 
opponent from gaining an advantage by keeping shots deep. Doing so gives the 
baseline player the opportunity to receive more short balls, gives extra time to run 
around weaker shots, and keeps the opponent from attacking.

•	 Good anticipation and tracking skills. The rallying baseline player reads oppo-
nents’ tendencies and employs smart movement for maximum court positioning.
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•	 Ability to play good defense. Lacking a big weapon, the rallying baseline player 
must know when to attack and when to be scrappy and get a ball back for another 
chance at an attackable ball. Good defense is also used to mix up shots effectively, 
including the slice or high, heavy ball to make opponents feel uncomfortable during 
the point.

•	 Mental and physical toughness for enduring long rallies. A successful rallying 
baseline player has the conditioning to go the distance and the mental focus to not 
fatigue during the long rallies (and matches) associated with this style of play. This 
mental and physical toughness can further wear down an opponent who is less 
solid in these areas.

From the strategies presented earlier in this chapter, the ones best suited to a rallying 
baseline player are hitting to the open court, covering a weakness, and using a weapon 
to the opponent’s weakness. Besides these overall strategies, there are two other strate-
gies specific to successful rallying baseline players:

•	 Playing high and heavy balls deep to keep opponents pinned back in the 
court. Some rallying baseline players adopt a style of hitting only flat balls. It can be 
very effective, but invariably, opportunities always come where the player must play 
a more defensive style of offense. This strategy is used to play a shot with a higher 
trajectory, allowing the player more time to recover back into the court and set up 
more offensive shots.

•	 Minimizing direction changes in shots. This strategy empowers players to play 
the percentages when in a rally situation. The thought process should be to keep 
shots going predominately crosscourt or more to the middle when the opponent 
has hit an offensive shot and only change the direction of the shot when in a more 
favorable position.

Aggressive Baseline player
The aggressive baseline player has most of the components of the rallying baseline 
player, but this style is based more on hitting with power, hitting more aggressive shots, 
and causing errors. The mindset and personality of the aggressive baseline player is very 
different from that of the rallying baseline player. The player who likes this style prefers 
to be in control of the point and needs weapons to be successful. This style has the men-
tality of a serve-and-volley player but from the baseline, preferring to hit a winner rather 
than come to the net to end the point.

This style centers on using power strokes, dictating play, taking time away from an 
opponent, and going for more on shots. The ability to run around balls that are hit to the 
backhand and create angles inside out are hallmarks of the aggressive baseline player. 
This style goes for shorter points than the rallying baseline player.

The aggressive baseline player possesses the following strengths:

•	 Lethal serve and forehand combination. The player using this style usually tries 
to anchor the game with one shot. It is usually a forehand, and the player uses three 
quarters of the court positioning to hit the forehand. A big serve combined with a big 
forehand can prove to be lethal.

•	 Go-for-it mindset. This is a great style for a player who has the mindset to hit hard 
and hit winners. This style works on first-strike capabilities including a good serve, a 
big forehand, a good swinging volley, and putaways.

•	 Ability to control the baseline. Players using this style constantly look for oppor-
tunities presented by the opponent.
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•	 Aggressiveness. Successful aggressive baseline players have great movement to 
keep the opponent on the defensive.

Just like the rallying baseline player, the aggressive baseline player uses depth, accu-
racy, court positioning, and movement to be able to hit favorite shots, which are probably 
weapons. However, because this player is more aggressive, the strategy and tactics are 
more closely related to the all-court player. The strategies best suited to an aggressive 
baseline player are weapon to weakness, running the opponent into the court, first strike, 
and deflating and inflating.

Besides these overall strategies, two other strategies are specific to successful 
aggressive baseline players. Stepping up in the court, the player takes balls on the rise 
and hits winners from deeper in the court. While sticking with the strategy of hitting 
mainly the forehand, the player is also able to hit an aggressive backhand down the line.

All-Court Player
Adept at both offense and defense, the all-court player is considered a jack of all trades 
and enjoys all the different components of a point. Equally comfortable coming to the net 
as staying back on the baseline, an all-court player’s mind and personality is whatever it 
needs to be in the given situation. An all-court player can be patient and wear an oppo-
nent down, or can attack. This player feels comfortable playing any type of opponent. 
Part of the psyche of an all-court player is built around the knowledge that the player 
can handle playing and beating any style of play. The balanced game allows this player to 
combat any type of play, whether it is the faster pace of an attacker or the more patient 
style of the baseline player.

Commonly referred to as ballet on the tennis court, all-court players typically make 
playing tennis look easy. What is deceiving is the amount of hard work that an all-round 
player has put in to be able to perform all the playing styles well. 

The all-court player possesses the following strengths:

•	 Wide variety of shots to use in a rally. This is very intimidating to opponents, plus 
it creates more opportunities to stay in a point and go on the offensive.

•	 Versatility and flexibility. This player explores different ways to exploit an oppo-
nent. Because of this player’s versatility, the all-court player possesses a built-in 
plan A and plan B. The player’s wide variety of shots allows the ability to try different 
strategies when things aren’t going well against an opponent.

•	 Great movement in both areas of the court. This player has a quick first step to 
the ball and is just as adept at moving forward and backward as side to side.

•	 Ability to use the court to personal advantage. To play an all-court style of play, 
the player must understand an opponent’s tendencies and anticipate the next 
move. This knowledge takes time to master and a great deal of trial and error, but 
ultimately the player is rewarded.

The all-court player uses shot variety as the strategic foundation. This player has the 
ability to come to the net and put away a volley, or can stay on the baseline and outrally 
an opponent. This player can also mix up shots, which becomes very unnerving to an 
opponent and is very effective in keeping an opponent on the defensive and creating 
opportunities.

The all-court player also uses the speed of the court to an advantage. The faster the 
surfaces or lower the bounce of the ball, the shorter the player’s backswings need to be. 
Because all-courters have a wide range of abilities, they have an easier time adapting 
to different surfaces. They can adapt with their swings and footwork to the slower clay 
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surface as well as a faster indoor, carpet, or grass court. Their strength is that their strat-
egy is not tied into a particular surface, such as a baseline player playing on a faster 
surface, or a fast-paced player playing on a slower surface.

The strategies best suited to the all-court player are pulling an opponent off the 
court, rush and crush, first strike, hitting shots to set up strengths, deflating and inflat-
ing, deflating and deflating, and inflating and inflating. Besides these overall strategies, 
all-court players often use a few other strategies successfully:

•	 Taking time away from the opponent. All-court players try to take time away by 
hitting the ball early (as it is rising off the court), moving toward the ball to cut off 
angles, and being in a good location for the return of the opponent’s shot. All-court 
players strategically place themselves so that they can hit more favored shots, 
keeping the opponent on the defensive, thus taking reaction time away from the 
opponent.

•	 Breaking up rhythm. This strategy comes with the variety and shot selection the 
all-court player possesses. If the all-court player is creative enough and uses dif-
ferent strategies and patterns of play, then this player will effectively break up any 
rhythm a baseline player or serve-and-volley style player is trying to develop.

•	 Using the slice. The all-court player uses the slice effectively to mix up shots and 
neutralize the opponent’s strengths.

Serve-and-Volley Style Player
The serve-and-volley style is the most attacking style of play. This player emphasizes 
fast-paced action by following the serve to the net or looking for the first instance to 
approach the net. This player is not only going to put pressure on the opponent with 
good serves, returns, approach shots, volleys, and overheads, but is going to give the 
opponent less time to respond. This player’s goal is to apply body pressure on the oppo-
nent so that the opponent feels rushed and makes mistakes. In terms of the points they 
enjoy playing, the serve-and-volley style player is a sprinter as opposed to a marathoner.

Because this style takes so much focus to develop, players who choose this style may 
initially develop insecurities with their ability to be effective from the baseline. The net 
rusher’s goal is to get to the net. This player will take time to develop the art of rallying. 
The net rusher’s goal is to learn how to rally effectively from the baseline using depth, 
angles, or changes in pace and spin to complement the game and be strong enough 
on groundstrokes to effectively get to the net. Serve-and-volley style players should not 
spend extended periods of time on the baseline if it is not their strength.

Serve-and-volley style players possess the following strengths:

•	 Good serve. As previously discussed, a good serve has power and good place-
ment. The quality of the serve affects how tough the volley will be when the player 
approaches the net; in other words, it affects the player’s ability to get aggressive 
shots to the opponent’s weaker side.

•	 Variety of volleys. Good volleys are mandatory for employing this style of play. Not 
only must they be reliable, they should be hit to the correct location. Good volleys 
allow players to put a ball away, or set themselves up for a better opportunity to put 
away the next volley.

•	 Strong overhead. A good overhead is an opportunity to end the point, and it can 
intimidate an opponent. An overhead can be precisely placed to improve court posi-
tioning in a manner similar to a volley, or it can be hit hard with power.

•	 Quick footwork. Playing the net takes good footwork. Being balanced, in good 
position, and closing off volleys are all skills that require athleticism, strength, and 
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good instincts. It is imperative the serve and volley player has a great first move to 
the net after the serve, a great split step, and a first step to the volley.

•	 Ability to make shots. Serve-and-volley style players, or attackers, favor them-
selves as shot makers. They bring the action to the opponent and therefore feel 
confident in their ability to make tough shots in every situation.

The strategies best suited to a serve and volley player are rush and crush, first strike, 
covering a weakness, hitting to the open court, and inflating and inflating. Besides these 
overall strategies, successful serve-and-volley style players often use several other strat-
egies:

•	 Using a variety of serves to attack the opponent. This player uses the serve 
effectively by placing it in locations that have the returner hit the ball out of reach, 
out of the strike zone, or directly at the server to get a weak reply for the first volley.

•	 Placing volleys strategically. Usually this player approaches the net looking to 
put the ball away, but often that opportunity doesn’t present itself until the second, 
third, or fourth shot, so the player must use a strategy to successfully stay in the 
point to hit a volley winner. Volleys down the line on stretched-out balls, balls slightly 
out of reach, shots for which the opponent is slightly out of position, and crosscourt 
on putaways are examples of great volley strategy.

•	 Coming in on the next ball. Serve-and-volley style players should follow their 
serves to the net but sometimes a returner is hitting great returns (hitting the balls 
to the server’s feet or ripping them to the corners) and the server is not winning as 
many points as necessary. Coming in on the next shot is an effective way to break 
up the returner’s rhythm. If played correctly by mixing up the times coming to the 
net, this strategy can create an opportunity to receive a short ball that is easier to 
hit as an approach shot.

establishing a game Plan
A game plan is vitally important to the player’s overall success in match play because it 
provides an initial direction from the start of a match. At the beginnings of matches, usu-
ally players focus on being competitive and getting off to a good start. A game plan can 
add more purpose. Players must be careful when establishing a game plan because its 
success is contingent on the execution of shots, and sometimes what the player thinks 
will work may not work as well as was hoped.

When it comes to creating a distinct game plan for each opponent, each player is dif-
ferent. Some may prefer specifics that include a strategy for each phase of the game. 
For example, a player might choose to use mostly kick serves, hit high and heavy balls to 
the backhand side on returns, go back behind the player on transition shots, or explore 
the opponent’s speed moving forward. Other players prefer to just focus on what they do 
best, and may use their own game style as the basis for the game plan. When a player uses 
the preferred game style, it is important to know the opponent’s tendencies. Regardless 
of how specific the game plan is, the ultimate goal is to remain flexible, stay with what the 
player does best, and be prepared to explore different ways of executing the game plan.

Game Planning Process
The game planning process is exactly that—a process—and it should be used to help the 
player formulate the best possible scenario to help the player’s competitive level. The 
following steps can help players and coaches design a basic game plan:
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1.  Prioritizing game styles. The player can list the game styles in order from favorite 
to least favorite based on what has been established through the questionnaire 
in figure 10.12 on page 210, but mainly focus on the distinct style the player feels 
comfortable with and a style that helps to win points. Players must have their best 
game plan in mind, followed by their second, third, and fourth best plan of action.

2. Assessing strengths and weakness for first and second favorite styles. Players 
assess their strengths and weaknesses in their number one and two playing 
styles. For example, if a player’s top style is serve-and-volley style, the player’s 
strengths might be the serve and the first volley, and a weakness could be rallying 
from the baseline. If the player’s number two style is the aggressive baseline style, 
a strength might be the attacking forehand inside out, and a weakness might be 
the backhand up the line.

3. Prioritizing patterns of play within the style. These patterns of play are options 
within a style. Players should prioritize options for both serving and receiving 
games. For example, if a player’s game style is a serve-and-volley and attacking 
baseline play hybrid, this player might use the following options for the service 
game:

Option 1: Slice serve out wide on the deuce side, approach the net, and volley into 
the open court. Kick serve on the ad side, approach the net, and volley into the open 
court.

Option 2: Serve up the T, look to move around the next ball, and attack with a 
forehand.

Option 3: Jam serve into the opponent’s body and volley into the open court.

The player might use the following options for return games:

Option 1: Neutralize the return up the middle of the court, try to apply pressure 
with the forehand to the opponent’s backhand, and come to the net.

Option 2: Take the opponent’s second serve and hit it up the line coming to the net 
behind it.

4. Practicing the options. Players should practice each option two or three times a 
week by playing games with a friend to 7 points. If the option the player is working 
on is to return up the line and the player mistakenly hits crosscourt, then the point 
must be replayed. The player should practice each option slowly and deliberately.

5. Playing practice sets and recording results. The player should play three to five 
practice sets a week and keep a journal on performance with different options 
within the playing style. The player can use practice sets to record emotions, 
focus, intensity, and any positive or negative strategic adjustments made during 
the practice sets. Players should rate these categories from 1 to 10. These ratings 
can be referred to later, and players can analyze their practice sets and how they 
connect to improved match play.

6. Playing under pressure. The player should enter a tournament or league 
competition and be diligent playing the options under pressure. Competition will 
be the test of the player’s perseverance and discipline.

7. Evaluating matches. After each match, the player must consider whether any 
action or lack of action might have helped the player play better. The player should 
do this for a month after each practice set, practice match, or real match. Doing 
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this helps all players learn about themselves and their game. They effectively 
create a blueprint for reproducible top performances.

Although having a good, sound strategy against an opponent is important, the game 
plan should be simple. A few simple points can go a long way toward helping a player in 
times of need, but more important, it can keep the player from being too bogged down 
with details. Some tennis players like to obtain a lot of information on their next oppo-
nents and some like to know less. Regardless of preference, the player should keep the 
information simple and remember to focus more on things that can be controlled, such 
as the player’s own skills, attitude, and confidence. The following section includes addi-
tional tips that can help make the game plan more effective.

Game Plan in Action
The following tips for assessing game plans in action are based on a player maintain-
ing flexibility for what is working on a particular day, staying with what is working, and 
evaluating and making any needed adjustments. Oftentimes during a match, a player’s 
technique can break down, so self-correcting techniques such as triggers can help the 
player refocus. However, at the end of the day, players need to learn how to compete 
regardless of how well they are playing or how good they feel. Following are some tips for 
implementing a game plan:

•	 Being flexible. One of the best forms of a good game plan is acquired while playing 
an opponent. Perhaps something the player thought would be effective is not work-
ing because the player is not hitting a particular shot well on that day, or maybe it 
is a bad game style matchup. Regardless of the situation, a game plan is subject 
to change, and a player must be flexible when change occurs. As a matter of fact, 
rarely do competitors play a match in which every attempt works perfectly. When 
playing a match the player should try seeing oneself as an accountant who con-
stantly tries things, notes the reply, and then stores the information for a later use.

•	 Assessing the game plan. Evaluating how well the player can counter an oppo-
nent’s shots is the beginning of the process of assessing how well the game plan is 
doing in any given situation. The player should keep in mind the following strategies 
for countering an opponent’s shots to get an idea of how the competitors’ game 
plans match up.

	− Going toe to toe—Part of a good defensive strategy is to be able to go toe to toe 
with an opponent. The player must assess this immediately and quickly decide 
whether to keep doing it or whether to change the game with a variety of shots. 
Going toe to toe with an opponent either makes the opponent change the game 
or causes the opponent to make more errors. In this situation, the player is effec-
tively doing what the opponent likes to do and reacting to the opponent’s shots. 
This strategy can be very intimidating and forces the player to revaluate his or 
her own methods of winning points.

	− Defense to offense—The ability to take an opponent’s better shots and create 
an offense off them is very effective. This can and should be done because it 
gives players the best chance to win points. When players shift from defense to 
offense, they take the ball earlier or they reply to a shot with a better shot. Each 
point vacillates between offense and defense and vice versa, so consciously 
thinking of it improves footwork and shot selection.

•	 Making tactical changes when needed. If the player is winning with a game plan, 
the player should not change it. If the player is losing with a particular plan, then 
it may be that the chosen game plan is playing into the opponent’s strengths. For 
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example, a player has chosen to play like an aggressive baseline player but now 
switches to counterattacking. The player’s shot pace is feeding into what the oppo-
nent likes. It is then imperative that the player make tactical changes in the game 
style. For example, a player can try to apply more time pressure by taking the ball 
earlier as opposed to using stroke pressure by hitting the ball harder. If that does 
not work, the player should try switching to a predetermined alternative plan or 
strategy within his or her chosen game style.

•	 Being aware of breakdowns in technique. It is important to note that a game plan 
can fail as a result of a breakdown in technique. Having good technique allows the 
player to counter an opponent’s shots more effectively. When the player has poor 
technique, a weakness can hinder the player from hitting an effective enough shot 
to recover offensively.

•	 Not getting caught up on feel. Some players show excessive emotion and frustra-
tion at missing shots, including banging their rackets, checking the tension, won-
dering why it doesn’t feel right, and shouting that they don’t feel it. When everything 
a player does on a particular day works and every shot feels good, the player is in 
the zone and can do no wrong. However, achieving this zone can be elusive, so a 
better approach is to compete and work hard during every point. Players who allow 
frustration about their lack of feel on a particular day to overwhelm them have no 
chance of achieving the zone.
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D
oubles is a great game because of the exciting pace of the match, the fast hands 
and instincts, the strategy, and the bonding created with a partner. A doubles 
team’s strength lies in the players’ physical, mental, and emotional collaboration. 
Great doubles teams that exemplified these qualities, not to mention who have 

won many Grand Slam titles, include Bob and Mike Bryan, Mark Woodforde and Todd 
Woodbridge, John McEnroe and Peter Fleming, Martina Navratilova and Pam Shriver, 
Gigi Fernández and Natasha Zvereva, and Venus and Serena Williams.

People play doubles for a variety of reasons, including the following:

•	 Enjoyment. Playing doubles is fun and gets the creative juices flowing. The rapid-
fire exchanges and working with a teammate to get the best out of each other make 
doubles very exciting. It can be fun to have a partner to communicate, compete, and 
develop a relationship with in a spirit of teamwork.

•	 Singles game improvements. Playing doubles is great for a player’s singles game. 
Many singles players focus solely on the singles game and do not want to bother 
with the work needed to find a good doubles partner. However, playing doubles is 
advantageous and even necessary for many reasons. The serve-and-volley com-
ponent, which is restricted to half the court, becomes better. Playing doubles also 
develops the player’s net game and teaches the player a faster-paced game. Playing 
with or against a higher-ranked singles competitor in a doubles match provides the 
opportunity to learn from the better player. Playing with or beating a higher-ranked 
singles competitor, even as part of a doubles match, gives players more confidence 
when they meet these players again in singles competition.

•	 Niche fit. Not all players are destined to be great singles players; for some, doubles 
is the answer. A player can develop doubles play by practicing it often and playing 
tournaments. Many singles players cheat themselves out of better opportunities 
that doubles may have to offer. This doesn’t mean players shouldn’t aim for success 
in singles. However, for myriad reasons, such as a preference for playing on a team 
or a great net game that is muted on the singles tour, for some players, doubles 
may be a better fit. The professional game includes plenty of doubles only players 
and teams, including Bob Bryan and Mike Bryan, Daniel Nestor and Max Mirnyi, and 
Cara Black and Liezel Huber.

•	 Ageless game. Doubles is a game a player can play at any age. Every club includes 
some doubles players who can’t walk well, but they continue to play their doubles 
game. Anyone from age 8 to 80 can play doubles; that is why it is called the game 
for life.

Characteristics of Good  
Doubles Players
Successful doubles players share many of the same characteristics of singles players, 
such as an effective serve and return. An additional quality of good doubles players is the 
strength of their movement to the net and their net play skills. Playing more doubles can 
greatly enhance singles play in this area.

Good doubles players can come from any style of play. The serve-and-volley and all-
court play styles use net play extensively, so their volley instincts are more naturally and 
keenly developed. These styles specialize in variety and aggressive play similar to those 
found in doubles. The aggressive baseline player can also be a good doubles player when 
using power on groundstrokes and volleys. The defensive baseliner would use steady 
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play, defense, and shot placement to be a good doubles player. No matter what player 
styles make up a doubles team, though, the best teams also excel at teamwork, com-
munication, and energy.

Teamwork
Good teamwork is essential to playing good doubles. Teams that work together have 
greater success by supporting each other and working toward a common goal. When 
they play, players are as one; no one person is greater than the other in wins and losses 
or in glory. The skill of good teamwork can be learned and is a great attribute to have 
for other venues in life. One way to show support and build a doubles partnership is for 
the players to watch each other’s singles matches to get a feel for each other’s plays 
and preferences on the court. Attending also shows an interest in the person’s success, 
which can lead to success together as a doubles team.

Partners should also support each other in tough doubles matches. On a particular 
day one partner may be so badly off that the other partner carries a heavy load, then 
all of a sudden the first partner hits one great shot, and the match is over. This is a sce-
nario unique to the doubles environment, and makes it an interesting way to play. Players 
should never leave their partners spiritually, emotionally, or mentally because they never 
know what it will take to win the match.

Communication
Verbal and nonverbal communication is a large part of the success of a good doubles 
team. It is important that the player be able to tell a partner anything that is relevant to 
the player’s success, such as where the player might be serving or about a possible plan 
to employ a different strategy. Sometimes, even making a comment that is not relevant 
to the match but loosens up the partner can be helpful. Communication during a point 
on the court is also a key to greater success. Informing the partner when the player is 
switching sides or talking about which ball to get is also an effective form of communica-
tion. For nonverbal communication, teams use hand signals to indicate to one another 
where to serve and whether they are attempting as a team to poach, fake, or stay in one 
location.

Good Energy
Since doubles is a team effort, it is important that both partners bring good energy to the 
contest. Thoughts and discussions of injury, or partners who can’t play because they got 
into another tournament, or they are out of singles and their heart is out of it, can really 
cause friction between partners. The best way to approach an event is for both players 
on the team to begin with the notion that they will finish the event. Doubles matches are 
won and lost on energy, and energy helps teams remain competitive.

Picking the right Partner
One of the first steps to picking the right partner is for the player to understand his or her 
own preferred game styles, strengths, and weaknesses and to practice and play doubles. 
Once a player has become established as someone who wants to play doubles more 
competitively, the player needs to select a partner who compliments the game style and 
helps to build the doubles team based on both players’ strengths and weaknesses.

Just as in singles tennis, as soon as a player is sure of the preferred doubles style, the 
player should assess which styles work best with individual strengths and weaknesses. 
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The player can choose someone with the same style or a contrasting style that may 
complement it. Deciding what style of play suits the player’s game style is a personal 
choice, so it is important to play partners of different styles to assess it.

The next component of the partnership is how the players get along with and respect 
each other both on and off the court This component is important to experiment with. A 
player may be surprised to find that the partner who initially seemed to be a mismatch 
is actually the best partner.

After a player chooses a partner who seems to fit all the criteria, then the two play-
ers play together for a while to properly assess whether their team can be successful. 
Players should avoid expecting initial great results; doing so is short sighted and players 
should avoid it. Success is not impossible when two doubles players who know how to 
play good doubles pair up for the first time, but it should not be expected. Most teams 
take awhile (six months to years) to gel and get used to each other.

After picking a partner and practicing a bit, the player will start to get a sense of how 
the partner plays and can then discuss who will play the deuce side and the ad side, who 
should serve first, and who should take balls in the middle. Answering these questions 
can help the players focus more on the task at hand, which is beating their opponents. 
Alternatively, an experienced doubles player with an already developed preference for 
playing a particular side can use that knowledge to more quickly narrow the search for a 
compatible partner.

Choosing Sides
When deciding who should play the deuce court or the ad-court, players should always 
start the discussion with who is the better returner on that particular side. Players must 
be gentle handling this matter; sometimes it is clear, and sometimes it is not, so they 
should discuss it logically and take into consideration recent tournaments, great weap-
ons, or who is more likely to perform better in clutch situations.

The next thing to consider and discuss is what shots players like to hit on subsequent 
shots such as transition shots to the net, volleys, and overheads. For example, some 
players volley better on one side or the other. This discussion is very important if both 
players are evenly matched when it comes to returns.

The better player usually has the higher singles or doubles ranking, and traditionally 
this player plays on the ad side because the rationale is that the better player can come 
through in more clutch situations. Clutch situations arise when trying to break the oppo-
nent’s serve or when hitting a return to tie up a game, so it is important that the best 
player or best returner plays on the ad side. With the stronger player on the ad side the 
team can also build on any leads initiated by the deuce player.

The deuce court player is responsible for winning the majority of setup points, points 
that bring the team 1 point away from winning a game (30-all, 40-all, 30-love). This 
player has a few additional roles to develop, including starting the team off well (essen-
tial to doubles success), being creative (especially in the beginning of matches), being 
aggressive (especially if the ad-court player is consistent and reliable), and setting the 
tempo for the team since the deuce court player gets the first opportunity to return the 
opponents’ serve.

Based on years of observation of how deuce and ad-court players perform, the deuce 
player generally seems to be wilder, takes more chances, and creates a major influence 
on the tempo and results of the team. Because ad-court players are the last to return a 
serve and the last line of defense, they are usually credited with coming up with the big 
shot or the steady defense that helps a team’s chances of winning. When Martina Navra-
tilova and Pam Shriver played, many people assumed Navratilova was a more integral 
part of the team because of her singles success. However, Shriver created the mood and 
tempo for their team, allowing Navratilova to flourish in doubles too. In doubles, each 
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player has an important role, regardless of whether it is from the deuce side or the ad 
side.

When choosing a side, the ultimate goal is matching the players’ stronger weapons 
on the groundstrokes, returns, and volleys so that they hit more shots with them. Play-
ers should consider which shots are their best on a ball hit down the middle of the court 
and out wide, in addition to returning preferences. When it comes to the groundstrokes, 
maybe a player has a great inside-out forehand, so playing the ad side would be a great 
choice. It is possible that the backhand volley is the player’s weapon, in which case the 
deuce side would be wise because when poaching, the player can put the ball away with 
the backhand volley. Finally, perhaps the player hits a one-handed backhand inside out; 
the deuce side is a great choice for this player. Other important factors to consider are 
the temperament, experience, and success of the player playing on that side, and mainly 
what works for the team’s overall success.

Deciding Who Serves First
Who serves first on the team is a big decision. Matches are won and lost in doubles 
because of the type of start teams get, so holding serve on the first service game is 
important. Three considerations should factor in to the decision of who serves first on a 
doubles team:

•	 Which player has the stronger serve based on possessing great power, having good 
placement, or being able to hold serve?

•	 Which player likes to start serving and has a certain confidence regarding the serve?

•	 Which player is good at the net and can help the team hold the serve?

Deciding Who Takes Shots in the Middle
Invariably, situations always exist in which a ball played by an opponent lands in the 
middle of the court at the net or at the baseline. Both players should react to the middle 
shot and get in position. Usually, the player with the stronger down-the-middle shot 
takes these shots, but the shot can also be played by the person who has the forehand 
in the middle because that player can be a bit late and still make the shot. Choosing who 
takes this ball is not an exact science but it is worth a discussion because the ball hit in 
the middle can cause players to freeze.

Percentage Doubles
Percentage play in doubles is the foundation to a good team, and it is the key to sound 
doubles strategy. First, players should understand the dimensions of the doubles court. 
The net height is the same as for singles: 3 feet (0.9 m) in the middle of the net and 3.5 
feet (1.06 m) at the sides. The court length is also 78 feet (23.7 m) but the doubles court 
is wider (36 ft, or 11.85 m) to accommodate two players on the court.

Strategy in doubles starts with the serve and return. Because two players are on the 
court the placement of the serve, return, net play, and location of shots either set the 
partner up to put the ball away or set both players up to be put away. Similar to volleyball, 
one player sets up the partner to spike, or put the ball away.

The following are several basic strategies for playing percentage doubles. How well 
these basic strategies are executed gives the team the ability to become more offensive 
and control the net; that is the main goal in doubles. The team that controls the net usu-
ally wins doubles matches, and percentage plays give teams the best opportunities to 
win.
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Percentage Serving
Serving in doubles is paramount to the success of a doubles team. Ideally, the team 
should use a variety of service types (slice, kick, flat) and placements to keep the oppos-
ing team guessing. Whatever mix of serves the players decide to use, a first-serve per-
centage of 80 or higher gives the team the best opportunity to control play and the net. 
A high first-serve percentage can keep the returning team from gaining confidence and 
becoming more aggressive on the returns.

Doubles players should serve from halfway between the center mark on the baseline 
and the singles line. If the opposing team has a tough crosscourt return, then the server 
should stand out wider to cover the doubles alley more easily. Service placement will be 
predominately to the body (also called jam serves) or the backhand.

When moving forward to volley, players have a variety of choices. For example, play-
ers serve and volley and are now approaching the net to the deuce side and receive 
a low first volley. If possible, the player will aim down the middle or deep crosscourt. 
If a player receives a high volley or sees an opponent at the net moving to attack the 
upcoming volley, then redirecting the return down the line is a wise play. As a rule, players 
approaching the net on the deuce side of the court should rely on the forehand volley (for 
right-handed players) for a ball coming crosscourt, and players approaching the net on 
the ad side of the court should rely on the backhand volley. The reason for this is simple: 
It is easier to redirect the volley down the line this way or crosscourt.

Percentage Returns
The main goal for the return is to make the return first and then try to build confidence 
on subsequent returns. The best returns are hit low to an oncoming server or pull a 
player off the court or back in the court. The highest-percentage return is hit crosscourt. 
A return crosscourt and deep in the court, gives the best opportunity to get the doubles 
partner up to the net.

Although it is tempting, hitting down the line is a low-percentage return, especially in 
doubles. Just as in singles players are hitting over the highest part of the net and into the 
shortest part of the court (78 ft, or 23.7 m) but doubles adds in a net player standing at 
the net. An exception to this rule occurs when the returner is pulled way off the court, 
such as by a serve, or if the player chooses to surprise the opponent at the net, especially 
if the player is not comfortable at the net or is not expecting the return to be drilled right 
at the body. The down-the-line return can also be used offensively to target the uncov-
ered line when the net player is shaded to the other side in attempts to poach.

Percentage Net Play and Transition Shots
When it comes to volleying, there are two general rules. First, when a player volleys cross-
court, the player maintains high-percentage play in doubles. Since the net height is lower 
across the middle, this volley is theoretically easier to execute. Second, the players can 
alternately volley down the line when in an offensive position. The net height is higher 
down the line, so the execution of this shot is usually used on higher volleys (higher than 
the net level). Volleying down the line is an effective high-percentage play, when the ball 
hit from the opponent goes outside of the shoulder level of the players at the net. It is 
easier to change the direction of the ball hit to a player’s outside shoulder. It gives the 
player a strong offensive position at the net, and it can make the opponents vulnerable 
if they are at the net.

Server’s Partner at the Net
The first job of the server’s partner at the net is to help the serving partner hold serve. 
The server’s job is to set up the partner so that the partner can put the ball away. For 
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example, if a server plans to make a well-placed first serve up the T, the net partner 
should be covering more of the middle of the court. As the opponents’ return comes 
back down the middle, the partner aims the first volley down the middle of the court or 
directly at the net player on the other side. Because the partner will have moved naturally 
in the direction of cutting off the return, the momentum toward the opposing net player 
makes this volley a high-percentage shot. If a lob is used on the return, the overhead 
can be put away through the middle or toward the alley if the returner is moving away or 
covering the middle.

When the server plans to jam the returner, the net player’s goal is to judge the move-
ment of the returner. If the serve is strong or the returner appears to be fooled, the net 
player can be more aggressive. If the serve is not strong, the net player should be ready 
to reflex a volley because the opponent’s most likely target will be the net player or down 
the line. When the return is hit at the net player, the net player should volley it through 
the middle or hit more aggressively toward the other net player. When the return is down 
the line, the best reply is through the middle, a quick reflex back to the returner, or on 
an easier return, a drop volley. If the return is a lob, the net player should put away the 
overhead toward the middle.

On a serve out wide, the net player must prepare to cover down the line. The most 
likely return is a more angled return, a ball hit down the line or a lob, and the angle keeps 
the net partner covering the line. The player can reflex volley a ball hit down the line and 
look to hit the ball toward the middle, or can go aggressively at the returner and hit a 
drop volley. If the returner lobs, the player should hit the overhead toward the middle, 
and only go for an angle when in a good position on the court. Hitting a poorly executed 
crosscourt volley shot spreads the defense for the next ball and requires a lot of recov-
ery to get back in good position. One consideration is to be careful serving out wide and 
then volleying back to the returner. Unless that ball is hit well, the player will be giving the 
returner the potential to hit down the line. Great doubles players can still hold the line, 
poach, and be aggressive, all while covering a larger area.

Out-wide serves limit the net player’s ability to set up the serving partner through the 
middle. The net player should look to help on more easily struck balls through the middle, 
but prepare for a ball to be returned down the line or lobbed. The player can put away 
easier middle shots or go aggressively toward the other net player.

Returner’s Partner at the Net
The first duty of the returner’s partner at the net is to neutralize the attack that the serving 
team has planned to execute against them. The net player should keep the eyes focused 
on the opposing net player and not on calling the serve in or out because the opponent 
at the net is looking to take the first volley directly at the returning net player. This player 
needs to stay low and try to volley back to the direction from which the opponent attacks.

As a rule, the net player on the returning team should try to stay about 30 feet (9 
m) from the serving team’s net player. After the net player sees that the partner has 
hit a successful return past the opponent at the net, then the net player should focus 
the eyes to the side of the court where the ball was returned. When the partner’s return 
bounces on the opponent’s side, the net player should move forward, taking as aggres-
sive a position on the net as possible and be ready for the reply. If the ball is returned on 
the net player’s side, the player needs to move backward and readjust the distance with 
the opposing net player’s move forward to maintain the 30 foot (9 m) distance. If the 
pressure from the opponents is too great, the returner’s partner can back up and start 
the point from the baseline along with the returner.

Server’s Transition to the Net
Old school doubles tennis is based on players always serving and volleying off their 
serves in doubles. Current doubles play places a higher emphasis on hitting more 
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groundstrokes and oftentimes not advancing to the net immediately off the serve; this 
is because of the power and precision of today’s players. The net player on the receiving 
team is the most vulnerable player when a team serves and volleys, so it is best to hit it 
there when possible; this becomes a higher-percentage play.

When the server stays back on the serve, it could be because the server doesn’t feel 
comfortable volleying off the serve and prefers to transition off a ball that allows more 
control. The server stays back and either transitions off a weaker return or begins a 
rally and transitions when gaining an advantage through effective use of groundstrokes. 
When transitioning to the net from the baseline, the player should approach crosscourt 
deep or more at an angle or, if in a good offensive position, the player can hit aggressively 
down the line.

Returner’s Transition to the Net
Usually, if the returner is transitioning to the net, then that player is either trying to sur-
prise the server or this is part of the returner’s game. This game style is associated with 
the serve-and-volley style and, to a smaller degree, all-court play. The goal of the return 
and transition to the net is to put pressure on the serving team and potentially take away 
their advantage. This can be a risky play, especially if the serve is strong. However, if the 
returner is skilled and can execute a low return that puts the server on the defensive, it 
gives the returner the extra time to transition and a potentially easier next shot.

The returner can also use a lob to transition to the net when the lob is clearly over the 
head of the opposing net player or if the overhead is more defensive. When the returner 
transitions to the net on a good opportunity, the shift of power reverts to the returning 
team, and the goal would be to expose the serving team’s net player, especially if that 
player is still at the net. If the net player has moved back, then the returning team should 
use percentage volleys and overheads to keep their offensive position.

The returner can also transition to the net later in the point rather than immediately 
after the return. In this case, the returner stays back at first and then transitions off a 
weak groundstroke from the opponent or transitions in a rally when they gain an advan-
tage through the effective use of groundstrokes. For example, the returner could transi-
tion after pushing an opponent back in the court or wide. When transitioning to the net 
from the baseline, the player should hit the approach crosscourt deep or more at an 
angle; or, if in a good offensive position, the player can hit aggressively down the line.

Percentage Groundstrokes
In singles and doubles, the highest-percentage groundstrokes are played crosscourt. Of 
course, the difference in doubles is that a net player can potentially move in to try to 
intercept a shot. So, the goal in doubles is to keep it low or deep enough to prohibit the 
net player from becoming more active. In doubles play, the goal is to control the net, so 
players hitting groundstrokes should be focused on the best shots to transition to the 
net and on controlling the net. This can be groundstrokes that are hit angled and that 
stretch the opponent’s defense, high and heavy shots that allow more time to transition, 
or an aggressive groundstroke down the line to expose the net player.

The crosscourt shot is generally used when in a groundstroke rally with the returner, 
but if the returner transitions to the net (so, both opponents are now at the net), then the 
highest-percentage play becomes the ball hit up the middle. When hitting up the middle, 
the ball must be kept low so the opponent at the net cannot poach across the net and 
put it away. This play sets up hitting toward the alleys. The down-the-line shot is the 
lowest-percentage play in doubles, especially when players are in a defensive position. 
However, if players are in an offensive position, then the percentages go up and it can be 
considered a good play.
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The following general rules can also be helpful for percentage groundstrokes:

•	 Keeping the ball low. When a team keeps the ball low against another team, 
players force opponents to hit up or have to deal with tough shots that may pro-
duce a short ball. High balls hit in doubles need to be placed strategically (for 
example to an opponent’s bad overhead or high volley). Low balls keep a team 
from being able to hit offensive shots, keep the situation neutral, and give more 
opportunities.

•	 Lobbing a team that is close to the net. Another high-percentage play in doubles 
is to lob a team that gets too close to the net. A team that closes tightly on the 
net is trying to get an upper hand in the rally and anticipating a drive by the other 
team. When a team can mix in lobs with drives, players are keeping the other team 
guessing or even out of position. Team players who feel as though they can position 
themselves closer to the net and stay successful either have good overheads, or it’s 
possible that they know the other team doesn’t lob very well.

High-Percentage Doubles Plays for Setting and Spiking
As noted previously, setting is placing the ball in a position so that the partner can put it 
away. Effective communication with a partner should include the direction of the serves 
as well as the movement of the net player and predominately what area to cover. For 
example, if the returner has a weak down-the-line shot, this may cause the net player to 
know they can cover more toward the middle. Conversely, if the returner has a good out-
side shot or the player likes to hit down the line, then the net player should shade more 
toward the alley. The same is true for high-level teams when returning. If a player signals 
or tells a partner that the player is about to go after the return with a dipping ball up the 
middle of the court, this can result in great setup shots that can be put away by a savvy 
volleyer.

Serving Side
The highest-percentage serve possible to set up the partner at the net for a put-away 
volley is a serve to the T on either the deuce or the ad side. This serve creates the least 
amount of angle on the return and shrinks the court so that both the server and serv-
er’s partner can close in on the volley and attempt to control the net. The server who is 
coming to volley can take a little more of a direct path to the net with this serve because 
of the lack of angle that is created. If the partner realizes that the returner is stretched 
out to execute the return, the partner should look to pounce and volley away the return. 
The returner on the serve to the T must hit a well-executed drive to be able to hit it down 
the line and past the net player. This usually makes the server’s partner at the net more 
confident to move and help out the server.

The serve to the body can be just as high a percentage play as the serve to the T, 
but a serve to the body that is not executed well can give the returner a more offensive 
position in which the returner can put the net player in a defensive position. A strong 
net player will welcome this challenge, but it is more prudent to get the opponents on 
defense. However, a well-placed and effective serve can be very successful if the serve 
jams the returner or catches the returner off guard. As a rule, when serving and vol-
leying, the server should try to follow the serve in the same direction that the ball is 
travelling.

The serve out wide requires the net player to be more aware of covering down the 
line. The greater angle created by this serve can make it easier for a good returner to hit 
it down the line. For this reason the server’s partner at the net may call fake to give the 
returner the impression that they are going to poach. A well-executed fake can set up 
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the player at the net for a put-away by drawing the returner to hit the ball directly back 
to the volleyer at the net. The out-wide serve also gives the returner an easier oppor-
tunity to lob to the middle or down the line over the net player. The server’s partner at 
the net should be told when the server is going to hit out wide because it is the lowest-
percentage way to try to set a partner up for a put-away volley.

Return Side
Depending on the formation the returner is returning from, the returner can set up the 
partner to put the ball away. If the team is playing in a one up and one back formation, 
then a low-dipping return on an approaching server’s feet can result in a popped up ball, 
which can be put away. If the opposing team is playing unfocused, then a hard-hit return 
at an unsuspecting net opponent may set up the player or partner for a short volley that 
can then be put away for a winner.

Court Positioning Guidelines  
and Doubles Formations
Doubles teams can use a variety of formations to defeat opponents. The three main 
options are one up and one back, both players up at the net, or both players back on the 
baseline. On the serve, the one up and one back formation can show some additional 
variety in the Australian and I formations, which are also added for challenging oppo-
nents. Following is a look at the serve and return positioning and tactics and the court 
positioning guidelines for the net player.

Serve Positioning and Tactics
When serving, the team’s two most common court positioning tactics are to serve and 
stay back or serve and volley. Both tactics are important for keeping opponents guessing 
what the team will do next.

Serve and Stay Back
Serving and staying back is a relatively recent trend. Most players today prefer to use 
their groundstrokes to win points. This high-percentage play is used in most women’s 
tennis matches and in quite a few men’s matches. In this type of doubles play, players 
rally back crosscourt to each other, looking for the first opportunity to be aggressive with 
their shot or effectively transition to the net.

The server stands midway between the alley and the middle hash mark on the base-
line. The net player stands in (or just in front of) the middle of the service box. For this 
tactic, the role of the server is to cover the other side of the court in case of a lob. The 
server needs to be able to rally crosscourt and put the opposing returner on the defen-
sive to allow an opportunity to transition. On a ball that is easy to attack, the server can 
also go aggressively to the opposing net player. The server needs to control midway 
between the middle hash mark and the alley predominately near the baseline and look 
to join the net player at the net.

This type of doubles play requires the net player to develop keen and precise move-
ment based on the shot hit by the partner. A shot hit wide and in the alley requires the 
net player to cover the down-the-line response. A powerful or deep shot can give the net 
player a greater license to be aggressive.
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Serve and Volley
Serving and volleying puts the most pressure on a returning team because both play-
ers on the serving team transition to the net. Whether they maintain that pressure and 
control depends on their execution of well-placed or powerful serves and volleys, their 
positioning, and the location of their shots.

The server stands approximately midway between the hash mark and the alley. A 
server who is used to playing singles may prefer to stand and start the serve closer to 
the hash mark. Doing so is fine, but the server needs to be aware of the angle the oppo-
nent could create on the return. In other words, the server should be cautious of hit-
ting a serve out wide and giving the returner a greater angle crosscourt that would be 
harder to cover. When serving from the normal midway position, the server will transition 
straight forward for a body serve and a T serve and cover the entire crosscourt area. If 
the server serves wide, the net player is forced to cover more of the line, so the coverage 
area would now include some of the middle that the net player may not be able to get to. 
The server needs to be aware of the court positioning and transition diagonally across 
from the returner.

When the returner hits an angled return, the net player who was standing in the middle 
of the service box should slide over approximately 2 to 3 feet (0.6 to 0.9 m) toward the 
angled shot to stay in position with the server hitting the volley. When the volley is hit 
crosscourt midway between the middle and the alley, the net player recovers back to 
the original position, and the server attempts to close further into the court. The server 
needs to be aware of lobs hit over the net player, so their position should be staggered 
initially; the server is slightly behind the net player. As the rally progresses, the server 
and net player can be positioned along the same line at the net, but both players must 
be conscious of a potential lob. If the server hits a ball down the line at the opposing net 
player, the server’s partner at the net should slide toward the middle, approximately 2 to 
3 feet (0.6 to 0.9 m).

The net player must not look back to watch the server volleying because doing so 
reduces the net player’s reaction time if the opposing net player is poaching or hitting a 
volley. The net player should focus on the racket of the opposing net player and if there is 
any movement, the net player covers the middle. This move to the middle also serves to 
divert the eyes of the opponent net player while executing the shot.

Australian Formation
When a returning team consistently hits solid crosscourt returns, playing Australian for-
mation is an effective way to break up the pressure put on the server. To play Australian 
formation, both partners on the serving team start on the deuce side of the court. The 
net player should be positioned approximately 1 to 2 feet (0.3 to 0.6 m) from the center 
line in the service box to the right. The net player stays in the same spot or signals to the 
partner the intention to fake.

The server serves from the normal singles serving position, 1 to 2 feet (0.3 to 0.6 m) 
from the middle hash mark. The server may transition to the net for the volley, but needs 
to be fast to cover and take control of the net and probably will have to transition off 
the return using a weapon. The server also needs to be aware of any lob hit over the net 
player, in which case the net player would shift back to the standard doubles net position 
(midway between the net and service line in the middle of the box).

Playing Australian formation takes away the crosscourt return and forces the oppo-
nent to hit down the line. This setup gives the returner less room to return because the 
middle is covered and they are essentially given the alley to return. This play works well if 
the server is positioned close to the center mark of the baseline and has a strong second 
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shot (forehand or backhand) to reply when the opponents hit their return up the line. It 
also works well if the returner has shown difficulty returning down the line or has a weak-
ness on the outside stroke (most commonly backhands for the right-handed players).

I Formation
The I formation is another way to force the opposing team to return down the line. The 
server in the I position stands close to the middle hash mark (similar to singles). The 
net player straddles the center line midway between the net and the service line and 
crouches low to avoid getting hit by the serve.

The net player and the server should communicate regarding the way the net player 
will move. If the net player stays in the middle and covers the crosscourt shot, then the 
server covers the shot down the line. The server can transition off the serve if this player 
is especially effective volleying, but usually the server crosses toward the other alley, 
stays near the baseline, and attempts to transition on the next shot. If the net player 
goes toward the normal volley position, then the server tries to follow the same path of 
entry similar to that for a normal transition of the serve. In this scenario, the server has 
to transition a little wider to make up for the serve position closer to the middle. For the 
server, keeping the ball up the T or jamming the opponent are the most effective plays 
for this formation.

Both Players Back
In this formation, the players position themselves on the baseline midway between the 
middle and the alley on each side. This formation is not a long-term strategy. It will not 
help players become better at doubles. In lower-level matches, this can be a useful play 
if the server’s partner is not good at the net. So, for the short term, this formation may 
result in a win until a team can get a lesson on the volley. At the higher levels of play, 
this formation may be used to break the rhythm of a strong returning team. It can also 
be used on a day when one or both partners are struggling on serve. For example, in a 
situation in which the server is hitting weak serves and the net player is constantly being 
exposed, moving the net player back may be best.

Another use for this formation is when the serving team’s groundstrokes are con-
siderably stronger than their volleys and they prefer to allow the returning team to gain 
control of the net. It can also be a surprise tactic, especially when a returning team is 
dialed into their returns and placing their returns at the feet of the server or intimidating 
the server’s partner at the net. The serving team can move the net player back, which 
effectively removes that particular target for the returning team, and the server can opt 
to hit groundstrokes instead of shoestring volleys. This formation can also be used if the 
returning team has considerably better volleys than the serving team. Again, though, this 
is not a long-term strategy. Using this formation exclusively can hamper doubles volley 
development and is not recommended when serving.

Return Positioning and Tactics
A returning team can use three court positioning tactics when returning: return and stay 
back, return and volley, or both players stay back. To become a tough team to beat when 
returning, players should practice using all three positions.

Return and Stay Back
In this formation, also known as standard doubles formation, one player is up and the 
other is back. When choosing to stay back, the returner needs a variety of returns to 
be successful. The returner should practice hitting returns from deep behind the base-
line (against big serves), near the baseline, and from inside the baseline (against second 
serves).

This play can 
really give oppo-
nents problems 

because they 
don’t know which 

way the net player 
is going after 

the serve. Verbal 
communication is 
best because sig-
naling while bent 

over will often-
times signal the 
opponents, too.

Critical Cue: 
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On a point, the returner tries to set up the partner at the net to spike a volley away. 
This can best be done by keeping returns low and up the middle of the court or by hitting 
heavy and deep enough into the court to back up opponents, allowing the player and 
partner to storm the net. The returner can also try to keep the net player on the opposing 
team guessing by occasionally hitting shots down the line. This tactic keeps the oppos-
ing net player from getting too bold with net play.

If the server is transitioning to the net off the serve, the goal of the returner is to hit 
low at the server’s feet or possibly hit it where the server is stretched out. These two 
shots give the returning side’s net player the best opportunity to poach. The returner 
is responsible for his or her side of the court and any lob hit over the head of his or her 
partner at the net.

Return and Volley
For this formation, one player is up and the other is back. The returner moves in and takes 
the return early or hits the return from the normal return position. Then, after seeing a 
successful return, the returner transitions to the net. This tactic, sometimes called crush 
and rush, can be effective if the players are advanced or if they want to add a new dimen-
sion to their return game. Returning and volleying is a great play when a team is up in the 
score, receiving a second serve, or the players just want to throw something different at 
their opponents.

If the opponents are playing with one person up and the other back, one option is for 
the returner to hit the return deep into the opponents’ court, move in, and hit a swinging 
volley or transition volley. Against the same formation, another option is to hit a lob over 
the server’s partner at the net and rush up to the net for an easy volley put-away off what 
will be a defensive reply.

Against an opponent who is serving and volleying or coming forward after the serve, 
the returner can take the return very early in the court using a shortened backswing and 
put the ball at the opponent’s feet. The following pop-up reply will be easy pickings for the 
returner and partner at the net. This is a risky play, though, especially if the server has a 
good serve. The problem with this type of return is that it is difficult to execute and often 
can lead to a mishit and easy volley winner for the serving team. Taking the ball on the rise 
and hitting the return up the line in an attempt to volley the reply is extremely low-percent-
age tennis and should only be attempted by advanced players or with a very large lead.

Both Players Stay Back
In this formation, both players stay on the baseline. It is a great strategy if a team wants 
to create a different look and a challenge for an aggressive net team. This is also a good 
play when the returner is having trouble making the returns and may benefit from some 
extra space to execute the return. This formation is also used when the serving team is 
better and more effective than the returning team at the net, and the returning team is 
losing a lot of net points. Using this tactic allows the returning team to use groundstrokes 
against the opponents’ aggressive net play.

The returning team starts with both players on the baseline. After the returner hits 
the return, the team looks for opportunities to get the serving team out of position. Both 
players on the baseline should set themselves up for an opportunity to attack the net. 
The best way to do this is to hit dipping shots up the middle of the court or hit angles and 
then lob the ball or rip it at the attacking net players. The goal with this variety of shots is 
to get a short ball that the player and partner can then approach the net.

When both players are back, it is important that in the case of one of the players 
having an offensive ball, the partner should try to sneak in to the net. In this scenario, the 
back player needs to focus on hitting low and through the middle between the shoulders 
of both the net players, so the net player can advance. If the shot is effective and has the 
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opponents stretched or hitting up, both players on the returning team can advance. The 
player who is back may go down the line, but needs to be on the offense.

Net Player Positioning and Tactics
Good net coverage is essential for success in doubles. The net player needs to be able 
to cover personal territory as well as any territory left open by the partner’s movement. 
The following are four important guidelines for the net player to maximize net coverage.

•	 Bounce and pounce. In the staggered doubles position (one up, one back), any 
time a ball bounces deep on the opponents’ side of the court, the net player moves 
forward and looks to gain better positioning. The net player moves from the middle 
of the service line up to the middle of the service box. It is important not to over-
commit forward when a deep ball is hit because many players in that scenario would 
lob instead of return a ball crosscourt.

•	 Ball in the air, then stay there. In the one up and one back position, when the 
opponents are going to hit a shot in the air, the net player should hold the current 
position. In other words, when the other team is at the net, the net player and part-
ner who is staying back should hold their positions and play for better position 
gained from a stronger next shot or a ball that bounces, allowing them to pounce.

•	 Cover the Ts. The Ts are the intersection of the singles sideline at the baseline. 
Assuming the staggered doubles position, when the net player covers the Ts at the 
net, the player should position the body so that the middle of the back is in line with 
the Ts. When the player is back, the T should be the player’s base and a point of ref-
erence when moving.

In a both players up formation, the net players should both position themselves 
so that the Ts are in line with the middle of their backs. In a situation in which the ball 
is hit straight ahead, it is easier to cover the Ts, but when a ball is hit at an angle or 
crosscourt, then both players should shift to cover the Ts.

•	 Stagger at the net. Another guideline for movement and positioning is the slightly 
staggered court position. The key here is the positioning of the net player who 
should be following where the ball has been hit. When a ball is hit to a particular 
side, the net player on that side is considered the lead volleyer and should be posi-
tioned slightly ahead of the other volleyer. This slightly staggered position allows 
the secondary net player to pay attention to any potential lobs. When a shot is hit to 
the other side, then the players shift positions so that the other net player becomes 
the lead volleyer.

Poaching Skills
Advanced doubles net coverage also includes being able to poach effectively. Poach-
ing is when the net player moves from the position at the net (generally in front of the 
partner) and tries to intercept a crosscourt shot played by the opponent. In other words, 
the net player cuts across toward the partner’s side to volley. In general, the net player is 
positioned in the middle of the service box when the team is serving and in the middle of 
the service line midway between the center line and the alley when the team is returning. 
However, the net player can poach in many different formations and positions.

Poaching is an effective way of disarming opponents and causes them to make errors. 
Poaching is also an effective way of being aggressive, and it’s a great way to spike a part-
ner’s setup shot. The goal when poaching is to instill fear in the other team with aggres-
sive play and the timing of the poaching so that the opponents worry about when the 
players will poach again. If the players’ poaching inhibits their play, the opponents’ game 
will deteriorate.
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Poaching takes great coordination between players’ vision and feel for where the ball 
will be hit, plus the proper timing and movement to execute a good shot. It is harder to 
poach when a ball is hit wide because the net player must maintain court position. It is 
easier to poach on balls hit to the middle or at the body. Low shots or shots where the 
opponent is on the defensive are best for poaching because these shots will likely be hit 
up or with less pace and they allow the net player more reaction time.

Types of Poaching
Net players can use two types of poaching against opponents. Another option is the fake 
poach, which is technically not poaching, but it also inhibits the opponent by using the 
threat of poaching.

•	 Forward fi rst poach. One of the most effective ways to poach is to move forward 
fi rst and then diagonally to the ball. The player moves forward fi rst to get some atten-
tion from the opponent hitting the shot and gets the body’s momentum moving 
forward in order to cut diagonally forward to intercept the shot. Often players move 
diagonally fi rst instead of forward fi rst. This can work if the move and the location 
of the shot are perfect. However, net players who cut diagonally fi rst often turn their 
shoulders too much as they cross, which puts them out of balance for the poach if 
the ball is hit out of their reach. When moving forward fi rst, a player can use outside 
leg movement more effectively and be in a better position for the poach.

The forward fi rst approach is also an effective way of poaching when working as 
the returner’s partner because the player is getting in a better position to cut off an 
opponents’ next shot. As the partner’s return passes the player, the player should 
move forward toward the net. This gives the 
deception of covering the line (which the player 
is in position to do) and subconsciously makes 
the opponent want to hit the ball away from the 
player. This forward fi rst movement can then be 
followed with a move diagonally if the net player 
can get to the ball.

•	 Zigzag poach. For this type of poach, the net 
player’s movement is an initial move out toward 
the alley to make an opponent feel as though the 
player is covering the line, followed by a move 
diagonally toward the middle of the court to cut 
off a potential crosscourt return (see fi gure 11.1). 
The player can also zig in toward the middle when 
the ball is hit a little wider, giving the opponent 
the impression that the player is not covering the 
line, then zag out when the opponent is lured into 
returning down the line. This method is effective 
because often a player hitting a shot sees the 
movement of the net player, and a cat-and-mouse 
game ensues. The opponent is left to wonder 
whether the net player is moving or staying.

•	 Fake poach. A fake poach keeps the opponent 
guessing. This is a great play to help the partner 
hold serve or improve the player’s return games 
because the player makes opponents uneasy 
with many movements. Two fakes are possible: 
For the deuce side, the move is fake right and 
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Figure 11.1 Zigzag poach.
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cover left. For the ad side, the move is fake left and cover right. When the server’s 
serve lands in the box, the server’s partner makes a quick move as if to poach, but 
the move is a fake. If the player does a good job of acting, the reward is a return hit 
right toward the net player that can be volleyed away. This makes the net player an 
extremely effective partner. On the face poach, the player uses head movement, 
but the player’s body and shoulders stay semi-open instead of turning. Advanced 
doubles players should poach or fake poach on every shot.

Four Phases of Play
The characteristics for the phases of doubles play are essentially the same as those 
already described for singles play in chapter 10 (see pages 193–195). The difference for 
doubles is that when deciding how to respond, players must account for the positions of 
two additional people on the court. The following descriptions provide some guidance in 
adapting the concept of phases of play to the doubles game.

Attack Phase of Play
Common doubles attacking shots include shots when a team can transition to the net or 
when a team can hit an aggressive shot with a lot of pace or spin that goes to a location 
deep in the court or at a sharp angle. When players are in the standard doubles formation 
(one up and one back) and the server and returner begin to trade groundstrokes cross-
court, any weak shot hit by the opponents or any ball that lands near the service line can 
be attacked. Players can attack during these scenarios: when the returner has a return 
that can be used as a weapon or when the serve is weak. Another great way to attack is 
to transition to the net after a great return.

Doubles players should always be looking to transition to the net as much as pos-
sible because it can prove a more formidable front to an opponent. An attacking ball in 
doubles can be a ball hit at the net player, a winner, an approach shot, or a shot such as 
a high and heavy shot or a more angled shot that can push the opponent back off the 
court, allowing the player more time to advance toward the net.

Rally Phase of Play
Rally shots frequently occur in a couple of common doubles scenarios. One scenario is 
when both teams are in the one up and one back formation, after a team returns a ball 
crosscourt and begins to rally the ball with the opponents crosscourt. Another scenario 
is when a team has ventured to the net and the players are executing volleys for better 
positioning instead of going for a winner. The yellow light volley (see page 191) can force 
the opponents to go for too much on their shots. Shots for the rally phase of play usually 
include a high and heavy shot, a slice, or a drive hit with a little more loft than an aggres-
sive drive.

Defensive Phase of Play
The defensive phase is when a doubles team is trying to keep the ball in play any way 
possible and players buy themselves time to regain the offensive. Common shots hit 
defensively include the lob, the high and heavy loop ball, the squash shot, and the slice 
backhand and forehand. When a player is stretched way outside the court, hitting a high 
lob can buy time to get back into position to hit another shot. Other times, just getting 
the ball back low and up the middle with topspin or slice can help a player regain the 
offensive.
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Counterattack Phase of Play
The counterattack phase of play is when players display great hands or great anticipa-
tion or both. Counterattacking, or the orange phase of play (see page 191), occurs when 
a point appears to be shaping up to one team’s advantage and then suddenly the other 
team is in the driver’s seat. One example of how this can occur is when the serving team 
shoots across the net and blasts a volley right at the returner’s partner. This player blocks 
the shot back behind the serving team for a winner. Another example is when one team 
smashes an overhead at a member of the opposing team and that player volleys it over 
their heads. As the first team goes scrambling back to recover, the player follows the ball 
to the net and puts the opponents’ reply away. Volleys, lobs, groundstrokes, and returns 
are common shots for counterattacking.

Doubles Strategies
One of the most rewarding aspects of playing doubles and incorporating strategy and 
tactics is that each player has a partner to help carry out the game plan. Players must 
be cooperative in carrying out strategies and employing tactics while meshing their 
strengths to build an effective game plan against an opposing team. How effectively 
partners can complement each other determines a team’s success.

To start, ball control and overall consistency should be the number one doubles play-
ing strategy. The same ball controls (consistency, depth, direction, height, spins, and 
pace or speed; see pages 189–191) that are essential to singles success are also impor-
tant for doubles success. Players should continue to develop those ball controls in their 
singles game while focusing on the percentage plays, such as the serve to the T and the 
return hit crosscourt in doubles. On groundstrokes, players should rally crosscourt and 
look for the first opportunity to transition. At the net, players should keep the first volley 
down the middle of the court or deep crosscourt until able to move in to hit a second 
volley winner down the line or sharply angled crosscourt. Overall, players should focus 
on making their first serve and returns, especially second-serve returns.

Basic Strategy #1: Covering a Weakness
If one player has a weakness, the team should discuss how best to cover it. A player hides 
a weaker partner by having the partner play a side that gives the best opportunity to run 
around a weakness. One way to hide a weaker volleyer is to move the volleyer back when 
the returner is returning the serve. Another approach is to avoid long rallies in which the 
opposing team would have greater opportunity to find a weakness. The player can use 
the weakness to lob, allowing the stronger player to transition to the net.

A court positioning trick that maximizes a weaker player’s strength and hides the 
weakness is for the partner to be positioned closer to the weaker player on the return. 
This positioning makes it hard for the server to get it to the weakness. For example, if a 
right-handed deuce player has a weak backhand, the ad player can be positioned close 
to center line of the service box on the service line or midway between the service line 
and the baseline. The returner on the deuce side is positioned close to the center, daring 
the server to serve out wide to the returner’s weapon.

This strategy requires some additional accommodations. The partner of the weaker 
player has to poach more, cover more court, and be the leader of the team by telling (in 
an encouraging way) the weaker partner what to do, where to stand, and so on. Addition-
ally, if the weaker player has a weak serve, the stronger partner must be ready to coun-
terattack at the net. If the team continues to lose points, then the stronger player may 
need to back up further in the box to buy more time.
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Switch Game
Purpose:	To practice switching positions.

Procedure:	 Four players are on the court in the standard doubles formation. A 
point is played out from the deuce side of the court; the two players on the base-
line rally with one another crosscourt until one of the net players calls out Switch
and poaches on the next ball (see fi gure 11.2). All four players play out the point. 
The next point is continued from the ad side of the court. Games are played until 
one team reaches 7 points.

Coaching Points:	 The two net players have to keep their eyes focused on one 
another in this drill to be ready for the Switch.

Players must 
communicate 

audibly with their 
partners.

Critical Cue:
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Figure 11.2 Poaching on the Switch call.

Basic Strategy #2: Weapon to Weakness
The next best strategy for doubles is to use weapons to the opponents’ weaker player, 
position on the court, or stroke. Weapons in doubles include a big server combined with a 
net player who can poach and put away shots at the net, two great returners who can play 
great defense, or any combination of play that isolates a weakness in the opposing team. 
Sometimes, a team can win points just by hitting to the opponents’ weaker player. How-
ever, a successful doubles team with a weaker and a stronger player has likely learned to 
hide weaknesses. The players may have superior movement, or they have learned how 
to move collectively and employ a good strategy.
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Oftentimes, the stronger player protects the weaker one and picks up the slack for the 
team. If the stronger player moves a lot, one of the best strategies is to hit to the outside 
of or directly at that player to get the player focused on hitting the shot or staying in posi-
tion. The next shot should be hit to the weaker player to get a better opportunity to win 
the point.

Common patterns of play: If an opposing player has a weak outside shot, the server 
should predominately serve out wide, and the partner at the net should pick off the 
weak return. To keep the opponent guessing, the server can mix it up by going to the 
T and having the partner at the net ready to pick off the easy response up the middle 
of the court. Returns should be hit to the weakness, which might include a down-
the-line shot to expose a weak net player followed by an easy pass up the middle off 
the opponent’s short volley (see fi gure 11.3), or, if the returning team doesn’t play 
defense well, a lob followed by a quick close to the net.
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Figure 11.3 Returns hit to the weakness.
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Hot Seat
Purpose:	To work on isolating one player or one shot from the opposing team. This 
drill provides a great opportunity for the hot seat player to work on counterat-
tacking and defensive skills at the net.

Procedure:	Four players on the court play a total of four games. For the first two 
games, each doubles team designates one player on the opposing team to be in 
the hot seat. In other words, the pair makes that player their primary target. After 
two games, the other player on each team becomes the new person in the hot seat 
for the opposing team.

Coaching Points:	In this drill, most pairs start with targeting the player that they 
perceive to be weaker. Players discover that by doing a good job of picking on the 
stronger player, they break down the opponents’ confidence even more. A returner 
may have a weakness in hitting in a particular direction. For example, if a returner 
doesn’t have a good outside shot, then the net player can take more liberties and 
attack balls off the weaker return.

Basic Strategy #3: Through the Middle
For this strategy (also known as going through a team), a team aims every shot down the 
middle of the court. Hitting down the middle is a high-percentage play and keeps the ball 
in front of the players. In doubles, this strategy can be a very effective way to win points. 
This approach gives the opponent no angles to work with, and it can also lead to unforced 
errors as the opponent tries to create an angle or devise other ways to respond to this 
challenge. This is an aggressive style, and it can be very intimidating to an opponent.

Common patterns of play: From the baseline, a team can work this strategy by 
keeping the ball up the middle of the court until the players receive a short ball. One 
of the players can attack the short ball and drive it up the line or at the opponent at 
the net. Hitting through the middle is also very effective when the opposing players 
are at the net. Instead of hitting through the middle with power, the player can hit 
low at the opponent’s feet with a topspin shot such as a short dipper, or a shot that 
makes both players move to the middle. When the opponents move in, the team 
can hit to the alleys or use a lob. Serving up the middle with a strong, deep serve in 
the box also eliminates angles. The server and the partner can anticipate the return 
coming up the middle of the court.
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Champs up the Middle
Purpose:	To work on hitting up the middle.

Procedure:	This drill is for six or more players. 
Two players start on the service line; these 
players are kings (see fi gure 11.4). A coach 
stands behind them. Two additional players, 
the challengers, start across the net on the 
service line. The coach feeds the challengers 
the ball, and the point is played out. If the chal-
lengers lose the fi rst point, they rotate out and 
the next pair steps up to challenge. The goal 
for the challenging pairs is to win 2 out of 3 
points against the kings, or hit a winner up the 
middle between them to take their side of the 
court and become the new kings. The game is 
played for time, so at the end of the allotted 
time the players on the king and queen side of 
the court do not have to pick up the balls.
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Figure 11.4 Start of fi rst point.

Basic Strategy #4: Lobbing the Opponent Crazy
Most lobs in doubles are defensive, but using offensive lobs can be effective against an 
opponent, especially in situations in which the opponents don’t hit good overheads. The 
lob is especially effective when net players try to be offensive and get too close to the 
net. The best time to lob is when the opposing players are recovering and they don’t see 
it coming.

Common patterns of play: The most common pattern of play is to bring a team 
closer to the net, intentionally defl ating your shots by hitting topspin angles or drop 
shots and then lob them either crosscourt or down the line. A lob off the return is 
also a good play and can surprise the serving team, especially if the serve is out wide. 
Whenever a lob is hit, the player should watch the body position and effectiveness of 
the opposing player hitting the overhead to get an early read about what to do next. 
If the opponent is in trouble and the ball has gone over the opponent’s head, the 
player should sprint to the net and look to put the response away with a countering 
volley or overhead.
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Hands
Purpose:	To work on effective lobbing and reading the opponents’ intentions on 
overheads.

Procedure:	This drill is for six or more players. The game starts off on the base-
line with two players designated as kings (see fi gure 11.5). A coach stands behind 
them to start. Two challengers are positioned on the other side of the net in the 
service boxes (one in each box). The coach throws a lob to the challengers and the 
point is played out. The challengers must hit overheads, and the kings must hit 

lobs unless the challengers let an over-
head bounce and touch the court. If that 
occurs, then the kings have the option of 
hitting a passing shot. The goal is for the 
challengers to win 3 overhead points in a 
row. If they miss before 3 points, the next 
team of challengers replaces them. This 
game is played for time; the fi nal kings 
are the team that collects 15 points. 
Points for the total may be won only on 
the kings’ side of the court. Even chal-
lengers who knock out players, players’ 
point totals remain the same until they 
return to demonstrate their great hands 
on the king side of the court.

Coaching Points:	 The kings look for 
body positioning and racket face when 
challengers are hitting their overheads. 
If they look as though they are in good 
position and hitting the overhead in front 
of them, challengers should be prepared 
for a big shot. If they are leaning back 
and reaching for the overhead, then 
challengers should move in for a more 
offensive shot on their defensive reply.

Variation:	 After the challengers hit the 
fi rst overhead, the kings can hit what-
ever shots they like. The challengers can 
take the side in this variation by hitting 
an outright winner or winning 2 out of 3 
points.

Intermediate Strategy #1: Rush and Crush
Rush and crush is when a team decides to blitz the opponents, forcing them to come 
up with a good passing shot or lob. A team can implement this strategy by executing 
the serve and volley or the return and volley. Some opponents get nervous when a team 
applies constant pressure coming forward because it accelerates the pace of the point 
and doesn’t give the opponents time to work themselves into the point. The players on 
the team using this strategy move forward together on their respective sides of the court 
and focus on executing a volley, advance forward, execute a volley, and advance forward 
until the point is won.
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Figure 11.6 Starting positions.

Volleyers advancing to the net should keep in mind that although they do want to 
advance forward, they must also move systematically; they hit the volley, take a couple of 
steps, and get ready to hit the next volley. Players should use two strategies to effectively 
move to any ball. One is to see where the opponent is hitting the ball and move there. The 
other is to anticipate where the opponent is going to hit the ball and start moving in that 
direction as the opponent is hitting the shot.

Common patterns of play: The most common pattern of play is to serve and volley 
at the same time the returner is returning and volleying. The best location for the 
player to rush and crush is to move forward on balls hit to the player or through the 
middle. The player should also hit to the middle or body while advancing until an 
opportunity presents itself. When the opposing team starts to lose a few of these 
points, it can undermine the team’s confi dence. Another rush and crush play is when 
the player and partner are back and the opposing team is up. The player hits a ball 
through the middle or out to the alleys and, as the opponent is reaching for the shot, 
the player and partner advance, hitting the ball to where they are not positioned. If 
both opponents are leaning to the middle, the player should volley down the line. If 
the opponents are leaning to the outside, then the middle of the court is open for 
the put-away.

Kings
Purpose:	 To work on taking the net 
from two players already in position at 
the net.

Procedure:	 Two players start on the 
service line; they are the kings (see 
fi gure 11.6). A coach stands 3 to 5 feet 
(0.9 to 1.5 m) behind them, ready to 
feed balls. Two other players line up 
on the baseline on the opposite side of 
the net from the kings. The goal is for 
the challengers to win three points in a 
row against the kings. The teams play 
the fi rst point from the baseline. They 
play the second point with both teams 
starting on the service line going 
volley to volley. On the third point, 
the kings retreat as the challengers 
get an overhead near the net from the 
coach. If the challengers win the third 
point, they take the opposite side of 
the court and become the kings. The 
winner is the team on the kings’ side of 
the court when the allotted time is up.

Variation:	 Another way for the game 
to be scored is for each team to track 
their points while playing as the kings. 
The winner is the fi rst team to win 15 
points cumulatively on the kings’ side 
of the court.
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Intermediate Strategy #2: Butterfl y Method
The butterfl y method is an effective strategy for forcing an opponent out of position, 
and it can be an effective way to weaken an opponent’s defense. To use this strategy, a 
team hits to the middle or to the outside alley fi rst to get the opponent either protecting 
the middle or stretched out wide. Then the team hits the next shot to the opposite loca-
tion. When a team attacks the middle of an opposing team, the opponents lean in, and 
the outsides are easier to attack. Similarly, when an opponent is pulled off the court, the 
middle is easy to attack. This in-and-out focus simulates a butterfl y’s wings.

Common patterns of play: When serving, the server can follow a slice serve or kick 
serve out wide with an attack up the middle (see fi gure 11.7). Conversely, the player 
can also hit a serve to the service T in order to then attack the outsides. Serving out 
wide and then attacking the middle is a higher-percentage play than serving to the 
Ts and attacking outside, but the latter is still effective. For the return, this strategy 
is used when the return is hit crosscourt and followed up with a shot or a poach to 
attack the middle. The player can also hit a return down the middle or at the net 
player to get a team leaning in and then attack the alleys with groundstrokes or 
volleys; this depends on court positioning.
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Figure 11.7 Using the butterfl y method after a serve out wide to the (a) deuce side and (b) ad side.
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best of Seven
Purpose:	To work on opening the court by hitting out wide or up the middle.

Procedure:	Two players are at the net, and two are on the baseline; a coach feeds 
balls into play. No lobs are allowed in this game. The teams play up to 7 points. 
The fi rst team (net players or baseline) to win 4 points wins, and then the teams 
switch sides.

Variation:	If additional players are waiting to drill, they can play best of 5.

Intermediate Strategy #3: 
Pushing the Opponent Back
The other main strategy designed to pull a team out 
of position is to push a team back or get the opposing 
players thinking high in order to be able to attack them 
low and vice versa. This strategy is similar to the butter-
fl y method except that this strategy uses changes in the 
height of the ball (high then low) to catch the opposing 
team off guard. This strategy is used off the serve, the 
return, groundstrokes, and net play.

Common patterns of play: When serving and 
attempting to push a team back, a player uses kick 
serves that bounce high for the returner followed 
by low penetrating volleys. When the player is trying 
to push a team back off the return, the returner can 
hit a lob followed by his or her partner moving in to 
retrieve the defensive reply with a drop volley (see 
fi gure 11.8). Another option is a slice return that 
stays low, followed by a high and heavy shot that 
bounces high. A team can also use a lob to push a 
team back and follow it up with shot at the team’s 
feet.

Intermediate Strategy #4: 
Dipping It
A great tactic in doubles is hitting the ball at the oppo-
nent’s feet, getting the opponent to pop the ball up for an easy put-away. This tactic can 
be used on the return, as a groundstroke, or while playing at the net. On the return, the 
crosscourt return that lands at the feet of the oncoming server makes for a tough shot 
that can give the returning net player more time to anticipate and attack the half volley 
reply. A low ball hit down the line is a low-percentage shot unless executed extremely 
well; it is executed best when having a comfortable lead.

Common patterns of play: There are three main options for the dip play. First is 
the dip and rip (see fi gure 11.9 on page 244), where a low ball is hit at the opponent’s 
feet, down the middle of the court followed by a fl at or topspin aggressive shot to 
the opponent’s body or to the open court. Second is the dip and lob (see fi gure 11.10 
on page 244), where the dip is hit close to the net to bring the opponents forward 
followed by a topspin lob over their heads. Third is the dip and angle (see fi gure 11.11 
on page 244), where the low ball is hit to the middle of the court to bring the players 
to the middle, followed by an angled shot that stretches them out wide.
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Figure 11.8 Pushing the opponent back in the 
court.
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Figure 11.9 Dipping (shot 1) and ripping (shot 3). Figure 11.10 Dipping (shot 1) and lobbing (shot 3).

Figure 11.11 Dipping (shot 1) and hitting an 
angle (shot 3).
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Dip, rip, angle, or lob
Purpose:	To work on dipping, ripping, angling, or lobbing the ball.

Procedure:	Two players start on the service line, and a coach stands 3 to 5 feet 
(0.9 to 1.5 m) behind them, ready to feed balls. Two other players line up on the 
opposite side of the net on the baseline. The coach feeds the ball into play, and 
the receiving team on the baseline dips, rips, angles, or lobs the ball. Once the ball 
is in play the two net players may move toward or away from the net, and the point 
is played out. Games are played to 7 points, and then players switch sides.

Variation:	To practice a specifi c shot, teams can be required to hit a particular 
shot fi rst and then play out the point.

Advanced Strategy #1: Infl ating and Defl ating 
or Defl ating and Infl ating
This strategy tests the opponents’ ability to cover from the front to the back of the court. 
Moving a team backward fi rst and then forward or vice versa can frustrate opponents 
and break down their defense.

Common patterns of play: To move a team backward fi rst, a player hits a heavy 
deep shot or lob (infl ating) and follows it with a drop volley (defl ating). To move 
a team forward fi rst, the player starts with a soft-angled return or a short-angled 
volley (defl ating) to draw the opponents to the net and then lob (infl ating) over 
them. With a good serve and aggressive net partner, a player can hit a topspin or 
kick serve that backs up the opponent, followed 
by a sharply angled drop volley when the player’s 
partner poaches on the opponents’ reply. The 
player can also volley deep into the court and then 
angle the next ball away.

Four Square
Purpose:	 To practice hitting infl ating or defl ating 
shots to all parts of the court.

Procedure:	 Two players start on the baseline on 
each side of the net. Players should imagine the 
center line continuing to the baseline so that the 
court is divided into four squares (see fi gure 11.12). 
Once the ball is in play, each team must hit to a dif-
ferent square on the opponents’ side of the court. 
Teams lose points if a ball lands in the same box 
twice in a row. Games are played out to 7 points.
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Advanced Strategy #2: 
Infl ating and Infl ating
In this scenario the players use two shots in a row that 
stretch the opposing team’s defense and count on 
the fact that they will hit a shot, recover, and look for a 
middle shot. This tactic can be used early in matches 
to stop opponents from poaching, or it can be used 
late in matches to test the resolve of an opposing team 
at a crucial moment.

Common patterns of play: This strategy works well 
to try to break the opponent’s serve. The goal is to 
intimidate and to keep the poaching opponent honest. 
The player takes the next return straight down the line 
with power and precision (see fi gure 11.13). Generally 
the fi rst time doing this, the player should expect a 
shorter volley as the opponent defensively blocks the 
return back over the net. Depending on the hit, the 
players can either follow the down-the-line shot with 
a lob when the ball is hit deep, or expose the middle 
with a hard shot to the alleys again. Some defenses 
recover quickly from an attacking (infl ating) situation, 
so the player may need to continue to infl ate to spread 
them out before being able to defl ate the ball (angle it 
off or hit it softly). In an infl ating and infl ating situation, 
players tend to overhit and go for too much on the 
shots to get an opponent in a stretched position. 
Players need to keep the speed of their shots within 
the limits that allow them to control the ball.

offense and Defense
Purpose:	 To practice the offensive and defensive situations played in doubles 
matches and establish optimum positioning and shot locations for all players.

Procedure:	One team is at the net, and the other team starts on the baseline. A 
coach feeds a ball to one of two volleyers standing on the service line. The player 
receiving the feed hits the fi rst ball back deep in the court toward the baseline. 
Net players may hit back crosscourt, down the line, or both. (These options should 
be predetermined and based on what the players need to work on.) After the ini-
tial ball is hit, the point is played full court and players can hit any shot anywhere 
they like.

Variations:	To work on overheads and defensive replies from the baseliners, the 
drill can be started by feeding a lob to the net players. In this version, net players 
can hit their overheads anywhere in the court that they would like. The lob version 
can also be used with a high and deep lob that makes the net players retreat to the 
baseline for defense or has them reestablish their position at the net.
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Figure 11.13 Intimidating a poaching opponent 
by putting a return straight down the line.
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Advanced Strategy #3: Deflating and Deflating
Taking speed off the ball so that opponents must generate pace can result in a series of 
unforced errors. A team can lessen the pace by increasing underspin on the ball, or they 
can use a kick serve to create a slower ball that the opponents hit early or try for too 
much on. A player can use lobs, volleys that are softly angled or directly in front, or slices 
that stay low. When taking pace off shots, the player’s goal is to locate them in spots 
where the opposing team finds it hard to be aggressive. This could be softer shots hit to 
a weakness or a lob that is tough for the opponents to put away.

Common patterns of play: Common patterns include a slow kick serve followed 
by a drop volley shot, or a short dip to the middle of two net players followed by 
another short dip.

Strategies and tactics for Doubles 
Styles of Play
The game style of a doubles team is determined by the game styles of the individual 
team members. Any of the singles game styles can be combined on a doubles team, but 
players should bear in mind that the effectiveness of any combination depends on the 
strength of each partner’s skills and tactics along with the ability to mesh the mental 
approaches and overall personalities of the two players. The various combinations of 
game styles create three types of teams: both aggressive (two aggressive player styles), 
both defensive (two defensive player styles), and salt and pepper (one aggressive and 
one defensive player). The characteristics of each type of team are discussed next.

Both Aggressive
This doubles style has two players of the following styles or any combination (hybrid teams) 
of the following styles: aggressive baseline players, serve-and-volley style players, and all-
court players. When both players are aggressive, they constantly look for opportunities to 
be at the net and focus on applying pressure with their serves, returns, and poaching skills. 
This type of team favors the mentality of going through instead of around the opponent, so 
the players use lots of middle shots and shots at the body to help them advance forward. 
This combination is usually a power team, and the members are often big in stature. The 
players are likely to hit their overheads hard and mean to put their shots away.

Two Aggressive Baseline Players
In doubles play, aggressive baseline players like to make the action happen and typically 
hit big groundstrokes through the court or through the opponents. They try to intimidate 
with power and heavy spin. On a slow clay court, this team is a handful.

One of the strategies best suited to two aggressive baseliners is covering a weak-
ness. Through their aggressiveness, these players make the opponents more concerned 
with defense than finding a weakness. This team should also attack the weakness of the 
opponents and use the aggressive strategies of through the middle, butterfly, the rush 
and crush, inflating and inflating, and pushing the opponent back in the court.

Besides these overall strategies, here are two other strategies commonly used by 
successful aggressive baseline players:

•	 Pinning their opponents to the baseline with balls that they hit through the court 
(ball bounces over the baseline) or off the court (ball bounces and goes over the 
doubles side line)

•	 Intimidating the net players by hammering groundstrokes directly at them
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Two Serve-and-Volley Style Players
This team would serve and volley on every serve and try to attack every return and short 
ball. Their goal is to get to the net because they have good volleys and overheads, under-
stand movement at the net, and obtain optimum volley location to stay on offense. This 
team will be formidable on quick hard or grass courts. The quickness and aggressive 
nature of this style of team tries to find the weakness of the other team and continually 
goes to it. Serve-and-volley style players look for the first opportunity to hit a power volley 
down the line exposing the net player. Serve-and-volley style players also use angled vol-
leys to pull a team out of position so they can attack the middle.

The doubles strategies best suited to two serve-and-volley style players are the rush 
and crush and hitting through the middle. Return and crush works too, as does lobbing 
the opponents and taking the net as they retreat. Besides these overall strategies, other 
strategies commonly used by successful serve and volley teams include the following:

•	 Playing Australian formation. The server stands by the center hash mark to serve, 
and the partner lines up on the same side that the server is serving from.

•	 Playing the I formation. The partner at the net lets the player know which direc-
tion the partner plans to move after the player serves.

Two All-Court Players
A team of all-court Players is a pair of seasoned players. They must be so, because they 
can play any style whenever and on whatever surface that they like. Bob Bryan and Mike 
Bryan are the best all-court players that the doubles game has seen. They adjust effort-
lessly to all surfaces, and they specialize in a variety of ways to beat opponents.

Two all-court players can use any of the previously mentioned strategies. Consistency 
pays off for this team when the players are able to execute a variety of the doubles strate-
gies. Hitting to a weakness is important because the all-court player team can execute 
it in different ways. This team can implement strategies based on what is working at the 
time. Besides these overall strategies, other strategies commonly used by successful 
all-court player teams include the following:

•	 Playing consistently but with a variety of styles to keep their opponents guessing

•	 Using their best styles to own the must-win points

One Serve-and-Volley Style Player or One Aggressive Baseline Player 
or One All-Court Player
The possible teams for these match-ups, include the following:

•	 One serve-and-volley style player and one aggressive baseline player

•	 One serve-and-volley style player and one all-court player

•	 One aggressive baseline player and one-all court player

These teams can be aggressive but might not commit to an all-out blitz on the net. This 
type of team also looks for opportunities but is mainly looking for a short ball to attack 
and then come to the net. These teams are dangerous on all surfaces, but especially on 
quicker surfaces. This team has power but partners must work together to combine one 
player’s aggressive style of transition with a partner who likes to use groundstrokes or 
variety to transition. This combination works well when each partner can adapt slightly 
to the other partner’s style.

The serve-and-volley style player uses the aggressive strategies of hitting to a weak-
ness and rush and crush. The aggressive baseline player uses power on groundstrokes 
to ground and pound the opponents to transition forward. The all-court player uses any 
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of the doubles strategies to get in good position. Besides these overall strategies, other 
strategies commonly used by successful all-court teams include the following:

•	 The serve-and-volley style player uses power and constant transition to affect the 
other team, and the aggressive baseline player or all-court player partner looks to 
transition off a weapon shot or a weaker ball.

•	 This type of aggressive doubles works best if the aggressive baseliner or all-court 
player thinks in terms of setting up the serve-and-volley style player.

Both Defensive
This team consists of two defensive baseline players. Since baseliners don’t have big 
weapons, this team uses scrappy defense to make opponents hit a winner or put-away 
to end the point. The defensive team uses good defense initially to get the other team 
out of position and depth to keep opposing players back and prevent them from being 
more aggressive. Players on this team have good use of the lob and know how to position 
themselves to stay in the rally. On a slow clay court, this style of team can make it a long 
day. Opponents must be patient and get ready for long rallies.

The strategies best suited to two defensive baseline players are as follows:

•	 Consistency combined with great anticipation and speed can drive attacking teams 
crazy; it makes opponents always have to hit another shot.

•	 Lobbing is a way to really test the opposing team’s ability to hit overheads. It is 
common in league play and can lead to victory.

Besides these overall strategies, other strategies commonly used by successful 
defensive baseline teams include the following:

•	 High percentage of first serves when starting the point

•	 Very high percentage of returns followed by deep groundstrokes and or lobs

One Aggressive and One Defensive
This team consists of a defensive baseline player paired with an aggressive baseline 
player, serve-and-volley style player, or all-court player. The partners in this type of team 
can complement each other if they work together. The aggressive player becomes the 
spiker, and the other player becomes the setter. All teams attempt to set their partners 
up for success, but this salt and pepper style of team is exceptionally good at it.

Depth by the baseliner is essential, and the ability to work in conjunction with a more 
aggressive partner means the least aggressive player must be able to join the more 
aggressive partner when the situation presents itself. The defensive player, whose pref-
erence of surfaces could make the difference, determines the best court surfaces. Oppo-
nents who keep pressure on the defensive player can eventually wear this team down 
because the aggressive player tries to take more on to finish the points.

In a salt and pepper team, one player uses the aggressive style of play with serve-
and-volley play, rush and crush, and hitting through the middle. The other player uses 
lobs, uses the butterfly method, and tries to deflate shots or take pace off the shot. The 
other player could also be a defensive and aggressive player combination. Besides these 
overall strategies, other strategies commonly used by successful salt and pepper teams 
include the following:

•	 One player that inflates shots while the partner deflates.

•	 All-around players that deflate well together and then inflate together or vice versa.
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establishing a Doubles Game Plan
A doubles team should hold a meeting to discuss preferences such as shot, side, and 
surface. The following process can help doubles teams design a basic game plan.

1.	 Identifying the playing style.	Players	determine	whether	a	team’s	playing	style
should	be	aggressive,	defensive,	or	salt	and	pepper.	Players	test	this	out	by	playing	
practice	sets	against	a	variety	of	opponents.

2.	 Prioritizing serve formations.	Players	list	in	order	of	preference	the	formations	
that	they	like	using.	It	is	valuable	to	associate	this	with	a	score	in	mind,	so	players	
should	 write	 out	 all	 the	 possible	 scores	 and	 determine	 what	 they	 do	 best	 on	
differing	scores.

3.	 Assessing strengths and weaknesses within playing styles and formations.	
Players	review	the	information	for	their	own	playing	style	and	evaluate	which	of	the	
strengths,	strategies,	and	patterns	of	play	listed	for	the	player	type	are	strengths	
versus	 weaknesses.	 For	 example,	 if	 a	 team’s	 style	 is	 two	 serve-and-volley	 style	
players,	then	both	players	agree	that	transitioning	to	the	net	is	what	they	must	
do.	They	 also	 agree	 that	 staying	 back	 for	 any	 long	 periods	 of	 time	 where	 their	
weaknesses	could	be	exposed	is	not	a	good	idea.	So,	their	goal	is	to	come	in	as	
soon	as	possible.

4.	 Prioritizing patterns of play within the team’s style.	The	patterns	of	play	are	
the	partners’	options,	and	they	should	prioritize	their	options	for	both	the	serving	
and	receiving	games.	For	example,	for	a	team	member	using	the	serve-and-volley	
style	and	the	other	player	who	is	using	the	aggressive	baseline	style,	their	service	
game	options	are	as	follows:

Option 1: Using T serves where the likely return will be down the middle or 
crosscourt. Serve-and-volley style players will come in off serves and sometimes 
stay back, mixing up their transitions to the net. Serve-and-volley style players will 
hit volleys and work their way in closer to the net. Aggressive baseline players will 
stay back and come to the net, but will be looking to be aggressive and go for a 
winning type volley.

Option 2: Serving out wide. This is tougher for serve-and-volley style players 
because they now have to cover more of the alley because of the angle created. 
Serve-and-volley style players will transition in and, if a high ball is hit, will direct 
their volley to the net player. Aggressive baseline players will look to stay back and 
run around their weakness off a serve out wide and hit their weapon to come in or 
rip it down the line.

Option 3: Using the jam serve. For a serve-and-volley style player, hitting this serve 
into the opponent’s body could produce an easy put-away. Aggressive baseline 
players will look for a weak reply and transition to the net.

Following are the same team’s options for the return games:

Option 1: Neutralizing the serve with a low ball hit crosscourt if the server is 
transitioning to volley, or using a high and heavy topspin if the server is staying 
back. The serve-and-volley style player may feel the urge to come in off the return 
or wait for the next ball. The aggressive baseline player will stay back and return the 
serve and then get positioned to hit a weapon crosscourt and transition to the net.
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Option 2: Taking the opponent’s second serve and hitting it up the line, coming to 
the net behind it for the serve-and-volley style player. The aggressive baseliner will 
pound groundstrokes crosscourt until they change direction and rip a shot down 
the line.

5.	 Practicing style and options.	Players	 try	 to	get	some	playing	 time	by	playing	
practice	sets	with	the	partner	or	at	least	with	someone	who	plays	the	partner’s	
game	style.	This	gives	players	a	better	idea	of	what	to	expect.

6.	 Playing practice sets and recording results.	 Players	 play	 about	 three	 to	 five	
practice	 sets	 a	 week.	 They	 keep	 a	 journal	 on	 how	 they	 performed	 with	 their	
partner,	how	their	styles	affect	each	other’s	game,	the	strengths	and	weaknesses	
of	the	team,	and	how	they	can	make	it	better.

7.	 Playing under pressure.	Players	enter	a	tournament	or	league	competition.	They	
should	be	diligent	about	playing	their	options	under	pressure.	Competition	is	the	
test	of	players’	perseverance	and	discipline.

8.	 Evaluating matches.	After	 each	 match,	 the	 team	 considers	 whether	 anything	
that	each	team	member	did	or	didn’t	do	might	have	helped	the	team	play	better.	
Players	 should	 do	 this	 for	 a	 month	 after	 each	 practice	 set,	 practice	 match,	 or	
real	match.	They	will	likely	be	amazed	at	what	they	learn	about	themselves	and	
their	game.	This	strategy	can	help	a	team	create	a	blueprint	for	reproducible	top	
performances.
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Chapter 3: Forehand and Backhand Drills

Call-out game X X 56

Straight-
ahead short 

court
X X 57

Diagonal 
short court X X 57

Competitive 
short court X X 57

Straight-
ahead 

backcourt
X X 58

Crosscourt 
backcourt X X 58

 Release 
technique drill X X 59

Handcuff drill X X 59

Alternating 
open and 

closed stance
X X 61

Back loading 
step X X 61

Forward 
movement X X 62

Side 
movement X X 62

Backward 
movement X X 62

Side-to-side 
movement X X 63

Drill
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Backward-
to-forward 
movement

X X 63

Inside-out 
forehand 

movement
X X 64

Random 
movement X X 64

Basic 
acceleration 

drill
X X 65

Swinging 
volley drill X X 66

Moving 
acceleration 

drill
X X 66

Hard hitting: 
out of the 
ballpark

X X 67

Hard hitting: 
killer shots X X 67

Crosscourt 
fl at shot X X 69

Down-the-line 
shot X X 69

High, heavy 
crosscourt 

and down-the-
line shot

X X 70

Shorter- and 
deeper-angled 

shots
X X 71

Inside-out 
forehand X 72

Slice X 72

One shot X X 73

Drill
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Forehand or 
backhand only X X 73

Donut hole X X 74

Crosscourt 
versus angled 

shot
X X 75

Down the line 
versus high 
and heavy

X X 76

Chapter 6: Serve and Return Drills

Toss 
consistency X 113

Release and 
freeze X 113

Throwing X 113

Extend and 
trap X 114

Wrist snap 
execution X 114

Wrist snap 
disguise X 115

Back leg 
strength X 115

No legs X 115

Power zone 
toss X 116

Wrist snap 
power X 116

Drill
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Serving fi ves X 116

Flat serve 
(power) X 117

Slice serve X 118

Topspin or 
kick serve X 118

Serve location 
scoring X 119

Serving a 
game of pig X 119

Billy ball X 120

Short court to 
backcourt X 120

Compact 
movement X 121

Takeback and 
look X 121

Return and 
release 

technique
X 122

Return 
acceleration 

and wrist snap
X 122

Aggressive 
fl at or topspin 

return
X 124

Neutralizing 
return drill X 124

Block return X 125

Drill
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Return 
location X 126

Cricket X 126

Target X 126

Variety X X 127

Second serve 
game X 127

First- and 
second-serve 

plus-minus 
game

X X 127

Break, no 
break game X X 128

Goalie game X 128

Chapter 9: Net and Specialty Drills

Approach 
and catch 
movement

X X X X X 168

Block 
approach X X X 169

Aggressive 
groundstroke 

approach
X X X X 169

Swinging 
volley 

approach
X X X X 170

Slice 
approach X X X

Approach 
target X X X X 170

Drill
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Multiple 
approaches X X X X 171

One-shot 
crosscourt 

pass
X X X X 172

One-shot 
down-the-line 

pass
X X X 172

One-shot 
short dipper X X X X 173

Two-shot pass X X X X 173

Topspin lob X X X X 174

Backhand 
slice lob X X X 174

Bunt lob X X X 175

Lob target X X X X 175

Multiple lobs X X X X X 175

Standard 
volley with leg 

loading
X 176

Moving volley X 177

Volley 
tracking X 177

Volley collar X 177

High volley X 178

Drill
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Lob volley X X 178

Drop volley X X 179

Low volley X 179

Half volley X X X X 179

Quick hands 
and quick feet 

volley
X 180

Deuce-ad 
volley game X X 180

Volley target X X 180

Live volley X 180

Power 
overhead X X 181

Scissor kick 
overhead X X 181

Backhand 
smash X X 182

Overhead 
target X 182

Live overhead X 182

Drop shot 
target X X 182

Drop shot to 
drop shot X X 183

Drill
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Drop shot 
technique X X 183

Forward 
running shot X 183

Tweener shot X 184

Slap shot X 184

Double 
desperation 

shot
X 184

Approach, 
volley, and 
overhead

X X X 185

Approach and 
pass X X X 185

Volley and lob X X X 185

No winners X 186

Coach 
Williams 
special

X X X X 186

Chapter 10: Singles Strategy and Drills

Three-quarter 
court drill X 202

Alley drill X 203

Walk-in drill X 204

Running the 
opponent X 205

Drill
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First strike X 206

Hitting shots 
to set up 

strengths
X 207

Defl ate and 
infl ate or 

infl ate and 
defl ate

X 208

Offensive 
infl ation 
versus 

defensive 
defl ation

X 209

Chapter 11: Doubles Strategy and Drills

Switch game X 236

Hot seat X 238

Champs up 
the middle X 239

Hands X 240

Kings X 241

Best of seven X 243

Dip, rip, angle, 
or lob X 245

Four square X 245

Offense and 
defense X 246

Drill
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